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The Business Man's Time Signal
WHEN, years ago, and long before the

advent of telephonic broadcasting,
reception of wireless signals by

amateurs was confined to a small band of
enthusiasts, the famous military wireless
station at the Eiffel Tower broadcast twice
a day a time signal by means of its powerful
spark transmitter. Here and there throughout
the country watchmakers made use of these
time signals to check their chronometers.
Soon other stations broadcast such signals,
Germany following close on the heels of
France, and later the United States. Great
Britain, strangely enough, remained without
a wireless time signal service for many years
and was without a service until the Broad-
casting Company commenced activities. It
seems but a few months since the only time
signals we had, even from this source, con-
sisted of strokes on a tubular bell at 2L0,
accurate, perhaps, to within 5 seconds. An
improved system, first introduced at 2L0 by
Mr. Hope -Jones during a talk on time signals,
consisted in counting the seconds just prior to
the hour. The present series of 6 piping dots,
automatically controlled from Greenwich Ob-
servatory is, of course, of comparatively recent
origin.

A Suggested 8 a.m. Time Signal
Is it not time that Great Britain, with the

finest broadcasting service in the world, placed
itself in the forefront of the nations providing
time signals ? The present arrangements are
far from satisfactory, and great improvements
can be effected with but little effort. From
correspondence published last week, - our
readers will have seen that our efforts have
succeeded in gaining for the public one more
time signal, namely, that a': r o'clock. The
business man's time signal at 8 a.m., put for-
ward in the correspondence referred to, has,
however, yet to be conceded by the British
Broadcasting Company, and we trust it will
not be long delayed.

It is not always realised that only a tiny
minority of listeners are at home between the
hours of to a.m. and 5 p.m., particularly in
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the densely populated centres where wireless
is most popular. The regulation of clocks is
almost always left in the hands of the head of
the house, who generally returns after 6 p.m.
For such people there is but one accurate time
signal available-that at io p.m., and efficient
regulation of clocks by this time signal is pre-
cluded by the fact that the signal is sent but
once. Even in the earliest days of time signal
broadcasting, the Eiffel Tower sent indications
three times at intervals of two minutes, so that
preliminary adjustments made on the first
signal could be checked on the second and
third. What we really need is something of
the same kind in wireless telephonic broad-
casting. The first time -signal might be sent
by the present method at, say, io p.m., this
being repeated either after a two -minute in-
terval, and again after a four -minute in-
terval, or, if this should interfere with the
general arrangement of the programme, a fur-
ther time signal could be broadcast a quarter
or half an hour later.

For those who do not find it convenient to
listen to the io o'clock time signal, a service
at 8 o'clock in the morning should be available.
This we have called the " business man's "
time signal. Accurate time keeping should be
encouraged in every branch of the community,
and for a large section of the public a breakfast
hour time signal would be a great boon.

Finally, we must not overlook the interests
of the younger members of the community.
It should not be forgotten that in well -regu-
lated families the children are all asleep before
the hour of ten. The eight o'clock time signal
would afford admirable training in accurate
observation, and for this reason should be
worth while.

Truth in Advertising
Readers will notice in our correspondence

columns letters from manufacturers of con-
densers stating that they guarantee their
capacities. We trust that before long every
reputable manufacturer will be able to make
a similar statement.
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Some Problems in Construction

A few

By E. H. CHAPMAN, M.A., D.Sc., Staff Editor.

notes upon some interesting problems which confront the experimenter, and how they
were overcome, in special cases.

THERE is a certain amount
of fascination about those
unusual constructional pro-

blems which the wireless experi-
menter occasionally runs up
against, and there is a great
deal of satisfaction to be derived
from the solution of one of those
problems, especially if, in
solving the problem, one helps
a less experienced but equally
enthusiastic wireless constructor.

Within the last few days it
has been my good fortune to
come up against three somewhat
unusual constructional problems,
and the work connected with the
working out of those problems
has been most enjoyable.

BACK

VALVE

HOLDER

SIDE
LEFT
OPEN

Fig. 1.-The framework.
The First Problem

The first problem was con-
nected with the making of a two -
valve set in a handsome box with
a decorated lid. In the ordinary
way of things, the wireless con-
structor chooses a box or cabinet
of suitable size for the set he has
in mind, and he is careful to
allow plenty of room for the com-
ponent parts of the set. In this
case, however, the box was the
first contribution towards the
two -valve set. The inside
measurements of the box were
'of by 71 by 6 inches, the last
figure being the depth of the box.

The problem would have been
a simple one if a panel could have
been placed in the box in the
usual way flush with the top of
the box. But it was stipulated
that the lid of the box should

remain. Now it was obvious
that if a panel had been placed
in the box flush with the top of
the box, and valves mounted ver-
tically on the panel, sooner or
later the valves would have been
damaged by the falling lid.
Hence it was necessary to make a
panel of such a form as to ensure
that the valves would be out of
danger from the lid of the box.

The Solution
Accordingly a wooden frame-

work was made of the shape
indicated in Fig. 1, the size of
this framework being such that it
would slip easily yet tightly into
the box. It will be noted that
the two valve - holders were
mounted on a low, narrow shelf,
quite distinct from the major por-
tion of the panel proper. This
narrow valve shelf, when in posi-
tion in the box, was less than an
inch above the bottom of the box.

The whole of the framework
was of wood, and the component
parts of the set were selected for
mounting on wood. In Fig. 2

the actual measurements of the
several pieces of wood which
made up the framework are
given.

How the Components were
Mounted

The two -valve set mounted on
the framework was a slightly
modified form of the two -valve
set described in Wireless
Weekly, Vol. 2, No. 18, page
618. The transformer was
mounted on the underneath
side of the top of the
framework. The two variable
condensers, the two filament
rheostats and the terminals were
mounted on the top part of the
framework. The grid leak and
condenser were placed on the
vertical end of the framework as
near to the detector valve -holder
as possible.

In wiring up the set, the wiring
of the component parts mounted
on the top part of the frainework

was carried out before the top
was screwed into position. Leads
were left for the eight connec-
tions to the valve -holders. These
eight leads were soldered to the
legs of the valve -holders last of
all. Fig. 3 is a sketch of the
framework when finished.

The Second Problem
The second problem was con-

nected with the erection of an

...dr"---------2.. - - _--#'.-
-..--- _,..---- .--- ---->/,' .-
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Fig. 2.-Details of the construction
of the framework.

aerial at a house where an outside
aerial was almost an impossi-
bility. At the front of the house
and at the two sides there was
insufficient room for an outside
aerial. At the back of the house
the 'ground sloped away so
quickly that an outside aerial
would have called for an un-
usually high mast. Since the
house stood on high ground, an
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indoor aerial immediately under
the roof seemed the best proposi-
tion.

Construction of the Aerial
As the space under the roof

had a boarded floor, the actual
constructional work of erecting
the aerial was quickly carried
out. First of all, seven large
cup -hooks were screwed in the
rafters, four on one side of the
roof and three on the other side.
At eighth cup -hook was screwed

Fig. 3.-The framework, complete
with panel and components
mounted up.

in the position shown in Fig. 4.
Next, seven small egg -shaped
insulators were strung on the
aerial wire which consisted of
loo feet of 7/22. An eighth
insulator was then secured to the
end of the aerial wire. By means
of a short length of thin wire, the
end insulator was then fastened
to hook r (see Fig. 4). The
aerial wire was then taken over
to the other side of the roof
where, by means of another short
length of thin wire, the second
insulator was fastened to hook 2.
In similar fashion, the other
insulators were dealt with. After
all the insulators had been placed
in position the aerial wire, which
just passed through the insula-
tors, was pulled tight all along its
zig-zag path.

The Down Lead

The question then arose as to
hOw the aerial wire should be
taken down to a room on the
ground floor. One alternative
was to take the wire through the
roof trap-door and down the
staircase. This, however, would
have meant a long aerial down -
lead. Between the roof and the
top of the walls of the house the
builder had left a number of
small spaces for ventilation pur-

poses. One of these gaps came
immediately over a side window
in the room in which it was
desired to install the receiving set.
It was therefore decided to pass
the aerial wire through this gap
and take the down -lead on the
outside of the house to a lead-in
in the side window referred to.
In order to insulate and, protect
the aerial wire where it passed
through the gap just by the
eaves, a foot of stout rubber
tubing was threaded on, and
placed finally over the aerial wire
where it passed through the gap
between the roof and the top of
the wall.

This indoor aerial proved most
efficient. On a two -valve set
excellent loud -speaker telephony
was received from 2L0 fifteen
miles away.

The Third Problem

The third problem was con-
cerned with a two -valve receiving
installation which had apparently
developed a serious fault during
a month of disuse. Signal
strength with the set tuned -in on
London fifteen miles away was
very weak. There appeared to be
nothing wrong with the wiring
nor with the component parts.
On testing the set on my own
aerial signal strength was all
that could be desired. The fault
was therefore either in the aerial
or in the earth connection of the
installation referred to.

Some Preliminary Tests
.An inspection of the aerial was

carried out, but no fault was
found, so that it was clear that
the earth connection had become
in some way unreliable. As it

Fig. 5.-An efficient counterpoise.
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was a somewhat difficult matter
to get at the earth connection-a
large tin buried in the ground-
it was decided to put in another
earth altogether. Accordingly a
piece of water -pipe, two feet long
and two inches in diameter, was
buried in the ground and a sol-
dered connection made to it.
Using this as the earth, the set
was tried again, and to the great
astonishment of the owner of the
set, another wireless enthusiast,
and the writer, no improvement
was noticeable in the reception of
2LO.

THROUGH VENTIZATEW ,.PACE [Err 8t7WeL1
ROW AA® 74. of WALL , oaspezrao 4V

Plage a NOVA%

Fig. 4.-A roof aerial with a down
lead on the outside of the house.

In Fig. 5, E is the earth pipe,
which was found to be very
inefficient, the earth lead, which
consisted of a length of flexible
wire, being shown at A B.

A Counterpoise

I A desperate case requires a
desperate remedy, so the earth
wire was pulled away from the
buried pipe and attached to a
length of bell -wire, which was
placed along the ground for a
few yards under the aerial.
This wire, which was No. 18
gauge, is seen at B C D in the
drawing. It was placed round
the sides of the garage, as
shown, and supported from the
ground at a height of approxi-
mately 5 feet. Using this
bell - wire as a counterpoise,
the set behaved as it was
intended that it should behave.
In fact, with the counterpoise,
better results were obtained than
had ever been obtained with the
more conventional earth.

The owner of the set would
not hear of another earth connec-
tion, but proceeded to fix up a
more permanent counterpoise.
Fig. 5 is a. plan of the counter-
poise as I last saw it.
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JOTTINGS

BY
THE WAY

COOP -WAYFARER No. 761
Synopsis of Previous Chapters
(In previous instalments

readers have been given an ink-
ling of some of the wonders' of
the new Goop-Wayfarer circuit
No. 761. The way in which
various important parts are made
has been described, and some of
the most useful constructional
hints that have ever appeared in
wireless literature have been
generously presented to readers.
If you have not read the earlier
chapters lose no time in reading
them now. (There seems to be a
double meaning here !) In any
case, be in at the death, and

FINISH THIS GREAT NEW
SERIAL NOW)

The Superest Super
True to my promise I am now

about to draw aside the curtain
and to disclose to your astonished
and admiring gaze the whole
wonder of this superest of all
super circuits, hyperest of hypers,
the great Goop-Wayfarer No.
761, for which during all these
weeks the world has waited upon
the tiptoe of expectation. Look
most carefully at the diagram and
trace out the circuit as well as
your quivering hand will allow
you to guide your pencil. The
merest glance will show you that
it is something quite out of the
ordinary, that it is a circuit likely
to make history. It is unfashion-
able enough to employ a high-
tension battery which we have
been told is merely an added
source of expense, but as I shall
show you presently how to
acquire this battery at no expense
whatever, you may set all doubts
at rest on this score. Though
there is only one valve, this cir-
cuit is guaranteed by both
" Wayfarer " and Professor
Coop with their hands upon their
hearts and their fingers crossed,

to bring in the programmes of
any self-respecting broadcasting
station at a range of at least
forty miles. Further, its trans-
mitting range, when the induct-
ance L2 is made to nestle tightly
against its fellow Li, is certainly
quite five miles. When this is
done signals in Morse code can be
sent by the simple process of
waggling out dots and dashes
with the condenser C2. One dash
transmitted in this way is guaran-
teed to produce .a series of far
worse things from the lips of all
listeners in the neighbourhood

V

himself without the loss of
temper, finger tips, or self-
esteem. Whilst I- think of it,
though, it might be as well to say
just a word about Cz. As you
wilt no longer have your supply of
cigarette tin inner lids, having
consigned these some weeks -ago
to the dustbin, you may be. 'in
rather a quandary to find a way of
making it without doing violence
to the love of truth which is, of
course, innate in you.. Person-
ally, I should be inclined to buy
and to fit it to the set without
further bother, trusting that

(13

1?

E

Fig. 1.-The GW761 circuit.

The Parts
You have already seen how to

construct the inductance Li and
the condenser CI. L2 is exactly
like Li only more so, whilst CI
and C2 are the image of one
another, especially C2. I feel,
therefore, that I need give no
further hints upon the making of
these components which even the
radiotyro (a noble and expressive
word) will be able to construct for

my

friends would not ask awkward
questions. To the nervous, how-
ever, I recommend the following
course. Purchase a condenser,
and having done so take it to
pieces and put it together again.
It is highly probable when you
have done so it will never work
again, and that its plates will
gnash against each other. But
what does this matter after all so
long as your. honour is saved?
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More Parts
C4 and C5 can be made quite

simply at home, not by the pur-
chase or substitution methods,
but with the constructor's own
fair hands. As the capacity of C5
should be about two microfarads
a fairly large amount of the best
ruby mica and copper foil will be
required. The plates should be
cut so as to have an overlap of
precisely one square centimetre.
In this case the number required
will be exactly 4o,000, the dielec-
trics and covers consisting of
40,002 pieces of mica measuring

in. by 1i in. The pleasant task
of putting these together will pro-
vide congenial employment for
the long summer evenings.
Having tackled C5 successfully
we can turn with a light heart to
C4, which requires but twenty
plates and twenty-two pieces of
mica.

Resistances
The resistance RI is a rheostat

whose value both monetary and
ohmic will depend upon the valve
in use and upon the size of the
accumulator. By far the most
economical arrangement is, of
course, to use a dull emitter valve
requiring .o6 ampere at 3 volts
worked off a 6 -volt accumulator.
As the 50 -ohm rheostat required
is thus eating half the voltage it
is doing something for its living,
whereas if a small battery were in
use the thing might almost as well
not be there at all. What, after
all, is the use of having a com-
ponent if it does not do some-
thing to justify its existence? The
second resistance, R2, should
have a value of two megohms.
The prefix mega- signifies, of
course, a million, micro- being a
millionth. Excellent examples of
uses of these prefixes are given in
the words megaphone and micro-
phone, a megaphone being a con-
trivance enabling you to speak to
the million., whilst a microphone
renders the submerged millionth
audible. The best way of making
R2 is to obtain 19,140 yards of
No. 4o s.w.g. enamelled Eureka

wire and to wind this non -induc-
tively upon an ebonite former.
Ordinary copper wire of the same
gauge may be used if you dislike
Eureka. A little more will be
needed, of course; it will be
found that 750,000 yards is about
the right amount. Be very care-
ful to keep the wire from tang-
ling, for it is distinctly fatiguing
to have to keep on pulling 15
miles or so through loops in
order to get at the end. I ven-
ture to give my personal assur-
ance that those readers who com-
plete the copper -wound two-
megohm resistance will find that
it works quite as well as the little
thing that unenterprising- wireless
folk buy for the purpose for half
a crown.

The High Tension Battery
Problem

The high-tension battery used
to be rather a problem when one
was hard up. You bought one
for about a sovereign, and when
it had been in use for less than
a week your better half, in a
tidying fit, placed a steel foot -
rule neatly across the top of it.
One of mine once suffered
severely by being chosen as a
temporary roosting place by a
wet cat. Felix leapt into the air
within a fraction of a second on
coming to rest, and kept on
walking, but the damage was
done, for the ohmic resistance of
a damp tabby is of the lowest
order. When things of this kind
happen one used to have to go
out and do in another Fisher;
but, thanks to the noble move-
ment which has taken place
during the last few months, this
kind of thing is, of course, no
longer necessary. The other
night, when my only high-tension
battery showed by its gurglings
that its end was near, I walked
round to see my friend Gubbs-
worthy, who I found, of course,
in his wireless den. I inspected
his set with great care, and ob-
served that he had a particularly
fine specimen of high-tension
battery, absolutely brand new,

which I determined to make my
own. It is now working most
satisfactorily upon my set, and
Gubbsworthy, so far from regret-
ting its loss, is glad to have seen
the last of it. Here is the way
in which the perfectly painless
separation of battery from owner
was accomplished.

The Method

I spent a whole morning in
reading up all the literature upon
which I could lay hands that
dealt with the high -tensionless
circuits. Then after lunch I
started round to see Gubbsworthy
once more, taking a selection of
it in my pocket. " Quite a nice
set," I said, " and considering
how old-fashioned it is it does
not do badly." "Old-fashioned?"
said Gubhsworthy. " What on
earth are you talking about?
This is about the last thing in
wireless " " My dear fellow," I
protested, " I have no doubt that
you think you are up to date,
but I see that you have got a
high - tension battery there.
Really, Gubbsworthy, I am sur-
prised that you should be so
behind the times_ None of the
best people think of using them
now." Gubbsworthy, who is
always rather touchy and dislikes
to have any piece of apparatus
that invites criticism, was dis-
tinctly annoyed, but eventually he
calmed down, and asked me to
tell hint more. I did so, saying
neither too much nor too little.
Then I left my selection of litera-
ture with him and went for a
walk. When I returned I found
him about to begin the remaking
of his set. " Of course," I
said, " you cannot be seen with
a thing like this in the house "
(here I pointed to his HTB); "no
self-respecting man could nowa-
days." Gubbsworthy agreed
heartily, and I consented to
remove it for him, promising to
bury it at the bottom of my
garden. I faithfully carried out
my promise, after which I dug it
up again. And there you are !

WIRELESS WAYFARER

Some Interesting Articles in MODERN WIRELESS for AUGUST
MULTI -STAGE HIGH -FREQUENCY AMPLIFICATION. By John Scott -Taggart, F.Inst.P.

HOW I DESIGN MY WIRELESS SETS. By Percy W. Harris.
WHAT VALVE CURVES MEAN. By R. W. Hallows, M.A.
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Sediment in Batteries.
By C. R. HARDY.

ASMALL quantity of lead
oxide falls from the plates
of an accumulator in the

course of time and settles in the
space beneath the plates, but
there is no need for apprehension
on this account. The nature
and construction of the plates
used in an accumulator precludes
the possibility of avoiding sedi-
ment altogether, although under
normal conditions of usage the
quantity is very small and does
not involve any danger to the
battery. It is obvious that a cer-
tain space must be provided
under the plates to allow of the
sediment settling there con-
veniently-, for if it were to touch
the plates it would bridge across
from positive to negative, thereby
causing a short circuit.

Porous Materials
The active materials which are

responsible for the electrical star --
age capacity of the plates of an
accumulator are manufactured in
such a way as to produce, a
highly porous mass, in the case
of both the lead peroxide- of
the positive plates and the
" spongy " lead of the negative
plates. The reason for making
the active materials extremely
porous is in order to enable the
electrolyte, which carries the cur-
rent during charge and dis-
charge, to reach all particles of
the active materials, so as to
bring about the necessary chemi-
cal changes which accompany
charge and discharge. It will be
realised that a highly porous mass
cannot be expected to have the
same coherence and strength as
a mass tightly packed together,
but it is remarkable with what
success accumulator makers have
combined the qualities of
porosity, coherence and strength,
and have thus developed plates of
a very robust character.

Effects of Charging and
Discharging

During discharge the active
materials of positive and nega-
tive plates combine with the sul-
phuric acid in the electrolyte, and
are gradually converted into lead
sulphate. This substance occu-
pies a larger volume than do the

active materials, so that a certain
amount of expansion takes place.
On charge the exact opposite
occurs; lead sulphate is con-
verted into active materials and
a general contraction takes place.
This periodical expansion and
contraction tends to loosen a few
particles on the surface of the
plates and cause them to fall to
the bottom of the cell as sedi-
ment. Normally, the quantity
of sediment falling is almost
negligible, and can cause no ill-
effects, but there are however
certain conditions of usage of a
battery which may result in the
production of an undesirable
amount of sediment.

to detach particles of active ma-
terials, from the positive plates
especially, thus producing sedi-
ment. It is advisable to treat
batteries, when charging and dis-
charging them, as strictly as
possible in accordance with the
instructions issued by the makers.

Sulphation is a fruitful cause
of excessive sediment. When
sulphation occurs, for whatever
reason, the porosity of the active
material is much diminished by
the inter -spaces between the par-
ticles being filled with lead sul-
phate. When a sulphated bat-
tery is put on charge the current
cannot penetrate into the mass
and is therefore concentrated
upon the surface. The intensity
of the current at the surface is
such that the active material at
that part is charged at too high
a rate and a considerable amount
of local gassing takes place, re -

[Photo, C. A. Oldroyd.

High -power broadcasting by the sea. A recent open-air demonstration
was given on Walney Island, near Barrow-in-Furness, and attracted large

crowds, as our photograph shows.

Over -discharge is likely to
bring about a tendency to the pro-
duction of an abnormal quantity
of sediment owing to the fact
that the expansion which nor-
mally takes 'place on discharge is
allowed to proceed to an exces-
sive degree. There is, however,
more danger from over -charging
than from over -discharging. If
a battery is over -charged the
gassing, which accompanies the
end period of charge, is unduly
prolonged. The bubbles of gas
a.: they rise from the plates tend

suiting in the loosening of the
particles.

Impurities, which may find
their way into the battery if care
is not taken to exclude them by
the use of the purest acid and
distilled water and the prevention
of accidental contamination, will
attack the active materials and
undermine their cohesive quali-
ties, thus causing the production
of sediment. Great care should
be exercised in keeping the bat-
tery free from impurities, for they

(Concluded on page 439)
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Valve Notes
By

JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART,

Use of Diodes in Reflex Circuits
To some a crystal detector is

a source of annoyance, and
requests are continually

made for reflex circuits in which
the crystal is eliminated, a two -
electrode valve being substituted.

I am afraid that I am not an
enthusiastic supporter of the use
of two:electrode valves in reflex
circuits, because as two -electrode
valves are not on the market as
such it is necessary to use a three -
electrode valve and to connect the
grid and anode together. No
saving is therefore effected by the
use of a three -electrode valve.

Unless a double dual circuit is
used, or, of course, a multi -dual,
the saving in a reflex circuit is
only one valve, and, generally
speaking, any attempt to save
more than one valve is accom-
panied by a loss of general effici-
ency in the high -frequency ampli-
fication which off -sets any advan-
tage gained by extra reflexing.
I have been trying to work out a
three -valve set using two stages
of high -frequency amplification, a
detector valve and two stages
of low -frequency amplification,

A.M.I.E.E.

better use might be made of the
second valve.

It will be seen that a high -fre-
quency transformer L2 L3 is used
for passing on the high -frequency
currents to the valve V2, which is
the two -electrode rectifier, the
grid being connected to the
anode. The rectified currents
pass through the primary Ti of
the step-up transformer Ti Tz,
the secondary of which is in the
aerial circuit, as usual.

In operating this circuit much
depends upon the brightness of
the filament of the second valve.
Generally speaking, the brighter

/

A.

- CL
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c2 RL

but results are not sufficiently con-
sistent to justify a description of
the construction of such an
apparatus.
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Using a Two -electrode Valve as a
Detector

The use of a two -electrode
valve as a detector will certainly
eliminate the crystal, but on the
other hand, the same valve could
be used to better effect as a de-
tector working on the leaky grid
condenser principle, or as a low -
frequency amplifier.

In spite of my personal views
on the use of two -electrode valves
as detectors in reflex circuits, I
am giving this week a simple
circuit which may be tried out by
those interested. It certainly
works quite effectively, but, on
the other hand, I consider that

so, controlling the filament of the
second valve will not only vary
the rectified current obtainable,
but will also control the reaction
effect in the first valve.

Some Experiments.
Experiments may be tried by

connecting the grid of the second
valve, not to the anode, but to the
filament or to a paint on the high,
tension battery. It will probably
be found that the filament connec-
tion reduces the signal strength
obtainable, because the rectified
current passed by the valve V2
will be decreased. If, however,

""Z CL3 7- ,3

R2

Fig. 1.-A simple reflex circuit, in which the usual crystal detector is
replaced by a two -electrode valve.

the filament the louder the
signals, but at the same time the
brightening of the filament intro-
duces greater damping into the
circuit L3 C3. It will probably
happen that there is some natural
reaction effect taking place in the
first valve which, when the fila-
ment of V2 is switched off may
quite readily oscillate. If this is

the grid is connected to a point
on the high-tension battery B2,
just as good results will be
obtained as if the grid were con-
nected to the anode of the valve.

Interesting experiments may
be carried out by modifying the
point X, to which one end of the
primary Tx is connected. The
end of the primary may be con -
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nected to different points on the
accumulator BI, but usually it
will be found that the best results
are obtained when the anode and
grid are maintained at a small
positive potential.

The Three Valve Dual
As occurred when the STioo

was first published, a number of
readers appear to be having
some trouble with their three -
valve duals made in accordance
with designs published in Modern
Wireless. A few sets which have
been examined by the Radio
Press Service Department indi-
cate that minor faults are to
blame, although in some cases
readers have completely altered
the whole design of the set,
cramped it into about half the
space, or tried to include the cir-
cuit in a magnificent oak cabinet.
I cannot reiterate often enough
the sheer folly of modifying the
design and then complaining that

Sediment in Batteries
(Continued from page 437.)

can bring about a considerable
amount of trouble.

Sediment is quite harmless if
it falls clear and settles in the
sediment space without touching
the plates. Should, however, a
particle lodge between the plates
a short circuit may result. Bat-
teries are usually fitted with
separators to prevent anything of
this nature occurring, but it may
happen that a small piece of
active material will fall at the
ends of the plates and lodge be-
tween them and the side of the
container. If this occurs, tap-
ping the side of the container will
usually cause the particle to fall
to the bottom.

Removing the Sediment
If much sediment falls the sedi-

mcr t space may be insufficient for
the purpose, in which case there
will be a danger of short-circuit-
ing. The procedure that should
be adopted in these circumstances
is, first of all, to discharge the
battery and then invert it over a
sink. After the electrolyte has
drained away the battery is filled
with distilled water and well
shaken to stir up the sediment.
On again inverting the battery
over the sink much of the sedi-
ment will be carried away, and

the set will not work. And yet it
seems that no matter how often
we urge readers to keep to our
designs, some will continually
depart from them and incorporate
" improvements." There is
nothing whatever to prevent any-
one from improving our designs
or modifying them, but we can
accept no responsibility whatever
ia such cases. On the other hand,
all the sets described in Radio
Press publications will work ex-
ceedingly effectively; the actual
instruments are on view at the
offices of the Radio Press Service
Department, 19, Devereux
Court, Strand, W.C.2. The sets
can be built with absolute confid-
ence, and if any trouble is ex-
perienced, the Service Depart-
ment is ready to report on any
faulty sets and, if desired, to put
them right. A nominal charge is
made, but none if the fault is in
any way that of the publishers.

a repetition of the procedure
should clear the battery of all but
a trace. After this the battery
is filled with pure dilute sulphuric
acid, specific gravity .215
approximately. A little gentle
shaking will cause any particles
of sediment adhering to the
plates, separators, and other
parts to fall to the bottom. The
battery is then put on charge at
the normal rate until the voltage
and specific gravity have ceased
to rise and have remained con -

Wireless WeeKly
It is impossible to do more than
this to ensure obtaining the full
confidence of our readers. --

ModitSring a Given Design
For the benefit of those who

desire to modify our designs it
would be as well to point out that
some oircuits lend themselves to
arrangement in almost any posi-
tion, while others are very par-
ticular, and in such cases it is
more than ever essential to retain
the author's design. A detector
and note magnifier circuit, for
example, may be adapted to hun-
dreds of ways, whereas circuits
using two stages of high -fre-
quency amplification and reflex
circuits are temperamental and
the correct disposition of parts,
and in many cases the correct
parts, form a vital part of the
whole design. In some cases of
change, good results will be
obtained, but the matter is
always problematical.

stant for at least an hour. It
may be found that the specific
gravity is not in accordance with
the figure given in the instruc-
tions issued with and
adjustments may be necessary.
The electrolyte is accordingly
removed and replaced by stronger
or weaker acid, as the case
may be. After this the battery
should be kept on charge for a
time, as the gassing which takes
place will cause the liquids to mix
thoroughly.

[Photo, C. A. Oldroyd.

High -power broadcasting by the sea. A close-up view of the complete
receiver used in a Walney Island demonstration. Note the batteries

under the table.
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High -Frequency .

. . . Transformers
By G. P. KENDALL, B.Sc., Staff Editor.

Continued from Vol. 4, No. 13, page 418.

The Semi -tuned Type
THE true tuned trans-

former requires, of course,
a variable condenser across

either one or both of its
windings, and this imports
one more tuning adjustment
into the receiver. In some
cases this is undesirable, and it
was to meet this objection that
the present-day type of semi -
tuned transformer was designed.
The reader will be aware that the
resonance curve of any winding
included in a tuned circuit can be
flattened out by the use of resist-
ance wire for the coil itself,
thereby very much increasing its
damping. This fact is applied to
the high -frequency transformer to
convert it into the semi -tuned type,
quite fine resistance wire being
used. No. 40 single silk -covered
Eureka is commonly employed,
although finer gauges are occa-
sionally met with. A transformer
of this type can be made for
experimental purposes by wind-
ing the same bobbin which was
recommended for the tuned type
with too turns of the wire which
I have just mentioned. This
transformer will function quite
well on the broadcast band
without a variable condenser.

Uses of Semi -Tuned Type
The great value of the semi -

tuned type, however, is that it
can be made to cover a very
wide range of wavelengths by
means of a tapping switch only.
It can thus be incorporated in the
internal arrangement of the set,
and relieves one of the necessity
of changing over transformers
for different wavelengths. The
flattening of the resonance curve
produced by the use of the resist-
ance wire is easily made so great
that by means of appropriate
tappings a transformer will cover
such a wavelength range as 300
to 3,000 metres with a 12 -stud
switch with fair -efficiency. Of
course, the results are never quite

equal to those of the properly -
tuned types, but in some cases
this loss of efficiency seems
justifiable to achieve some definite
end. For example, when two
stages of high -frequency ampli-
fication are used it is possible to
perform all the tuning which is
necessary by means of a pair of
stud switches with their knobs
linked together so that the
motion of a single handle gives
the necessary variation. This,
with one variable condenser for
tuning the aerial circuit, may
thus constitute the whole of the
controls of the set. For some
commercial purposes, in par-
ticular, such an arrangement is
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a commercial type is used, care
should be taken to see that its
switching is properly carried out,
that is to say, that the switch
makes some provision for coun-
teracting possible " dead end "
effects. The simplest and prob-
ably the most effective palliative
in a case of this sort is to use a
switch whose action is to short-
circuit the turns which are out
of use.

The Aperiodic Type
This type of transformer is

simply a further development of
the form which we have just been
considering, that is to say, the
windings are still more heavily
damped, by the use of still finer
resistance wire, so that without
tappings a transformer may
cover quite a large wavelength
range. For example, the barrel
type with four terminals, illus-
trated in one of the photographs
last week, will cover a wave-
length range of t,ocoo to 5,000
metres with very fair uniformity.
For the wavelength above 5,000
metres, it can be made to give
quite good results by inserting
an iron core into the hole which

82
VZ

E
Fig. 1.-Illustrating the arrangement of the

semi -tuned transformer.
highly desirable, where a set
may be used by only semi -skilled
operators, with very little time
for making adjustments.

The construction of such trans-
formers is a somewhat difficult
task for the experimenter, since
a good deal of laborious trial and
error work is needed, and I do
not propose to give any detailed
instructions for making them,
especially in view of the fact that
they have never achieved very
great popularity with the
amateur, who, as a rule, does
not hesitate to incorporate com-
ponents requiring quite a number
of tuning controls in his set. If

switch upon a

is bored through its centre. It
will then work quite well up to
about 20,000 metres.

Notwithstanding their name,
these transformers are not, of
course, really aperiodic, and must
have some sort of natural wave-
length, but this is very far from
pronounced, and, in the case of
the specimen which we have just
referred to, falls in the neigh-
bourhood of 2,500 metres. These
transformers were actually de-
signed for working on this wave-
length, particularly for the recep-
tion of the Eiffel Tower time
signals., However, the increase
in signal strength upon this
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particular wavelength is not at
all marked.

The chief use of such trans-
formers as these is in multi -valve
sets where ultra -simple handling
is required, such as those for
commercial and service use, and
in certain special cases. Prob-
ably the only common application
of them in experimental use is in
a long -wave amplifier for use in
one of the various Armstrong
super -heterodyne circuits. They
serve quite well for such a long
wave amplifier, although they
only give a little more amplifica-
tion than the resistance capacity
method of coupling. These trans-
formers are quite easy to make,
and all that is required is a cylin-
drical piece of ebonite 2 in. in
length, and if in. in diameter,
in which 8 slots should be turned

/t6th in. wide and I in. deep.
These are wound alternately
primary and secondary, and
joined up to form two separate
continuous windings. No. 42 or
44 single silk -covered resistance
wire should be used, and the total
number of turns in each winding
should be i,000.

Reaction in Transformer Coupled
Circuits

When the regulations regard-
ing reaction were somewhat
different to those in force at the
present time, a number of in-
genious arrangements were de -

p S

Wireless Weekly
reaction at all, they cannot
compare for convenience and
results with reaction upon either
the aerial circuit or secondary
circuit, when this can be used
with a reasonable amount of care
to prevent radiation, and they are

P S

Fig. 2.-Showing how the primary and secondary slots are connected.

vised for applying reaction to the
intervalve circuits of the high -
frequency amplifier, and one of
these employed a reaction coil
coupled directly to the tuned
winding of a high -frequency
transformer. Although these
arrangements were certainly a
good deal better than' using no

" Success " L.F. Transformers
A Further Test

IN connection with the report
on the " Success " L.F. inter -
valve transformer, published

in our issue for July 2, the
makers have requested us to
submit their products to a further
test, in view of the fact that the
transformer tested by us was one
of an old type, and had been
manufactured some considerable
time ago, before their staff
became accustomed to the work.
Accordingly, we have indepen-
dently obtained a number of
" Success " transformers from
trade sources. These have been
carefully tested, in comparison
with one another, with a standard
of known excellent performance,
and with a specimen of the
" Success " purchased over the
counter from a local dealer by a
" Radio Press " messenger un-
known to the vendor. In each
case, the most favourable possible
combination of H.T., grid -bias,
mode of connection, etc., was
sought, and each observation
repeated by an independent
observer. Bright emitter valves

of known dependability were
also used.

The " Success " transformer
purchased from a retailer was
picked out immediately by its
very poor performance ; the
tome was thin and reedy,
and the amplification poor,
corresponding exactly to
what had been observed with
the first transformer submitted.
No alteration of connections or
working conditions improved
this. Subsequent test with the
boo -volt " Meg " tester showed
that the insulation was not at
fault.

The several transformers ob-
tained from trade sources, and
therefore probably of recent
manufacture, whilst they varied
quite appreciably amongst them-
selves, showed a very marked
improvement in performance.
One, in particular, after it had
been removed from its brass case,
gave results which were very
good indeed for a medium-priced
instrument as regard freedom
from distortion, though the

now passing out of use. Their
main drawback was that they
were not capable of compensat-
ing for losses in the aerial circuit,
and that in cases of a poor aerial
and earth, that is to say, in just
those cases where assistance was
needed, they did not give one the
power to obtain that assistance.

0
amplification was a little lower
than the standard (which, of
course, is a more expensive
transformer).

Two of these latter instru-
ments, chosen at random, showed
on removal of the decorative
outer case the same internal con-
struction as already remarked
upon, a piece of crumpled paper
being still relied upon for isolat-
ing the leads to the terminals,
though it was noted that short
pieces of insulating tubing were
provided for insulating the leads
from the core.

With the exception of one
which had been entirely removed
from its case for test purposes,
and in which the internal wiring
may accordingly have been dis-
turbed, the insulation resistance
of each of these transformers was
found to be satisfactory, on boo
volts D.C. both between wind-
ings and from windings to the
case and core.

If the makers can ensure in
later patterns a uniformity of
performance, and as favourable
results as regards distortion as
were noticed in the specimen
mentioned here, the instrument
can certainly be recommended as
a good low-priced transformer.
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J'cirew
HOLE

A Brown earpiece taken to pieces. The arrow
shows the hole in the reed, referred to in the article.

AS will be seen from the
photograph, t h e loud-
speaker to be described is

of the hornless type, employing
a large fluted -paper diaphragm;
and is of quite pleasing appear-
ance and modest dimensions.

The materials needed for its
construction are as follows :-

A single Brown's " A " type
adjustable earphone-high re-
sistance.

One pair of concentric wooden
rings, known as " embroidery
frames," obtainable from most
art -needlework shops. The ex-
ternal diameter of the inner
ring should be toi in. The outer
ring should have an adjusting
clamp at the edge, so as to con-
tract or expand it.

Fig. 1.-The method of folding
the paper strip.

A piece of thick drawing paper,
si in. wide and about 36 in. long.

One short piece of ebonite rod,
1 in. diameter.

Three pieces round brass rod,
1 in. diameter, each 4.t. in. long.

One piece of brass rod, 4i in.
x in. x1 in.

Three 6 B.A. x i in. cheese -
headed brass screws, with nuts.

Three 6 B.A. x 1 in. cheese -
headed brass screws.

Three pieces strip brass i in. x
1 in. x about 3/64 in.

One piece strip brass, about
8 in. x i in. x 3/64 in.

One 4 B.A. cheese -headed
brass screw, 11 in. long, with
two nuts.

A NOVEL . .

HOME=BUILT
LOUD= . .

SPEAKER
By J. G. W. THOMPSON.

Three or four 4 B.A. washers.
Short piece No. 18 gauge

tinned copper wire.
Tube of " Seccotine."
The first thing to tackle is the

diaphragm. Starting i in. from
one end, rule lines at every i in.
across the width of the strip of

jf-

Fig. 2.-Dimensions of the ebonite
" button."

drawing paper. The ruling should
be done with the back of a pen-
knife, so as to score the paper
deeply and thus assist the subse-
quent folding process. The
ruling must be very carefully ail
accurately done. Next start fold-
ing the paper zig-zagwise at,
every line, in the same way as
when making a fan. (See Fig. 1.)

When the whole length has
been tightly and neatly folded,
bring the two ends together, and
holding them thus, flatten out the
resulting circular fan on a table,
and see if the hole in the centre
is about i in. diameter. If too
small, a further short length of
folded paper should be seccotined
to one end of the big strip; if too

STRIP SOLDERED
SLOT

I.

510E VIEW 6 8 A ROLL
SUBSEQUENTLY

DRILLED& TAPPED

HEREABOUTS'

Ift "07,

TOP VIEW

Fig. 3.-The dimensions of the
brass radial arms.

large, a short length should be
cut off from one end until matters
are right.

Then seccotine the two edges
together, and leave until quite
dry. In the meantime, file or
turn the 1 in. ebonite rod to the
dimensions of Fig. 2.

When the paper diaphragm is
ready, arrange it on a table so
as to form a cone, apex upper-
most. Coat the reduced portion of
the ebonite " button " very liber-
ally with seccotine, and insert it
into the open end of the cone,
at the same time flattening the
cone on the table. The button

WOODEN RINGS

Fig. 4.-How the radial arms are
fixed to the diaphragm frame.

should thus be firmly gripped at
the centre of the diaphragm. It
should be left for 24 hours to
allow the seccotine to harden,
small weights being placed on it
to hold it flat, if necessary. When
dry, it should be remarkably firm
and stiff, and a hard "woodeny"
sound should be given when the
button is tapped with a pencil.

The mounting of the dia-
phragm in the embroidery frame
needs great care, and on no
account should this be attempted
until the seccotine has set dead
hard.

Lay the smaller ring on the
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4 B.A.SCREW
&NUTS.

BRASS
PLATE.

f

Full constructional
details of an inter-
esting hornless
instrument giving
great purity of

reproduction.

table, and exactly centre the dia-
phragm over it. Open out the
adjusting clamp (if present) on
the outer ring, and press this
latter over the inner ring, thus
squeezing the outer edge of the
diaphragm between the two
rings. When about half -way
down, tighten up the clamping
screw, and press the remainder
of the way. Trim off any surplus
paper at the back edges, and this
part is now complete.

Next prepare the three brass
arms holding the diaphragm
frame to the 'phone earcap.

Make a in. deep hacksaw cut
in one end of each of the arms,
and solder the i in. x in. x 3/64

fe EARcAp CLAMPED
IN HERE

SPACING
WASHERS

STANOARDSCREWED
&SOLDERED
TO PLATE

WOODEN BLOCK

Fig. S. Details of the standard
and earpiece clamp.

in. brass strips into these cuts.
Bend the strips at right angles
and drill a 6 B.A. clearance hole
in the ends. (See Fig. 3.)

The other ends of the rods
should then be filed to the shape
shown. This is to accommodate
the conical depression in the face
of the earcap.

Next drill three equidistant
6 B.A. clearance holes through
the rim of the diaphragm frame,
and secure the three arms by nuts
and bolts, as shown in Fig. 4.
The arms should almost meet
exactly over the button in the
centre of the diaphragm.

Unscrew the earcap of the

A photograph of
the completed loud
speaker. The
paper diaphragm
is clearly seen,
together with the
Brown earpiece
clamped upon the

standard.

'phone, and lay it face downward
over the three arms. Centre the
middle hole in the earcap over
the button and turn the cap round
so that the arms lie exactly below
three of the six outer holes.
Mark the arms at these points
with a scriber, remove from the
frame, and drill and tap 6 B.A.
at the marked points. Replace,
and secure the earcap by three
1 in. 6 B.A. screws, inserted from
the inside of the cap. One arm
is shown in position in Fig. 6.

Thus the earcap is firmly fixed
at the centre of the diaphragm,
and should be about f in. to f in.
from the surface of the dia-
phragm. The whole arrange-
ment should be firm and rigid-a
most important point.

Next remove the aluminium
diaphragm from the Brown
'phone, leaving only the casing,
magnets, and reed. Screw a
short piece of 18 -gauge copper
wire into the hole in the centre
of the reed. This wire must be
made absolutely straight and stiff
(by stretching). Screw the ear-
piece into the earcap, and clip off
the end of the projecting wire,
so that when the earpiece is
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almost screwed home, the wire
presses firmly against the dia-
phragm button. The reason for
not screwing the earpiece com-
pletely home is that the dia-
phragm will stretch slightly in
time, and to maintain the
pressure, the earpiece may be
screwed in a little more to take
up the slack.

The only thing remaining is to
mount in some suitable stand. A
simple method is given in Fig. 5,
which should explain itself. The
spacing washers between the
brass standard and the earcap
clamp are to allow movement of
the latter, so that the diaphragm
can be tilted to any desired angle.
The wooden base may be of the
kind used for mounting electric -
light switches.

(Continued in col. 3, page 449.9

POSITIONS OF
OTHER
ARMS

EAR CAP

Fig. 6.-How to fix the radial arms
to the ebonite earcap.
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A Simple but Substantial Aerial
Earthing Device

THERE are several aerial
earthing devices on the
market, some sound and

expensive, others cheap and
totally inadequate. The chances
of lightning " striking " an
amateur's aerial are very remote,
yet none of us is entirely at ease
during a local thunderstorm if
the aerial is not earthed, or, as
is more often the instance,
earthed inside the building. The
housing and making waterproof
of a sufficiently substantial single
pole switch outside a building is
a matter of very careful design,
and always proves expensive,
especially when a transmitter is
employed, and it is important
that there be no surface leakage
at the lead-in. The writer
remembers a commercial station
being put almost entirely out of
action for transmitting, yet
receiving practically unhampered

-when, after a severe gale and

U .

heavy rain, damp penetrated the
housing of the earthing switch
and " shorted " aerial and earth.

LEAD -IN
INSULATOR

TO INSTRUMENT

LEAD-IN
WIRE

EARTH

CHAIN

SOLDEREO TO
'--EARTH WIRE

A diagrammatic view of the
arrangement.

The earthing device described
can be erected for a few shillings,
and is quite substantial for the
purpose, even taking into account
the proverbial vagaries of light-
ning.

Construction

An ordinary picture hook of
the suspension from picture rail
variety is flattened out -at the,
bend where it engages on the
picture rail, and a hole bored
of a size to allow it to slip over
the screwed rod of the lead-in
insulator. The aerial lead is
secured as usual. A length of
chain-it may be of any con-
ducting material (the writer em-
ploys brass picture chain
doubled)-is securely soldered to
the earth wire at a convenient
point. Normally it will lie on the
ground, but when required is
simply hooked on to the picture -
hanger.

If you want to feel really
secure, the leads to instruments
inside the building may be dis-
connected at the lead-in insu-
lator and from the earth con-
nection.

W A. H.

The Transmitting Circuit at 5XX

R4010 Civaxe

MANN
CONTROL
YALYES

.SPEECH

DRIVE
OSC/LLAT/N6

VALVES
(Two)

S I ON

MI114

RIM
MEM

JOB- CONTROL
YAives

(6' /N PARALLEL)

SPEECH
AMPC/FY/N6

ORLW 7'5

A diagram of the 5XX transmitter circuit. For simplicity, the rectifying valves, smoothing circuits,
and the filament connections have been omitted. Choke control is used.
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The circuit

THIS circuit includes two
double - pole double - throw
switches G and H. The

former is known as a tune and
stand-by switch, the position
shown indicating that the
switch is in the " stand-
by " position. This is for use
when searching for stations, and
tuning is carried out by variation
of the selector switch D, which
varies the number of turns of
wire used on the stator of the
vario-coupler C, and by adjust-
inent of the series condenser B
whose capacity is moor aF. With
the switch in position 4, final
tuning is carried out by adjust-
ment of the rotor knob of the
vario-coupler, and the variable
condenser F which has a capacity
of o.000s µF. Re -adjustment of
the condenser B may be advan-
tageous. The latter position of
the switch G does not have a
noticeable effect on the signal

The layout

strength previously obtained, but
with a little practice, very selec-
tive reception will result.

The switch H brings into use

Practical wiring diagram

 .. .Practical    
Back -of -Panel. .Wiring Charts :

: A Selective CryotalReceiver
By OSWALD J. RANKIN .

MMMM M MM SAMMO

either the ordinary galena detec-
tor K, or the carborundum
detector J with the necessary
potentiometer I, having a resist-
ance of about 400 ohms. To use
the carborundum detector, two
dry cells are connected in series,
i.e., the positive terminal of one
cell connected to the negative
terminal of the other, and a
tapping is taken from the junc-

of the panel

tion and joined to the terminal L.
The free minus terminal is con-
nected to - on the set, and the
free plus to + terminal on the
set. The small switch M, in-
cluded to cut off the current
when, not required, is placed in
the position indicated. Every
time an adjustment of the
detector is made, the potentio-
meter knob should be varied to
give best results. Failure to
switch off the current by means
of the switch M, or by discon-
necting the batteries from the set
when not using the carborundum
detector, will result in a steady
drop in voltage of the battery
until it becomes useless.

The position 2 of the switch H
brings into use the detector K,
which is adjusted in the usual
manner. The condenser N is
placed across the telephone ter-
minals, a suitable value being
o.00t µF.
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A Further
Circuit
on the

Omni Receiver
This week we give details of a
three valve and crystal circuit
which may be tried on this

popular receiver.

THE circuit shown in Fig.
consists of a stage of high -
frequency amplification, fol-

lowed by a crystal detector and
two stages of low -frequency
amplification. Good loud -speaker
results a r e obtained over
moderate ranges, whilst distant
stations give excellent signals in
the telephones.

Li is the aerial coil tuned by
the variable condenser CI of
o.0005 µF. The anode coil L2
is tuned by C2, also 0.0005 µF.
D is the crystal detector which
rectifies the magnified oscillations
in the plate circuit L2 C2, the
rectified currents then being
stepped up by the intervalve
transformer Ti 1'2 and applied
to the grid of the second valve.
T3 T4 is the second transformer
and the telephones are marked
T. The introduction of grid bias
often proves an advantage, and
details concerning its application
are given later.

Connections

The circuit is easily wired up
on the Omni receiver, the follow-
ing connections being neces-
sary :-

5 r -17
25-52
17-18
18- I 2
26-25 6--15
4- 9
9-10

21-23
2-21

30-14
29-48

7-24
56--16

I- 2 55-29
4-20 8-31

28-22 32-40
2 3-2 4 26-48

Coils

The aerial coil is plugged into
the centre socket of the three -coil
holder. Since constant aerial
tuning is not employed, the size
of the coil will depend on the
size of the aerial upon which the
set is used, and Nos. 25, 35 and

L

=E,
An interesting circuit which may be wired up on the Omni Receiver.

A wiring key will be found below.

5o should be tried. The anode
coil L2 will be a No. 50 or No. 75
coil, and is placed in the rear
moving socket.

Operating the Set
The anode coil is first kept well

away from the aerial coil, and
tuning carried out by adjustment
of the anode condenser on the
left of the panel, and the aerial
condenser in the centre. The
crystal detector generally needs
careful adjustment for best
results. The anode coil may now
be brought up slowly towards the
aerial coil, continuously retuning
on the two variable condensers,
and an increase in signal strength
may result. If not, the leads to
the anode coil must be reversed
by altering the connections on
the terminal board. Disconnect
4-9 and 2-21; join 9-21 and
4-2.

With some crystals of the
artificial galena type, a very
light adjustment of the cat -
whisker may cause continuous
self oscillation to occur, despite
the damping caused by the
resistance of the crystal. Care

0

09

17
0

0

+10

8
0

425
26

33
0

41
0

34
0

42
0

49 -163P- 50
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should therefore be taken in
adjusting the detector.

Experiments which may be Tried
When constant aerial tuning is

used it is possible to state defi-
nitely the size of coil to use in
the aerial socket, and since many
readers prefer this straight -for-
ward procedure to the usual
method of finding the correct size
of coil by trial, the necessary
alterations on the terminal board
are given. Disconnect 51-17,
join 51-II and 3 to 17. For
broadcast wavelengths below 420
metres a No. 5o coil should now
be used in the aerial socket,
w hile for those above, a No. 75
coil should be used.

Series tuning may be tried by
making the following alterations
to the original key :-

Disconnect 26-25, 26-48 and
51-17; join 51-26 and 52-48.
A larger coil will probably be
necessary for the aerial socket.

A fixed condenser connected
-across the primary winding of the
first transformer may improve the
quality of the received signals,

1.5.

0 55
0.5.

56

52 53 -7- 54

Fig. 2.-The terminal board.
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and is included by connecting
2I-37 and 22-38.

If signals are distorted on the
low -frequency side of the circuit,
considerable improvement may be
effected by applying negative
grid bias to the last two valves.
Disconnect the lead 48-29, join
29 to the negative terminal of the
grid battery, and connect the

positive terminal to 48. A higher
anode voltage can be used with-
oirt distortion when the grids are
negatively biased. Reversing
IP and OP connections to the
transformer should also be
tried.

Should it be desired at any
time to cut out the last valve,
this may be accomplished by dis-

0

COIL HOLDERS ADAPTABLE
TO TERMINALS

A useful and novel method of mounting basket coils.

ALL are acquainted with the
several designs of coil
holders of the plug-in type

now on the market. It is, how-
ever, at times desirable to use
coils which may be brought into
operation by inserting between
panel terminals of the plain type.
The writer has found from ex-
periment that hardly any type of
coil surpasses the basket coil
which is so deservedly popular
amongst experimenters. This
may not, of course, be the
opinion of all, as it is largely a
matter of individual taste, but all
will agree that they are very con-
venient and compact. The best
type to use are those which have
well spaced windings and which
are not shellaced.

Constructional Details
The construction of the coil

holder is clearly shown in the
diagram given. The dimensions
should conform to the diameter
of the longest coil used. Tuning
is effected by the movable arm.
This is made of a piece of ebonite
about in. wide by in. to
3/16 in. thick. It is shaped as
shown, one end acting as an
extension handle. The centre
hole is drilled to clear a 4 B.A.
screw, and likewise the hole
which bears the pivot screw.
Next, make the clamping piece
from a piece of ebonite I in. wide
by in. to 3/16 in. thick. The
length of this piece depends upon
the diameter of the centre hole
of the basket coils. If this
diameter be 1 in., then the
clamping piece should be ir+ in.
in order to give an overlap to
grip the coil. A centre hole is
drilled to clear a 4 B.A. screw.
The method of inserting the coils
is to be seen plainly in the draw-
ing. The base piece holding the

brass clips is made of a piece of
ebonite r in. square by in. to
3/16 in. thick. A hole is drilled
to clear the 4 B.A. pivot screw.
Two further holes are drilled to
clear 4 B.A. terminal screws.
The moving arm may now be
assembled to the base piece, as

PIVOT

En -maw MANlACE &Amway
PIECE

BASA-er
COIL

CLAMPING
PIECE

OurPar

BRA-55E4/PS

PLAN 0.0 BRASS eihel

Ti
INPUT

Two views of the holder, showing
the construction.

shown. Two brass clips are
made and bent to shape and
secured to the base piece by
means of the terminals which
should be as small as possible.
The holder is now complete. The
output winding of the basket coil
is secured to the terminal T2 and
the input winding is secured to
Ti. The ends of the basket
coil should be formed into a
flexible spring, as shown, to
allow for the movement of the
arm. This is easily done by
winding the ends' round a pencil.
It will be seen that the coils are
easily and quickly changed in the

Wireless Weekly
connecting 8-31 and 6-15, and
joining 6-31. The rheostat of
the valve not in use should, of
course, be turned to the off
position. Using only the two
valves, quite good 'phone
strength is obtainable from some
of the distant stations, but the
three valves are generally neces-
sary for loud -speaker work.

holder. The brass clips should,
of course, be so spaced as to fit
into the panel terminals between
which it is desired to place them.
If the centres of the clips are
spaced t, in. apart, the panel ter-
minals should also be spaced
accordingly. H. B.

A Useful
Multiple Terminal

WIRELESS experimenters
often desire to add or re-
move a piece of appara-

tus, or make alterations to a cir-
cuit quickly. By using multiple
terminals as described below, any
wire can be readily changed with-
out interfering with other connec-
tions. An easily made four-way
terminal is shown in the drawing.
A is a piece of 2 B.A. screwed
brass rod 3 in. long, the holes B
being half an inch apart and made
with a No. 39 drill. A small flat
is filed on the rod at each of these
points to allow the drill to start

3, ---v v-- r - *
£ 1, 4. 4. i'Lot S

..,.

....

iimrim-4,imcistwis; 0

This drawing shows how a multiple
terminal may be easily made.

easily. The two end pieces C
afford protection to the terminal,
and are an inch square, cut from
a piece of ebonite I in. thick. A
hole is drilled and tapped in the
centre of each, and they are
firmly held on the screwed rod by
the two lock nuts D. The con-
necting wires are secured to the
terminal by pushing through the
holes B and screwing down the
nuts E on to the wire, as shown at
F. If available, milled -edged
round nuts should be used, as
these have a neater appearance.

A. W. BANWELL.
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I Random Technicalities

I

By PERCY W. HARRIS, Assistant Editor.

Some notes of interest to both the home -constructor and
the experimenter.

IT is one of the disadvantages
of moving house that you
cannot very well take your old

aerial with you. When I moved
recently from one side of London
to the other, I decided it would
be most convenient to sell the
steel mast and aerial equipment
as it stood, for the arrangements
on that particular house would
not suit the new home. Since
moving I have been considering
what would be the best arrange-
ments in the new circumstances,
and have only just come to a
decision.

My problem may possibly be
that of others, and therefore the
way the solution was arrived at
may prove of some interest.
First, then, as to the site. The
room into which the lead-in will
be brought is situated on the
first floor at the hack of the
house, and the available garden
space is some fifty feet by forty
feet. This means, of course, that
one cannot get a very long run
for the aerial, and whatever
aerial is erected its height will
really be only that of the distance
above the upper window, as
aerial height must be measured
from the instruments themselves

and not from the actual ground
level.

A Problem of Space
The garden is situated on the

hill side with open country to the
south, but with some amount of
screening from high trees on the
west and north-west. There are
two fairly high aerials in other
ground at the end of the garden,
although, at present, there are
none which will be parallel with
the new aerial on either side for
some distance. As before, the
aerial will run entirely over grass.

The new aerial must be used
both for transmission and recep-
tion, for which reason it must be
of good height, and it is advis-
able that it should be horizontal,
with the lead-in brought down
some feet from the back of the
house. A number of considera-
tions limits the height to about
fifty feet, and if a mast stayed
in the usual way were used, it
would have to stand away, some
distance from the end of the
garden in order that the stay
wires might be brought down to
the conrect position. This would
considerably shorten the aerial in
a space already short, and for
this reason I am erecting a fifty

The apparatus used at 2L0 for relaying the Greenwich time signals.
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0 feet wooden mast which will be
I firmly attached, at its base, to

heavy oak posts driven in the
ground, with special back stay-
ing to enable it to be placed as
close as possible to the bottom
of the garden. The other end of
the aerial will be supported by a
roof mast, the height of which,
above ground, will be about fifty
feet, and the aerial itself will be
made up of several wires
separated by copper hoops to
which each wire will be soldered.

An Earthing System
Some experiments I did about

a year or more ago showed me
quite conclusively that the
average buried water pipe is not
so efficient as it might be, and
in the new system I shall bury a
number of lengths of copper
strips (sold for strip aerials) in
the ground beneath the aerial.
There will be six or eight strips
running the full length of the
garden and brought together at
the house end to a sound soldered
connection joined up to an insu-
lated earth lead.

A Loud -speaker Mistake
It seems very difficult to dispel

some of the illusions held by
beginners in wireless. I am con-
stantly meeting people who are
under the impression that in buy-
ing a loud -speaker for home use,
the small or baby type is the
best, as, in their own words " the
big size will be too powerful."
Equally, I have known a number
of people who were getting fair
results with the baby type of
loud -speaker and have purchased
a larger type, expecting to get
several times the volume. It
should be strongly emphasised
that neither small nor large loud-
speakers can do more than dis-
tribute, in the form of sound
waves, the energy supplied to
them, and the main difference
between the smaller and the
larger type is that, although a
little greater volume is attained
with the larger sizes, the latter
can distribute large quantities
of energy, without distortion,
whereas the small ones overload
very rapidly. If you really wish
for the best quality in reproduo.
tion you must buy the larger
type. There is a fuller and
rounder tone about them which
cannot be equalled by the small
models of loud -speaker, which,
however, are excellent value and
very efficient.



Fig. 2.-The strut used to stretch
open the rods forming the spreader.

they begin to look very unhappy.
The sun opens them, and the rain
closes them, until finally they
split. Then there is another -
type which, judging by its size,
is strong enough to support the
mast..
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NOVEL SPREADERS
Some new ideas in aerial construction.

MANY people spoil what is
really a fine aerial mast
by badly - constructed

spreaders, whilst others add to
a hideous mast spreaders which
are equally ugly, making the
whole installation look as though
a blind man was the erector.

Good spreaders undoubtedly

Fig.1.-A novel type of spreader
combining lightness with strength.

enhance the appearance of your
work, and it is proposed in this
article to deal with two simple
types, which it is hoped will help
to replace some of the present
eyesores.

In passing, it will be well to
mention that the author does not
intend here to argue the relative
merits of twin and single -wire
aerials.

Bamboo Poles

Since the wireless boom
bamboo poles have been a very
popular material for spreaders,
mainly due to their lightness.
Wireless factors have stocked
these in abundance, variegated
cblour and otherwise. Even
when it is possible to get one
which is straight and parallel
after a few months in our climate

What is required is a spreader
which combines the light -weight
advantage of the bamboo with
the strength of the deal pole,
and looks well when swung.
Consider Fig. 1-this shows a
good type of spreader. It con-
sists of two 7 -ft. long hardwood
rods about in. diameter, bound
each end with stout tinned copper
wire, and stretched open in the
centre afterwards by a small
strut. The strut in this case is
about 8 in. long, and a view of
it is shown in Fig. 2.

When,erecting this type it will
be found that the maximum
strength of the spar is only ob-
tained when the pull along .the
aerial is parallel with the axis. of
the strut, that is as shown in
Fig. t, which is a bird's-eye
view.

The second type involves
replacing the strut of the first
type by the wooden disc shown
in Fig. 3. This disc has four

Fig. 3. -Another unusual type of
spreader which is light, strong,

and neat in appearance.

holes drilled at equal intervals
circumferentially, through which
are threaded four rods similar to
those described above. These
are made fast by binding the ends
as before. Two small brass

-ferrules or short lengths of tube
may be used for holding these
ends if they are preferred to wire.
They must, however, -fit very
tight.

A coat of paint will put a
workmanlike finish on these
spreaders, and even if it does
not keep its colour long in the
smoke -laden atmosphere of the
town it will preserve the wood.

A. G. H.

Wireless Weekly

Uses for Gramophone
Records

MANY experimenters have
built panels, the appear-
ance of which has been

spoilt by filling unwanted holes
with heel -ball or wax. Heel -bail
will shine when rubbed, and this
looks bad on a matt panel. A
piece of gramophone record laid
over the hole and melted in with
a hot iron or screwdriver, after-
wards smoothed down with
emery cloth, looks better. If the
job is done carefully it is hard to
distinguish where the hole has
been.

Another use for records is the
making of formers for coils,
variometers, etc. This is done by
cutting the record into strips the
required width, dip the strip into
hot water, and bend it round a
bottle or any other mould, just
under the required diameter.
The ends can be joined by
running a hot iron along the
seam. Care should be taken that
the records are good, as the cheap
ones generally have a layer of
paper running through them.

R. M. S. (Leeds).

A Novel Home -Built
Loud Speaker

(Concluded from page 443-)

(The base of the writer's in-
strument is a very large ebonite
knob, surmounted by part of the
casing of a microphone, as may
be seen in the photograph.

The loud -speaker is now com-
plete, but before using, the ad-
justing screw of the 'phone
should be turned until a " ponk "
emitted by the diaphragm indi-
cates that the reed is clear of the
magnets.

The results are very pleasing
indeed, the rendering of violin
music being particularly true.
The tone is very sweet, and the
volume is equal to most of the
ordinary types of loud -speaker,
being ample for even a large
room. It must not be expected,
however, to be capable of filling
a large hall, as the small earpiece
employed would be grossly over,.
loaded.

Editor's Note: The principle
involved in this design closely
resembles that adopted in a
patented commercial instrument.
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IT has long been felt by the
writer that a really efficient
method of stabilising a coupled

circuit with a tuned anode H.F.
valve would appeal to those aim-
ing at maximum selectivity in
their sets. With this object in
view the three -valve amplifier
about to be described has been
designed. To those who do not
wish to wind special coils, the
fact that the Hazeltine Neutro-
dyne principle may be applied
with ordinary standard plug-in
coils of low self -capacity will be
much appreciated.

High Selectivity
Maximum selectivity, without

the use of wave -traps, which, to
a certain extent, rob one of signal
strength on distant stations, was
the ideal aimed at. The set was
to be capable of working a loud-
speaker on several of the B.B.C.
and Continental Stations, and to
get them all on 'phones with as
little interference as possible.

As a particularly selective com-
mercial double -circuit tuner was
available, it only remained to
design a suitable amplifier. It
was decided that this should be
of the usual very popular and
most useful all-round combina-
tion, namely, i H.F., detector
and i L.F. valve, and that any
combination of valves should be
possible without complicated

      0    0 0

Rear view of instrument.

switching, which in the H.F. side
of any set usually gives rise to
unwanted complications and is
often the cause of much trouble
difficult to eliminate.

Previous experience had shown
that, though quite good, potentio-
meter control of the H.P valve
was not all that was to be
desired, and it was decided to
use the neutrodyne principle by
which all grid to plate capacity
in the H.F. valve may be
neutralised and the bugbear of
self -oscillation in this valve com-
pletely combated without any
loss in efficiency, as when
stability is gained by increasing
the damping or allowing grid
current to flow by use of a
potentiometer across the low-
tension supply to make the grid
a certain amount positive with
respect to the negative end of
the filament.

Tim Circuit
Fig. 2 shows the theoretical

circuit finally derided upon, con-
nections to the tuner and ampli-
fier units being shown in dotted
lines.

From this it will be seen that
provision is made for using
different values of high-tension
voltage on each valve, so that
the valve most suitable for its
particular function may be used
and worked under the best condi-

                   
A Compact Receiver on
the NeutrodTne Principle

Using Plug=in Coils
IAIWORDOWN.

This circuit first appeared in Y:. Wireless Weekly " of Sept . 5th. 1923,
in an article 6), A. D. Cowper, M.Sc.

tions. In addition, suitable grid
bias is provided, so that a power
valve may be used in the low -
frequency side for loud -speaker
work, thus improving both purity
and volume.

The right-hand side of Fig.
shows the theoretical wiring
diagram of the amplifier which
it- is the purpose of this article
to describe, and from this the
simple expedient adopted to get
any combination of valves can
easily be seen.

To use H.F. and detector
'phones are inserted between the
terminals T5 and T6, and the last
valve is switched off on its rheo-
stat R3, the connection from the
grid condenser being plugged
into the point X2 (Fig. 2).

Detector Alone

The detector alone is obtained
with the 'phones in the same
position, but the grid connection
plugged into Xi and VI, switched
off on its rheostat Ri. In this
case it is necessary to reverse the
reaction leads. This is easily

S C

0 0

0 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

accomplished by connecting the
terminals Ti and T2 on the
amplifier to terminals T2 and Ti
on the tuner, respectively.

When it is desired to use the
L.F. valve, T5 and T6 are
shorted and the 'phones or loud-
speaker connected in the plate
circuit of the valve V3 between
the terminals Ti4 and TI5. Thus
it can be seen that any combina-
tion of valves may be obtained
with ease. It will be noticed
that the condenser C4 (Fig. 2) is
connected to the side of the trans-
former going to H.T. + and to
terminal T5. This puts the fixed
condenser C4, which should be
about .002 mfd., across the
'phones when using the detector
alone or with the high -frequency
valve, and acts as a by-pass con-
denser for the radio -frequency
currents, so that reaction may be
smooth and easily obtained. The
fact of the primary of the low -
frequency transformer being in
series with the 'phones has not
been found to noticeably affect
the signal strength.

C,3

H (

89  82

77

T2

7i, hi T47

To /1 T -F3

 H -
To L ÷

ToLT-
1.-Showing the Neutrodyne portion of the circuit, and connections

for adjustment if Neutrodyne.             
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Plan view of -panel.,

Reaction
Reaction is obtained from the

plate circuit of the detector valve
V2, the connections to the tuner
being taken to terminals Ti and
T2 on the left-hand side of the
panel, the reaction coil being
coupled to the secondary circuit,
as shown in the theoretical circuit
of Fig. 2.

The terminals T3 and T4 are
the input terminals of the ampli-
fier, the former being connected
to the grid of the high frequency
valve Vi and also to Xi, which
consists of a valve socket, and
the latter to the negative side of
the low-tension battery, so that
the grid of this valve is given
full negative potential through
the secondary coil of the loose -
coupled tuner.

Referring again to Fig. 2, it
will be seen that the plate of Vi
is connected to another valve
socket X2, located as shown in
the photograph, and to one side
of the tuned anode circuit L2 C2,
the other side of this circuit being
taken to a suitable H.T. tapping
via terminal T7.

Reason for Neutrodyne
In practice, even with no re-

action, when the oscillatory
circuit L2 C2 is tuned to the same
wavelength as the grid circuit
oscillations will be generated
with the lower end of the
secondary coil connected to the
negative low tension, and the
virtue of this valve as an ampli-
fier of telephony will be lost.
This is due to the back -coupling

effect of the grid to plate, internal
capacity of the valve and mag-
netic coupling of the wiring
handing back the magnified
energy from the plate to the grid
circuits. If these coupling effects
can be neutralised and Vi be
worked with its grid fully nega-
tive, the valve will then be work-
ing on the most suitable part of
its curve for pure and efficient
amplification. It is here that the
neutrodyne method of stabilising
Vi scores over potentiometer
control.

The Coil

Li is the neutrodyning coil
which is tightly coupled to the
tuned anode coil L2, and one
end of which is connected
through an exceedingly small
condenser CI to the grid of Vi
and the other to the negative side
of the low-tension battery, which
corresponds to H.F. earth poten-
tial. The function of Li is to
obtain a back -coupling effect,
through the neutrodyning con-
denser, in opposite phase to that
of the grid to plate capacity,
which will neutralise the latter,
thus giving complete stability,
but not at the expense of loss of
amplification. This really is a
form of reaction, but negative in
effect. The coils Li and L2 are
of the same inductance value and
are coupled as closely as possible,
as will be seen from the photo-
graph, whilst the stabilising con-
denser CI has a maximum
capacity of only about twice that
of the grid to plate capacity of                             
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IT has long been felt by the
writer that a really efficient
method of stabilising a coupled

circuit with a tuned anode H.F.
valve would appeal to those aim-
ing at maximum selectivity in
their sets. With this object in
view the three -valve amplifier
about to be described has been
designed. To those who do not
wish to wind special coils, the
fact that the Hazeltine Neutro-
dyne principle may be applied
with ordinary standard plug-in
coils of low self -capacity will be
much appreciated.

High Selectivity
Maximum selectivity, without

the use of wave -traps, which, to
a certain extent, rob one of signal
strength on distant stations, was
the ideal aimed at. The set was
to be capable of working a loud-
speaker on several of the B.B.C.
and Continental Stations, and to
get them all on 'phones with as
little interference as possible.

As a particularly selective com-
mercial double -circuit tuner was
available, it only remained to
design a suitable amplifier. It
was decided that this should be
of the usual very popular and
most useful all-round combina-
tion, namely, i H.F., detector
and i L.F. valve, and that any
combination of valves should be
possible without complicated

      0    0 0

Rear view of instrument.

switching, which in the H.F. side
of any set usually gives rise to
unwanted complications and is
often the cause of much trouble
difficult to eliminate.

Previous experience had shown
that, though quite good, potentio-
meter control of the H.P valve
was not all that was to be
desired, and it was decided to
use the neutrodyne principle by
which all grid to plate capacity
in the H.F. valve may be
neutralised and the bugbear of
self -oscillation in this valve com-
pletely combated without any
loss in efficiency, as when
stability is gained by increasing
the damping or allowing grid
current to flow by use of a
potentiometer across the low-
tension supply to make the grid
a certain amount positive with
respect to the negative end of
the filament.

Tim Circuit
Fig. 2 shows the theoretical

circuit finally derided upon, con-
nections to the tuner and ampli-
fier units being shown in dotted
lines.

From this it will be seen that
provision is made for using
different values of high-tension
voltage on each valve, so that
the valve most suitable for its
particular function may be used
and worked under the best condi-

                   
A Compact Receiver on
the NeutrodTne Principle

Using Plug=in Coils
IAIWORDOWN.

This circuit first appeared in Y:. Wireless Weekly " of Sept . 5th. 1923,
in an article 6), A. D. Cowper, M.Sc.

tions. In addition, suitable grid
bias is provided, so that a power
valve may be used in the low -
frequency side for loud -speaker
work, thus improving both purity
and volume.

The right-hand side of Fig.
shows the theoretical wiring
diagram of the amplifier which
it- is the purpose of this article
to describe, and from this the
simple expedient adopted to get
any combination of valves can
easily be seen.

To use H.F. and detector
'phones are inserted between the
terminals T5 and T6, and the last
valve is switched off on its rheo-
stat R3, the connection from the
grid condenser being plugged
into the point X2 (Fig. 2).

Detector Alone

The detector alone is obtained
with the 'phones in the same
position, but the grid connection
plugged into Xi and VI, switched
off on its rheostat Ri. In this
case it is necessary to reverse the
reaction leads. This is easily
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accomplished by connecting the
terminals Ti and T2 on the
amplifier to terminals T2 and Ti
on the tuner, respectively.

When it is desired to use the
L.F. valve, T5 and T6 are
shorted and the 'phones or loud-
speaker connected in the plate
circuit of the valve V3 between
the terminals Ti4 and TI5. Thus
it can be seen that any combina-
tion of valves may be obtained
with ease. It will be noticed
that the condenser C4 (Fig. 2) is
connected to the side of the trans-
former going to H.T. + and to
terminal T5. This puts the fixed
condenser C4, which should be
about .002 mfd., across the
'phones when using the detector
alone or with the high -frequency
valve, and acts as a by-pass con-
denser for the radio -frequency
currents, so that reaction may be
smooth and easily obtained. The
fact of the primary of the low -
frequency transformer being in
series with the 'phones has not
been found to noticeably affect
the signal strength.
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1.-Showing the Neutrodyne portion of the circuit, and connections

for adjustment if Neutrodyne.             
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Plan view of -panel.,

Reaction
Reaction is obtained from the

plate circuit of the detector valve
V2, the connections to the tuner
being taken to terminals Ti and
T2 on the left-hand side of the
panel, the reaction coil being
coupled to the secondary circuit,
as shown in the theoretical circuit
of Fig. 2.

The terminals T3 and T4 are
the input terminals of the ampli-
fier, the former being connected
to the grid of the high frequency
valve Vi and also to Xi, which
consists of a valve socket, and
the latter to the negative side of
the low-tension battery, so that
the grid of this valve is given
full negative potential through
the secondary coil of the loose -
coupled tuner.

Referring again to Fig. 2, it
will be seen that the plate of Vi
is connected to another valve
socket X2, located as shown in
the photograph, and to one side
of the tuned anode circuit L2 C2,
the other side of this circuit being
taken to a suitable H.T. tapping
via terminal T7.

Reason for Neutrodyne
In practice, even with no re-

action, when the oscillatory
circuit L2 C2 is tuned to the same
wavelength as the grid circuit
oscillations will be generated
with the lower end of the
secondary coil connected to the
negative low tension, and the
virtue of this valve as an ampli-
fier of telephony will be lost.
This is due to the back -coupling

effect of the grid to plate, internal
capacity of the valve and mag-
netic coupling of the wiring
handing back the magnified
energy from the plate to the grid
circuits. If these coupling effects
can be neutralised and Vi be
worked with its grid fully nega-
tive, the valve will then be work-
ing on the most suitable part of
its curve for pure and efficient
amplification. It is here that the
neutrodyne method of stabilising
Vi scores over potentiometer
control.

The Coil

Li is the neutrodyning coil
which is tightly coupled to the
tuned anode coil L2, and one
end of which is connected
through an exceedingly small
condenser CI to the grid of Vi
and the other to the negative side
of the low-tension battery, which
corresponds to H.F. earth poten-
tial. The function of Li is to
obtain a back -coupling effect,
through the neutrodyning con-
denser, in opposite phase to that
of the grid to plate capacity,
which will neutralise the latter,
thus giving complete stability,
but not at the expense of loss of
amplification. This really is a
form of reaction, but negative in
effect. The coils Li and L2 are
of the same inductance value and
are coupled as closely as possible,
as will be seen from the photo-
graph, whilst the stabilising con-
denser CI has a maximum
capacity of only about twice that
of the grid to plate capacity of                             
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the valve. An especially small
and finely variable condenser is
here necessary, the ordinary so-
called vernier condenser being
useless. That shown is made by
Messrs. Gambrell Bros., Ltd.,
and was specially designed for
this purpose, a long anti -capacity
handle being fitted, obviating
hand -capacity effects.

List of Parts
One mahogany cabinet, III in.

x5+ in. x 31 in., with detachable
base.

One ebonite panel, 12 in. x 51
in. x I in.

One variable condenser with
ebonite end plates .00025 mfds
(Gambrel! Bros., Ltd).

One stabiliser condenser (Gam-
brell Bros., Ltd.).

One grid- condenser .0002 mfds
fixed.

One grid leak, x.5 megohms.
One by-pass condenser, .002

mfds.
One Mansbridge condenser, x

mfd.
One intervalve transformer

(4-1 ratio), (Western Electric
Co., Ltd.).

Three T.C.B. filament resist-
ances.

Fifteen 4 B.A. W.D.-type ter-
minals with nuts and washers.

Twelve valve sockets.
Two Clix with nuts or two

more valve sockets.

T.
0

Interior view of cabinet and wiring.

General Design and Lay -out
The amplifier is contained in a

cabinet of the dimensions given
above, the valves, condensers
and filament resistances being
conveniently mounted on a
horizontal ebonite panel. This
allows a suitable overlap all
round the cabinet, giving a
neater appearance than would be
obtained if this were flush with
the sides. The particular size
was chosen to conform with that
of the tuner unit.. The bottom
of the cabinet is fixed by means
of suitable wood -screws and is
detachable, as the wiring has to
be completed from the underside

7j0+HT,r
rC
o 000z5p,

ponents. As can be seen from
the photograph, all terminals are
situated at the back and sides,
leaving the front of the panel
clear for easy adjustment of the
three filament resistances and the
tuned anode condenser. This
particular arrangement places
the coils and neutrodyning con-
denser as far remote from hand
capacity effect as possible.

The functions of these terminals
are as below :-

T5 T6-'Phone terminals-
shorted when all valves are in
use.

H.T. tapping to
high-tension battery.

TB
+=t fie/lTz

Fig. 2.-Complete circuit diagram, including tuner (a separate unit).

One complete Clix.
One 4 B.A. fin. countersunk

screw with nut.
Eight No. 4 wood screws.
Two coil blocks:.
Sixteen gauge tinned copper or

square section wire:
Twenty gauge tinned copper

Wire.
One length insulating sleeving.

with the panel in place. The
intervalve transformer is mounted
on the side of the case, as are the
two coils and the stabilising con-
denser. This arrangement makes
the instrument very compact and
the leads short; no detrimental
interaction effects are obtained,
due to the closeness of the coin -

TEL ofl S
e3 IrAtve..1

ris rpo
H Ti

Ti

T8-Detector, H.T. tapping.
T9 and Tux-- + and - grid

volts-may be shorted if low
H.T. supply and no power valve
is used.

Txx-H.T. tapping to low -fre-
quency valve.

T12-Is a common terminal to
and+L.T.
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Ti3-On right-hand side of
panel is

Ti4 and Tis - Telephone ter-
minals.

The function of the four left-
hand terminals has already been
given, being merely input and
reaction terminals, linking up
with the tuner.

The position of the three valves
and the tuned anode condenser
CI may readily be seen from
the photographs. The tapping
from the grid condenser C3 is
brought through the panel in
front of the high -frequency valve
by means of a flex lead through
the panel, connected below to a
stiff lead soldered for rigidity to
a 4 B.A. countersunk screw held
by a nut below the panel. Xi
and X2 may be either valve
sockets or Clix connectors, into
which the Clix plug on the

used to hold it. The two coil
blocks are also mounted on the
same side of the cabinet, and
should be so spaced as to allow
the anode and neutrodyning coils
to be almost touching. Distance
between these two blocks should
only be fixed when it is decided
what coils will be used ; dose
coupling has been found 'to give
the best results, and no advantage
is gained by making this vari-
able. The blocks used on the
instrument are of the type to
take double -plug coils, but so
that any type of coil may be used,
plug and socket type may be
substituted. These are fixed by
4 B.A. screws through the side
of the box.

The grid condenser and clips
taking the leak may be fixed with
screws through the panel. The
by - pass condenser and that

Wireless Weekly
shape than square section ,wire,
and is sufficiently rigid where
only short leads are used. Very
short leads have been carried out
in zo gauge wire.

The best procedure to follow is
first to make all possible connec-
tions to the components mounted
on the panel, a length of wire
being joined to any terminals
which are not already joined to
any of the components. These
wires should be left for the
moment free. Next solder
short lengths of zo gauge
wire to the four terminals of
the transformer. These are
to facilitate connecting this in
circuit when the panel is screwed
into position in the cabinet. Con-
nections should be similarly made
to the coil blocks. Having
wired the panel and the com-
ponents on the side of the case

1
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Fig. 3.-Drilling lay -out and terminal markings.
flexible lead is plugged. The
left-hand one allows the detector
or detector and low -frequency
valves to be used, whilst using
the right-hand socket brings the
high -frequency valve into circuit.
The three filament resistances at
the front of the panel are T.C.B.
type, suitable for bright emitters,
but the dull -emitter type may be
substituted if desired. These
were chosen on account of the
small space they require below
the panel. The transformer
coupling the detector and low -
frequency valves is made by
the Western Electric Co.,
and on account of its size
is mounted on the side of
the cabinet, wood screws being

across the high - tension battery
are held in position by the
wiring, which is sufficiently rigid
to obviate any other method
of fixing. On referring to the
photograph of the wiring it will
be seen that certain leads are
twisted together, one being
covered with insulating sleeving.
This tends to prevent a certain
amount of interaction, but may
only be carried out in the case, of
reaction coil and telephone leads.

Wiring

Wiring is mostly carried out in
16 gauge bare tinned copper wire
of circular section, since this is
easier to bend to the desired

place the panel in position and
screw to the case, the bottom of
the latter being removed. After
this the final connections can
be made to the coils and trans-
former with ease. A refinement
which I have not before men-
tioned is that of fitting a screen-
ing disc between the ebonite end-
plate of the condenser and the
panel. This is connected to the
point of lowest potential (i.e.,
H.T.+). Whether this is done
or not care should be taken to
see that the moving vanes are
connected to H.T.+ to lessen
hand capacity effect.

(Further constructional details
and test report will appear in our
next issue.)
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How Every Crystal

User may become :

a Valve Expert
By E. REDPATH,
Assistant Editor.

Practical details of a Receiving
Set comprising a high fre-
quency amplifying valve and

a crystal detector.
Continued front last week's issue.

.

Constructional Details
The containing box measures

9 in. by 5I in. by 5 in. deep, and
as it is of a type illustrated in
this journal on several occasions,
a dimensioned drawing is con-
sidered unnecessary.

The ebonite panel measures
9 in. by 51 in. by in. thick, and,
after the original and frequently
conductive polished surface has
been removed by the use of the
finest emery or carborundum
cloth applied to both front and
back of the panel, it is to be
drilled to take the various com-
ponents as indicated in Fig. 6.

The photograph, Fig. 7, shows
the arrangement of those compo-
nents which are fitted underneath
the ebonite.

Full details of the wiring
will be gathered from Fig. 8,
which is a complete back
of panel wiring diagram.
For convenience in wiring,

Fig. 7.-A view of the underside of the panel.

HT- is connected to LT-. If
desired to add an amplifier
having HT- connected to LT+,
these connections in the present
set should be made to corre-
spond.

Operating the Set

The conditions which will give
the best results are as follows :-

(I) The aerial circuit must be
exactly tuned to the desired
wavelength.

(2) The closed oscillatory cir-
cuit (or tuned anode circuit) must
be exactly in tune with the aerial
circuit.

(3) The coupling between the
anode coil and the aerial coil
should be such that the set is just
a little short of oscillating.

With a very sensitive cat -
whisker type of detector, it will
sometimes be found that self -
oscillation commences as soon as

*-4/4"

2"
iN

1---17/8°

07

2'/2
0

1'46"

9"

1346"

117/8" 25/8"

Fig. 6.-A drilling diagram of the ebonite panel.
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the second condition has been
attained. If this is experienced
and a reduction of high-tension
voltage does not effect a cure, try
reversing the filament lighting
battery connections. If self -oscil-
lation still persists, it will be
necessary either to obtain a less
sensitive setting of the detector
or to reverse the anode coil L2
and apply reverse reaction to
check the self -oscillation. In the
last-named contingency, the fila-
ment battery connections should
be restored to their original
positions.

To enable different stations to
be tuned in readily, the ideal
method is to calibrate the closed
circuit by means of a wavemeter,
bearing in mind that any subse-
quent variation of coupling be-
tween the anode coil and the
aerial coil will alter the adjust-
ment appreciably. In other words,
the calibration will only be
accurate with the coupling ad-
justed as when the wavemeter
was used.

Searching for Signals

In the absence of a wavemeter,
search for signals by setting the
two coils at an angle of from
3o degs. to 45 degs., and the
aerial tuning condenser to about
one-half its capacity, Then vary
the capacity of the anode con-
denser C2 and note at what point
a slight breathing sound in the
telephones indicates that the two
circuits are in resonance.

If no such point is observable,
tighten the coupling between the
coils slightly and repeat the
operation. Next, vary the aerial
and secondary condensers simul-
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taneously, always endeavouring
to keep the two circuits in tune
with one another. When faint
signals are heard, increase the
reaction coupling slightly and
carefully re -adjust both con-
densers, and, if necessary, the
crystal detector, until satisfactory
results are obtained.

It will be found that there is
a certain and comparatively loose
coupling between the coils Li and
L2, which gives the best results,
both as regards signal strength
and selectivity.

As already mentioned, this
self -oscillation difficulty may be
encountered when a particularly
light and sensitive setting of the
crystal detector is obtained,
owing to the reduced damping
effect. It thus becomes a matter
for experiment to determine the
adjustment of the crystal detector
which gives good rectification
(evidenced by the purity of the
speech, etc.) and which "damps"
the anode circuit sufficiently to
prevent self -oscillation.

It is probably more satisfactory

Fig. 8.-Wiring diagram of the valve and crystal receiver.

Alternative Arrangements
In the set just described, the

amplified oscillations in the
tuned anode circuit of the
valve are applied direct to the
crystal detector and telephones.
The coupling between the detec-
tor circuit and the tuned anode
circuit, therefore, is conductive.

In such an arrangement the
comparatively rapid rate - at which
energy is absorbed from the
anode circuit by the crystal
detector and telephones; in other
words, the " damping effect " of
the detector circuit, tends to
maintain the stability of the
complete circuit arrangement.
But for this damping effect, self -
oscillation would be almost
certain to occur immediately the
anode circuit was brought exactly
into resonance with the grid or
aerial circuit, owing to the
capacity coupling between the
elements in the valve.

In this connection, the grid
and anode of the valve may be
regarded as opposite plates of a
very small -capacity condenser
connected between the tuned grid
and tuned anode circuits.

in practice to have appreciable,
and even unnecessary, damping
due to the crystal detector, and
to compensate for it by the
judicious use of the reaction coil,

Wireless Weekly
Inductive Coupling

Instead of the detector circuit
being directly connected to the
tuned anode circuit, it may be
inductively coupled to it, as
indicated in the theoretical circuit
diagram, Fig. 9.

In this arrangement the coils
L2 L3 may be ordinary plug-in
coils mounted in a two -coil
holder, but, as there is little
advantage to be gained by vary-
ing the coupling between the
coils, they may more conveniently
consist of the, primary and
secondary winding of an air -core
high -frequency transformer.

This transformer may be of the
almost standard type, consisting
of an ebonite former having a
circular groove, or grooves,
carrying the windings, primary
and secondary being sometimes
wound in separate grooves, and
sometimes in the same one, the
complete component being pro-
vided with four brass pins
arranged to fit a standard valve
holder and thereby affording a
ready means of connecting the
transformer in circuit, or of
changing it when desired to
receive over a different range of
wavelengths.

Alternatively, the transformer
may consist of basket coils
wound simultaneously upon the
same former; of two basket coils
lightly bound together with tape,
or even of an ordinary cylindrical
former of ebonite or cardboard

Fig. 9.-A diagram showing a detector circuit inductively
coupled to the tuned anode circuit of the H.F. valve.

than to employ some artificial
means of counteracting a strong
natural tendency to self -oscilla-
tion.

carrying two coils, one wound
closely on top of the other.

The primary winding (L2) of
the high -frequency transformer,
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is included in the anode circuit
of the valve and tuned to reson-
ance with the aerial circuit by
means of the variable condenser
C2. The crystal detector D and
telephone receivers T are con-
nected to opposite ends of the
transformer secondary winding
L3.

jil
I I

I, ii ,i

CI

detector and telephones con-
nected thereto.

A Further Alternative
Fig. t i is a theoretical circuit

diagram of an arrangement in
which a similar type of high -fre-
quency transformer is employed,
but in this case the transformer

1

"t*
452 il!

Fig. 10.-A pictorial representation of the circuit given in Fig. 9.

Fig. io is a pictorial repre-
sentation of the circuit shown in
Fig. 9, and includes a valve
panel with valve holder and
rheostat, condensers, a fixed coil
holder to take the aerial tuning
inductance coil Li, whilst a high -
frequency transformer of the
plug-in type is shown fitted to
four valve sockets mounted upon
a small ebonite base provided
with the necessary terminals and
carrying the crystal detector D.

The Action Involved

Referring to Fig. 9, it will be
seen that the aerial circuit is
tuned to the desired wavelength
by means of the variable con-
denser Ci, the plug-in inductance
coil Li being of a suitable value
for the range of wavelengths to
be covered. The oscillatory
potentials across the variable
condenser 'CI, due to the incom-
ing signals, are applied to the
grid and filament of the valve,
giving rise to high -frequency
pulses of current in the anode
circuit, which, provided the tuned
anode circuit L2 C2 is adjusted
to resonance with the aerial
circuit, and that the resistance
of the coil L2 is not unduly high,
will cause oscillations of consider-
able magnitude to be built up in
that circuit. The energy of these
oscillations, or, at all events, the
greater part of it, is then trans-
ferred by electromagnetic induc-
tion to the transformer secondary
winding L3 and applied to the

secondary winding is shunted by
the variable condenser C2 to
form a closed oscillatory circuit,
the transformer primary winding
L2 being now untuned.

In actual practice there is not
a great deal to choose between
these two methods, as illustrated
in Figs. 9 and i i; at least, not
when only one stage of high-fre-
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the transformer method of
coupling two low -frequency am-
plifying valves; a high resistance
could be employed in the anode
circuit of the first valve. Similar
methods may be used in the case
of high -frequency amplification.

Resistance capacity coupling
proves fairly satisfactory in a
multi -valve amplifier, provided
that the frequency is not too
high. So far, it has not been
found efficient on wavelengths
below 800 to i,000 metres, and
accordingly it has not been used
much in connection with the
reception of British broadcasting.

Another point is that the am-
plification per valve in a resist-
ance capacity amplifier is not as
great as in the case of a high -
frequency transformer or tuned -
anode coupled amplifier, although
the former has advantage in the
matter of simplicity of operation.

The practical arrangements
comprise a non -inductive resis-
tance, fixed or variable, of from
6o,000 to ioo,000 ohms, con-
nected to the anode of the valve
and the positive terminal of the

the loss in voltage across the
resistance, it is necessary that
the high - tension voltage be
slightly greater than usual; the

12
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Fig. 11.-A circuit in which the coupling between the anode and detector
circuits is effected by means of a high frequency transformer.

quency amplification is employed
Where two or more high -fre-
quency valves are used, the latter
arrangement is probably the
more satisfactory, owing to the
greater stability or freedom from
self -oscillation which is .usually
obtained.

Resistance -Capacity Coupling
Referring to the previous

articles of this series, it will be
remembered that, in addition to

greater the value of resistance,
the higher the voltage necessary.

Between the anode end of the
6o,000 resistance and the grid of
the succeeding valve is connected
a fixed condenser having a capa-
city of .0003 µF, and the varia-
tions in anode potential of the
first valve are passed on to the
grid of the second, via the
condenser.

NEXT WEEK:-
The Valve as a Detector.
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AN OMNI RECEIVER
Stit,-You may be interested in

the enclosed prints of an Omni re-
ceiver which I have constructed.

The panel I had previously in use
as a five -valve (2-D-2) set with
switches to cut out each valve and
also switches for either tuned anode
or H.F. transformer coupling. The
positions of the valve switches have
been taken by one Bretwood and
one Lissen variable leak, and two
Lissen variable anode resistances,
while all other parts have been left
as they were except, of course, that
their connections have been taken to
the terminal board. The various
knobs are :-Five filament resist-
ances, two tapped H.F. trans -

A four -valve Omni Receiver referred
to by Mr. Guyler.

formers, one variable condenser
.00i, I - .0003, 2 - .0002, and one
vernier, stand-by tune and series
parallel switches, two switches to
control reaction (the three positions
give one direction, off and reverse,
so that reaction may be used in
either direction with the coils on the
left, on the right, both or neither),
while the two at the bottom right
hand give H.T. control, the upper
circle of studs being connected every
9 volts from the negative end of the
battery and the lower circle every
3 volts from the positive end. The
studs are well spaced and the
ebonite plate made flush with their
tops, so that the switch arm does
not fall between and cause a short.
A plug-in crystal detector is also
located on the front.

As shown, it is wired for three -
valves, bare wire being used, and
the Iid is deep enough so that if re-
quired (as in this case), an extra
condenser can be put in across the

terminals if a size other than those
available in the set is required, .or
in order to reduce the length of the
wire connections.

The H.T. connections are taken
through the bottom, as both the
H.T. battery and accumulator are
kept in a cupboard on which the
set stands when in use.

Your ST75 circuit on this set,
with loose components, and as an
enclosed set gives good results here,
all the B.B.C. stations being
heard well, Birmingham and 5XX
being loud -speaker strength. The
Continental stations are also good
telephone strength.-Yours faith-
fully,

- A. F. GUYLER.
Beeston, Notts.

RECEIVING 5XX
SIR,-I have listened to every

evening transmission from 5XX
with the following very unsatisfac-
tory results :-

On my crystal set (which brings
in several amateurs, Croydon, and,
of course, 2L0), Chelmsford is
only just readable on one pair of
'phones (Brown's 4,000 ohms).

On my valve set (on which I get
all the B.B.C. main stations and
Paris), Chelmsford is little better
than Birmingham or Bournemouth.

When I say I am very disap-
pointed with these results I think
I am only expressing the sentiment
of the vast majority of London
listeners.-Yours faithfully,

C. P. BROWN.
Clapham Common, S.W.it.

SIMPLE WIRELESS RECORDING
SIR,-With reference to your

article in this week's Wireless
Weekly, re " Simple Wireless
Recording," I should like to point
out that rectification can be
obtained as well by another method,
without taking recourse to a crystal
detector.

Curiously enough, nobody in Eng-
land seems to have hit so far at
the idea, although it is quite simple.
Add a grid condenser (with leak)
between outside transformer second-
ary and grid of each of your ampli-
fying valves. This will give the
necessary rectification. Both grid
condenser and leak can have the
usual value.; leaks varying from
to 5 megohms.

The credit for this arrangement
comes to Mr. J. Corver, the able
editor of Radio Expres, our principal
Dutch wireless weekly. May I
suggest that you give this arrange-
ment a trial?-I am, Sir, yours
faithfully,

DUTCH EXPERIMENTER."
Baarn (Holland).
NOTE.-This method, of course,

does not get rid of the steady anode
current on which the rectified pulses
are superimposed. If a telephone
transformer is connected in circuit
the current becomes alternating once
more. The method described in
Wireless Weekly has the advantage
of getting rid entirely of the anode
current.-P. W. H.

This photograph shows the wiring
of Mr. Guyler's receiver.

THAT PERSONAL TOUCH
SIR,-On the night of the 13th

ult., whilst simultaneously devour-
ing huge chunks of Wireless
Weekly and charging accumulators,
I was drawn from your valued
paper by the remarks of Mr. Harris
and several correspondents on the
subject of frothing, to one of my
own accumulators, which suffers
from this disease, and decided to
give the suggestion a trial. Very
carefully I cut one small piece of
nice, Juicy " Sunlight ' and
popped it in t'ole at top.

I know it was the 13th, but all
the same if " Levers" of " shav-
ing stick " fame want a better
advert. than they have so far pro-
duced, let them communicate avec
moi.

There is plenty to spare even after
bottling a three weeks' supply of
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lather, and shaving every day at
that.-Yours faithfully,

E. L. PAYNE.
East Ham, E.

ST100 STAR CIRCUIT
SIR,-When this circuit was first

brought out I made it up, and was
able to get excellent results on both
the loud -speaker and 'phones. For
reception of the local station it was
certainly good, and I was very
pleased with it.

On reading the experiences of
others and the distant transmissions
that they received, I began to feel

A

E

How the extra coil was added to
the set referred to by Mr. Shylon.

disappointed, because try as I
might, I could not get anything
except the local station. I tried
various kinds of crystals, and re-
wired the set several times, but
without result; I might add here
that this was the experience of
many of my friends, with the same
circuit, and with the STioo.

Quite by accident I placed a coil
between the earth and aerial ter-
minals as sketch herewith, and with
that addition I am able to get all
the B.B.C. and Continental sta-
tions at very good strength.

The size of this coil varies with
the wavelength it is desired to be
received, and for the B.B.C. sta-
tions a No. 35 or so appears the
most suitable.

With the coil in position loud-
speaker results are much improved,
the coil appearing to add volume of
tone without distortion.-Yours
faithfully,

Cardiff.
JOHN SHYLON.

AN INTERESTING SET
SIR,-I enclose a photograph of

my own receiver, on which all the
B.B.C. and several well-known
Continental stations have been re-
ceived; a few American stations
have also been heard. The circuit
is a perfectly straight one, consist-
ing of i H.F., detector and 2 L.F.
power valves. Certain minor altera-

=tions 'have been made since the

photograph was taken, the borough
lighting mains now being used as
a source of H.T.-Yours faith-
fully,

A. J. THORN 'ON,
Battersea. 2 A.N.B.

FROTHING
SIR, -Re correspondence relating

to frothing of accumulators when
being charged.

It has been stated that Hudson's
soap powder may be harmful;
whether this is so I do not know.

In many biochemical examina-
 tions, in which it is necessary to
bubble air rapidly through fluids,
and at the same time prevent
frothing, a drop or two of caprylic
alcohol is added. This liquid is
entirely inert in the numerous in-
stances in which it is employed. I
do not know whether it would be
without action on the celluloid cases
of accumulators. It does not mix
with any watery fluid to which it is
added but floats on top. Perhaps
some of your readers would care to
try it.-Yours faithfully,

ERIC WORDLEY, M.D.
Plymouth.

THE ST151 .CIRCUIT
SIR,-Last week I built up the

STI5t circuit, and was astonished
at the results obtained, viz. : All
B.B.C. stations at good strength,
several at loud -speaker strength,
London, of course, overpowering;
Radiola could be heard 20 ft. away
from loud -speaker ; was just enjoying
same when my detector valve went

A handsome receiver made by
Mr. Thornton.

west. Decided to build STioo;
results terrific; London so strong
that I must .dettme to avoid over-
loading; Bournemouth, Birming-

ham, Cardiff and Glasgow received
in one evening to be comfortably
heard on speaker; Radiola as loud
as ST151. My aerial is about
20 ft. high, 3o ft. long, single wire,
very much screened. My first valve
is an Ediswan A.R., and the second
a Moorhead. L.T. 6 volts, H.T.
13o, grid bias 2 volts.

Hoping this interests you and con-
gratulating you upon evolving such
circuits,-Yours faithfully,

West Ham. H. HEVEY.

A SINGLE VALVE CABINET
RECEIVER.

e Mr. Azer's letter in
Wireless Weekly for July 23, deal-
ing with results obtained with your
COn AWER ADDED

A ca,

®T®o

O
O

@

The position of the extra coil -
holder on Mr. Shylon's receiver.

one -valve reaction set designed by
Mr. Rattee.

I have had a one-valver in opera-
tion for some time now that was
Somewhat similar to this particular
set, and, upon publication on June
18 of your set, I made the one
or two necessary alterations to
bring my set in line with your
circuit. Results as follows : All
the B.B.C. main stations with
Birmingham the easiest to get after
London), 5XX, Radio -Paris, Ecole
Sup., Petit Parisien, Radio Bel-
gique, Madrid, Hamburg, and
several other foreigners that I have
been unable -to locate. I use an
ordinary set of basket coils, Ray-
mond V. condenser, E. Bell grid
condenser, Lissen V. leak, micro-
stat Resis., and Osram 4 -volt
valve. The placing of the various
parts is somewhat different to that
of Mr. Rattee's set, and I do not
use a phone condenser; but, for all
that, I must say the results ob-
tained are excellent, and certainly
more than one would expect from
a simple one-valver. Of course,
some stations are rather difficult
hold without distortion-Madrid
and Hamburg especially, but the
majority mentioned come in at
more than comfortable phone
strength.

My set is made up sloping desk
cabinet style with the movable coil -
holder mounted horizontally on the
top, which position I consider much
more useful than on the panel, and
furthermore -I think it improves the
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PRACTICALLY UNBREAKABLE

AGENTS :
LONDON.-The Dull Emitter

Valve Co., 83, Pelham Street,
South Kensington, S.W.y.
'Phone: K ensington 333 x.

MANCHESTER.-R. Davies &
Sons, Victoria Bolt and Nut
Works, Bilberry Street.

NEWCASTLE. Gordon Bailey
& Co., Consett Chambers, Pil-
grim Street.

LIVERPOOL. - Apex Electrical
Supply Co., 59, Old Hall Street.

GL AS GO W.-Milligan's Wire-
less Co., 5o, Sauchiehall St.

YORKSHIRE. - H. Wadsworth
Sellers,Standard Buildings,Leeds

SOUTHERN COUNTIES.-
D.E.D.A., 4, Tennis Rd., Hove,
Sussex.

BIRMINGHAM.-/. Bonelle, 135,
High St., Smethteick; Birm'ham.

appearance of the set. If you
would care for a photograph of my
set I will send one with pleasure.

I would very much like to see
you put into operation in your jour-
nal the suggestion I made some
weeks ago by letter re the correc-
tions of errors in previous issues.

Here is a tip that might be of
use to your readers who are be-
ginners. When the panel is drilled,
and all terminals mounted and
screwed up in position, I usually
write upon the panel back the name
of the terminal in white ink just
at, the side of it-such as H.T. + ;
A.T.I.; Reaction, etc., etc. This
certainly minimises the danger of
wiring on to a wrong terminal.

With best wishes for your con-
tinued success, I am, sir, yours
faithfully, W. G. L.

Wandsworth.

AERIAL HINTS
SIR, - With reference to an

article on " Two Aerial Hints " in
your July 23, 1924, issue, the follow-
ing small practical hint may be of
interest to those who employ
ordinary rope for spreader and
down lead guys.

A great difficulty with using
ordinary household rope for guy
,purposes is the contraction which
takes place during wet weather,

and to those who desire a " ship-
shape " aerial system with tight
guy ropes, it generally happens that
during a heavy shower one has to
slacken these ropes or else one is
confronted with broken ropes;
usually with wireless luck they
break during the night. However,
the insertion of a small spring at
the earth end of each guy rope
usually well repays itself. Suit-
able springs about six inches long
and one -inch diameter may gener-
ally be obtained at most iron-
mongers for about threepence each,
so this need not worry the installer.
During dry weather the guy is
tightened so that the spring is just
under tension, and it is found that
any contraction due to the rope is
compensated for by the spring.

The application is by no means
original, But does not seem to have
been brought forward, and in my
case I have not experienced a
broken guy since they were put in
eighteen months ago. I once took
the trouble to measure the expan-
sion of the spring after 24 hours'
practically continuous rain, and the
six inches had become eleven! The
same spring and rope are still there,
but had it not been for the former
the latter certainly would not have
been.-Yours faithfully,

DAVID G. BIRD.

South Shields. 5QR.

" TRUTH IN ADVERTISING "
SIR,-We have read with much

interest your editorial in Wireless
Weekly, July 23 issue, and note
your remarks re incorrectly rated
condensers.

Realising the importance of abso-
lute reliability in radio apparatus,
the Sterling Telephone & Electric
Co., Ltd., installed in their works
at Dagenham testing rooms
equipped with the most accurate
measuring instruments possible to
obtain. Here every variable air
condenser (as well as other radio
components) manufactured by the
company and bearing the well-
known Sterling trade mark, is sub-
jected to rigorous tests and is not
passed into stock unless it is of
full -rated capacity. Moreover, the
fact that Sterling square -law con-
densers are themselves being largely
used in radio laboratory measuring
instruments is sufficient proof of
their reliability.

The Sterling Telephone & Elec-
tric Co., Ltd., guarantees all its
condensers to be of full -rated capa-
city, and would welcome your care-
ful and impartial examination of
any condenser taken from our
stock.-Yours faithfully,

for Sterling Telephone & Elec-
tric Co., Ltd.,

GUY BURNEY,
Managing Director.

lb           0                          0  0 
RADIO -ON WINGS

Fit MYERS to your receiver and you will enthuse over the ease
with which you can then pick up Distant Telephony. Com-
pared to the limited action of your receiver when fitted with
ordinary valves, MYERS will truly give you Radio on. wings.

yALL
aloes

bring in the Distant Stations
The success of MYERS in long -distant
reception is the outcome of the bring-
ing the grid and anode leads out at
opposite ends. (In the ordinary valve
electrode leads are bunched together
in the stem.)

Insist upon MYERS; it is alone de-
signed-from cap to cap-for Radio
reception. Prom all Dealers or from
the nearest selling agent, post paid.

This particular design is confined to the
MYERS. The resultant low internal
capacity banishes valve distortion,
valve noise and hiss. The removal of
these paralysing features permits the
MYERS to function-perfectly.

Cunningham & Morrison,
Windsor House, Victoria Street,
LONDON . . S.W.1

Strict observance to the in-
structions regarding Rheostats
and the filament battery is
important.

UNIVERSAL ... 12/S
4 volt .6 amp.

Plate Voltage 2-300 volts.

Remarkable
Success awaits
the use of
MYERS in any
stage as oscil-
lator, amplifier
or detector.

        o 0         
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VA -1111.--44.

Apparatus
we have teed

Conducted by A. D. COWPER, M.Sc., Staff Editor.

An Effective Small L.F.
Transformer

A rather better performance
than is customary with the small
type of low -frequency intervalve
transformers is shown by that
sent us for trial by Messrs. L.
McMichael, Ltd.

This measures only 21 in. by
2 in. by 2* in., and is of the
ordinary pattern with a core of
stampings with narrow air -gaps;
brass angle -pieces which act as
fixing -brackets and really large
terminals on ebonite strips are
provided. We note that the
bolts which hold the parts to-
gether pass through the lamina-

tions, effectively short-circuiting
them for eddy -currents in the
usual manner. The iron core is
of medium size; and the D.C. re-
sistance indicated that there was
Plenty of wire in the core.

On test, the insulation -resist-
ance to soo volts D.C. from the
" Meg " tester was satisfactory
for primary -to -secondary and
secondary -to -frame, and sufficient
for ordinary purposes for
primary -to -frame. In actual re-
ception, while the amplification
attained under the most favour-
able conditions could not ap-
proach that of a standard large
transformer, being about 41 as
compared with 7 when using

power amplification, and a suit-
able valve and grid -bias, the tone
was good, with but little distor-
tion, even the notes in the lower
register being reproduced well.
The thin tinny or muffled sound
of the average small L.F. trans-
former was absent.

The finish and workmanship of
this transformer are of a high
order. We can recommend this
instrument to those who do not
wish to invest in a large instru-
ment, but who desire to get a
satisfactory performance from
their sets, together with a
moderate amount of L.F. ampli-
fication.

WATMEL
VARIABLE GRID LEAK
5 to '5 Megohms,

2/6.
50,000 to roo,000

Ohms, 3/6.
Other Resistances
to suit any circuit.

ARE THE BEST
FOR THE
FOLLOWING
REASONS:

Continuously
Variable.

SEE THE TRADE MARK
ON EVERY GRID LEAK.

Silent in operation.
Constant in any
temperature. Dust
and Damp proof.
Each tested and
guaranteed. Neat
and well made.

Patent Send P.C. for des -
2061198 criptive folder.

atiatir4 BEWARE OF
IMITATIONS.

Coil Former for Winding Inductance Coils 4/6 1
For fun Maas rew":..2=gru.strat," tune 18th,- _1

NOTE NEW ADDRESS:

WATMEL WIRELESS Co.
332a, Goswell Road, London, E.C.1.

'Phone: CLERKENWELL 7998.

ens'oussi

Nes. eiess

Established
26 Years.

REPAIRS Is HMISTO COILS
SPEAKERS

REWOUND to ano RESISTANCE & MADE .EQUAL to NEW.
PRICE QUOTED ON RECEIPT OF INSTRUMENTS.

PROMPT DELIVERY.

The VARLEY MAGNET COMPANY
WOOLWICH, S.E.18.'Plume : Waahvieh 868.

RECORD YOUR
RADIO SIGNALS

WITH A

WESTON MOVING COIL
RELAY

as fully described by Mr. Percy W. Harris in
" Wireless Weekly.- July 23. A limited number
of perfectly new and unused No. 30 Weston
moving coil Relays, available at 17/6 each while
stock lasts. Remember each instrument is

brand new ex Government stores and originally
cost about £9. Will operate on a current of

5,) micro amperes.

ECONOMIC LTDELECTRIC
Head Office: 10,FITZROY I Showrooms:
SQUARE, LONDON, W.1. I 303,EUSTONRD.N.W.1

WHOLESALE ONLY.
WIRELESS DEALERS. Our New 68 -page Trade
List ol Radio parts new ready shewing Trade and Retail

prices. It is yours for the asking.
COMPLETE SETS, ACCESSORIES & COMPONENT PARTS

We were one of the very first Wholesale Factors of "Wireless,"
and our New Catalogue is the very latest thing in Wireless.

Largest Radio List issued.

STAGGERING PRICES. HUGE STOCKS.
BUY FROM AN ESTABLISHED HOUSE.

IMPORTANT - Trade Only Supplied.

HOBDAY BROS., LTD.,
(DEPT. B.) 21, 23,25 &'27 GT. EASTERN ST.,

LONDON, E.C.2
'Phone-CLERICENWEI,I, stoo (6 lines)
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"Fitton One " B.B.C. Single

Valve Receiver
Messrs. Shermays, Ltd., have

sent for practical trial a single -
valve B.B.C. receiver, the
" Fitton One."

This is a small variometer-
tuned set, arranged on a hori-
zontal panel 8 in. by 6 in., the
box being only 3 in. deep. The
controls are an aerial -tuning
variometer and a reaction -handle.
The latter should be used with
considerable care by the novice,
as the set is capable of produc-
ing considerable re - radiation.
The usual terminals are provided
for connections to batteries,
phones, earth and aerial.

The effective wavelength
range, on a large double outside
aerial, was 32o to Soo metres;
on a single 7o -foot aerial 310 to
48o metres (therefore not reach-
ing Aberdeen's wavelength on
the latter).1 The makers put
forward some ambitious claims
as to signal -strength and range,
a special point being made that
all broadcasting stations were
within reach on a standard
P.M.G. aerial and reasonably
efficient earth-which, of course,

experienced experimenters will
recognise as within the; powers
of any properly handled single -
valve receiver under favourable
conditions, though not always
attained on conventional B.B.C.
sets.

With the circuit used, and
with the type of variometer im-
plied by the small dimensions of
this receiver, much selectivity
could not be expected ; at 13
miles from 2L0, on a standard
P.M.G. aerial of considerable
efficiency, London came in at
very modest loud - speaker
strength (R.M.S. value of signal -
voltage across the phones, time -
average for ordinary music, .24
volts) ; whilst he was audible in
the L.S. from 33o to 38o metres
wavelength, on head -phones over
the entire tuning -range. Thus
every station, even Birmingham
at too miles on 475 metres, was
jammed effectively by the local
station. Bournemouth was badly
jammed by London ; Birming-
ham, even on the low 7o -foot
aerial, suffered interference from
2L0, though on the large aerial
he was just audible in the loud-
speaker. On the 7o -foot 2L0

covered a belt of 8 metres. Man-
chester was just picked up in the
intervals; Cardiff came in well in
London, though, of course, at
low intensity and with careful
searching with a wave -meter.

The quality on these distant
transmissions was noticeably
poor, being mushy and with a
noisy background. It was
noticed that better results were
obtained on the local station by
arranging the L.T. connections
in the more usual manner, with
the L.T. plus connected to earth.

We do not think that any use-
ful purpose is served by inviting
comparisons between the perfor-
mance of this small single -valve
reaction receiver and that of a
four -valve set of conventional
design. Those who draw such
invidious comparisons can never
have heard the merry shout of an
efficient four-valver. The pre-
carious signals of small intensity
obtainable with the single -valve
on the distant stations are of a
very different order. Neverthe-
less, we can commend the style
and performance of this little set,
which is decidedly a step in the
right direction towards making

--=

DRY BATTERIES FOR WIRELESS
_.=

,==

that youryour Dry Batteries bear the above trade mark. EE
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THE

HALL MARK

REG. TRADE KARL

OF

QUALI1Y.

To ensure perfect reception of Wireless Broadcasting it is imperative
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an easily -controlled and simple
one -valve B.B.C. set with a wide
tuning -range on a single con-
trol. In the hands of a novice
it will probably give very much
better results than a more am-
bitious outfit, and it certainly
brings more than one B.B.C.
station within easy reach.

" Radlobrix " Vario-Transformer
From Messrs. Metropolitan -

Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd.,
comes a Vario - Transformer,
Type R.B.4, one of the Cosmos
Radiobrix series of units.

The unit is about 5 -in. tube,
has a wavelength control, re-
action -control and six terminals
for connecting up between two
valve panels carrying H.F. ampli-
fying and detector valves, and
for reaction -connection to the
plate of the rectifying valve; two
Or more can be used in cascade
also, if desired.

The effective range was found
to be from 35o to 70o metres,
covering thus the main B.B.C.
stations.

The principle of the instrument
combines the ordinary tuneable
close -coupled H.F. transformer

with the variometer method of
tuning; in this pattern the
primary winding is semi-aperiodic
and fixed, whilst' the secondary
winding is partly wound in close
coupling with the former, partly
wound in grooves in a rotor
which turns inside the ring -
shaped stator that carries the
first windings.' A small fixed
condenser across the whole
secondary winding, together with
the not inconsiderable distributed
capacity of the fine -wire wind-
ings, enables this variometer
arrangement to give the requisite
tuning -range. The effect of the
fixed and almost aperiodic
primary is somewhat reminiscent
of the properties of the Grebe
circuit. On trial an unusually
high degree of stability was
found, even with quite a small
series condenser in the aerial and
critical tuning, and without
damping bias on the grids of the
valves. Reaction is applied on
the windings by a swinging re-
action -coil to be included in the
plate -circuit of the next valve, as
usual.

On practical trial, the unit was
found convenient in use, and un-
c-eutmonly stable, as indicated.

August 6, 1924

Actually, a series condenser af
less than o.0002 tiF could be used
in the aerial, without oscillation
troubles. The degree of amplifi-
cation, obtained, when actually
measured with good R valves,
was about of the order usually
found with conventional H.F.
couplings. Selectivity was not
very high;.. Bournemouth and
2L0 (the latter at 13 miles) came
in in London at about equal
strength, with a direct -coupled
primary circuit of low resistance
but no great selectivity in itself.
Birmingham was free from
London, but was jammed by
much mush. Searching was fairly
easy, as the scale graduations
were readily calibrated in wave-
lengths.

The general workmanship and
finish of this unit were, of course,
of the order one would expect
from a maker of the reputation
of Messrs. Metropolitan -Vickers.

We are informed that on and
after August 4th all corres-
pondence to Messrs. Cunn-
ingham & Morrison should
be addressed to Windsor
House, Victoria St., S.W.1.

Which would you sooner
Listen to ?

The sweet music of a well -played
violin or the noisy banging of a
big drum. The world-renowned
Powquip Transformer makes just
this difference to your wireless

reception.

Open type 14;8. Shrouded type 18;-

EWER EPUIPMEN
COMPANY LIMITED T

a KINGSBURY WORKS, THE HYDE,
ao HENDON, N.W. 9.

If chffiettlte
hi obtaining
write us to
name nearest
stockist.

" TANGENT "

PLUG - IN COILS
'THE plugs are standard and will fit your
1 set.
On strong cylindrical frame with air -spaced coils
you can handle with impunity and there is nothing
more efficient for either crystal or valve sets.

Stocked in 11 sizes for wavelengths from 250 to
8,000 metres.

NO. &HOLF 125 135 150 75 100 150:20012501300:4001500

PRICE 14/314/314/314/6}5/- 6/-171-17/6 0/-10/- 10/-

GENT I CO, LTD.
" Faraday Works,"

LEICESTER,
Est. 1872.

No second-rate effects will satisfy
the intelligent purchaser for whom
" TANGENT " fitments are designed.

p
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Informationp epaftment

SUPPLIED BY RADIO PRESS SERVICE DEPT., LTD.

A. V. T. (MONMOUTH) enquires whether
it matters in which direction he winds a
reaction coil, stating that he has seen it said
that if the tuning coil is wound clockwise the
reaction coil should be wound anti -clockwise.
The direction of revolution of the current in
flowing through the windings of the reaction coil
in relation to' the corresponding direction of flow
of the signal currents in the aerial or other tuning
coil must be in a certain sense to produce
reaction effects, but this direction will vary with
the number of valves which precede the one from
which reaction is taken. There is no hard and
fast rule as to clockwise and anti -clockwise.

J. R. C. (BLACKPOOL) asks if it is
necessary for the frame aerial and receiving
apparatus to be in the same room ?
No; the frame may be at some little distance
from the set. The leads connecting the frame
winding to the receiving apparatus should not

be unduly long, however, or, by reason of the
capacity between them if run close together and
of their inductive value if well separated, they
appreciably reduce the efficiency of the frame
aerial. Incidentally, long connecting leads will
act to some extent as an ordinary type of aerial,
and will reduce the accuracy of the frame as a
direction -finding device.

A. T. V. (STOCKPORT) states that he has
been informed that no earth connection is
required with a frame aerial, and states that
he does not quite see how any aerial system
can function with no balancing capacity
attached to the earth terminal -of the receiver.
The explanation is that a frame aerial circuit is a
complete tuned circuit in itself, a variable con-
denser being shunted across the ends of the
frame windings. Leads are then taken from the
two ends of the tuned circuit thereby formed to
the aerial and earth terminals of the receiving
set.

didn't someone
third of -6effie ?"
A century ago there wasn't a match
for sale in the whole country. Fancy
pottering about with flint, steel and tinder
in a strong wind when you want a light
for your pipe !

To pass over CLIX is about .as
reasonable as to use a tinder -box when
matches are available.

This inexpensive universal contact
does everything that terminals, plugs
and switches have to do -and does it
better.

Retail Prices
CI,I X with Lock -
nuts 3d.

Insulators
(six colours)

Id. each
Bushes
(Six colours)

Id. pair
CI,I% is patented
all over the world.

The Electro-
Link

with
159 uses

The introduction of this ingenious combination
plugsocket marks the advent of a standardised
system of instantaneous wiring.
Obtainable from all good Wireless Dealers or
direct from the Patentees and Manufacturers:

A UT OVE YORS LTD
Radio Engineers and Contractors

84 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1

ALL POST FREE AT CALLERS' PRICES
Ebonite Panels. 0 PL 5 TRAD r. Condensers.
Matt. r 8/16 P E .001 panel type 7/

r x 6' 2/2 1/1 .BN .00075 Vernier 8/
12" x 9" 4/6 3/9 I .0005 Blade 5/-
is' x 12' 9/9 9/13'x 9' 5/8 4/

0 MARK OF Q

R p I .0003
Extra 8/6.000/ Extra 8/6

le x 12- 7/8 5/8 L E Knobbed dial 1/- ex.
4'X 4" 84. 8d. It

I k I Stock " Fallon " &7's 5' 1/8 1/
6'x 6' x{' 1

9
i

A E
T 9

" J. B." usual prices.
Vernier, no dial 2/6

Any _size cut.
Sq. In. " 4d., '......tt; 11.i............FREE I INVITED.

8p 6 vane 3/3, 7 3/8
Polar types ., 10/8TlCondensers I enable Leaks. New Lines.MHI-Pot. Brass 24. Dubtlier V - Eureka Transforme

4 B.A. Standard Id Mallard Usual '' wF.ItIt.roein00.-57mmeegg..231/0
No. 22/0

Lacquered 2d. Edison-Belllprices/ Linen type .. 2/0 Concert Grand 80/ -Spade type, doz. 84. Mansbridge I inf. 1/6 , Resistances 2/ R.I. Chokes . 10/Telephone type 2d.
Multiphone 4w. 9d

2mf. 116, 1/3 illmf. N. Shaw's Hertzite 1/Etonite Dials.
Headphones, Jacks 4 -Contact.6 -way II- Engraved 3.' .. 84.

Betty spring 3d. B.B.C. 4,000 ohms. Knobbed type 1/. Bank of 2 .. 1/8
2 B.A. Small 4d. Brown's ' F' B.T.H. 21" Fil. Type ed. Single Jacks .. 1/-
Contact Studs 1d.
Spring Washers Id.

Siemens, Brandes,
Sterling, all 22/.
General Radio 20/-

Radio Inst. .. 25/
21/

Potentiometer 700
ohms es -Govt. 4/8
BuzzersAerial Wireire

2/0100' 3/9Tenpinohm,. e: -Govt.
Sullivan's .. 6/6 Reliability 12/-& 15/

Microphones 2/
Keys 2/

, Electron 1/8Ampli.
lead -In 5d. yd.

20 7de. Bell Wire 64

27/
17Ferranti 17/

.. 14-
Tangent 12/8,214/

ii 'd phone Cords 1/
lam. Wands. 2/

All .: Ivanis" "Lis-
tm, ' Evrndept,"

H. T. Batteries.
6W01,th8/W-amgrw.P147{-

lilninlittors.
Shell, 21.,(2k. 60,
Reel ld., Egg 2d,
C type 9d.uster 4/_

4'' S 6" do. 00.
9" 1/- 12" & 15' 1/8

30v. 4/- 15v. 2/-
4v. F.L. Btry 8d.

56v. Ever-Rdy 18/836, 8/. 16v. 8/6
Siemens same price.

. i 20/Royal PO/ -
R.A.F. Modulation,
Telephone & 10/1R
& " U'

-
idv " all 8/

HY. Tangent . 5/8
MeMichael's .. 7/,"

" Edison -Bell," and
n Steriie s " Goods.

Coil Holders.
tsh'ey fixed 2/8

_!_ moving .. 3/8
lgranle 3 Set .. 82British Wires.

Valve Holders. swg. doe. sm. dec. OoJah 900 .. 5/8 Lbonite 3 Coll 5/6
Type A 7d., Polar 1/ 18 1/11 2/11 8/6 300 m. 4/6

Formers only 113
,, 2 Coil.. 8/-

Screwed 8 nuts 8d.
Ebonite 10d.

20 2/2 3/4 4/2
22 2/6 8/9 4/7

Single moving 2/ -
,. Fixed type 84.Pit. Resistances.

Do. Open Type ed. 24 2/11 8/10 5/- Good quality ye rp..o.rd do. 9d.
Coil Plugs. 26 8/4 4/2 5/9 Igranic " 4/6 awitilte

Ebonite .. .. 10d.
Superior .. .. 1/8

28 3/9 4/9 6/6
30 4/10 5/4 7/832 5/6 5/. 2/9

Vernier type . 7/
Ormond 2/- Max 4/5/

Tumbler 14 1/3"D.C.O. .. 2/9
Narrow .. .. 8d.
Basket . .. 1/-
Moulded iype 8d.
Coil Formers 244.

36 21. 5,6 15/
40 17/- 14/8 20/-

T.C.B. 4/ i' 5/-microstat .. 2/
Filostat 216

.. 1/8
teCa.; D.C.O. 3/3

, D.P.S.T. 2/9
Utility 2 -way 4/-Mica Dos.

Basket type lid
.002

3"x2", 1/-2": le, 4d. Mic-Met-Detector 8/.
.

3w 5/- 4w (1/- iliw 8/ -
Coil Mounts 4d Orders / value, carriage Paid. Lever Type Stocked
' Athol' Ebonite 1/ Under 5/6, Id. per If- packing, etc. Miniature Turn 94.
Do. Porcelain 1/- Liesen 2 -way.. 2/9

J. H. TAYLOR. 6 CO.Basket Coil Sets, Series part. 8/96-1/9 4-1/,Double-arm5, P.adio House, Telephone: do. 2/8
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T. N. M. (HARROGATE) states that he

is using a set with two high -frequency
valves, rectifier, and two low -frequency
and that he is very much troubled by hissing
noises which persist (although diminished
in strength) when the aerial and earth are
removed from the set. He suggests that
this indicates that the trouble is somewhere
in the set, but states that the fault was only
intermittent. By " intermittent " he means
that he only hears it on one or two
occasions in a week's use of the set.
Although the trouble may certainly be in the
receiving set itself, we are very much inclined to
think, from our correspondent's description, that
it is really atmospherics which are troubling him.
With a good set, employing two high -frequency
valves, on a bad night for atmospherics, quite a
lot of noise will be picked up without the aid of
aerial or earth, and this, of course, is somewhat
misleading. Try turning off the filament supply
to both the high -frequency valves, and note
whether the noise continues. If it does so it is
fairly clearly located in the circuits of either the
rectifier or the low -frequency valves, but if it
ceases it may indicate either that our suggestion is
correct as to the atmospherics, or that the fault
is located in the circuits of the two high -frequency
valves. Probably the best test to apply in a case
of this sort is to use a second receiving set upon
the same aerial and earth, and note whether it
still picks up similar noises upon the nights when
you are experiencing trouble.

August 6, 1924

A. B. G. (CHARLTON, S.E.7)-States
that he has constructed an ST100 Receiver
from Envelope No. 1, and is getting ex-
ceedingly good loud speaker results from
2L0, but is quite unable to pick up any other
station. He is using a single wire aerial,
only 35 ft. long and 13 -ft. high.
t: poi so poor an aerial there is little chance of
picking up one of the other stations with your
set, and the inevitable preliminary, to searching
for them is the erection of a much higher and
longer aerial. When this has been done, you will
have a chance of receiving them, but you will
find the interference problem a rather serious one
at your distance from 2L0. You w ill probably
need to use a wave trap, Type A being suggested.
Wind 4o turns of No. zo D.C.C. wire on a 3 -in.
cardboard tube, and connect in parallel with it a
variable condenser of .000s Connect this trap
circuit in series between the aerial and the aerial
terminal of the set, cutting out the constant aerial
tuning condenser and placing the main tuning
condenser in parallel. You will find that you can
hear the local station almost all over the dial of
the wave trap condenser, but that with patience
a point can be found at which the signals are
very much reduced in volume, and upon either
side of which they re -appear at full strength.
Leave the wave -trap set at this point and search
for the other stations in the ordinary manner upon
the controls of the receiver. You will probably
need to employ a coil one size larger than normal
in the aerial circuit when using the wave trap.
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Strange Modesty
AT long last the Radio Society of Great

Britain appears to be realising its
responsibilities towards the Affiliated

Societies, and there are welcome signs that
the lethargy which has permeated the body
of the Society for so long is at last to be
shaken off. For this reason alone we listened
with interest to the broadcast talk from 2L0
on Thursday, last by Mr. J. F. Stanley, B.Sc.,
Honorary Secretary of the General Committee
of the Affiliated Societies. " Many of the
delegates," said Mr. Stanley, referring to the
first meeting of the General Committee, " had
come to the meeting .with instructions from
the Societies they represented 'to tell the
Radio Society of Great Britain that it wanted
waking up, and that unless it woke up the
affiliation would cease." This indeed is a
healthy admission. " One of the greatest
causes of dissatisfaction among Affiliated
Societies," went on the speaker, " had
been the lack of information concerning
the activities of the R.S.G.B. in the
interests of the whole amateur com-
munity. The negotiations between the
Council of the Society and the . various
Government Departments in other bodies
are often of such a nature that undue
publicity would endanger the successful issue
of the Society's efforts, and for that reason
the Affiliated Societies had been led to think
that nothing whatever is being done." Still
thinking that this remark might not carry
conviction in some quarters, Mr. Stanley
added later, " Several delegates reported that
there was a deplorable lack of enthusiasm
amongst provincial Societies towards the work
of the R.S.G.B. This had been due," he said,
" to undue modesty on the part of the parent
Society in not letting the provinces know
what was being done for them."

We have not hitherto seen many signs of
modesty on the part of the Radio Society of
Great Britain when claiming that it repre-
sented the whole of the amateur movement of
this country We have reason to believe that
the delegates were by no means satisfied with
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the ingenuous explanations given to them at
the meeting, and the opinion has already been
expressed in many quarters that the meeting
was a grievous disappointment to the dele-
gates. According to Mr. Stanley the delegates
left the meeting with goOd news for the
Societies, but in many cases this was not so.

We are but a short distance from the
autumn and winter experimenting season.
What has the Radio Society to offer us for
the autumn ? Why is it that American visitors
to this country need e) -(press surprise that we
have no organisation comparable with the
American Institute of Radio.Engineers ? We
have. frequently expressed our views on the
programmes, the list of which for the past
year was not an inspiring record. There is
still time for the Society to retrieve its posi-
tion if it will only set to work vigorously to
obtain for the forthcoming winter a number
of sound, original and stimulating papers on
subjects which are really of general interest
to the wireless experimenter, not forgetting,
of course, the need for papers which will
appeal to the newer recruit. In every Society
there is a small band of willing workers who
in an emergency will step into the breach and
give a paper on a subject such as the " prin-
ciples of tuning," or some historical aspect,
and in the past there has been too much reli-
ance upon such people. One of the big griev-
ances of the provincial Societies is that the
parent Society .is not able to send out com-
petent lecturers to help the younger groups
who are yet not strong enough to provide
their own. What hope is there of developing
this side of the Society's activities if their own
papers are without strong appeal ?

The time has passed when airy generalities
and vague assurances will satisfy the wire-
less public. Everywhere we find the desire
that the Radio Society shall give proof that it
really represents the amateur body. The num-
ber of people who hear the weekly broadcast
talk runs into millions, and the need of making
such admissions as those referred to above
does not increase the Society's prestige.
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Radio - Paris
and

Chelmsford
Interference

By G. P. KENDALL, B.Sc.,
Staff Editor.

An article of special interest
to those listeners who value
the transmissions of "SFR "
and experience difficulty in
receiving them during the

transmissions of 5XX.

THOSE of us who have been
in the habit of listening
to Radio -Paris in the

past will by now have realised
that the advent of the high -power
station at Chelmsford is not quite
such an unmixed blessing as we
had hoped, for those listeners who
may live within some 30 or 40
miles of 5XX. Using the ordi-
nary single -circuit tuner and a
set of only average selectivity,
when 5XX is working upon
i,600 metres, it is practically
impossible to receive Radio -Paris
on 1,780 metres without exceed-
ingly heavy interference, so that
the best which can be obtained
is that 5XX is perhaps only
equal in strength to Radio -Paris.

I have been an interested lis-
tener to the French station for a
considerable period, and viewed
its disappearance from my reach
with much regret, and I think
that some account of the experi-
ments which have led me to its
successful recapture may be of
interest to others of like views.

Loose -coupled Circuits
The obvious first step in a case

of this sort is to try a loose -
coupled tuner, this being pro-
bably the best known method of
increasing the selectivity of any
given receiver. I found that this
expedient certainly achieved the
desired end, in that 5XX and
Radio -Paris could be separated
quite easily, and I think that
particular method is the one which
I should prefer for my own use,
since I possess a convenient

Fig. 1 .-Note the position of the tappings. The " spring clip " terminal
is convenient for experimental connections upon the coil.

tuner which is capable of being
added to any valve set, and .pos-
sesses the necessary switching
arrangements for rapid changes
from single to double circuit
tuning. In the majority of cases,
however, the listener will be
using a complete and self-con-
tained receiving set, which is not
easy to adapt to the loose -coupled
system, serious alterations being
needed, and of course it also
slightly complicates the operation
of the set. This is especially
noticeable when several high -
frequency valves are used, and
the set has any tendency to
instability. I therefore turned my
attention to the subject of wave -
traps for these wavelengths, since
these are devices which can be
added externally to the receiver,
and enable one to achieve the
desired end very simply.

The Variably -coupled Trap

A very simple type of trap
which seems fairly effective
upon this wavelength is the
coupled type, consisting of a
coil and condenser entirely separ-
ate from the circuits of the valve
set, but coupled to the aerial
tuning inductance, and tuned to
the wavelength of the station
whose signals it is desired to
eliminate. This arrangement is
illustrated in Fig. 3, where L2 C2

represents the trap circuit. This
circuit can consist of a No. 200
or 250 standard plug-in coil,
shunted by a variable condenser
of o.00i p.F. capacity. The coils
Li and L2 should be mounted
upon a two coil -holder, and the
desired station should first be
tuned in with the coils well
separated. A good deal of inter-
ference will, of course, be ex-
perienced, and when Radio -Paris
has been tuned in to the best
point, the coil L2 should be
brought -up to a position at an
angle of about 3o degrees, to
Li, and C2 should be varied
until a point is found at which
the signals of the interfering
station are suddenly very much
reduced, and upon either side of
which they reappear. The trap
condenser should be left set to
this value, and a search should
then be made to pick up once
more the signals from Radio -
Paris, which will now come in
with very much reduced inter-
ference. Further adjustments of
the coupling between the coils
and of the settings of the
two condensers will probably lead
one to a very fair degree of elimi-
nation of the unwanted signal.

The Type " A " Wavetrap
The type of wavetrap which

I have found most successful as
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Fig. 2.-The leads X and Y are connected to the aerial and the aerial
terminal of the set respectively. Compare with Fig. 6.

an eliminating device upon this
wavelength and upon the
majority of others is the wavetrap
known as type " A," which is
illustrated in a simple form in
Fig. 4. This consists of a re-
jector circuit L2 C2 connected in
series between the aerial and the
aerial terminal of the receiving
set, and the mode of operation is
as follows. Insert a coil in the
socket Li of a size which would be
correct to receive the desired
station with a series condenser,
although the real tuning conden-
ser, Cr, is connected in the parallel
position. Set this condenser to
a fairly low value, so that the
interfering signal is heard fairly
strongly, and proceed to vary the
capacity of C2 until the absorp-
tion point is found, at which the
undesired signal will suddenly
die down, and upon either side
of which it reappears. Leave the
trap condenser set to this value,
and proceed to search in the
ordinary manner upon the other
controls of- the receiving set for
the desired signals.

I have found this trap par-
ticularly effective for 5XX,
but upon this longer wavelength a
considerable loss of signal strength
appears to *occur, apparently as a
result of the fact that the resist-
'ance of the coil L2 must neces-
sarily be rather high, and there-
fore the resistance of the trap
circuit even to frequencies other
than that to which it is tuned is
still high. With a coil of 16o
turns of No. 22 d.c.c. wire,
wound in the lattice style, and
a' 0.0005 )0 variable condenser
in parallel therewith I have ob-

tained complete elimination of
5XX at a position in Wimble-
don, and reception of Radio -
Paris reduced by perhaps one-
third.

The Type " D " Trap
Somewhat unexpectedly, the

type of trap which seems really

Fig. 3.-The variably -coupled type.

best for this particular purpose
is that which I described recently
in Wireless Weekly as type " D.
This trap upon the ordinary
broadcast wavelength appears to
be somewhere about equal in
effectiveness to type " B," and

'I advanced it as having the
advantages of being slightly easier
to construct. Upon this longer
wavelength, however, it appears
to have considerable advantages,
since when a suitable arrange-
ment of turns is adopted the
elimination is practically as com-
plete as that of type A," and
the reduction of signal strength is
very much less.

A simple type of the " D "
wavetrap is shown in Fig. 5,
from which it will be seen that it
consists of a rejector circuit
L2 C2 tuned to the undesired
wavelength, in the case under
consideration, r,600 metres. In -

stead of joining the whole trap
circuit in series between aerial
and aerial terminal, I connect only
a certain proportion of the wind-
ing of L2, and utilise a sort of
auto -transformer coupling, which
enables one to obtain the desired
rejection effects, without alter-
ing very greatly the tuning of the
aerial circuit, and without intro-
ducing a great deal of unnecessary
wire into the aerial circuit.

Just as in all wavetrap cir-
cuits, it is imperative that all the
losses in the trap circuit be kept

 as low as ever possible, by the use
of a really good quality variable
condenser in the position C2,
preferably of the type with air
dielectric and ebonite end plates.
Further, the winding must be
with reasonably thick wire, say,
No. 22 gauge, and I think that it
is best to use double cotton
covered wire, leaving it without
impregnation of any sort. Experi-
ment alone can decide the proper
position for the tapping to which
the aerial is connected for any
given set of conditions, and there-
fore the coil should be constructed
with tappingS to enable this to be
roughly adjusted to the best
value.

There appears also to be a best
ratio of inductance to capacity
in the trap circuit, and although
the figures which I am about to
give will be found to produce
very satisfactory elimination, I
should not like to imply that

fE

E

Fig.4.-The simplest form of Type A

they are necessarily the best
figures obtainable, and any ex-
perimenter can quite likely obtain
still better results with the aid of
a little patience and a pound or so
of wire.

Winding the Coil
I used in all my experiments a

coil wound upon the lattice
system, since this is probably the
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easiest and quickest method of
winding a fairly efficient multi -
layer coil. The lattice coil has
the further advantage that in the
larger sizes such as we are now
considering it is so strong as to
be self-supporting without the
aid of either wax or varnish
impregnation, or a former of any
sort.

A former is required such as the
one illustrated in Fig. 7, consisting
of a cylindrical piece of soft wood,
2 in. in diameter and 6 in. long,
in one end of which two rows of
pins, 15 in each row, are driven,
the pins being " staggered " in
the rows. This means that any
given pin in one row is opposite
to the space between two pins in
the opposite row. The rows of
pins should be, in. apart, and
slender wire nails 2 in. long will
be found quite suitable for the
purpose.

To commence the winding,
first put on one turn of wire pass-
ing in a zig-zag fashion round the
former, crossing over from one pin
to the next. This is indicated by
the zig-zag line in Fig. 7. Upon
the completion of this turn, wind
on one complete layer of wire,
consisting of i6 turns. Upon the
completion of this 16 turn layer,
wind on another zig-zag turn,
then another i6 turns in a single
layer, and so on, alternating
zig-zag turns and full layers until
the required number of turns has
been wound on. Ten complete
full layers will be required, giving
a total of 16o turns. (It is
customary to neglect the zig-zag
turns in a lattice, since their
inductive value is small.) When
the winding is complete, cut the
wire, leaving about 6 in. over,
and pass the end through the
loops left in the zig-zag turns
when one of the pins has been
pulled out, thereby securing the
end quite firmly. Now pull out
all the pins carefully, and pull
out the first zig-zag turn,
which is necessary to allow the
coil to slip freely off the former.
Take it off with great care, so as
not to start the coil unwinding
from within, and immediately
bind it round with thread, using
a stout needle for the purpose.
If the thread is passed round and
round the coil, taking it through
the ring formed by the coil at
each turn, and pulled tight, the
coil will be quite firmly held.

Tappings can be made upon
lattice coils with great ease,' by
scraping bare and soldering upon
the projecting zig-zag turns at
suitable points. My own coil
has tappings taken at 16 turns,

E

Fig. 5.-The type D wave -trap.

32 turns, 48 turns, and also an
additional tapping, not visible
in the photograph, at 64 turns.
These turns can be easily identified

48
sz
/6

01/TEN END EGMe

//142.0 EWE,
Of COIL

2

E

Fig. 6.-The connections of the
trap illustrated in the photographs.

by counting the layers, which,
of course, have_ r6 turns in each,

/5 P/N3 /N EACH Row
DOTTED 1/NE3 SHINY STAGGERED
ROS/T/ONG OF F'/N5

Fig.7.-Showing how a zig-zag turn
is wound in the lattice method.

Thus, the first tapping is made at
the first zig-zag turn, and the

Wireless Weekly
second at the second zig-zag turn,
and so on.

Using the Type " D " Trap
The connections of the trap are

shown in Fig. 6, and it will be
observed that the aerial is con-
nected experimentally to any of
the tapping points, it being
necessary to determine the correct
one for any given aerial by trial
and error. In my own case the
elimination with only 16 turns
in the aerial circuit is only very
poor, better with 32 and quite
good with 48 ; 64 gives practically
complete elimination of 5XX,
with even a rather unselective
receiving set, but reduces the
signal strength of Radio -Paris
slightly. Upon the other turns
Radio -Paris appears to be quite
unaffected. The effect upon the
tuning is quite different from that
of the type " A " trap, since the
inclusion of the coupling turns
of the wavetrap is to increase the
wavelength to which the aerial is
tuned, just as though an ordinary
fixed coil had been plugged -in
in series. With the aerial tapping
upon, say, the 48 turn point, it
would- probably be found that
about a quarter of the capacity
of a o.0005p.F condenser must be
subtracted from the reading of
the condenser Cr in the receiving
set to come back to the correct
adjustment for Radio -Paris.

The method of operating this
trap is as follows. First of all
tune in Radio -Paris without the
trap in circuit, then bring it
into circuit, with the aerial upon
the 48 turn tapping, and proceed
to vary the capacity of the wave -
trap condenser until the absorp-
tion point for 5XX is found,
which will probably be fairly
sharply defined. With the data
given, it will be best to use a
o.00r/AF condenser for C2,
but if a p.0005p.F is used the
absorption point will come some-
where near the top of its scale.
A fairly satisfactory elimination
point having been found, atten-
tion should be turned to the ad-
justments of the receiving set
itself, and the signals from Radio-

-Paris should again be tuned in.
A slight further adjustment of
the wavetrap condenser will then
probably be necessary, and it will
be found that 5XX has almost
completely disappeared and that
Radio -Paris is received with prac-
tically undiminished volume.
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JOTTINGS

BY
THE WAY

Test Report on No. 761

Wishing to have our new cir-
cuit properly put through its
paces, Professor Goop and I
endeavoured to get the Editor to
test it out. We found that we
had unfortunately chosen his very
busiest time; in fact, from what
he said we gathered that he
would have not a single spare
evening for the next three
months. All the rest of the staff
were in some strange way simi-
larly booked up for weeks ahead,
so that the only person at
Devereux Court to whom we
could entrust our new wonder was
the office boy, -a worthy lad who
promised to do his best. His
first report was a little discourag-
ing. It read :-

" Dere Sur,-I begs to state
that the riter as tried your new
serkit and I think it is roten.
Wen I turned on the electric lamp
it made a prity blue lite, and then
went out, and I did not hear no
broadcasting.-Yours cinserely,

" HORACE JIGGS. "

We Try Again
An investigation showed that

the well-meaning, rather mutton -
fisted Horace had got confused
between the accumulator and the
high-tension battery with lament-
able results to the very expensive
dull emitter valve with which
the Professor and I had thought-
lessly provided him. Circuits
have been produced that will work
without high-tension batteries,
without accumulators, and with-
out all kinds of other odd bits and
pieces ; but so far as I know no
one has yet managed to work a
valve without a filament. The
Professor and I therefore assem-
bled in Horace's den beneath the
stairs and saw that the wiring
was correct before turning him
loose again upon No. 761. Then
softly closing the door we left the

lad to it. On this occasion no
less than two reports were
received, the first a direct one
from Horace, and the second
what we might term an indirect
one from one of his victims.
Horace writes as follows :-

" Gents,-I listened on yore
sett and it was grand, and I did
not notice the time, and I got
locked in, and I had no supper
and no breakfast, and please it
will be five shillings for my
supper and my breakfast. I got
London and Birmagen and New
York and Paris, and a lott of
other plaices, and it does squeal
lovely when you turn the knob,
and I dropt the valve cause it
slipped out of my 'and, and I
trod on it, and I am afraid it is
no good. Hopping as you will
send the five shillings immijit, and
that this leaves you as it finds
me.-Yours affexnut,

" HORACE JIGGS.
" P.S.-Please do not forget

the five shillings."
Indirect Evidence

The other report comes from a
resident in the Temple, who
writes indignantly to say that
never in all his existence has he
heard such howling as occurred
on the previous evening. It
appears that he had invited a
party of friends round to hear
some wireless, and that he could
not get anything but a medley of
shrieks, yells, groans, wails, and
other undesirable noises during
the whole evening. Two acquaint-
ances, he states, who possess
frame aerials, obtained a cross
bearing which locates the
offender somewhere in Devereux
Court. Of course, the howling
could not come from this office,
but he feels sure that we will aid
him in running the offender to
earth. If I know anything of
Horace he -is much more likely

to shin up the aerial than to go
to earth if a hue and cry is raised
after him. However, you may be
relieved to hear that for the future
Horace is to be confined strictly
to crystals, and not too many of
them.

Those Kilowatts

Not long ago Wireless Weekly
published photographs showing
the dreadful things that can hap-
pen to you if you are so unfor-
tunate as to have your set struck
by lightning. No wise man lets
this occur if he can help it, for
even if things are not blown to
bits the process is apt to oxidise
the terminals. My friend Poddle-
by has just had a rather terrible
adventure, which shows how
serious the consequences of care-
lessness can be. His set has been
struck, not by lightning, but by
5XX, the results being very much
the same. The other evening.
Poddleby thought that he would
like to hear Australia or some-
thing of that kind, and rigged up
a stupendous circuit containing
six high -frequency valves and
two or three note magnifiers. In
an absent-minded moment he
tuned the thing to 1,600 metres,
and that is the last that he re-
members of the incident. If -he
had been using a loud -speaker at
the time things would not have
been so bad, but as it was he was
wearing headphones, and his ears
were so flattened that it took two
of us quite a long time to prize
them out of his neck with a
screwdriver and a pair of pliers.
His hair also is standing straight
on end and defies all the efforts
of brilliantine and bear's grease.
Even the application of gear -box
grease refuses to tame it. It
remains standing up_like a thicket
surrounding the bald patch in the
middle, and what is going to
happen I do not know. Poddleby
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is quite unable to wear telephones
at present, for he complains that
he cannot stand the pain caused
by their pushing in his up -ended
locks.

A Martyr to Science

One of the latest martyrs to
wireless is the man Gubbsworthy,
who has made such a name for
himself, not only in Little Puddle -
ton, but certainly within a radius
of quite half a -mile outside the
town itself. Gubbsworthy is of
an inventive turn of mind, and
his wireless sets are simply full
of tips and dodges and gadgets
and things. When you or I wish
to haul up the aerial after having
lei it down for examination we
have to do so by sheer brute
force, a trying task in hot
weather. Gubbsworthy does the
same thing with no trouble what-
ever, for he has provided a dodge
on the spring -blind system which
makes the aerial go up by itself
when you press a button. I shall
never forget the look which
stamped itself on his face when I
thoughtlessly pressed the button
whilst he was engaged in solder-
ing on the lead in. The 7/22's
caught the end of his rather large
nose, which looked not unlike an
over -ripe plum for a few days
after. But if Gubbsworthy's
aerial is ingenious his earth is
very much more so, as you shall
see. Little Puddleton has grown
so rapidly in recent times, owing
to the efforts of our local jerry-
builder, that it has quite outrun
the capacity of its water supply
when a spell of hot weather
occurs. This is a serious diffi-
culty to all of us for the soil is
clay and earths must be kept
damp. Gubbsworthy, who has a
conscience as well as an inventive
mind, rigged up a contrivance
whereby part of the water -which
escapes down the waste pipe of
his bath is conveyed by a little
wooden canal to the soil beneath
which his earth plate lies buried.
He can thus, in normal times,
keep the place moist enough with-
out using any water -wrongfully.

Floored

The late heatwave, however,
rather floored him, for not one or
even two baths a day would
suffice to produce the desirable
marshiness. Gubbsworthy could
not bring himself to fill a bucket
at the tap, as the less particular

-do, and he found himself com-
pelled to take at least six baths a
-day. As he much dislikes cold
water, and -as the cook refused to
have the- kitchen fire going, poor
Gubbsworthy is being worn to a
shadow by these continual immer-
sions. He is a true martyr to
science, as I think you will agree,
and the wireless club is thinking
-of presenting him with a special
testimonial.

The Heat

The wireless club, I fear, are
feeling the heat, for our discus-
sions which used to be conducted
in the most amicable way fre-
quently show signs,of developing
into free fights. General Blood
Thunderby, who turned up the
other evening wearing a suit of
white ducks (which had obvio'isly
been made for him when he was
slimmer than he is now) and a
solar topee, had quite a scene
with Admiral Whiskerton Cuttle.
Such was the noise of their alter-
cation that it was carried far and

0

wide over the town, through the
open windows of the club house,
and P.C. Bottlesworth, feeling
that he might be called upon to
come and restore order, hastily
discovered that his presence was
urgently needed at the opposite
end of the town. I really do not
know what we are to do about it.
Both Poddleby and Gubbsworthy
are getting very snappy, and even
Professor Coop, who normally
would not say boo! to a goose (I
never do this myself by the 'way ;
in fact, I have met hundreds of
geese without ever saying boo!
to one of them) was really quite
nasty the other day to Bread-
snapp, who had lent him a burnt -
out transformet by mistake. A
little gentle remonstrance wls
certainly called for, but it was a
trifle strong, I think, to go and

,call the man straightaway a
ginger -headed,, pug-nosed, flat-
footed, ham-handed freckle -faced
throwback to the ancestral
anthropoid ape.

WIRELESS WAYFARER

0

OPEN-AIR BROADCASTING

Our photograph shows the giant loud speakers used on the occasion
of the high -power broadcasting demonstration on Walney
near Barrow-in-Furness. The battery of loud speakers consisted of

eight individual horns.
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Fig. 1.-Showing an ordinary English
magnetically coupled circuit.

QNE of the chief troubles of
receiving short - wave
signals or long-distance

broadcasting is the manipulation
of the reaction coil. As the
position of the reaction coil is
varied the wavelength changes,
and this necessitates a fresh
tuning of the aerial circuit.
When receiving distant broad-
casting stations this trouble is
very noticeable, and it is far
worse when receiving American
amateurs on 100-200 metres.

111118111

An American Short-wave Receiver.
By GERALD R. GARRATT (SCS).

Some remarks upon an American arrangement which is
immensely popular in the United States for the

reception of short waves.

results in a considerable loss of although when it does work its
selectivity and amplification.

3

Fig. 3.-Showing a modified arrangement which, besides being
selective, has high amplifying powers.

amplification factor is far greater

With American
may not occur, but

valves this
when used

Fig. 2.-Illustrating an early American circuit using variometers.
Though selective, this circuit is rather unstable.

In America the general use of
magnetic reaction, as we use
in England, has been given up
for some time, and its place
taken by the use of variometers
in both the grid and plate cir-
cuits. As the variometers are
fixed in relation to each other
little change in wavelength occurs
on adjusting the circuit. Re-
action takes place when the plate
circuit is in tune, or very nearly
so, with the grid circuit. This
arrangement has the disadvan-
tage that the plate circuit has to
be slightly de -tuned in order to
bring the receiver just of the
point of self -oscillation, and this

with ordinary English valves the
circuit becomes very unstable,

\ I A.

0-70
E Fig. 4.-A practical circuit using two valves, which the author

claims to be as sensitive as many three -valve arrangements.

than an ordinary magnetic
arrangement. The circuit is
very selective, and when tested a
short time ago about four miles
from 2L0 all the other broad -
Casting stations could be read
easily while 2L0 was trans-
mitting, and by the addition of
one low -frequency amplifying
valve it was possible to get
sufficient strength to operate a
loud speaker satisfactorily on all
the stations with the exception of
Manchester.

It is, however, with some
difficulty that these results were
obtained owing to the instability
of the circuit, but there is fortu-
nately a very satisfactory method
of curing the instability which
does not seem to impair the
efficiency of the circuit in the

-r
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least degree, although the damp-
ing introduced should theoreti-

cally reduce the amplification
considerably. The reason for
this is probably that by the
introduction of some damping
device it is possible to adjust the
circuit to a more sensitive condi-
tion than is possible when no
damping device is present.

Introduction of Damping

The damping introduced takes
the form of a non -inductive
resistance connected in the grid
circuit of the valve, as shown
in Fig. 3.

This resistance, as will be
seen, is connected in the filament
lead of the grid circuit. It must
be variable, and has a resistance
of about o to 70 ohms. By its aid
the reaction of the circuit is
under very fine control indeed,
and there is no overlap. The
circuit is very stable, and its
amplifying powers are remark-
able. The selectivity is very
much greater than the ordinary
auto -coupled circuit.

The Resistance
In America the damping resis-.

tances are now made by all large
manufacturing firms as a stan-
dard accessory owing to the
popularity of the circuit, but
there does not seem to be a
suitable one on the market in
this country. It is, however,
quite possible to make one which
does all that is required, and
which will not cause crackling
noises as these resistances are
sometimes apt to do. In the
author's case the resistance was
made from a converted Watmel
variable grid leak. The grid
leak was emptied of its original
contents and filled with black
stove polish, which is some
preparation of graphite. A
number of substances were tried,
but none gave, very satisfactory
results until the cook came to
the rescue with some graphite
stove polish, which has given
excellent results ! I am told that
it is sold as black lead. It is a
black shiny paste, which has a
very low resistance when com-
pressed, but its resistance rises
to about 6o or 70 ohms when the
pressure is relaxed. By simply
turning the knob of the resist-
ance the oscillation of the circuit
is under very smooth control.

The Principle applied to H.F.
Valves

This principle can be applied
to a receiver where a high -fre-
quency valve is used if the tuned
anode system is used, the plate
variometer taking the place of
the tuned anode coil and con-
denser, as shown in Fig 4. If
it is desired to use the circuit
down to a wavelength of
100-150, it is advisable to con-
nect a series condenser of about
.0003 mfd in the aerial. This is
also shown in Fig. 4. This con-
denser should be variable, but
with a good fixed condenser it is
probable that equally good
results may be obtained.

A Practical Circuit
This circuit on two valves

gives results as good as any
three -valve set that the author
has ever heard, with the possible
exception of a super -regenerative
set, but the latter operates on a
principle which is very tricky in
operation, and requires far more
care in construction and adjust-
ment : at the best of times it is
very unstable, and the quality of
speech is far from perfect.

.
MMMMMM  

An Evening Illusion .

CYCLING the other evening,
as the light was fading,
some six miles from 5IT,

my attention was arrested by a
twin aerial. It was slung from a
high mast, which must be the
envy of nearby enthusiasts.

What appeared to he a most
unusual number of insulators
caused me to dismount. I
counted nineteen. They were
evenly spaced at the ends of the
aerial wires, and down the stay -
wires near the top, but not in
even numbers.

Puzzled, I walked nearer to
get a better view, when a second
surprise came. One of those on
a stay -wire suddenly became
detached, and transferred itself
to the aerial, thus giving the
explanation. They were swal-
lows. But even with this know-
ledge the illusion was perfect, the
motionless birds- appearing as
round black spots against the
reddening sky, indistinguishable
from the insulators, and at
regular intervals.

After a biief wait, in twos and
threes they slipped away, leaving
but one insulator on each of the
twin wires, and changing what
had appeared to be super -insula-
tion- into obvious inefficiency.
Cycling on, I wondered if, at
times, the owner had noticed any
unexplained capacity variations.

F. C. S.,

SPECIAL NOTE
Will readers please note that the form
included in our advertising pages
is for use when communicating with
advertisers, and not as a query
coupon.

AS SEEN BY THE CYNIC

-10

The Hunchback of Neutrodyne! A human distortion from ceaseless
work. Dumb as to radio. Blind to the outside world. Hard-hearted
and cynical from disappointments, but with the patience of a veteran

fisherman.
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The B.B.C. and Listeners' Letters :.

. By RALPH WADE.
Mr. Wade is' a member of the B.B.C. programme staff, and

is therefore well qualified to write on this subject.
.
III 09

ITHINK a few remarks on the
above subject will prove of in-
terest since there are so many

persons who write to the B.B.C.
on programme matters, and there
may be hundreds, or even
thousands more, who don't write,
partly, maybe, because they won-
der to themselves whether the
Company really welcomes corre-
spondence on the matter which is
transmitted, and possibly they

,wonder, too, whether their letter
or card will be read, or, if read,
whether the communication will
reach the right quarter.

,Now any ordinary business has
its correspondence system, and
no one, I take it, would bother
to read an article about it ! It is
just that the B.B.C. is not an
ordinary business that perhaps
these few lines may appeal. The
personal element is ever present
and is ineradicable.

Why Write ?
One hears an enjoyable item on

the wireless, and the first instinct
is perhaps to write and applaud ;
then the second thought comes,
" Shall I bother?-" " Who will
read my praise? " " What's the
good? "

If I had the answering of these
'questions every time they arise,
I should just answer the first
" Yes " and not trouble about the
others.

Listeners may, in short, rest
content that their letters, cards,
telegrams, or whatever they like
to send, are all read and all noti-
fied to the officials concerned. I
dó not mean to say of necessity
that every departmental head
reads every card-he does not;
hut each department interested is
advised every day of the letters of
appreciation or criticism received
in connection with every item
commented on, also a list of re-
quests and suggestions is made
up daily and similarly circulated.
Almost every day I am asked by
someone or another, " Have you
had many appreciations of so-
and-so? " or " Has anyone criti-
cised ? PI

If no one wrote, now couto we

know what was being enjoyed or
the reverse?

Of course, one gets cranks
writing, and also there are vastly
different opiniOns expressed or
requests made.

For instance, two consecutive
letters I read the other day were :
-A. " Every programme should
be 5o per cent. music." B.
" Two musical nights a week is
ample." Either of these
opinions may represent extremes
of thought, and it is only by
balancing the opinions of many
that the proper perspective may

REPRODUCING
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be gained. Once more-if no
one wrote, how could we balance
many opinions?

Frequently suggestions made
are really useful. Only last week
twO small adjustments in our
programmes were brought about
directly as the result of uninvited
suggestions.

-Of course, amongst the vast
pile of appreciations there are
letters from critics, some more
outspoken than others, and the
most outspoken of all being
almost invariably anonymous ! I
notice that quite a number of
those who do so with a
note almost of apology. There
is no need for diffidence in the
matter, as criticism is one of the
most useful ways of showing in-
terest, and unbiased comments,
however adverse they may be, are
seldom other than helpful in

A FAMOUS EPISODE

A scene at the British Empire Pageant at Wembley. Mr. G. S. Kern,:
with the kite used in the first Transatlantic experiments. (See p. 490.)
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effecting some improvements.
Correspondents need not think,
therefore, that their ideas are
acknowledged and then con-
signed to the wastepaper basket !
Some proposals are, of course,
impracticable or useless, for some
reason or another, but all are
fully considered.

Give and Take
I read somewhere recently that

it is no good for a broadcasting
company to try and please some-
body all the time with their pro-
grammes, and so long as they
please all some of the time, they
v.ill not have failed. This is very
sound, and there must inevitably
be a certain amount of give-and-
take amongst the members of the
large family of listenei-s.

Even so, it is extraordinary
how one only needs to put on an
item of, say, an hour's duration,
which may not be to the taste of
some individual, and the next
morning he will write and ask
what we think he pays his licence
for. I am glad to say, however,
that it is more often the case that
if listeners think of a programme
in terms of s. d., they write
eulogistically of some transmis-
sion and say, " It was worth the
licence by itself."

A Troublesome Word
I .was amused the other morn-

ing to find a postcard arising out
of one of the Chief Engineer's
technical talks asking that the
pamphlet on " Hints About Oscil-
lation " might be forwarded to
the writer. That word is ap-
parently rather a snag for a good
many people, as I have observed
several have written " 0 " and
left a space-evidently having
meant to ask someone how to
spell it and then forgotten to do
so; some, too, have apparently
not left quite enough space, and
the " scillation " is cramped into
about half its proper room.

Most people, I expect, have
seen the American " Applause.
cards." I have not come across
any of these used in the British
Isles yet, but the idea might ap-
peal to some people. It is, at
any rate, typical of the hustling,
labour-saving methods of
America. For those who do not
know it, I would explain that the
card is somewhat reminiscent of
the old Field Service postcards,
having the bulk of the communi-
cation ready printed, leaving only

One of the 450 -foot masts of 5XX.

the individual part to be filled in
by the writer. It runs something
like this : " I wish to express my
applause of the item
broadcast from station on

" I expect sooner or
later these will come into use in
England, although it is an open
question whether they would
really catch on over here. Quite
personally I should regret it if
they do, as so much of the charm
of our correspondence as at pre-
sent constituted lies in the in-
d:vidual way of expressing appre-
ciation which each writer adopts.

The nearest approach in Eng-
land I have seen is a card printed,

I think your programme on
was

Very Excellent
Rotten

but I sincerely trust this will not
become a popular method of
" Applause." The one sample I
have seen thought a certain pro-
gramine rotten. I turned up the
evening in question and found it
was a night on which a most
varied programme had been
broadcast-thus immediately the
whole criticism became com-
pletely valueless, unless the cor-
respondent wished to imply that
he thinks every type of matter
rotten; in which case, why go in
for wireless at all?

Do Not Hesitate

In concluding, I should like to
say to my readers who may be
hesitant about writing in on any
subject, " Please do do it "-the
more the merrier, be they oro or
con.
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The Paradise of the Station Hunter
By GEORGE BARNARD.

IF you have been hit by
the broadcast craze (or
bitten by the radio bug,

as we say in America), I feel
a little sad for those who are
forced to live in the United
Kingdom. We have not yet
regularly bridged the ocean ; and
you are so shut in. Of course
you have never known any other
condition. And as we never miss
what we have never experienced,
you are probably enjoying your-
selves fishing in your own little
wireless pond.

It is almost a pity to spoil your
contentment. I was happiest
when I thought that a certain
little pond in Sussex held all the
fish in the world.

But you know how it is with
radio fans, or ether prowlers, or
wireless maniacs, or whatever it
is you call us over there. We are
a sort of brotherhood. Mutual
interest in wireless is almost
as strong a religion as a bond of
union, and I am not sure that it
wouldn't he a practical scheme to
band together the wireless en-
thusiasts of the world in a vast
fraternity as the basis of a
universal understanding.

Fellow Interest

Wireless has reunited families.
I have a brother who for three
years had failed to reply to polite
inquiries concerning his health.
Recently I wrote to him that I
had a radio set, and immediately
he replied from London : " I
am glad that at last we have a
conversational topic."

Thecorrespondence showed that
Great Britain and America have
developed separate terminologies.
You speak, of valves, and we of
tubes ; you of high and low
frequency, we of radio and audio
frequency; you of  wireless and
we of radio. The cult is the
same, however, despite these and
other slight variations in the
ritual.

But England is no place for the
wireless enthusiast. After all,
what is there to fish for ? A

concert from London, or Birming-
ham, or Cardiff, or others of a
handful of stations. And what
then ? Hence my sympathy.

The Radio Paradise
America, on the other hand,

is the radio paradise and Chicago
the centre of that heaven.

Here the air is full of song.
A few adjustments will bring
in one or other of the six or seven
Chicago stations. Another turn
and Zion City comes in from
sixty miles up State. And when
one gets tired of religious music
from that extraordinary city
(which curiously enough exploits
the possibilities of wireless, though
the leader of the religious cult
on which it is built thinks the
theory of the rotundity of the
earth too modern a notion)-
when, as I say, one has had enough
of Zion, another turn brings
within range a fine station up in
Minnesota, or another in one of
the Canadian cities.

Choice of Stations
There are dozens of stations

within a circle of five hundred
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miles. Five hundred miles is
nothing, of course, to a moder-
ately efficient set. Well within
a radius of a thousand miles are
powerful stations in New York
State-at Troy and Schenectady :
New York City itself. The
Eastern states are dotted gen-
erously with stations which con-
tribute their quota to myevening's
entertainment in the Middle West.

Music from the Rockies
Reaching out West, Omaha, in

Nebraska, sends me music through
the ether. Sometimes a song
comes to me from Denver, out
in the Rockies. When the fates
are kind the Pacific coast stations
find my aerial. It is a very
satisfactory evening when one is
able to bridge the continent
with a song from the Atlantic
seaboard, and music from the
Pacific coast. If in addition to
these one is able to pick up an
orchestral selection from Min-
neapolis in the North, and a
Southern air from a singer down
in Georgia or Texas, one goes
to bed with the feeling of having
compiled a fairly representative
concert programme for the enter-
tainment of one's friends.

This programme is not merely
a " wireless dream." Night after
night I select my evening pro-
gramme from twenty different
stations in as many states : the
number being limited only by
time.

The apparatus upon which Senatore Marconi received the first wireless
signals across the Atlantic at Signal Hill.-See page 490.
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Even when I have cast my

line from coast to coast, and from
the Canadian border to the frontier
of Mexico, there is still room for
further fishing. My radio fishing
pond is bigger than the United
States, though it is three thousand
miles or so across. Havana, down
in Cuba, sends out with sufficient
power to reach me when con-
ditions are favourable. There is
a station at Hawaii, in the middle
of the Pacific, that is picked up
regularly in the Middle West-
though I admit frankly that I
have never landed it.

2L0
There is always the beautiful

possibility of picking up 2L0 one
of these days. My imagination
has been dulled by the constant
annihilation of distance per-
formed by wireless. I have
danced to music played by an
orchestra a thousand miles away
in one direction ; and have sung
a duet with a man who was
singing hundreds of miles away

An article from an American contributor reflecting to some
extent the opinion held in the United States of the broadcasting

conditions prevailing in this country.

in another direction. But to
get London would give me a real
thrill. It would awaken vivid
pictures of motor 'buses chugging
past 2L0 and sliding down the
Hill of Fleet.

A Prophecy
When the science of wireless

takes another small step ahead
we shall get Australia from the
West and Great Britain from the
East as a regular thing. And
then, of course, the British
amateurs will be able to pick up
the hundred or more American
stations which can be relied upon
for a good evening concert pro-
gramme.

The irony of the situation is

AN EXPENSIVE HOBBY

that you people, with about as
many stations throughout the
country as we muster in a decent
sized city, have to pay for the
privilege of listening, whilst
our music comes to us as freely
and generously as the four winds.

A Question of Interest
An interesting question will

arise when space has been more
completely mastered, and when
British listeners are able to enjoy
American programmes. Will
they still have to pay a tax for
the upkeep of the British stations,
even if they ignore them and
listen only to the fascinating.
contributions from this side ?
And, if so, why ?

tt,',11!!gl%Vffi-i
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A neatly arranged American &roadcasting Station, privately owned and operated as a hobby
by a millionaire.
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A Compact Receiver on the Neutrodyne
Principle Using Plug=in Coils

By J. UNDERDOWN.

Further constructional details and test report.

The wiring being completed,
place the amplifier on test, using
suitable valves. The writer uses
either a V24 or Cossor pink top
valves for the H.F. side, an R5 or
Niullard Ora for detector, and a
B.T. H. B4 as a low frequency
amplifier, with the following H.T.
voltages : H.F. 4o to 6o volts,
detector so to 8o volts, L.F. too
to 120 volts, and 3 to 4i volts
grid bias. Correct values can
only be definitely decided by test.

The set should first be tested
on a direct circuit so that its
behaviour can be noted and all
ordinary adjustments made.
Having decided that the amplifier
is working properly on direct -
coupled circuit it now remains to
adjust the neutrodyning circuit.
This is done as follows :-Plug
Li and L2 into the two fixed
blocks. These two coils should
be similar in all respects, L2, of
course, being chosen to cover the

.5/DE OF BOX - BOTTOM EDGE -

wave band desired in conjunction
with its tuning condenser C2.
Well matched coils of low self -
capacity will give the best results.
A coil, suitable with its con-
denser, to cover the same wave-
length should now be plugged
into the secondary circuit of the
tuner, aerial and earth should be
disconnected, no coils being in-
serted in the aerial or reaction
circuits, and the latter short-
circuited by joining the terminals

772

/4

H.T.

C5 a 1,

0

0,5 /,5 OP IR
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L2 L

4.32 /
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Fig. 4.-Wiring diagram showing connections to coils, neutrodyne condenser and transformer
mounted on side of the case.
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Ti and T2 on the amplifier. The
essentials of the circuit are then
as in Fig. 1. 'Phones may be in-
serted in between T5 T6 or the
loud -speaker used with all three
valves on, the high and low-ten-
sion being suitably adjusted.

First set the tuned anode con-
denser C2 to an intermediate posi-
tion, say, so deg. On rotating
the secondary condenser and
tapping the connections to
the grid of VI (that is ter-
minal T3), clicks due to self -
oscillation will be obtained
over a certain number of
degrees of the secondary
condenser, say, from 4.0 deg.
to 6o deg. Gradually adjust the
stabilising condenser CI whilst
varying the secondary condenser
and tapping T3. If the neutro-
dyning coil is correctly connected
the band over which oscillation
takes place will gradually narrow
down and finally disappear alto-
gether when CI is correctly ad-
justed. CI must be varied very
slowly, as it is easily possible to
pass the correct position. If the
oscillation band is not found to
narrow down it will be due to the

coil Li being connected in the
wrong phase, and is simply recti-
fied by reversing the leads to this
coil. All this sounds fairly diffi-
cult, but in practice will be found
quite easy. On changing coils for
another wavelength band only
slight alteration to CI will be
necessary. On the longer waves
often no readjustment has to he
made on changing over, and fre-
quently the neutrodyning coil
may be dispensed with. It is on
the B.B.C. band and below that
this arrangement will be found
invaluable.

Test Report
On test 40 miles S.E. of

London 2L0 could be comfort-
ably heard at so yards in the open
air. All B.B.C. stations were
audible on the loud -speaker, Car-
diff, Newcastle, Aberdeen and
Birmingham giving plenty of
volume to fill a' fairly large room.

Of the Continental stations,
Radio -Paris, Eiffel Tower, and
the Petit Parisien came in well on
the loud -speaker with very little
interference.

Selectivity on this set was of

the highest order, Cardiff being
quite clear without the faintest
trace of London on the loud-
speaker, although on the average
set on this aerial 2L0 absolutely
swamps Cardiff and Bourne-
mouth.

On a small indoor aerial seven
miles from London a big loud-
speaker was overloaded by
signals from zLO. Aberdeen
could be heard comfortably on
'phones using a two -foot frame.

As an interesting experiment
the aerial coil was removed and
aerial and eart-h disconnected, so
that the secondary coil was left to
act as a frame aerial.

2L0 was successfully tuned in
on the loud -speaker, though faint.
On rotating the whole set so that
the secondary and anode coils be-
came directional to 2L0, signals
increased in volume sufficiently
to be heard comfortably in an
ordinary room. Reaction control
was delightfully smooth, even
though the aerial load was
removed, all tendency of the high -
frequency valve towards self -
oscillation being completely
eliminated.

The weird collection of instruments used to Broadcast " Hyperprism " a futuristic musical item, from
the 2L0 studio recently. Listeners were uncertain whether to take this music seriously or not.
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Valve Notes
By

JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART,
F.Inst.P., A.M.I.E.E.

Stabilising a Tuned Anode Circuit

APOPULAR method of
stabilising a tuned anode
circuit is that illustrated in

the accompanying figure. It is
extensively used, commercially,
in the United States. The circuit
given is an arrangement which
may be tried out very readily. It
will be seen that the arrangement
involves tuned anode coupling
between the valves, a tuned anode
circuit consisting of the induct-
ance L3 shunted by the variable
condenser Cz. Between the anode
and the circuit L3 C2 is a reaction
coil L2, which is coupled to the
aerial inductance Li. This coup-
ling is reversible so that reverse
reaction may be obtained if
desired. This, in fact, is the
main object of the coil L2 in the
American form of the circuit.
Provided the general circuit is
designed to obtain the greatest
efficiency, there will be a ten-
dency for the tuned anode circuit
to set up oscillations due to hi-
herent capacity coupling between
the circuit L3 C2 and Li Ct.

Self Oscillation

I would mention, at this point,
that because a tuned anode cir-
cuit arrangement oscillates it
does not mean that the set has
been efficiently designed; it
means that either the set has been
badly designed or extremely well.

This seems paradoxical, but
the explanation is very simple. If
all principal losses are eliminated
from the circuit by using thick
wire, etc., the small natural capa-
city coupling between the anode
and grid circuit will be sufficient
to set the valve into oscillation.
On the other hand, if no precau-
tions are taken to minimise mag-
netic coupling between L3 and Li,
and if no precautions are taken to
reduce the capacity between dif-

ferent leads, the valve will tend
'to oscillate readily, but this time
the oscillation is due, not to de-
creasing the losses, but to the
increasing of incidental capacity
couplings.

Methods of Stabilising
Whatever the cause of self -

oscillation may be, a 'reverse re-
action coil L2 of small dimen-
sions, if coupled to Li, will
stabilise the circuit. If, on the
other hand, the circuit is quite

= C4

stable without the necessity for
reverse reaction, the coil L2 may
have its leads reversed, or its
direction reversed, so as to intro-
duce a real reaction effect into the
aerial circuit of the valve. It is
desirable, in any case, to keep the
coil L2 of small dimension and to
enable this to be done the damp-
ing of the aerial circuit must be
kept within reasonable limits.
This may be effected by the use of
a constant aerial tuning con-
denser.

2

(y

Fig. 1.-A popular method of stabilising a tuned anode circuit which
is in common use in America.

Can You Answer
this Question ?

Why is it that the currents in-
duced in the two sides of a
frame Aerial do not neutralise one
another ?

Because the induced currents
are not " in step " or " in
phase," to use the correct
term. Consider this from the
point of view of time. Although

the difference in time is only a
very small fractiOn of a second,
it is nevertheless true that the
wave strikes one vertical side of
the frame before the other, that
is, when the frame is pointing
towards the transmitting station.
This time difference means that
there is a difference in potential
between the two vertical edges
of the frame winding, and, in
consequence, a current is set up,
which reverses in direction at a
frequency corresponding to that
of the inducing waves.
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Unsuspected Causes of Distortion

S
O much has been written on
the subject of low -frequency
amplification of late that most

amateurs are tolerably familiar
with the main causes of distortion
and understand how to deal with
them when they occur in receiv-
ing sets. There are, however,
some which are rather puzzling
since they are of comparatively
rare occurrence. Their effect
when they do happen is most 'un-
pleasant, and should you at any
time find that your set is not
giving its accustomed volume of
pure sound the reason may
possibly be found in one of these
rather out-of-the-way factors.
When reception is woolly or when
certain notes are unduly empha-
sised one should always try the
straightforward remedies first.

Capacity Experiments

Experiments should be made
with various capacities in shunt
with the primary of the low -
frequency intervalve trans-
former; the effect of shunt-
ing the secondary with an anode
resistance should be tried, and
one may also experiment with
shunt condensers and resistances
across the primary and the
secondary of the second LE trans-
former, where two stages of note
magnification are in use. 'With
low -resistance phones a great im-
provement will often be effected
by using a very large condenser
across the output of the tele-
phone transformer. Care must
also be taken to see that proper
grid bias is being given to the

... low -frequency valves and that the
high-tension battery is delivering
sufficient voltage for their needs.

A Peculiar Case

If all these experiments fail and
if distortion still persists we are
up against a rather difficult
problem. A case of this kind
occurred to me quite recently. The
set in use was a recently con-
structed five-valver fitted with two
stages of H.F., a rectifier and
two note magnifiers. In all pre-
vious tests it had done extremely
well, the tone being excellent, and
there being a complete absence of
" gramophon.ics." During the
afternoon various combinations of

valves were tried on speech, but
not on music. In the evening
when 2LO's orchestra vas play-
ing reception was found to be far
from good. The volume was
there all right, but there was a
very unpleasant resonance on
certain notes and no depth of
tone. Any alterations in the
high -frequency valves, which
were changed several times, had
no effect, nor did an adjustment
of the variable gridleak of the
rectifier or of the grid voltage of
the low -frequency valves. These
were both small power valves
rated for a filament voltage of
5.5, and as a 6 -volt accumulator
was in use there appeared to be
nothing wrong with the filament
supply. All kinds of things were
tried without effect. Eventually
the under parts of the set were
examined, and more by good luck

,5cREw

Showing how long leads may be
supported to overcome microphonic

effects caused through the wire.

than by good judgment the
rheostat of the first low -frequency
valve attracted attention. It was
found that the arm had got out
of adjustment, so that when the
rheostat was turned towards the
on position it actually came to a
full stop with_several turns of the
resistance wire still in circuit.
The accumulator had been in use
for some time, and its voltage
under load had fallen to 5.5.
Therefore this valve was receiv-
ing only a little more than 4.5
volts. The result was, of course,
to lower the saturation point in
the grid volts anode current curve
and so to cause distortion by de-
forming oscillations. When the
rheostat was put right the set
worked as well as ever.

A Faulty Rheostat
Now this kind of thing may

occur in any set, not only through
a defect in the rheostat, but from
a variety of different causes.
Should the pins of the valve be
dirty the bad contact between
them and the legs may be respon-

Wireless Weekly
Bible for a drop in voltage large
enough to cause distortion,
especially if the accumulator is not
quite up to the mark. The same
thing may happen if very long
leads of thin wire are used from
the low-tension battery to the set,
if the accumulator terminals are
dirty,  or if the LT connections
are not properly screwed down.
Distortion due to too low a fila-
ment current is most liable to be
met with in dull emitters, whether
they are power amplifiers or
ordinary valves. One does not
want to run the filaments too
brightly,and therefore reduces the
voltage to the lowest possible
amount that will give good signal
strength. A tiny movement of
the rheostat towards the on posi-
tion may be sufficient to remove
all traces of distortion.

Valve Ageing
Another cause of distortion

which may take a little finding
lies in the ageing of a valve. Most
of the valves on the market
to -day are so well made that even
after they have done a very great
deal of work the degree of
vacuum remains very much as it
was originally, although the fila-
ment may consume more current
to produce a good electron
emission. On occasions one
comes across a valve which
has not been properly cleaned up
during the process Qf manufac-
ture. Such a valve as this will
certainly change its nature when
it has been used for some time.
The vacuum may soften. If
this happens the- valve will
give very curious results,
especially if it is on the low -
frequency side of the set. The
softer the valve is the larger is
the flow of grid current, and the -

presence of an appreciable grid
current in note magnifier circuits
is quite certain to give rise to

distortion. Some time ago I
traced very bad distortion in a
receiving set to the softening of
a not very old valve, which was
used as first note magnifier. If
therefore you find that distortion
is occurring and That no reason
for it can be found, try the effect
of changing the low -frequency
valves. A valve that has softened
should not be discarded as useless,
for it will give excellent service
as a rectifier.

A rather strange source, not of
actual distortion but of a most
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unpleasant microphonic quality in
the set, is to be found in bare
wiring that has not been very
carefully done. Should there be
very long leads beneath the panel
supported only at either end these
may ring very badly whenever
their own natural note occurs in
the loud -speaker. I have always
found it best to support any lead
more than five or six inches in
length which shows any signs of
ringing in the way shown in the

drawing. A countersunk 4 B.A.
screw is inserted at an appro-
priate point into the panel, and a
supporting piece is taken from its
top to the lead. One can always
see whether leads do ring by re-
moving the valves from the set
and then rapping the panel fairly
hard with the knuckles.

Lastly we have 'the form of dis-
tortion introduced by a loud-
speaker horn, which is either
badly shaped or made of unsuit-

Aids to Easy Soldering

THE soldering which the
constructor of wireless sets
or components is called

upon to perform is usually of a
very simple kind consisting of no
more than connecting wires .to
terminals or to other wires and
occasionally' of joining two pieces
of brass or copper. At the same
time it must be well done if effici-
ent results are to be obtained. A
properly -soldered joint offers a
resistance which is so small as
to be practically negligible. If
soldering is badly done such a
joint is little better, and certainly
no more secure, than one made
by clamping the wire down with
a nut placed upon the shank of
the terminal. The construction
of a large set may necessitate the
soldering of a hundred or more
connections; the amateur there-
fore requires to develop a method
which will give him speed as well
BLOB OA OLOOR FLUX

HATCH ST/CH

Fig. 1.-A suggested method for
tinning the iron.

certainty in the use of the

perfectly secure joints may

less Weekly to the desirability of
more than one occasion in Wire -

be made throughout the set.

usino a hot iron. When one

Reference has been made on

soldering iron. The object of
the present note is to point out
one or two ways in which quick-
ness can be acquired, and to show

makes the statement that the iron
should be hot one is frequently
asked what its proper tempera-
ture is, and whether there is any
simple indication to show that it

Fig. 2.-Illustrating how blobs are
formed if the iron has not been
properly cleaned.

has been reached. It is a little
difhcult to give exact instructions
without a practical demonstra-
tion, but the following hints may
be found useful. In the first
place the iron should be left to
heat until a blueish or greenish
tinge is seen in the flames sur-
rounding 'it. When it is in the
proper condition for easy solder-
ing it should singe a cotton rag
at once. Solder should flow on to
it as soon as its point is applied
to the stick, and the metal should
run instantly into the joint when
soldering is done. If it takes a
second or two for, the solder to
run into the joint then the iron
is too cold. The solder when
applied to the joint should be
quite liquid, and should not have
a pasty or putty -like consistency.
If these points are observed it
will be found that wires can be
soldered to terminals so quickly
that the brass does not heat up,
and therefore there is no loosen-
ing in the ebonite.

Quite important as heating the
iron to the nroner temneratnre is

able material. In this case
there is resonance on certaih
notes, the horn actually ringing
when they are struck. The best
remedy is to obtain a new horn,
but something can be done to
damp out this resonance by
bandaging the offender puttee -
wise with a strip of fairly thick
material, or by fitting a
diaphragm of stiff paper just
inside the mouth of the horn.

R. W. H.

keeping it absolutely clean. You
will never do either good or quick
work with an iron whose surface
is at all dirty. Therefore, keep a
rag beside you on the table and
wipe the point on withdrawing it
from the flame before you use it.
An iron cannot be kept clean un-
less to begin with it is properly
tinned, and it is impossible to
tin it well 'unless the surfaces are
perfectly smooth and free from
pits. The first process is to file
up the faces at the point of the
iron with a medium -cut file in
order to remove all pits -even a
brand new iron will occasionally
be found to contain pits when its
-apparently beautiful surface is
scratched with a file. Next use a
fine file, and lastly polish the iron
with a piece of emery cloth.
Place the iron so treated in the
cleanest possible flame and have
on the table a piece of 'emery
cloth, a supply of flux, some
solder and a few match sticks.
On withdrawing the iron from
the flame rub one of its faces on
the emery cloth until it is quite
bright. Then hold this surface
uppermost and let a little blob of

Fig. 3.-Showing how the solder
will run freely when the iron has

been cleaned before tinning.

solder about the size of a split
pea run on to it. Now take a
match stick and dip it into the
flux. With its point work the
solder about over the bright sur-
face, spreading it all over until a,
good layer has been formed.
Then deal with each of the other
surfaces in the same way The
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match may char a little, but this
will not matter, for when the iron
is heated up any little pieces of
burnt wood that have been de-
posited will float to the top of the
melted solder on the surfaces and
can be wiped off by rubbing the
iron with a rag. This is the
easiest and most effective way of
tinning a soldering iron. Try to
keep the tinning of the point in-
tact, but if any sign of pitting
appears use a file at once and
re -tin the iron again.

Whatever kind of flux you
prefer do, not use too much of it,
otherwise you may make your
panels rather messy. The writer
employs either Fluxite or Baker's
soldering fluid for wireless pur-
poses, and finds both perfectly
satisfactory. It should, however,
be noted that all fluxes appear to
contain a littleacid which, unless
neutralised, may lead in time to
corrosion at the joints. With
certain fluxes there is so much

acid that joints made with their
help may come adrift after a few
months. Whether a flux con-
tains acid or not can easily be
ascertained by the constructor if
he obtains a book of blue litmus
paper from the chemist. The
presence of acid causes the litmus
to turn red, whilst it will retain its
blue colour if none is present.
Acid can be neutralised by the
application of an alkali. Strong
ammonia has been recommended
for the purpose, but this does not
seem quite satisfactory, for it has
an action of its own upon brass
and copper. Perhaps the best
neutraliser for general use is a
strong solution of washing soda
and water. It is recommended
that the constructor should apply
the flux not with a match stick
as is customary, but with a small
paint brush which will be found a
much more satisfactory method.
A little of the alkali solution can
be kept in a saucer upon the table

The Care of Valves

VALVES which are not in
use should always be stored
with a certain amount, of

care. It is surprising when one
comes to think pf it how careless
we are about these delicate
pieces of apparatus. Even
though the cheapest of them cost
1.2s. 6d., even though we know
that they are fragile things, we
leave them lying about in the
most amazing way on the wire-
less table-and then wonder why
some of them are so short-lived i
The .writer used to favour
storage boxes which would take
half -a -dozen valves in padded
compartments. However, since
he was unlucky enough to drop

'one of these when full be has
now become converted to the
policy of storing valves singly,
for if many are piaced together
their owner may one day have a
surprising illustration of the
truth of the old proverb about
the inadvisability of placing all
one's eggs in the same basket.
The boxes supplied by the
makers are excellent for the pur-
pose, particularly those in which
the valVe is suspended between
springy strips of cardboard.

Do. not keep your valves in a
. _

ifdamp place, for you do- the
contacts, whether they are pins or

bosses, will corrode, and when
the valves are brought into use
again you may be puzzled either
by poor signal strength or by a

Wireless is becoming increasingly
popular in churches and chapels
for the reception of special religious
items, the aerial being inconspicu-
ously arranged between the pillars.
practically incessant fusillade of
" atmospherics."

Keep your valves as much as
possible free from jolts and jars,
whether they are upon the set or
stored away in a cupboard.
Even though a valve seems no
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and applied to each joint with a
second small brush.

It should be noted that it is
essential for the bit of the solder-
ing iron to be of pure copper.
There are, unfortunately,, upon -
the market numbers of cheap
soldering irons provided with bits
containing a large proportion of
impurities. Soldering with these
is a most difficult business, and
satisfactory joints are the excep-
tion rather than the rule. A good
test bath for the quality and for
the condition of the iron is the
way in which solder runs on to it
when the paint is applied to the
stick. On to a clean iron of good
quality the solder flows quite
evenly just as water would on to
an absolutely, greaseless surface;
but if the iron is either of poor
quality or is not very clean then
the solder will form little blobs
upon the bit very much as water
does upon a greasy surface.

R. W. H.
0 0. 0

worse after receiving a knock, it
has probably sustained some
slight injury which, though not
apparent at the time, will have
an effect upon its endurance.
When valves are in use upon the
set be very careful of the filament
voltage. In spite of the opinions
which many beginners seem to
entertain upon the subject, the
makers really do know what they
are talking about. You may ob-
tain rather louder signals by
increasing the voltage on a 3.5 -
volt filament to 4, but you. will
certainly very much reduce the
life of the valve by so doing.

Unless you are a millionaire
do not throw your old valves
away. Broken filaments can be
repaired nowadays at small cost
and with quite satisfactory
results. In fact, even if the glass
is broken the valve is not beyond
hope, for some repairers are pre-
pared to deal even with casualties
of this type. R. W. H.

What is Over -lap ?

Probably you know only too
well, but are you equally familiar
with its causes and cure? It is
fully explained, with 499 other
problems, in " Soo Wireless,
Questions Answered," by E.,
Redpath and G. P. Kendall
trcaolo tress, Lta., zs. tso., posy
free).
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and detector are all contained
dustproof case.

THE receiver about to be
described has in it several
very novel features, being

designed on lines somewhat differ-
ent from those of the usual types
of crystal receiver.

Although small and compact,
the receiver described herein does
not fall into the category of toys
of the " Complete Receiver in a
Matchbox " type. Several points
have been carefully considered in
the design. Firstly, the whole set
is contained in a neat box, which
when shut completely covers all
the components, even terminals
being enclosed. It should be
pointed out to those who intend
making this receiver that care
and neat workmanship are essen-
tial. The receiver is capable of
working on a wavelength of
1,600 metres, and with an ordinary
indoor aerial it functions quite
favourably six to ten miles from
the local broadcasting station.
Photographs of the complete re-
ceiver are shown in Figs. 1 and 2.
Several circuit arrangements may
be obtained with the use of a
variable condenser as an extra
unit. The operation of these
circuits will be explained later,
the constructional details being
given first consideration.

0 0 *

within the

           

Materials Required
20 in. of ebonite 3/16 in. thick x

I in. wide.
9 in. of ebonite 1 in. thick x

II in. wide.
 brass slider bar I in. square,

drilled one end.
" G.W." slider ( John & James

Laker & Co.).
2 oz. No. 28 or No. 3o S.W.G.

S.S.C.
 oz. No. 30 S.W.G. S.S.C.
ro Valve sockets.
2 Valve pins.
5 Clix plugs with insulating

bushes in 5 colours.
Burndept micro crystal

detector.
Small quantity of insulated

flex.
8-6 B.A. screws (C/sk.).
1-4 B.A. cheesehead screw.

Terminal (small).
Ebonite, fibre, or cardboard

1116 in. thick x 2 in. wide x 4 in.
long.

American whitewood 1 in. thick
x 6 in. wide for box.

The Sliding Inductance
Full details of the sliding

inductance are shown in Fig. 3.
The construction of this portion
of the receiver will require great
care, so far as the winding is  * 0
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Crystal Receiver
A DUSTPROOF INSTRUMENT OF PLEASING APPEARANCE

By H. BRAMFORD.

Experimenters will be interested in the original form of the
tuning tul.

concerned, as fine wire has been
chosen for the purpose. It is
difficult to make an ordinary
slider function satisfactorily on
a fine wire winding, and for this
reason the " G.W." type of slider
has been chosen. The ordinary
plunger type of slider should not
be used, its movement resulting
in a forced drag over the wires.

First make the former, which
should be of ebonite strip, 3/16 in.
thick x 1 in. wide. Cut off two
lengths 71 in. long, and two
further lengths 2 in. long for the
side pieces. Cut a further piece
g in. long to act as a centre sup-
port. Now clamp the two side
pieces together; seeing that they
do not overlap at any point.
Drill four holes in the position
shown in the end view in Fig. 3

48A.
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to clear 6 B.A. screws. Remove
the clamp and countersink the
holes, which have been drilled
with a countersinking bit, to
a sufficient depth to allow the
head of a 6 B.A. screw to come
flush with the surface of the
ebonite when assembled. Next
drill a hole to receive the slider
bar. For this a 5/16 in. drill
should be used, which will be
found to give a forced fit for the

in. square slider bar. The two
pieces which have been cut off
to a length of 7I in. should now
be planed or sawn down to a width
of 15/16 in. and the end edges
drilled to correspond with the
drillings in the end pieces, seeing
that there is a 1/16 in. clearance
between one edge of the long
stays and the edge of the end

Fig. 3.-Details of the coil former and fittings.      c   
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Fig. 2.-Several different circuits are available by a
few simple changes.

pieces as shown in the diagram.
This is to allow the wire winding
to clear the bottom of the box
in which the former is to be placed.
Assemble the four pieces of
ebonite by means of the eight
6 B.A. countersunk screws, and
place the centre strut in position,
as shown. This piece may be
secured by making two pinhole
drillings through the former and
tapping a small pin well in, through
each hole. To wind the induc-
tance, drill another pinhole

in. from the left-hand side piece
to secure the beginning of the
winding. Wind in a clockwise
direction until within in. dis-
tance from the other end piece,
and secure the finish of the wind-
ing by passing through a further
pinhole drilled at this point.
The whole of the winding must
be close and firm, as any slackness
will result in an unsatisfactory
contact between the wire and the
slider. A 4 B.A. screw is next
screwed into the former in.
from the left-hand end piece, as
shown. This is to secure the
beginning of the winding and
also to pass a connection from
thence to socket S2 of the panel.        ******** 
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The Slider
The finish of the winding is a

dead end, having no connection
to any point. To assemble the
slider, procure a in. square
slider bar 12 in. long, drilled at
both ends. Cut off to a length of
71 in. Pass the bar through the
5/16 in. hole in the left-hand end
piece of the former, slip the, slider
on the bar on the inside, attach
a small terminal through the
hole in the bar, and then push
the bar right in until it lodges
in the hole in the right-hand end
piece. See that the bar is now
quite secure, if not, plug the
5/16 in. holes with small pieces
of wood, or matchsticks. Now
move the slider to one end of the
former, right off the winding.
To make the winding firm, give
it a good coat of shellac, and leave
until thoroughly dry, then wrap
a piece of emery paper round the
slider contact and move back-
wards and forwards across the
wire until the silk covering is
entirely removed, taking care not
to sever the wire at any point
This obviously bares the wire
along the path of the slider only,
resulting in a neat and finished
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concerned, as fine wire has been
chosen for the purpose. It is
difficult to make an ordinary
slider function satisfactorily on
a fine wire winding, and for this
reason the " G.W." type of slider
has been chosen. The ordinary
plunger type of slider should not
be used, its movement resulting
in a forced drag over the wires.

First make the former, which
should be of ebonite strip, 3/16 in.
thick x 1 in. wide. Cut off two
lengths 71 in. long, and two
further lengths 2 in. long for the
side pieces. Cut a further piece
g in. long to act as a centre sup-
port. Now clamp the two side
pieces together; seeing that they
do not overlap at any point.
Drill four holes in the position
shown in the end view in Fig. 3

48A.
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to clear 6 B.A. screws. Remove
the clamp and countersink the
holes, which have been drilled
with a countersinking bit, to
a sufficient depth to allow the
head of a 6 B.A. screw to come
flush with the surface of the
ebonite when assembled. Next
drill a hole to receive the slider
bar. For this a 5/16 in. drill
should be used, which will be
found to give a forced fit for the

in. square slider bar. The two
pieces which have been cut off
to a length of 7I in. should now
be planed or sawn down to a width
of 15/16 in. and the end edges
drilled to correspond with the
drillings in the end pieces, seeing
that there is a 1/16 in. clearance
between one edge of the long
stays and the edge of the end

Fig. 3.-Details of the coil former and fittings.      c   

      op 

0

0

S.

  0  

Fig. 2.-Several different circuits are available by a
few simple changes.

pieces as shown in the diagram.
This is to allow the wire winding
to clear the bottom of the box
in which the former is to be placed.
Assemble the four pieces of
ebonite by means of the eight
6 B.A. countersunk screws, and
place the centre strut in position,
as shown. This piece may be
secured by making two pinhole
drillings through the former and
tapping a small pin well in, through
each hole. To wind the induc-
tance, drill another pinhole

in. from the left-hand side piece
to secure the beginning of the
winding. Wind in a clockwise
direction until within in. dis-
tance from the other end piece,
and secure the finish of the wind-
ing by passing through a further
pinhole drilled at this point.
The whole of the winding must
be close and firm, as any slackness
will result in an unsatisfactory
contact between the wire and the
slider. A 4 B.A. screw is next
screwed into the former in.
from the left-hand end piece, as
shown. This is to secure the
beginning of the winding and
also to pass a connection from
thence to socket S2 of the panel.        ******** 
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The Slider
The finish of the winding is a

dead end, having no connection
to any point. To assemble the
slider, procure a in. square
slider bar 12 in. long, drilled at
both ends. Cut off to a length of
71 in. Pass the bar through the
5/16 in. hole in the left-hand end
piece of the former, slip the, slider
on the bar on the inside, attach
a small terminal through the
hole in the bar, and then push
the bar right in until it lodges
in the hole in the right-hand end
piece. See that the bar is now
quite secure, if not, plug the
5/16 in. holes with small pieces
of wood, or matchsticks. Now
move the slider to one end of the
former, right off the winding.
To make the winding firm, give
it a good coat of shellac, and leave
until thoroughly dry, then wrap
a piece of emery paper round the
slider contact and move back-
wards and forwards across the
wire until the silk covering is
entirely removed, taking care not
to sever the wire at any point
This obviously bares the wire
along the path of the slider only,
resulting in a neat and finished
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Fig. 4.-Drilling diagram of the ebonite strip.

appearance This part of the set
is. now ready for the box.

The Panel
The next item to be considered

is the panel. For this a piece of
ebonite 7i in. x ri in, x in. will be
required. The drillings are made
as shown in Fig. 4. All the holes
are recessed on the underside
of the panel to the dimensions
shown in the section. This is
to allow the securing nuts of the
panel fittings to finish, flush with
the under surface. In Fig.. 5
the assembly of the components
and the connections are clearly
shown. First assemble the valve
sockets marked Sr -S7 next the
two valve pins marked Pr and
P2. As an alternative to the two
valve pins, Pr and P2, a fixed coil
holder may be assembled to the
panel in a corresponding position.
In this case a plug-in coil of some
commercial type 'would be used
instead of the one described in this
article. Those desiring to receive
Chelmsford or increased range
of wavelengths should employ
the use of a fixed coil holder for
preference as it affords a selection
of plug-in coils for experiment.
All that now remains to be assem-

right hand side to the telephone
socket S4, the other telephone
socket S5 being connected to S3.
A short flexible lead which is
provided with a clix having a
white insulating bush is connected
to the left-hand side of the
detector. Two further connec-
tions are made when the set is
assembled in the box.

Loading Coil

The plug-in loading coil is
constructed as shown in Fig. 6.
First make the two pieces upon
which the windings are made.
These may be cut to the dimen-
sions given from either cardboard,
or, ebonite 06 in. thick. Each
piece is provided with 7 slots, and
two holes are drilled in each in
the position shown to clear 4 B.A.
screws. The relative positions
of these holes must be the same
in each case, and for greater
accuracy the drillings should be
made with the two pieces clamped
together. Next cut the centre
piece as shown from some I in.
ebonite and drill as before. The
three pieces are now assembled
by means of the two valve
sockets, which pass the holes

To B

Fig. 5.-Connections and socket lettering.

bled is the crystal detector.
The connections for the detector
are made as follows. Pass a wire
from socket Sr to S6 and on to
the pin Pr. Pass a further wire
from the- pin P2 to socket S2,
and on to S7, and on again to S8.
The detector is connected on the

drilled and are secured on the
other side by means of two
terminal heads, the shorting
switch being attached under one
of them. The shorting switch is
cut from thin brass strip. The
winding is executed as follows :-
Take some No. 3o S.W.G. S.S.G.

and secure the beginning to the
input terminal then pass through
slot No. 1. Pass the wire dia-
gonally to slot No. 2 on the other
side and pass in again through
slot No. 3, pass diagonally again
to slot No. 4 on the first side, and
so on, until the former 'is wound
full. Secure the end of the wind-
ing to the output terminal. This
completes the construction of the
loading coil, which plugs on to
the valve pins Pr and P2, when
in use. The shorting switch is
connected across the two loading
coil terminal heads when it is
desired to eliminate the use of the
coil, without detaching it. This
loading coil does not greatly
increase the wavelength range,
but affords a variation of tuning
arrangements as described later.
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Fig. 6.-Details of additional coil.

EBONITE
CENTRE PIECE
-WOK t4
TIOCK.

(In next week's issue will be
given further constructional de-
tails, together with various
circuits obtainable.)

Fixed Condenser
Capaci ties

On page 400 of our issue of
July 3o we published an article
under the above title. The
omission of three words was un-
fortunately misleading. The last
lines in the first column should
read " This condenser should not
be of the square law rotary type,
but one which," etc.
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How every Crystal User may become
a Valve Expert

In this present article is explained the action of a three electrode valve when used as a detector

In previous articles of this
series the fundamental principles
of the three -electrode valve have
been explained, also the action
involved when a valve is em-
ployed as either a low -frequency
or a high -frequency amplifier.

The essential rule may con-
veniently be repeated, namely,
the flow of electrons from fila-
ment to anode is controlled by
the potential of the grid, and,
under proper working conditions,
a small change of grid potential
causes a large variation in anode
current.

It will no doubt be under-
stood that the actual effect upon
the anode current will depend to

Tj

Fig. 1.-Maintaining the grid at a
negative potential.

a very large extent upon the
initial or normal grid potential.
For instance, in the arrangement
illustrated in Fig. I herewith, in
which a valve is employed as a
low -frequency amplifier, the grid
of the valve is connected to the
negative side of the filament
lighting battery via the second-
ary winding (T2) of the step-up
iron core transformer Ti T2.

In this way the grid is main-
tained at a negative potential
with respect to the negative end
of the filament equal to the volt-
age drop in the filament resist-
ance, and electrons intercepted
by the grid have an easy dis-
charge or overflow path which
prevents any accumulation.

in the circuit arrangement of
Fig. 2, in which the valve is
functioning as a high -frequency ,

By E. REDPATH, Assistant Editor

amplifier, the grid is again
electrically connected to the
negative side of the filament via
the aerial tuning inductance L,

E

Fig. 2.-A high -frequency amplifier
arrangement.

with similar results as far as the
prevention of any accumulation
of electrons on the grid is con-
cerned.

In both of these cases, there-
fore,provided that the normal grid
potential is such that the anode
current is maintained at a steady --

value about the centre of the
straight part of the characteristic
curve, variations of potential in

different current variations from
those originally applied to the
input or grid circuit. That is to
say, oscillating potentials are
applied to the grid and filament
of the valve, and it is desired to
obtain uni-directional pulses in
the anode circuit.

In the case of a valve which
has a clearly defined charac-
teristic point in the anode current
curve, rectification may be ob-
tained by adjusting the initial
grid potential, so as to cause the
valve to operate at this critical

Ftg. 3.-Rectification by the
tiometer method.

the input or grid -filament circuit
will be accurately reflected, but
on a magnified scale, in the out-
put or anode circuit.

The Critical Point
Rectification, however, con-

sists in the production in the
output or anode circuit of

poten-

Fig. 4.-Effect of variation of
grid potential.

point, usually at the lower end
of the characteristic curve.
Valves with a grid having a
fairly close mesh can be made
to give very satisfactory results
by this method, the adjustment
of grid potential being made by
means of a potentiometer, as
shown at P in the circuit dia-
gram Fig. 3.

The effect of variations in grid
potential due to one complete
oscillation is shown in a some-
what exaggerated form in Fig. 4.
The incoming oscillation applied
to the grid and filament of the
valve is indicated by the small
wavy line about the vertical axis,
whilst the changes in anode
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current, obtained by projecting
the maximum positive and nega-

6Rm reptrAse
VARIATIONS
00E TO
hveofronia
a5C/LIATRINS

OM/AT/ONO /N
ANODE

CURRENT

AVERAGE
CURRENT
THROU511
TELEPHONES

Fig. 5.-Effect produced by

tive values of the oscillation upon
the anode current curve, are
shown to the right of the curve
itself, the amount of movement
to the right corresponding to the
time period of the oscillation.
The shaded area represents the
useful increase in anode current
and the smaller stippled area
below the normal line the
decrease, representing the im-
perfection of the rectification.

Rectification of Spark Signals
Whilst Fig. 4 represents the

action due to one complete in-
coming oscillation only, Fig. 5

shows the effects produced by
two complete trains of damped
waves. The finst line represents
the oscillations applied to the
grid and filament of the valve ;
the second line the rectified
pulses of current in the anode
circuit, and the third line the
resulting variation in telephone
current.

Grid Condenser Rectification
The absence of a clearly

defined critical point in the
characteristic curve of the
modern three -electrode open grid
hard valve led to the introduc-
tion of another method of rectifi-
cation. In Fig. 6 is shown an
inductively coupled tuner, the
secondary circuit of which is
connected to the grid and
positive side of the filament
lighting battery, the former con-
nection being made via a small
fixed condenser C2 .shunted by
a very high -resistance R having
a value of about 2 megohms
(2 million ohms).

By connecting the grid
(through the resistance R) to the
positive side of the filament, the
grid is maintained at a potential

which ensures a steady flaw of
electrons through the valve cor-

/
two complete trains of waves.

responding to a steady normal
anode current well up on the
steep part of the characteristic
curve. Further'; the slight posi-
tive potential of the grid
facilitates the -interception and
accumulation of negative elec-
trons thereon, this latter ten -

Fig. 6.-Grid condenser
rectification.

dency being assisted by the high
resistance leak R, which prevents
the instantaneous discharge of
any accumulated negative charge
on the grid.

Working Conditions
Incoming signals set up oscil-

INCIPAIIN6
0.5CIZZATIONS

FAIL AND
RECOVERY OF
6R/D VOLTAGE

ANODE CURRENT
YARIAT/6/Y3

AVEIZASE
CURRENTS 71/R0'
TELEPHONES

A

1

lations in the aerial circuit LC,
which are transferred to the
secondary circuit Li CI, and
applied to the grid and filament
of the valve via the fixed con-
denser C2, which offers very
little resistance to the passage of
high -frequency currents.

Each positive half -oscillation
applied to the grid causes the
latter to collect electrons. Each
negative half -oscillation produces
no effect beyond a temporary
increase of negative grid poten-
tial. (Electrons, of course, can
only flow from the hot filament
to the grid and anode.) TI:e
cumulative action of a complete
wave -train, therefore, is to reduce
grid potential and consequently
to reduce the anode current. As
these anode current variations
occur at high frequency, they do
not individually actuate the tele-
phone receivers, which respond
only to the average current
change of each complete wave -
train.

Upon the cessation of each
wave -train the surplus electrons
on the grid leak away through
the resistance -R, and the grid is
restored to its normal potential.
Without the grid leak R, a
strong signal would probably
cause a momentary paralysis of
the valve.

The complete action involved
will perhaps be_ more clearly
understood on reference to Fig.
7, in which the first line repre-
sents the oscillatory potentials
applied to the grid and filament
of the valve ; the second line
represents the intermittent fall
and recovery of grid potential;
the third line, the amplified

NORM Poime.,e

Vrir V

NORMAL ANODE CURRENT

Ifrir ltrirNORMAL TELEPHONE CURRENT

Fig. 7.-A fuller explanation.

6R/0
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variations in anode current which
falls below and returns to its
steady normal value; and the

_fourth line, the average 'reduction
in telephone current, from which
it will be seen that the telephone
diaphragms will give one to-and-
fro movement for each complete
wave -train.

E
Fig. 8.-How continuous oscillations

can be generated.

Radio Telephony
In the case of radio telephony,

the explanation of the action in-
volved is rendered more complex
by the varied and minute changes
due to the wave form of different
sounds, but the essential prin-
ciple remains the same. Instead
of the comparatively regular
changes in amplitude of the
spark or damped wave, as indi-
cated in the first line of Figs. 5
and 7, an otherwise steady con-
tinuous wave is irregularly varied
in amplitude by the action of the
sounds applied to the micro-
phone, and, via the necessary
amplifiers, to the transmitting
apparatus.

Continuous Wave Reception
From the foregoing it will, no

doubt, be understood that the
production of sounds in the
receiving telephones is 'dependent
upon some low -frequency (some-
times termed audio -frequency)
variation in the incoming oscilla-
tion. Pure continuous waves, as
transmitted from the aerial of a
modern valve or arc station, have
only one frequency, and that a
radio frequency, dependent upon
the wavelength employed. There
is no equivalent to the wave -
train or group frequency of a
spark transmitter or the audio -
frequency variations in the
.ound-modulated wave of a radio
telephony, transmitter.

Therefore, the ordinary type of
receiving apparatuL employing
either a crystal or a valve
detector is useless for the recep-
tion of continuous waves, unless

special means are prOvided where-
by the incoming oscillations are
mechanically interrupted at fre-
quencies within the audible limit,
or, alternatively, additional appa-
ratus is employed as will be
described presently.

The only result that would be
produced in the telephone
receivers of an ordinary receiv-
ing set would be a click when the
continuous waves commenced to
arrive upon the receiving aerial,

-and another click when they
ceased. A slight breathing
sound might be heard, due to
slight and unavoidable irregu-
larities in the radiated waves, as,
for instance, in the case of the
carrier waves received from most
broadcasting stations when ,no
speech is actually being trans-
mitted.

Heterodyne Reception
A well-known physical law

states that if any two waves, of
air, water, or anything else,
differing slightly in frequency,
and not differing too greatly in
amplitude, are superimposed,
they give rise to " beats."

Examples of this phenomenon

Wireless .WeeKlv
definitely fixed as far as the
receiving station is concerned.

By means of the circuit
arrangement, shown in Fig. 8,
continuous oscillations can be
generated in the aerial circuit by
suitably coupling the reaction
coil Li to the aerial tuning
inductance L, as explained in
previous articles. In the aerial
circuit of this receiver, therefore,
we may have oscillations due to
the incoming waves and, simul-
taneously, locally, generated
oscillations, the frequency of the
latter being controlled by the
variable condenser C (Fig. 8).

Fig. 9 represents graphically
the action which occurs when the
condenser C is so ,adjusted that
the two sets of oscillations differ
slightly in frequency. The
resulting " beat " oscillations,
as indicated in the third line of
Fig. 9, are then applied, via the
grid condenser and grid leak, to
the grid and filament of the
valve, the subsequent rectifying
action being as illustrated
graphically in Fig. 7.

If the frequencies of the two
waves coincide exactly, no

A

B

/111/1111111111 Al
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Fig. 9.-Showing "beats" produced by interference between
superimposed 'oscillations of slightly different frequencies.

occur in several instances, e.g.,
two violin strings very slightly
out of tune, when bowed to-
gether, give rise to noticeable
" beating," the frequency or
pitch of the " beat note "
increasing as the distuning is
made greater.

In radio telegraphy, of course,
one set of -waves is radiated from
the transmitting aerial. The
frequency of these waves is

" beats " will be produced, and
consequently no sound will be
heard in the telephone receivers.
As the condenser C is varied, so
increasing or decreasing the
frequency of the locally gene-
rated oscillation, a pure musical
note will be heard, which, com-
mencing very low in pitch, will
rise rapidly until it passes beyond
the upper limits of audibility.

(To be continued.)
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Wireless in the Empire Pageant
Reception of the First Transatlantic Signals.

THE contribution of wireless
telegraphy to Empire
development is represented

in the British Empire Pageant
at Wembley by a reconstruction
of the historic scene at Signal
Hill, Newfoundland, in Decem-
ber, 1901, when Senatore Mar-
coni for the first time received
wireless signals across the
Atlantic Ocean.

The actual apparatus which
was used on that notable occa-
sion has been reassembled for
the purpose of the Pageant, and
Mr. G. S. Kemp, who was
Senatore Marconi's assistant in
his Newfoundland experiment, is
demonstrating to the public how
the successful result was
achieved.

THE knobs usually found on
condensers, coil - holders,
and the like, are not

machined from ebonite, but are
moulded from an insulating com-
position into which it is well-nigh
impossible to drill and tap satis-
factorily. For this reason it is
difficult to fit a long handle to
such a knob by the obvious
method of inserting a short
length of screw into the end of
the handle, and screwing,this into
the side of the knob; and even
if the operation is successfully
performed, the result is not
strong enough to withstand that
accidental blow on the extending
handle which is inevitable sooner
or later in the manipulation of
one's apparatus.

The following is a simple
method of overcoming the diffi-
culty, and has the advantage that
the resulting handle is proof
against an accidental blow. As
will be seen from the drawing, it
consists in attaching the handle
by means of.a bent strip of brass
to the condenser stem . imnic-
diately beneath the knob.

A strip of soft brass B that
will bend without breaking is cut
II in. long and a in. wide, using
metal shears. About t /32 in. is
a suitable thickness. The end 2
is drilled to B.A.thread--
(3/16 in. drill), and the end 6 to

The scene first shows the
experimenters with the balloon
and kite intended to support
their aerial. The balloon is
launched, but breaks away, and
rises above the neighbouring
mountains ; whereupon the kite
is sent up, and the aerial is
secured. The experimenters are
then seen arranging the receiv-
ing apparatus and the printer,
anti while one listens, by means
of a telephone earpiece, to the
audible signals(transmitted on the
actual occasion from the Poldhu
station), the other draws forth
the tape on which appear in ink
the corresponding dots and
dashes of the Morse code.

The apparatus with which

Senatore Marconi conducted this
experiment is on view in a show-
case in the Newfoundland
Pavilion, when not in use in the
Pageant. The case also con-
tains a sketch of the aerial
system used at. Poldhu in toot,
and the track charts of the
Philadelphia and the Carlo
Alberto, in - which Senatore
Marconi made voyages, and con-
ducted further experiments, in
1902. During these voyages
readable messages were received
up to a distance of
1,551 statute miles, and
signals up to a -distance of
2,099 statute miles from Poldhu.
These experiments led up to the
establishment of commercial -
wireless telegraphy between.
England and Canada. A photo-
graph of the " tapes " received
on the Philadelphia shows how
remarkably clear were the
signals received by means of this
early apparatus.

A Simple Anti -Capacity Handle

clear a 6 B.A. thread (Morse
drill 34). The strip is trimmed
up with fine sandpaper, and is
then bent at a right angle along
a line a -a, ?7, in. from the end
drilled for 6 B.A. This operation
is neatly performed by clamping
the strip in a vice so that the
line. a -a is level with the jaws,
and beating the projecting por-
tion over gently with a hammer.

6 a 2
Details of the anti -capacity

handle.

The end of the handle H, which,
is of * in. ebonite rod, is then
drilled out to receive a 6 B.A.-
screw-thread (Morse drill 44).
This is not difficult -if the handle
is held vertically, and care is
taken throughout that the drill
is twirl vertir:illv Thoz. drill
should be driven slowly, without

undue pressure or side -strain,
and should occasionally be care-
fully withdrawn to clear it of
Ebonite fouling. To ensure that
the drill starts properly, the
centre of the end of the handle -

should be pricked with a sharp -
pointed tool, and the drill turned
slowly in the hole for a few turns
by manipulating the drill -chuck --
not the handle. The hole should
be made about 1 in. deep to allow
sufficient margin for tapping to
receive al- in. 6 B.A. screw, this
being the final operation.

Assembling is simple. The
shorter arm of the strip is secured
by a in. 6 B.A. cheese -headed
screw S to the end of the handle.
The knob K is screwed off its
spindle, and a 2 B.A. nut N is
screwed on as far as it will go,
followed by the end 2 of the brass
strip. The knob is then screwed
On, not quite right home, and the -

nut N is turned with a spanner
hard up against the base of the
knob, thus clamping the brass
strip tightly in position.

The elasticity of the brass strip
renders the handle indifferent to

1.1,31.111UF1144.
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Corres d.ence

VALVE HOLDERS
SIR,-Noticing in a recent issue of

Wirelei's Weekly your remarks to
the effect that there is room for
improvement in the ordinary type of
valve -holder, I send yea! herewith a
type of holder I am trying out.

The actual valve sockets are made
from wing nuts with one wing
removed and a piece of rod silver
soldered to the other wing and after-
wards drilled.

Photograph showing the valve -
holder designed by Mr. Townson.

As this might be of interest to you
or your readers, I have roughly
mounted it on a mahogany panel
which may. be seen in the photo-
graph. The condenser on the panel
was for tuning the secondary of a
loosely coupled transformer, '-he two -
coil holder for which is on a similar
panel.

I find the arrangement of ter-
minals very convenient for irying out
circuits, and is as indicated in the
diagram. -

One small advantage is when
HT- is connected to LT+ and
connections are made as in Fig. 3
there is small possibility of acci-
dentally putting the HT current
through the, filament when connect-
ing up, as the HT+ could make con-
tact with any wire- or terminal
within reach without damage to the
valve.

When HT- is connected to
LT- it would be advisable to make
connections as in Fig. 4.

For a fairly permanent " hook
up " these terminals could be
eliminated altogether.

I have also tried putting terminal
tops direct on the valve socket
threads, but it is inconvenient to use,,
although it looks much better :Ind is
more efficient.-Yours faithfully,

L. T. TOWNSON.
Sanderstead.

5XX
SIR,-Referring to a letter in last

week's number by Mr. C. P. Brown,
stating that he is unable to get 5XX
satisfactorily, I beg to give you my
experience.

Tavistock is about zoo miles from
Chelmsford and 15 from Plymouth.
Using a one -valve set with reaction
on the aerial (this circuit was
described in Wireless Weekly of
February 13 last by Mr. Rattee, with
instructions for building the set), I
get 5XX loud enough to take three
phones well, being  as loud as
Plymouth. With this set I also get
Eiffel Tower and Radio Paris on
three phones. Last Sunday Konigs-
wasterhausen and The Hague came
in faintly.

My aerial is a particularly good
one, and my house is well placed
above the town, which no doubt eon -
tributes to my good results.

Allow me to congratulate you on
your paper, of which I am a regular
reader.-Yours faithfully,

W. E. CREE.
Tavistock.

SILVERTOWN FIXED AND
VARIABLE CONDENSERS

SIR,-With reference to your
recent editorial you will perhaps be
interested to know that we guar-
antee both our fixed and variable
condensers to be accurate to within
5 per cent. of their stated capacity.
-Yours faithfully.

THE INDIA RUBBER, GOTTA
PERCHA AND TELEGRAPH
WORKS CO., LTD.,

GEO. A. PHILPOTT,
Sales Manager.

THE " SUCCESS "
TRANSFORMER

SIR,-We wish- to here record our
thanks and appreciation of your

trouble and courtesy in further test-
ing our " Success " transformers.

Your remarks which appear in the
current issue of Wireless Weekly we
note with interest and pleasure, and
we greatly appreciate your valuable
advice. In this' attitude we are
second only to the public, and can
assure you that the criticisms as
appear in Wireless Weekly have
greatly helped us to attain and main-
tain the standard of excellence that
we desire in our " Success " com-
ponents.

In our opinion, the impartial
reports of tests as published in
Wireless Weekly tend to inspire con-
fidence not only in the public when
purchasing advertised goods, but
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Figs.- 1, 2, 3 and 4 referred to
by Mr. Townson in his letter.

also in -trader and manufacturer
alike.

Again thanking you.-Yours faith-
fully,

BEARD AND PITCH, LTD.
L. A. SHARLAND.

APPRECIATION
SIR,-About a week ago I pur-

chased-with some doubt I do con-
tess-one of your Radio Press
Envelopes and a Simplex Radio
Chart, and out of a sense of fairness
I must beg you to accept my very
best compliments for both.

No other publication of the kind
could be as clear, as simple or more
successful for any wireless amateur
even at the first stage.

Please accept once more my com-
pliments, and with best regards.-
Yours faithfully,

A. S. PESARO (Capt., M.C.).
Como, Italy.
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A CRYSTAL SET HINT

SIR,-Wireless enthusiasts who
are in the habit of experimenting
with, or make alterations to, their
sets, may find the following of some
interest.

When adding a second pair of tele-
phones to a crystal receiving set, a
reduction of signal strength will in
all probability take place, owing to
the extra resistance being put into
the circuit, and the conditions for
receiving not being of a high
standard.

With a really efficient aerial and
earth system this extra resistance
will not usually cause any appreci-
able difference, but if the aerial in
use is an indoor one, or an outdoor
one badly screened, then the
weakening of signals will be more
pronounced.

Signals will also be noticeably
weaker in one of the pairs of tele-.
phones if the resistances of the two
pairs are not quite equal. To
counteract this difference in signal
strength the circuit shown in the
diagram is to be recommended, and
with a little practice in tuning will
allow each pair of 'phones to give
the same volume of sound as when

they are being used singly on a set.
From the, diagram it will be seen

that the A.T.I., which is tuned to
the incoming wavelength, is induc-
tively coupled to the coils A and B,

The circuit referred
Mr. Ingleton.

which form two separate closed cir-
cuits, each with a crystal detector
and a pair of telephones. The
method of operation is as follows :
Ignore one closed circuit for the time
being by making the coupling with
the A.T.I. as loose as possible, and
then tune in to the required wave-
length, with the aerial condenser,
closed circuit condenser and the

to by

the reception of trans -Atlantic signals as acted at the Pageant of
Empire, Wembley, see page 490.
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varying of coupling, in the same NN ay
as with the usual loose coupler type
of circuit, until signals are being
received to satisfaction. Now bring
the second closed circuit into action.
tuning this in a similar manner to
the first, and when both circuits are
in tun; each pair of 'phones should
be acting at full strength. When
the second circuit is being brought
into tune with the A.T.I. it will be
noticed that the first tuned circuit
will become detuned until the right
degree of coupling is found. This is
where practice and patience will be
needed, but after a short while the
circuit will not present a very great
difficulty.-Yours faithfully,

F. G. I NGLETON.
Fortis Green, N.2.
[We do not necessarily agree with

our correspondent's conclusions, but
publish them as a matter of interest.
-ED.]

THE FOUR -VALVE FAMILY
RECEIVER

SIR,-I have built the four -valve
family receiver as designed by Mr.
Percy W. Harris (Envelope No. 2),
and I wish to inform you that I had
excellent results. Here in Salzburg,
Austria, I get every B.B.C. station
(the Savoy Band even on the loud-
speaker), France, Italy and every
German station. I rarely use less
than 6-io pairs of headphones. No
apparatus in this town gives such
good results as mine. I am using
an outside aerial, single wire roo ft.
long and about io ft. above the roof.
My earth connection is a very bad
one, so that I am certain that the
results would be improved if I could
get a better earth. I also had to
build with Austrian manufactured
parts which, especially transformers,
are rather doubtful.

Wishing you every success with
your organisation.-Yours faithfully,

DR. S. C. LI VERMAN
Austria.

ENVELOPE No. I
Sm,--/ want to thank you for

your excellent weekly and to let
you know the success I have
obtained. I am, in the process of
making a STioo set from your
Envelope No. 1.

I decided to commence by making
a single -valve reflex circuit, but
could find nothing to suit me. I

therefore modified the circuit given
by Mr. G. P. Kendall on page 51o,
Vol. 3, No. r6, by cutting out the
aperiodic aerial coil and simply join-
ing aerial and earth to the opposite
ends of L2.

Working on local amateur trans-
missions I got quite good results,
and found, to my amazement, that
the best results were obtained with-
out an earth connection.

Later using a 75 honeycomb coil
and 8o basket coil (both of my own
make), I tuned in JB (Johannesburg)
85o miles'air line. In all my trials
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I have used a Marconi D.E.3 and
two dry cells, with 6o volts on the
plate. This reception of JB was at
the tail end of the evening after
listening in to amateur transmission.

To me the most remarkable part
is that this is the first valve set I
have used and then only for a fort-
night, so that I am hardly an expert.

I give all the credit to your excel-
lent. journal, through which I have
obtained a great deal of information.
I -found your series of lectures on
dual amplification most instructive,
and I always read with avidity any
practical hints which are given.

It was quite by chance that I hap-
pened to start subscribing to
Wireless Weekly. I was going on
a journey and wanted something to
read. No. 1, Vol. 3 of your journal
caught my eye, and ever since then I
have had it every week and look
forward to every Monday and the
arrival of the mail.

Wishing your paper every success.
-Yours faithfully,

Maitland, S.A. CHAS. NYMAN.

MEASURING SIGNAL
STRENGTH

SIR,-Many amateurs are no
doubt unaware of any simple method
of measuring signal strength ; this is
very useful for comparing reception
of the same station at different
times and thus collecting data about
fading. Here is a simple method;
it is not absolutely accurate, but

quite reliable for the wants of the
ordinary amateur.

The materials required are a
potentiometer, a double pole double
throw knife switch and an ammeter.

The arrangement advocated
by our correspondent A. S.

These may all be incorporated in
the set, or mounted on a separate
panel.

The potentiometer should be of a
non -inductive type, and have a high
resistance (about 400 ohms). Con-
nect these up as in the diagram.

Now tune -in the required signal
with the switch open, i.e., with the
switch arm making contact with
neither side. When the maximum
signal strength has been obtained.
switch the potentiometer in circuit;
now commence to reduce the resist-
ance in shunt until the signal just
disappears.

Next switch the ammeter, and low
tension battery in, and _read the

ammeter ; it is now comparatively
simple to determine the value of the
shunt by Ohm's Law(R--..--E)

From this, by using the formula
=

R
S

SI
in which S = signal

strength, S,=shunt (in ohms, and
R = resistance of phones (in ohms),
we may obtain the number which
represents the signal strength.

It will be obvious that this must be
done in a quiet room, or the
threshold of the sound is lost. In
using Ohm's Law, care should be
taken to see that the actual current,
due to discharge, is used. If pre-
ferred, a separate battery may be
used for this reading.-Yours faith-
fully, A. S.

[We do not agree that any reliable
quantitative result is obtained by this
method. The idea, however, is
interesting.-ED.]

ST100
'SIR,-Noticing your reply to

A. B. G. (Charlton) in last week's
Wireless Weekly, re the STioo
receiver, 'I think the following will
interest you.

I constructed the set from the
directions in Envelope No. I in March
in wireless. From the 'first I have
had excellent results. I only have
an indoor aerial, fixed in an up -

WHOLESALE ONLY.
WIRELESS DEALERS. Our New 68 -page Trade
List of Radio parts now ready shewing Trade and Retail

prices. It is yours for the asking.
COMPLETE. SETS, ACCESSORIES & COMPONENT PARTS

We were one of the very first Wholesale Factors of " Wireless,"
and our New Catalogue is the very latest thing in Wireless.

Largest Radio List issued.

STAGGERING PRICES. HUGE STOCKS.
BUY FROM AN ESTABLISHED HOUSE.

IMPORTANT - Trade Only Supplied.

HOBDAY BROS., LTD..
(DEPT. B.) VoilirrotinEeEISTERN ST.,

'Phone-CLEHBENWELL 2800 (6 lines)

THE NEW
" XTRAUDION "

DULL
EMITTER

PRICE

21/ -

MAXIMUM
CONSUMPTION

'1 AMP. AT 1 VOLT.

1/6 WATT!
THE (UALITY OF THE

RECEPTION ENTIRELY SUR-
PASSES ANYTHING HITHERTO

OBTAINED WITH ANY OTHER VALVE.
Full particulars, with characteristic curves, together

with 40 PAGE RADIO LIST, sent post free on receipt
of 4d. in stamps and mention of this advertisement.

ECONOMIC LTD.ELECTRIC
Head Office: 10, FITZROY Showrooms:
SQUARE, LONDON, W.I. 1303,EUSTON RD.N.W.1

WATMEL
VARIABLE GRID LEAK

5 to '5 Megohms,
2/6.

5o,000 to to0,000
Ohms, 3/6. Silent in operation.

Constant in any
Other Resistances temperature. Dust
to suit any circuit. and Damp proof.

Each tested and
ARE THE BEST guaranteed. Neat
FOR THE and veil made.
FOLLOWING Patent Send P.C. for des -REASONS: _ 206098 cripttive folder.

Continuously
Variable.

SEE THE TRADE MARK
ON EVERY GRID LEAK.

BEWARE OF
IMITATIONS.

Coil Former for Winding Inductance Coils /6
for *We see "Apparatus Tested," Juno

" Wireless Weekly."

NOTE NEW ADDRESS :

WATMEL WIRELESS Co.
332a, Goswell Road, London, E.C.1.

'Phone: CLERKENWELL 7990.

ht.w e1

Established
26 Years.

REPAIRS
TO HEADPHONES
TO LOUD SPEAKERS
TO COILS

REWOUND to any RESISTANCE & MADE EQUAL to NEW.
 PRICE QUOTED ON RECEIPT OF INSTRUMENTS.

PROMPT DELIVERY.

The VARLEY MAGNET COMPANY
P hone : Woolwich 888. WOOLWICH, S.E.18.
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stairs passage, first floor, consisting
of three lengths of ribbon aerial on
spreaders. I have received all the
B.B.C. Stations, Petit Parisien,
Ecole Superieure, and Radio -Paris;
with other foreign stations I have
been unable to identify. The only
difficult stations to get are Aberdeen
and Cardiff. A friend, who has also
built up the same set, has tried his
on my aerial, and he tells me that
the results I get are in no way
inferior to his, and he has a par-
ticularly high one, with all joints
soldered, and the whole thing
finished off in a workmanlike
manner, which mine is not.

I have difficulty, however, in
getting stations near 2L0 at times;
and I have been experimenting for
about a month in trying to make
the set more selective. Loosely
coupling the aerial circuit seems
likely to be the best solution, but
have had some gsod results with
the coils described by Mr. Chapman
in a one -valve set in Modern Wire-
less. I have also tried the third
coil just shunted with a .0003 con-
denser and closely coupled to the
aerial coil. This cuts out 2L0 with
ease, but I am not sure that it does
not also affect other stations such
as Bournemouth, which I can easily
get, mixed up with London, at any
time.-Yours faithfully, H. LUFF.

Kingston -on -Thames.

LACONIC

Ska,-Ne. 18, Vol. 3, Wireless
Weekly. Just put circuit to-
gether and have had Aberdeen
and London on loud -speaker.

Consider it a grand circuit.
Best of luck. Newcastle loud on
two valves.-I am, yours faith-
fully,

HY. C. T. IRELAND.
Newcastle.

COMMON NEGATIVE FOR
L.T. AND H.T.

S1R,-The following may be of
some interest as bearing upon a
point you recently raised with re-
gard to whether the H.T. and
low-tension batteries should be
joined in series or connected to a
common negative.

I was recently called upon to
advise upon a three -valve set that
had suddenly burnt out its valves
(.o6 dull emitters). The voltage
of the L.T. battery (dry cells)
was found to be O.K. About
2.9 volts and the high- and low-
tension battery connections had
not inadvertently been wrongly

August 13, 1924

connected. The internal wiring
of the set was O.K. Further in-
quiry, however, elicited the fact
that a telephone circuit had been
run to other rooms with suitable
plugs and an attempt had been
made to use this telephone circuit
simultaneously for aerial and
telephone circuit, the result being
that the high-tension battery cir-
cuit was completed across the
valve filaments and the L.T. bat-
tery, and as the latter consisted
of fairly high -resistance dry cells,
the filament went first.

The two batteries in the case
were coupled in series-i.e., H.T.
negative to L.T. +; if they had
had a common negative this
could not have occurred.

Whilst experiments of the
above type are naturally rare, yet
the fact remains that when the
batteries are in series, if any part
of the circuit connected to the
H.T. + should be accidentally
earthed, the valves will almost
certainly be burnt out.

Congratulating you on your
very excellent paper.-I am,
yours faithfully,

EDGAR R. KELMAN.

If you have the good GOODS, then

WIRELESS WEEKLY
is the GOOD medium through which to SELL THEM

Wireless Weekly reaches both the Trade and the Public

GIVE IT A TRIAL!
Advertisement Managers:

SCHEFF PUBLICITY ORGANISATION, LTD., 125, Pall Mall, London, S.W.t.
'Phone-Regent 2440. Telegrams--" Advertiras, Piccy, London."

11111111.111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111.
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Apparatus
we have 'kited

Conducted by A. D. COWPER, M.Sc., Staff Editor.

A Miciometer Adjustment
Two -Coil Holder

We have received from C.
Bristow a sample of a two -coil
holder which provides a micro-
meter adjustment of the coupling
between the coils, in addition to
the usual coarse adjustment by
the pivoting of one coil.

An ebonite frame 21 in. by .2 in.
is adapted for mounting on
panel or cabinet by four small
screws tapped into the ebonite,
and carries the usual pivoted
coil -plug with its long control
handle. The other coil -plug has
a limited rocking motion, and is
advanced against the tension of
a spiral spring by a finely -

threaded ebonite rod tapped
through the end of the frame,
thus providing a fine adjustment
over a limited range. Connec-
tion is made to each coil -plug by
small screws, which can be con-
sidered as adequate if the instru-
ment is permanently installed in
a receiver.

A special point is made of the
provision of a tension adjustment
regulating the grip of the moving
holder when heavy coils are to
be used ; in practical trial it was
found that the largest sizes could
be handled safely in any position.

In actual reception, the fine
adjustment of reaction coupling
made possible by this micrometer

device was appreciated, and the
instrument was found to work
smoothly. The insulation resist-
ance on test was found excellent.
The general finish and workman-
ship are unusually high for a
moderately -priced article. It can
certainly be recommended for
incorporation in any permanent
receiver of conventional design
using plug-in coils.

" Simplaerial "
WITH reference to our
test report on the " Sim-
plaerial " in Wireless

Weekly of July 9, an interesting
fact has come to light-namely,
that there are two firms trading

Summer Help
Get the most out of your holiday set. We supply
accurate and reliable information on all wireless matters,
and can help you, as we have helped others.
Write us fully, stating exactly how we can be of service,
and you will receive our reply by return of post.
Please enclose P.O. for 2/6 to cover expense.

RADIO INQUIRIES,
Imperial Buildings, Oxford Road, Manchester.

WRITE NOW.

0114. COIL HOLDERS

RADIQ

(without vernier)
2 way - - - 5/6
3 way - - - 7/6

(Postage 3d.)
Matt finish and lacquered brass parts.
Smooth movement with adjustable tension.
On Ebonite base, 6d. and 1/- extra.
With reaction reverse switch, 3/- extra.

//your dealer cannot supply we send post free if you mention
his name and address.

GOSWELL ENGINEERING CO., LTD.
12a, PENTONVILLE ROAD, LONDON, N.1

Liberal Trade Terms. Phone: North 3051

SAVE
and be

SATISFIED
STELLA PHONES

Tested and Guaranteed to give per-
fect reproduction without distor-
tion. Light and comfortable to
wear. Equal to phones costing
much more.
4,000 OHMS Stamped 17/6B.B.C. .. Per Pair

WEMBLEY PHONES

4,000 OHMS, Stamped 14/6B.B.C. .. Per Pair

BIG STELLA LOUD SPEAKER
For every Loud Speaker used in the
home, in public hail or outdoors,
Big Stella gives clearest and most
perfect results at a price which will
prove to you the folly of purchasing
the costly instruments now on the
market.
BIG STELLA

carr. paid 70/..
LITTLE STELLA

A smaller model giving equally
wonderful reception.

carr. paid

As Exhibited at Wembley.
Avenue 11. Bays 8 & 9.

Buy at Wembley, or from any good Wireless
Dealer. Substitutes are inferior-do not
accept. If unobtainable write direct to

STELLA WORKS,
31.37, Wybert St., LONDON, N.W.1.

Telephone : Museum 8390.
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under the name of the Radio
Transformer Co., one only being
a limited company. The makers of
the "Simplaerial " are the Radio
Transformer Company, manufac-
turing radio engineers, Burton
Chambers, Norton Street, Liver-
pool, to whom all letters re this
aerial should be addressed.

The other company is the
Radio Transformer Company,
Ltd., 3, Stanwell Street, Col-
chester, Essex, and is not in any
way connected with the former
company.

" C " Valves
MESSRS. LESLIE

DIXON & CO. have sub-
mitted samples of the well-

known " C " type of valve used
by the R.A.F., of which this firm
hold large stocks, and which they
are now supplying to the public
at an extremely moderate figure.

The " C " valve is of the low -
capacity type, which is normally
mounted on the panel between
four small clips (provided by the
dealers), or it can be used in a
simple adaptor in existing valve -
sockets. The filament is rated at
5 volts and .68 amperes. In one

sample tested the filament was
very bright on five volts, and the
plate current under these condi-
tions prodigious; 4 volts on the
filament seemed quite adequate,
so that the characteristic was de-
termined and the qualities in
actual reception observed at this
voltage. The filament current was
then approximately .8 amperes.

The Characteristics on 6o volts
anode potential, and on coo volts,
show an unusually liberal emis-
sion, and a long straight portion
so desirable for distortionless
amplification. The coo volts curve
was almost entirely to the left of
the zero -grid -potential line, indi-
cating that heavy negative grid -
bias would be needed in L.F.
amplification. This was found to
be the case in practice, as much
as co volts negative grid -bias
being applied with advantage,
with reasonably high H.T. volt-
age. Most excellent L.F. ampli-
fication resulted, Big Ben, e.g.
(which generally blasts when L.F.
amplification is employed) coming
through loudly and clearly on the
loud -speaker in a two -valve set at
short range with no sign of the
effects of the partial rectification

at the top of the characteristic so
commonly observed.

The amplification factor was
found to be around 5 in the
specimen tested, the A.C. impe-
dance at 6o volts plate potential
being i t,000 ohms-fairly low.

As a detector -valve no advan-
tage was observed in using more
than 3o volts H.T., and the fila-
ment could be dimmed appreci-
ably; under these conditions good
rectification and smooth reaction
resulted. In H.F. amplification,
a moderate H.T. value sufficed,
with rather brighter filament ;
and good amplification (in com-
parison with a standard R valve)
was obtained. No sign of soft-
ness was observed on any value of
H.T. applied.

In general, whilst being a little
greedy in the matter of filament
current, these " C " valves are
excellent all-round valves, when
proper values of H.T. and grid
bias, suitable for the particular
working conditions, are applied;
and are rather unique in that they
can be used for an effective stage
of real power amplification as
well, handling a relatively very
large amount of signal -energy.

RADIAX for CHELMSFORD
RECEIVERS
No. 41.

CHALLENGE CRYSTALS
Tunes from 95 to 1760 Metros
without loading, a small switch
giving long and short waves.
You can switch from Chelmsford
to your local station constantly,
without a trace of interference
from either. Enclosed detector
with micrometer adjustment gives
easy and permanent setting. Hand-
somely finished with nickel fit-
tings and dark mahogany case,
with lid, it is a production of the
highest efficiency and outstanding
quality. (Stamped B.B.C.) PRICE 50/- ONLY.

No. 40. SUPER POWER SET.. Similar in style bat tunes up to
500 metres only. (B.B.C. Stamped) .. .. PRICE 42/- ONLY.

RADIAX VALVE SETS. ()ompleted or in parts for constructors,
all cover to 1760 metres and can be loaded for longer waves. They are
full of refinements and are entirely versatile.
If you want a set which will do anything insist on a Radiax. Any good
dealer can supply.

Factory finished Constructors'
and guaranteed. set.

No, 31. 1 -Valve Crystal Reflex
No. 24. The famous long-range two
No. 26. Tho Magnificent three
No. 28. The Versatile tour . 15 0 0

(All plus 12/6 per Valve Marconi Royally.)
Send stamp (sd.) for the full lists of Sets and Units,

including also full accessory I.ist.

RADIAX LTD. 50, RADIO HOUSE,
Percy St., Tottenham Court Rd., London, W.1 RADIAX

SATISFY
Three minutes from Tottenham Court Road or Goodgs
Street Tube Stations. Museum 490.

s. d.
.. eta
.. 6 12 6
.. 10 17 6

s. d.
4 15 0
4 15 0
7 5 0

15 0

Wireless Weekly. Small Advertisements
STUDENTS, successfully completing -our 12 months' course on

Wireless, are definitely guaranteed a position within one month
of completion. Salary £150 to £500 per annum. (No Postal Tuition.)
Prospectus free.-Wireless College, Bournemouth.

HEADPHONE REPAIRS. -Rewound, remagnetised, readjusted.
Lowest prices quoted on receipt of telephones. Delivery three

days. Est. 26 years.-Varley Magnet Co., London, S.E.18.

TELEPHONE RECEIVERS and Loud Speakers Rewound, 2,000
ohms, 3/6.-A. Roberts & Co., 42, Bedford Hill, Balham, S.W.12.

'Rabic) these information Dept.
2/6 QUERY COUPON 2/6 .

W IRELESS WEEKLY. Vol. 4. No. 15. August 13, 1924.
This coupon must be accompanied by a postal order of 2/6 for each

qiestion, and a stamped addressed envelope.)

ORDER FORM.
Complete this form and hand it to your newsagent

without delay.

PLEASE SUPPLY ME WITH WIRELESS WEEKLY
FOR SIX WEEKS COMMENCING WITH THE
ISSUE, Vol. No AND UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE.

Signature
Address

BARCLAY 15
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Information Depaftment

SUPPLIED BY RADIO PRESS

H. G. (CANTERBURY) states that he is
very much troubled by hand capacity effects
in his three -valve set, the set often breaking
into howls when he places his hand near
to certain of the controls.

Hand capacity effects in the sense of alterations of
tuning when the hand is placed near the 'con-
denser dials, can be considerably reduced by con-
necting the fixed plates of the condenser to the
aerial, and the moving plates to earth, especially
if the condenser is one of the type with either a
metal dial or a metal screening plate, which latter,
of course, should be connected to earth. Hand
capacity effects in other parts upon the set, such
as the tuning coils cannot actually be eliminated,
but their inconvenience can be very much reduced
by proper design of the receiver. For example,
the coil holder should be placed at such a distance

SERVICE DEPT., LTD.

from the condenser dials that the hand does not
affect it appreciably in manipulating the con-
densers. In the case of a tuned anode condenser,
of course, the moving plates should be connected
to the high tension positive, to which also any
screening metal plate should be connected.

These devices should be quite sufficient to reduce
hand capacity effects to reasonable proportions,
but such troubles as howling when the hand
approaches the controls should be eliminated by
other methods. This usually means that the set
is being worked much too close to the oscillation
point, and usually that it is actually oscillating all
the time, and that tuning is simply done by setting
the control to the silent point of the carrier wave.
The only remedy here is to weaken the reaction
until self -oscillation just ceases. It will be found
that the signals are then not quite so loud, but are
superior as regards quality.

EBONITE
Sheet rod and tubing in all sizes kept in stock and cut to any
required size while you wait, or sent by post on receipt of cash.

WE CAN TURN ANYTHING IN EBONITE.
BURGE, WARREN & RIDGLEY, LTD.,

9192, GREAT SAFFRON HILL, LONDON, E.C.1. 'Phone: Holborn 53

FINEST WORK & PROMPTITUDE.
INCOMPARABLE
WHI
FILLING.

iktio
MACHINE

'PhoneENG Central 1137.

CLIFFT & COCKLE,
61, Amass Chamber,. St. Nano' Oats,

.........-- " At" MANCHESTER."ATERIM

OABINETS YOU WANT
PICKETT'S Cabinets-they're good value, from 116 each, highly
Polished. Cabinet Works, Albion Rd., Bexley Heath, S.E.
Write for Lists W.L.

EL -BE UTILITIES
The"MIKROTUNE
Makes Tuning Simple & Certain
Reversible Coil -holder. 6Adds 50% value to any set. 2/
Coils under minutest control. A PERFECT VARIOMETER.
Bend we the name of your Dealer and we will arrange a dernonstra:ion for you

LEIGH BROS. ECINETITS7.411A.I;SA:17,7..Vtit

FIXED
for the
FUTURE?

FALLON FIXED CONDENSERS
are made of the highest quality mica and copper foil, each one

tested and guaranteed.
Fitted with soldering tags and nuts for making clean connections.
FIX "FALLON" CONDENSERS-they improve results for all Sets

Capacities up to .001
.0015 and .002f9

- - 1/3 each
2/.

Fallon -Fixed Condeniers are right up to "Fallon " Standard
If your dealer cannot supply you, we will.

MODEL A II. VARIABLE CONDENSERS
Special Feateres.-One Hole Fixing. Tag Connections, Heavy

Aluminium Top and Bottom Plates.
Metal -to -metal adjustable bearings. Stout, well -cut aluminium vanes.
.00r .. Plates 57 .. Price 8/- .0002 Plates r3 .. Price 4/6
.0003 29 6/- Vernier 5 4/-
.0003 x9 5/6 Vernier.. 3 .. 3/6
.00025 . , 5/-
BRITISH. REPOT ATION'.-Y our Condensers are not FALLONS unless

the name FALLON appears on same. Write direct for Trade Terms.

FALLON CONDENSER CO., LTD.
All Correspondence and Post Orders to Registered Of and Works :-

WHITE RIBBON WORKS, BROAD LANE, N.15.
'Phone: Tottenham 0932.

City Depot: 143, Farringdon Road, E.C.I.
Manchester Depot: Scottish Depot:

19, Bridge Street, Deansgate. 120, Wellington Street, Glasgow
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E. H. T. (IPSWICH) states that he is
about to put up a rather small indoor aerial,
which he is going to use with a fairly sen-
sitive multi -valve set, and asks whether
it is worth his while to make the aerial
system directional for any one of the broad-
casting stations.
With small aerials of this type, any directional
effects which may be present are exceedingly
slight, and it is not worth while to consider them.
Incidentally, it is very doubtful whether even
with the standard outside amateur aerial, the
directional effects are at all noticeable, since
directional reception is only effective with aerials
whose length is very much greater than their
height.

Keep the wires of this aerial well away from
walls and ceiling, and take pains with their insula-
tion, and it will be found that equally good results
are obtained from almost any direction.

M. S. R. (WEYBRIDGE) is proposing to
construct a crystal set for reception of both
2L0 and 5XX and submits diagrams and
details of his main tuning unit. This con-
sists of a cardboard tube 4 in. in diameter
and 12 in. long, wound with a single layer
of No. 24 D.C.C. wire, the usual system of
tappings being employed to two separate
switches.
Since the total number of turns will be in the
neighbourhood of 300, and since, when receiving
2L0 only perhaps 4o or so of these will be in use,

it is to be expected that dead-end losses will be
serious. Even if some sort of dead-end switch is
employed to cut unused turns out of circuit, real
efficiency is still not likely to be obtained, since
the mere proximity of the dead turns in many
cases will act harmfully in absorbing energy.

A much better plan is to design a suitable tuner
for 2L0, having only perhaps 75 turns as a maxi-
mum, and to use a double 'pole change -over switch
to bring in the larger coil when 5XX is to be
received. The two coils can then be placed at
some little distance from one another, and
arranged at right angles.

E. A. V. (CAMBRIDGE) asks for an ex-
planation of the rustling noise heard when
tuned to the carrier wave of a broadcasting
station when the latter is not actually trans-
mitting. He points out that this noise is
heard when the microphone switch has
been opened at the transmitting station,
and therefore it can hardly be said that
the noise is being actually transmitted from
the broadcasting station.
A certain proportion of this noise may actually he
clue to irregularities in the carrier wave, but it
seems probable that the greater part of it is due to
the heterodyne action of the wave upon all the
miscellaneous spark and atmospheric waves which
are always being picked up, but under normal
conditions are not noticed. It will be observed
that the same rustling and hissing noise is heard
when the set is made to oscillate.

3
good R.P. Books
you should read
Twelve Tested

Wireless Sets

Series No. 14. By Percy W. Harris.

A first-class Book for the home constructor.
Embraces a wide range of Sets from a Crystal

Receiver costing but half-a-crown to an

STI00, an All -Concert Receiver and an

improved Reinartz. In addition, a new Set
using two stages of high frequency which can

be relied upon to pick up American Broad-
casting with the greatest ease when condi-
tions are favourable. A special chapter is

devoted to wave -traps and devices to enable

interference from the local B.B.C. rib /in,
Station and ships to be eliminated. 4134

Tuning Coils and

How to Wind Them

Series No. 18. By G. P. Kendall, B.Sc.

There is probably no single Component in
any Receiving set able to exert so much
influence as an Inductance Coil. A highly

efficient Coil (or Coils) will often make all

the difference between mediocre results and

really clear and loud reception.

Even if you feel that your present set is
giving tolerably good results, the chances
are that it will be worth your while-pre-
suming that you are using plug-in coils-for

short wavelengths to use a set of home-made

basket coils. Such coils as these have

particularly low self -capacity.

This new Book by C. P. Kendall, B.Sc. (staff

editor), contains concise details for making

every type of Coil used in Wireless to -day.

All necessary data, such as diameter of tubes,

gauge of wire, number of turns, etc., are

given-the results of the author's

own experiments. 1/6
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How to Make a
Unit Receiver

Series No. 7. By E. Redpath.

The idea of expanding Bookcases as applied

to Wireless. The particular Receiver des-
cribed in this Book consists of four Units

. which, when coupled together, will receive

every B.B.C. Station and will work a Loud
Speaker from the nearest one. Yet the
first Unit by itself will enable Broadcasting

to be enjoyed if you are within 20-30 miles

from a B.B.C. Station. The other Units
can be added at your leisure. This econo-

mical system will commend itself i/6to the man of moderate means. LIP

Obtainable from all Booksellers. or post

free 2d. extra direct from Publishers.

RADIO PRESS Ltd.
Devereuz Court, Strand, W.C.2.

G.A 891.
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" Lost Opportunities "

®N

several previous occasions we have
commented on the extraordinary lack of
enterprise shown by wireless manufac-

turers generally, in catering for the require-
ments of the amateur constructor class. In
some quarters our remarks have had effect,
but in others, regrettably, there is still the
same lack of vision. This is all the more
astonishing when it is considered that wire-
less is a new industry.

No section of the buying public is keener
in its appreciation of a new idea than the
home constructor, yet there are still a number
of pressing needs unfulfilled. Take, for ex-
ample, the question of valve rheostats for
bright and dull emitters. These can be
divided into two main classes of the " carbon
compression " type and " wire." Whatever
the merits of the former, there are a large
number 'of users who prefer the wire type of
rheostat, yet we have only one or two makes
which can be used successfully for either
bright or dull emitters. The great majority of
rheostats are made for bright emitters alone,
so that if the user of this type of resistance
desires to make a change to a dull emitter
valve he must take out one resistance and sub-
stitute another. The position is not met by
the provision of an extra series resistance,.
for if this is added there will not be sufficient
variation of total resistance to give adequate
adjustment.

Again, take the subject of variable con-
densers. The ordinary variable condensers,
when placed across an inductance coil and
used for tuning to various wavelengths, will,

within the range of the coil, give a thoroughly
bad distributipn of wavelength for tuning
purposes. The bottom end of the scale will
be congested, and the upper limit widely
spaced. Seeing that it is nearly always desir-
able to use as small a capacity as possible in
shunt with an inductance coil, the great bulk
of our work is done on the lower ranges.
With the square law type, wavelengths _are
distributed far more equally on the scale, and
if the condenser is used to tune a secondary
circuit, an anode coil or. a transformer, the
wavelength scale plotted against the con-
denser degrees can be drawn as a straight line.
When an aerial is attached the line is not
quite straight, but far straighter than is ob-
tainable with the ordinary type of condenser.
For wavemeters, of course, square law conden-
sers are ideal, enabling the home constructor
to calibrate his instrument with the greatest
ease. A further advantage of this type of
condenser is that generally the minimum is
lower than with the ordinary type, owing to
the form of construction. Users of square law
condensers never revert to the old type, yet
the great majority of firms making variable
condensers still adhere to the old-fashioned
kind.

Again, where is the filament resistance
which incorporates an on and off switch. In
a critically adjusted set it is most inconvenient
to have to upset the filament adjustment when
we turn off the current. A simple on and off
switch could be incorporated in the average
filament resistance with very little additional
expense.

OUR NEXT ISSUE.
Two special articles of particular interest to the home -constructor will appear

August 27th.

A REMARKABLE NEW BUZZERLESS WAVEMETER.
A SIMPLE RECEIVER FOR USE WITH INDOOR AERIALS.

in our issue of
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KDKA's Powerful Short Wave
Station

The Station with a Vertical Aerial of Copper Tubing
Very little has been told of the wonderful work that the Westinghouse engineers have accom-
plished in short wave transmission. Something of the work that they have done manifests

itself between the lines of this most interesting description.

THOROUGHLY aware
that short-wave or high -
frequency wave broad-

casting will bring forth the
greatest future development in
radio broadcasting, the Westing-
house Electric and Manufacturing
Co. has completed and has been
operating for some time past a
new specially designed radio ex-
perimental station, erected at a
cost of several thousand pounds.

The new station is a one-story
concrete and brick structure,
situated on the Greensburg Pike,
about a mile east of the Westing-
house Company's East Pitts-
burg works. The site chosen is

11

within a few yards of being the
highest spot in Allegheny county,
and is one of the level spots avail-
able in the hilly locality.

The New Site
The new site of the short-wave

station of KDKA is in direct con-
trast to its former position where,
despite some known drawbacks,
transmitting with Hastings,
Neb., and England was carried
on nightly. When first installed,
the short-wave transmitter vas
situated on the top of a nine -story
building directly in the heart of
the East Pittsburgh Works.
Steel buildings known to have a
decided absorbing effect on radio

-711/18...

waves, completely surrounded the
set and, in addition, it was situ-
ated in a valley with hills on three
sides. As a matter of fact, the
main transmitter of KDKA is still
irr the same place, and it is a
matter of radio history that all of
KDKA's transmitting achieve-
ments have been accomplished
from this set. However, there is
a probability that the 326 metre
transmitter will also be moved to
this district.

The new radio experimental
building has been so designed that
all apparatus contained within it
is located symmetrically with
respect to all other apparatus.

The mobile station seen on the road on the occasion of the Field Day held recently by the Golders Green,
Hendon, Hounslow, Hampstead and St. Pancras Radio Societies. Further particulars are given on page 516.
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The basement is divided into
several rooms. The main base-
ment chamber contains the high -
power transformer plant, motor
generator sets, filters, chokes and
other apparatus. One of the
rooms contains a transformer
station of the Duquesne Light
Co. The remainder of the base-
ment is occupied by the battery
room, furnace room and storage
space. Power is brought into the
basement through underground
ducts from two separate sources,
both of which are 4,000 volts,
three phase, 6o cycles. This cur-
rent supply may be stepped up or
down as required. The available
power supply is in the neighbour-
hood of 250 kilowatts, which can
be increased, however, should it
be necessary.

With this basement arrange-
ment all bulky apparatus is kept
out of the transmitting room and
is never in sight.

Main Apparatus Room
The main apparatus room on

the first floor of the building in
which are the oscillator, modula-
tor and rectifier panels, is large
and spacious, and having win-
dows on all four sides is well
lighted by day.

The rectifier which furnishes
high voltage to the plates of the
water cooled valves is mounted in
a specially designed frame so that
every part of the apparatus is
accessible. Repla-Cement and ob-
servations can be conviliently
made,__beeanse -every part of the
'.mif is in full view of the observer.
The rectifier has a capacity which
can be pushed to 15o kilowatts,
if it is necessary, and is the result
of the several years' experiment-
ing and pioneering of the West-
inghouse company in short-wave
broadcasting. The rectifier is of
the three-phase type, having a
valve on each side of the line of
six water-cooled rectifier valves.
In front of each valve is a helix
of rubber tubing to permit the use
of city water to cool the valves.
On the front of the panel is a row
of knife switches used to regulate
the voltage of the transformers,
thus governing the output of the
rectifier.

' Oscillator Panel
The oscillator panel is of the

same general construction as the
rectifier panel and makes use of
Westinghouse high -power, water-
cooled, copper -anode transmitting

valves. They are not ordinarily
worked at maximum capacity, but
are usually paralleled. ThuS each
valve is subjected to about half of
its rated capacity and an unusu-
ally long life results. Another
reason for paralleling valves is
that operating on the high -fre-
quency waves causes unusual
stresses and strain to develop, not
encountered in the ordinary
broadcasting wavelengths, and
some safety factor is desirable.
Immediately behind the valves is
the tuning inductance. In the
front of the panel are the various
indicating meters. As in the case
of the rectifier, every part of the
oscillator panel can be observed
and replacements made without
difficulty. The modulator panel,
using the same general type of
valve, has a switching arrange-
ment whereby the number of
valves and the amount of power
used can be regulated. Indicat-
ing meters are mounted on the
front of the panel, and there is
also a modulation meter which
shows :how strongly the energy
generated by the oscillator is
being modulated.

Control Room
Adjoining the main room and

extending a few feet into it is the
control room. The front and ex-
tended sides of the room have
glass windows so that every part
of the apparatus room may hf!
constantLy- sttn- by the operator.

is room is equipped with
amplifying apparatus consisting
of two units, one using five -watt
valves, and the other using 50 -
watt valves. The start and stop
control switches, line terminals,
amplifying connections, etc., are
all located in this room. Thus
the engineer at his desk can con-
trol everything in the station.
He also can listen in and hear the
signals, thus judging them for
quality.

Other rooms on the floor in-
clude the main office, sleeping
room and shop.

One of the most distinctive
features of the station is the ex-
tremely unique short-wave aerial,
a special type perfected by Frank
Conrad, assistant chief engineer
of the Westinghouse company,
who made most of the present
records possible through a
short wave development. The
aerial is a copper tube erected
vertically with respect to the
ground and supported from a

pole about 5o feet high. The
aerial, which is quite. rigid, has a
ball on its one end, to prevent its
swaying. Extremely fine results
have been obtained from this per-
pendicular type of aerial. Though
only one is now installed, there
will be several erected at various
points about the station to take
advantage of the directional
effects possible through the dif-
ferent locations.

Daylight Transmissions
Wonderful results have been

obtained from broadcasting from
the new site of the short-wave
station. As an example, it is only
necessary to state that daylight
transmitting was successfully car-
ried on between this station and
station KFKX at Hastings,
Nebraska, in order to repeat from
Hastings, the Republican Con-
vention proceedings at Cleveland
and the Democratic Convention
proceedings at New York. Such
a feat of daylight broadcasting
would net have been believed pos-
sible on any wavelength by radio
experts a year ago. It is quite
safe to say that there is no other
station in the world now capable
of doing such work.

The Radio Society of
Great Britain Trans- -
OcP-Luzi' rtaciio Tests

THE Radio Society of Great
Britain, and its Transmitter
and Relay Section, are

again organising trans -Oceanic
tests this year, and the following
particulars are announced for the
information of members :-

A Sub -Committee, consisting
of Mr. Gerald Marcuse (Chair-
man), Mr. W. K. Alford, Mr.
Maurice Child, Mr. P. R.
Coursey, B.Sc., and Mr. J. A.
Partridge, has been set up, and
is now busy with the task of
making the necessary arrange-
ments for putting the tests into
successful operation.

An essential condition for par-
ticipating in the tests is the
possession of a Heterodyne
wavemeter which will cover a
wave range of at least 8o to 18o
metres. These wavemeters must
be sent, or brought, to the
offices of the Radio Society of
Great Britain, 53, Victoria

(Concluded on page 507)
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JOTTINGS
BY

THE WAY

Holiday Time
At this season of the year most

people are taking a rest which
they flatter themselves is well
earned. You, no doubt, are lying
upon your back on the beach
allowing the sun to bake you
brown, or perhaps you are letting
your offspring bury you beneath

mound of sand. At all events,
you have nothing to do but enjoy
yourself, whilst I must needs stay
here and work. This, I think, is
most unfair, especially as I have a
constitutional dislike of work of
every kind. But it occurred to
me that it would not be at all a
bad idea if I got some of my
friends to help me out and to do
some of the toil for me. I there-
fore raised the point with Pro-
fessor Goop, who promised at
once to write the whole of
" jottings by the Way " to re-
lieve me from the necessity of
plying the pen this week. This
morning the Professor arrived
with his contribution, with which
he seemed very pleased. That it
consisted of only one paragraph
did not appear to worry him very
much, for he assured me that I
could have the remainder in a
fortnight at the latest. His face
fell when I told him that this
would be thirteen days too late
for this evening's post. However,
he has now gone back to do next
week's for me, and I am using
his one paragraph with the
utmost gratitude.

Professor Goop Calling
Here is what the Professor has

for you. " As the result of no
inconsiderable process of cerebra-
tion I find myself forced to the
conviction that the weekly para-
graphic farago which my asso-
ciate, who is pleased to style him-
self Wireless Wayfarer,' indites
for the mental relaxation of
earnest students of the science of
radio telegraphy and radio tele-

phony is such as can be produced
with facility by any member of
what I may call, for lack of a
better term, the literate or en-
lightened section of the commun-
ity. All that is required, so far
as I discern after my preliminary
inquiry into the subject, is a
certain degree of verbal fluency
combined with a flavouring of
Attic salt and the avoidance, so
far as is humanly possible, of all
sesquipedalian terminology. Since

Wayfarer,' during the hot
weather, is constitutionally in-
clined to inertia he has ap-
proached me with a request that
i should fill his place for the time
being and should essay to divert
you by writing a few pages in
lighter vein for your delectation.
I propose, therefore, to entertain
you in his stead.

A Story
" A delightful little story that

occurs to my mind, and which it
is my intention to transfer
currente calamo to paper for you
to enjoy to the full, is one which
concerns my esteemed friend the
late Professor Lumpit, who
prided himself. upon his intimate
acquaintance with the theory and
practice of logarithms. Upon one
occasion, whilst he was instruct-
ing a class, the Professor was
asked by a student to elucidate
fully the process whereby, with
the aid of logarithmic methods,
the product of 3 and 5 was arrived
at. Lumpit, a noble soul, though
given at times to absentminded-
ness, seized the chalk and pro-
ceeded in his stately way to the
blackboard. At the end of half an
hour he proved conclusively to his
delighted class that the product
must be 1.5. You perceive at once
the rich humour of the situation ;
you visualise the exuberant de-
monstrations of youth; your
mental ear records the outburst
of cachinnations which followed

this declaration. You picture
the discomfit of the unfortunate
Lumpit. This, I think, is a story
which will evoke side splitting
laughter and cause our friend

Wayfarer ' to look to his
laurels."

Sold Again
M'yes. Quite so; quite so.

No; after reading this over I fear
that Professor Goop has hardly
found his true métier when he
attempts to write brightly. On
second thoughts I have decided
that I will not ask him to do next
week's instalment and have sent
him a postcard to say that his
splendid paragraph has had such
a bracing effect upon me that I
now find myself positively burning
for work. It is a little hard, I feel,
that one's friends cannot do better
than this. Perhaps Poddleby
would rise to the occasion if I put
it to him. I would like to ap-
proach General Blood Thunderby,
but I am afraid that his profes-
sional training has not made for
literary fluency, and I am sure
that he would automatically write
" Passed to you, please," on my
letter and send it on to somebody
else, these being the only four
words that his pen has ever traced
during his many years of distin-
guished service.

Once More
Hundreds of readers have sent

letters testifying to the wonder-
ful results obtained with the
Goop-Wayfarer No. 761 circuit.
I regret to tell you that such is
the jealousy of the other mem-
bers of the staff that they have
used up all available space for
letters praising sets that they
have designed, and have crowded
out every one in which due credit
is given to the modest inventors
of the finest circuit ever seen.
Many letters have contained a
request that the Professor and I
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should publish a description of
how to add a note magnifying
valve to the existing circuit. This
we have the greatest possible
pleasure in doing. In the first
place, we must discuss the ques-
tion of components. Reference
to the circuit diagram given will
show that you require another . . .

This should be of the three -
electrode type with grid, filament
and plate. Be very careful to see
that the glass is not cracked, for
otherwise some of the vacuum
may leak out and make a mess
on the carpet. You have, no
doubt, realised before now how
appropriate wireless names are.
The grid, for example, is so
called because it is exactly unlike
a grid iron, and the term plate is
equally fortunate. Can you
imagine any cook grilling a steak
in a spiral of wire and serving
it up on a cylindrical plate?

Home-made Valves
Valves can be made at home by

any who will take the necessary
trouble, and if they are con-
structed in this way their cost
will not be more than two or
three times that of buying them.
Obtain first 'of all a common
electric light bulb. Then fuse
into the glass near the top a
spiral of fine wire. It is as well,
by the way, to purchase at least
a dozen bulbs, for a little practice
is necessary before fusing can be
done with success. Having got
your grid into place, cover with
a layer of melted glass, and then
purchase an electro-plating outfit
and a book of instructions. With,
the help of these you will have
no difficulty in depositing a
metallic layer on the top of the
bulb which will form your plate.
When the home-made valve is
finished you will probably be able
to swop it for another one with
somebody else.

And the Next
Next we require a

which can be made at home by
anyone who does not mind put-

ting about a million turns of wire
on to an iron core. I have never
myself made a hobby of doing
this kind of thing, but I believe
that there are people who like it..

Methods of Acquisition
One of the most interesting ways

of acquiring a transformer is to
go to some rather shoddy wire-
less shop and to play the idiot
boy. You can open the ball by
saying, " I want one of those
little things that you use in wire-
less sets. I have forgotten its
name, but it has four brass knob
things and it goes between two
valves." On hearing this the
salesman's face will light up, and
you may see his lips frame a
silent thanksgiving for the
arrival of such a priceless sheep
for the shearing as yourself.

The Apple Once More
Many transformers are de-

signed upon the lines of the
schoolboy's apple, the guiding
principle being that the core
should be as small as possible.
Your salesman will produce a
wonderful array of these little
horrors, each one of which he
will guarantee to be the very
finest thing on the market.
Presently he will show you one
mare loathsome in appearance
than all the rest, which he will
say he can let you have as a very
special favour; He ought not

0
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really to sell it, for the makers
have not yet released it. Still,
he feels that an expert like your-
self must have the best, and
therefore it shall be yours if you
say the word. Lead him on, and
let him do quite a lot of talking
whilst you listen with round eyes
and half - open mouth. Then
start in yourself and speak
rapidly about the insulation
resistance in megohms, about
hysteresis losses in badly -
designed cores, and about the
distributed capacity of the wind-
ings ; pull out a pencil and make
horrible calculations, explaining
them to him as you go. When
you have quite finished with him
you can purchase a good trans-
former of a well-known make,
and leave him a perspiring
wreck. This kind of thing is
exceedingly good for the would-
be flat -catcher.

Look out for This
We have now seen exactly

how to acquire the valve and the
transformer. Next I will show
you how to deal with the

and the other necessary com-
ponents.

WIRELESS WAYFARER.

0

A NEW B.B.C. DIRECTOR OF EDUCATION

Our photograph shows Mr. J. C.
Stobart, the new Director of
Education of the B.B.C., who
has practically settled all his
plans for next winter. There
will, we understand, be the usual
school transmissions, and an
important development will be
the inauguration of a series of
simple and practical agricultural
talks, for which the co-operation
of the Ministry of Agriculture
has been obtained.
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Valve Notes
By

JOHN SCOTT.TAGGART,
F.Inst.P., A.M.t.E.E.

Modifying the ST100 Circuit
EXPERIMENTERS who

find that they do not get
sufficient selectivity with

the STioo circuit may care to
try out the circuit modification
given in Fig. I,

In the first place it would be
as well to point out that it is not
possible to say offhand why, in
some cases, selectivity with the
STioo is not up to standard. I
have known cases where a proper
degree of reaction was not ob-
tained. This fault may be due to
the condenser C2 shunted across
the secondary T2 .of the step-up
transformer Ti T2. The capa-
city of C2 should be about .00r
,uF ; if less than this the choking
effect of the secondary T2 may
prevent the first valve from pro-
ducing an adequate amount of re-
action to increase the selectivity
a the grid and anode circuits.
Some constructors persist in buy-
ing cheap fixed condensers which
may look all right from the out-
side, but are of very inferior
construction internally, and in
some cases entirely devoid of
metal plates. It almost seems
inconceivable, but in a number of
cases which I have personally
seen the condenser C2 consisted
of little else but a couple of ter-
minals mounted on moulded insu-
lating material. In other cases
the value has been entirely
different from that stamped on
the condenser; frequently per-
haps only a couple of plates
separated by mica, or an inferior
substitute, have justified the
name " condenser " being given
to the component, but the capa-
city value has been entirely in-
adequate and incorrect.
Variable Stabilising Resistance

Another point to look out for
is the ioo,000 ohm resistance
connected across the grid circuit.

A fixed resistance of ioo,000
ohms manufactured by a really
responsible firm and g,ruaraitreed
is safe enough, but, on the other
hand, there are certain advan-
tages in having this resistance
variable, but there is no really
positive variable ioo,000 ohm
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number of cases where an im-
proper value of resistance is
being used by an experimenter
without knowing it.

A stabilising resistance of too
low a value will not only give
weaker signals, but will also
prevent a full reaction effect

'00000000'
T4

R2

41

C4

Mal

T

Fig. 1.-The ST100 circuit, showing the variable resistance R3 and
arrangement of anode coil for obtaining selectivity.

resistance on the market; the
usual resistance consists of
carbon pellets which are pressed
together under variable pressure
by turning a knob. After a time,
even in the case of the best
makes, packing occurs, the pel-
lets sticking together and the
resistance remaining more or less
stationary at some value well
below loo,000, ohms. When this
happens the experimenter can
either take the resistance to
pieces himself and  separate the
pellets with a penknife, or send
the resistance back to the makers
for replacement.

There are certainly a large

being obtained, and consequently
there will be a loss of selectivity.

The selectivity is usually
noticed on the tuned anode cir-
cuit, and this is largely due to the
damping effect of the crystal de-
tector. To reduce this the crystal
may he connected across only a
portion of the tuned anode circuit,
and the accompanying figure
shows such an arrangement. The
anode coil is now split into two,
and two separate plug-in coils
may be used. One of these coils,
L2, is used for obtaining a re-
action effect", while L3, the other
coil, the crystal detector and the
primary Ti are connected.
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Fig. 1.-Circuit arrangement used
to supply the filament current from
the A.C. mains. The step-down
transformer and potentiometer make
this possible.

THE use of rectified A.C. for
supplying plate potentials
is by no means new.

Amateurs, as well as many
American broadcast stations,
have used rectified A.C. to supply
plate voltage for transmitting
sets for some time. The applica-
tion to receiving sets seems to
have been delayed somewhat.
This may be in part due to a lack
of popular literature on the sub-
ject. This article has been pre-
pared with the idea of filling such
a need.

The following description
should prove of special interest
to users of dull emitter valves,
who are wondering how to get
more volume without distortion,
due to overloading. Most users
of dry cell valves have learned
by this time that their valves will
not handle the same output as
the larger valves. With the use
of A.C., the broadcast listener
using dry cells can add power
amplification. Before describing
how to obtain rectified A.C. for
the plate supply we shall point
out briefly how to operate an
amplifier filament on A.C.

Procure a good bell ringing
transformer and a 200 - ohm
potentiometer. If a B4 valve is
to be used, almost any bell ring-
ing transformer rated from six
to eight volts will carry the load
nicely. A resistance with a mid -
tap may, of course, be used in
place of the potentiometer.

Since the voltage drop in the
rheostat cannot be used for fur-
nishing a negative grid biasing
potential, it will be necessary to
use a good battery of about 41 to
6 volts. This assumes that the
plate voltage is between go and
13o.

A.C. Mains applied to
Receiving Sets

By FLORIAN J. FOX.

The Circuit
Fig. 1 shows how the circuit

of an amplifier must be modified
when lighting the valve with
alternating current. The changes
are extremely simple.

It might be added at this point
that it is not advisable to operate
a detector valve on alternating
current. It will be too noisy.
Keep the stepdown transformer
as far away from the set as
practicable. Leads going to the
filament of the amplifier should
be twisted to minimise electro-
magnetic induction. If some care
is used, even two stages of audio
frequency amplification may be
operated satisfactorily in this
manner.

Bfu Rise/NO
TRANSFORMER

NO YorTA5

Fig. 2.-The circuit employed to
supply current for the filaments of
the valves in a push-pull amplifier
from an 110 v. A.C. main.

Fig. 2 shows how " push-
pull amplifiers may be adapted
to operate on alternating current.

We shall now show how A.C.
may be used for furnishing plate
voltage for the amplifiers.

The following equipment will
be required :-

One rectifier valve.
Four 2-mfd. condensers.
One bell ringing transformer

(8 V.).
One valve socket.
One choke coil (ro-x5 henries).

Suitable mounting material,
wire, terminals, etc.

The rectifier valve may be any
six -volt amplifying valve for this
purpose. Valves having a rela-
tively low plate filament imped-
ance are desired because the
internal voltage drop will be less,
thus leaving more voltage avail-
able for the amplifiers. When
using amplifier valves as recti-
fiers connect the grid and plate
terminals of the valve together.

Having decided upon the type
of valve to use, choose a bell
ringing transformer which will
light the valve to somewhere near
its proper brilliancy without
overheating. Care should be
used in selecting this piece of
apparatus because the voltage
regulation is generally poor. A
transformer which may deliver
eight volts on open circuit may
only deliver three or four volts
under a one -ampere load.

Cheap Condensers Available
The 2-mfd. condensers are of

the paper type. Do not buy C.W.
filter condensers rated at high
voltages. Such condensers are
quite expensive and are much
better than those required for
this purpose. There is no need
to buy condensers rated to with-
stand more than 50o volts.

The choke coil is part of the
low pass filter circuit. It was
found that the primary winding
of a bell -ringing transformer has
close to ro henries inductance
and, therefore, serves the pur-
pose very well indeed. One of
the smaller types may be pur-
chased for this purpose. The
windings of a discarded amplify-
ing transformer may also be
used. In most cases the primary
winding will have sufficient in-
ductance. The secondary wind-
ing will generally have too much
resistance, thus cutting down the
available voltage materially.

It will be noticed that the
voltage is taken directly from the
line, no step-up transformer
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filament voltage for the valves in a receiving set. There are,
however, limitations, but Mr. Fox has well covered the
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subject in this article. V4 T2rE+43 8 v

being used. The writer does not
wish to create the impression
that such a transformer is not
desirable. It was omitted for
the sake of economy. The circuit
shown delivers about too volts
to one or two valves, and this
is usually sufficient for most
purposes.

High Voltages

If more than go to too volts
are desired, a step-up trans-
former must be used. Either
buy or make one that has a ratio
of i to 2. If a small core is used,
the primary should contain about
i,000 turns of No. 30 S.C.C.
wire, while the secondary should
be wound with No. 32 or 34
S.C.C. wire (2,000 turns). It is
desirable to take out several taps
on the secondary winding so
voltages of from too to 175 may
be obtained. Due to resistance
losses, the voltage of the rectifier
will be about 175 instead of zoo
when using the step-up trans-
former described. Fig. 4 shows
how a step-up transformer is con-
nected or added to the rectifier
circuit.

CM/NE Hy3

Fig. 3. -Method of obtaining
rectified A.C. directly from the
mains for amplifier plate voltage.

The details of mounting the
rectifier will be left to the builder.
The writer mounted his first
model on a board 8 x 6 x i in.
Since then another arrangement
has been used. The equipment
was mounted on a 9 x 9 -in.
ebonite panel fitted with a sub-

base. The panel and base fit into
a mahogany cabinet which
matches the receiving set. The
filament heating transformer,
which lights the power stage of
the receiving set, was also placed
in this cabinet. All connections
were brought to terminals inside
the cabinet through holes drilled
in the back.

STEP NA TRANS

BELL RINS/N6

rROIrE TRANSFORMER

Fig. 4. Method of obtaining
rectified A.C. when using a step-up
transformer.

A Caution
It is very important to note

that when no step-up transformer
is used, the earthed side of the
A.C. supply leads must be found
and connected exactly as shown
in Fig. 3. The earthed side of
the A.C. supply can be found by
connecting one end of the fila-
ment of a i to -volt lamp to some
other earth, such as your receiv-
ing set earth, and connecting the
other end of the filament in turn
to each of the two power leads.
One lead will light the lamp and
the other will not. The lead that
does not light the lamp is
earthed. This wire should be
marked in some way. If a plug
is used for connecting to the
lighting circuit it should be a
" polarity " plug, so that it can
never be reversed if it is taken
out and plugged in at some other
time. " Polarity " plugs are
those on which the contacts are
placed at right angles to each
other. The two parts will only
fit one When a step-up

Fig. 5.-Potentiometer for obtain-
ing several values of plate voltage
simultaneously. CI and C2 are bye -
pass condensers.

transformer is used, these pre-
cautions are not necessary be-
cause the transformer insulates
the tio-volt circuit from the rest
of the set.

The voltage produced by this
rectifier is quite smooth and can
be used on several stages of
either radio or audio frequency
or both. This presupposes that
the valves used will stand the
voltage delivered by the rectifier.
It is, of course, possible to obtain
several plate voltages simultane-
ously by means of a potentio-
meter. Such a potentiometer
may be made up of several re-
sistances. (See Fig. 5.) How-
ever, for the sake of simplicity,
the writer recommends the use
of 45 volts supplied by the H.T.
battery for the detector and
amplifier (dry cell valves) and the
use of the rectified A.C. for the
plate of the power stage, or
stages.

The Radio Society of Great
Britain Trans -Oceanic Radio

Tests.
Concluded from page jar.

Street, S.W.', for check calibra-
tion (which will be carried out
gratis), not later than October
15, 1924. All wavemeters so
sent or brought must be complete
with coils, if loose, and the
valve, or valves, with which the
wavemeter will be used. The,
working values of L.T. and H.T.
must also be stated.

All members of the Radio
Society of Great Britain and the
Transmitter and Relay Section,
who are desirous of participat-
ing, and who can comply with
the above conditions, are invited
to communicate with the Hon.
Secretary, the Radio Society of
Great Britain, 53, Victoria
Street, London, S.W.i, as early
as possible, but in any case not
later than September i5, 1924.
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An Emergency Valve -Holder

THE writer was once called
upon to devise a simple
valve -holder for temporary

use, no valve sockets or ebonite
holder being available. It was
accomplished in the following
extremely simple manner.

A small wooden box about
2 in. x 3 in. without lid (or card-
board might serve if of the stiff
brown glazed variety) is obtained,
four terminals with nuts and
washers, short length of suitably
sized insulating rubber tubing
and the necessary connecting
wire ; bell wire will do very well.

Lay box bottom upwards on
table, and place valve approxi-
mately in centre, mark off centres
for the four legs, and drill holes
to suit. These holes must be of
sufficient diameter to admit the
legs after they have been encased
with the tubing, the object, of
course, being both for insulating
purposes, and also to secure con-
necting wires. Before slipping
on tubing the end of connecting
wire must be inserted in the split
shank of valve pin, opening
slightly with thin knife blade if

DETA/L a
f/A7m5 /ORES

TERM/NAL

YAIVE(2ZEGS NOT .S1/OWN)

The method of mounting the valve
may be seen above.

(TUBE
/N

Pas/ram

necessary, and the free end must
be wrapped,around pin for a few
turns as tightly as possible, but
great care must be taken not to
injure the fine wires soldered to
pin and leading fo filament, etc.
Gently pull out wire straight,
leaving 3 in. or so for connecting
up, and thread tubing over the
connecting wire and well down
upon the leg; flush with insulat-
ing base of valve if possible.
The tubing must not be too tight
a fit, or forcing and consequent
injury to valve may result.. This
tubing will make all tight.

Repeat this procedure for remain-
ing three legs.

Having attached the four wires
as just described, thread them
through holes drilled in box top.
The valve should be a nice fit in
holes, no undue pressure must be
used. The four terminals may
now be inserted in box, one in
centre of each side, as shown in
sketch. Make the connections
to respective terminals and the
holder is complete. It might be
mentioned that this simple
expedient gave very good results
in the case of adding an H.F.
one -valve amplifier to an existing
crystal set.

The writer used no insulating
tubing, but doubtless better re-
sults would be obtained by its
use, and if desired, the terminals
could also be bushed, but as this
arrangement is only intended, as
previously stated, to be of a tem-
porary nature, the terminals can
be left unbushed.

T. M. E.

A New Lease of Life
for Valves

NOT long ago, if we were
unlucky enough to burn out
the filament of a valve, we

regarded its career as finished,
and consigned it forthwith to the
dustbin. Then some genius
devised a method whereby fresh
filaments could be inserted. When
it first came the process was not
particularly satisfactory, for .two
reasons. In the first place, the
new filament frequently consumed
so much current that the repaired
valve was very costly to use upon
the set and was certainly not
worth its keep. Secondly, re-
pairers in those days had not at
their disposal proper means of
exhausting the bulbs. Repaired
valves were sent back after re-
ceiving what is known as a

lamp exhaust," that is to say,
they were pumped in the same
way as the bulbs of incandescent
lamps; a process which leaves a
considerable amount of air
behind. Such valves might work
well for a short time, but they

August 20, 1924

very soon began to misbehave.
Valve repairing has now been
brought to a fine art, and the
writer has recently had the oppor-
tunity of seeing what the repairer
of to -day can do. Two burnt -out
valves sent up for treatment were
returned in a few days, and it .

was found in both cases that the
valve was very nearly as good
as new. Its appetite for current
had not increased, and it worked
extremely well. Experimenters -
who have large batches of
burnt - out valves in their
scrap boxes might do well
to have some of their old
favourites repaired. So skilled
are those who preside over the
valve hospitals nowadays, that
even if the bulb is broken as well
as the filament, the case is not
hopeless-it can be rebulbed as
well as refilamented.

A Neat Form of Lead-
in Insulator

THE drawings indicate the
construction of a simple
and reliable lead-in insula-

tor. Two pieces of fin. or i-in.
ebonite are cut I-1, in. wide, and
of sufficient length to be clear of
the window frame when in
position.

It will be seen that the piece
of ebonite A has a saw cut run-
ning through the centre of suffi-

Illustrating the details of the
lead-in.

cient width and depth to hold
the bare lead-in wire tightly.
The piece of ebonite B is then
clamped down with four brass
nuts and bolts, as shown. These
nuts and bolts may be counter-
sunk with advantage if desired.
The insulator is then complete,
and may be screwed to the wood-
work of the window in any con-
venient position. F .D. C.
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Some Further Ideas for Inventors
By OSWALD J. RANKIN

In which the author gives some further suggestions to
would-be inventors.

Aerials

IAM one of those semi -fantasti-
cal individuals who believe
that the ordinary outdoor

aerial will be rendered obsolete
just as soon as someone tackles
and masters the problem of all-
round reception on directional
indoor aerials. I do not con-
sider frame aerials because, in my
opinion, these do not present one-
half the amount of scope and
possibilities of the simple indoor
aerial used in conjunction with
the usual and natural earthing
arrangements ; relatively they are
inefficient, in fact the only real
admirable feature about them is
their directional properties, and
when we consider that the same
effects can he embodied in a much
more simple and efficient arrange-
ment, it is really surprising- to
find that inventors have almost

' entirely overlooked the matter.
An indoor aerial can, of course,

be designed in many different
ways, and can be easily made
variably directional. Think of the
enormous amount of scope in this
direction. There is, indeed,
practically no limit to their
designs and mechanical features,
the design of fittings, and of suit-
able circuits and receivers. Insu-
lators and wire coverings could be
coloured to either match or con-
trast artistically with any existing
decorating effect, and this field
alone opens up many oppor-
tunities for the enterprising
section of manufacturers.

We are told that the man who
first really noticed a kettle of boil-
ing water invented the steam
engine, yet when we are told
(please note the difference be-
tween noticing and being told)
that good results are often
obtained by connecting wireless
receiving sets to a spring
mattress, or to a piece of wire
netting placed under the drawing -
room carpet, nobody seems to
notice or even dream of the possi-
bilities thus presented. The
observant and imaginative person
to -day has opportunities which

U

might be profitably pursued-
better opportunities and chances
than inventors have ever had, for
before Stephenson could build his
steam engine he was faced with
the problem of obtaining the
necessary parts and materials-of
introducing and founding the
engineering profession, in fact ;
whereas to -day it is only neces-
sary for the wireless inventor to
slip round the corner to the
nearest store (which is not far
away) and buy almost anything
he requires.

Coils

The home-made basket coil is
often more efficient than some of
the commercial articles, for the
simple reason that in certain cases
it becomes necessary to heavily
" dope " the latter with a shellac
binder in order to protect it
during its voyage through the
usual trade channels, whereas no
shellac need be applied to the
home-made coil providing it is
properly constructed and care-
fully handled. On the other hand,
if the manufacturer, in making a

EDUCATIONAL

conscientious effort to retain their
low capacity properties, made
them as fragile as the average
home-made coil, and sent them
out so that the windings would
work loose every time they were
handled by factors and shop-
keepers, plug-in coils would soon
lose their popularity. What is
wanted, then, is some kind of
binding arrangement which effec-
tively protects the coil mechani-
cally, and which in no way tends
to increase its capacity.

Plugs and Clips
Some simple plug or clip -con-

necting system would be appre-
ciated by all experimenters, for I
very much doubt if this class of
enthusiast ever builds up a re-
ceiving set intending it to remain
untampered with for any length
of time, and it is neither pleasant
nor convenient to be perpetually
soldering, or adjusting terminal
nuts. What is wanted here is a
simple metal stamping in the form
of a spring socket, or sockets,
which could be easily and perma-
nently attached to a terminal so
that the connecting wires could
be quickly joined up by means of
contact plugs attached to their
ends. The sale of one set of
sockets would, of course, create
an immediate demand for an
assortment of leads, complete
with plugs, and various adapters
and extension clips would also be
required.

BROADCASTING

Our photograph shows a class room of children at the
Wheatley Street School, Coventry, listening to a lecture
being received by wireless. The loud speaker may be

seen at the back of the room.
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With such a system it would be
necessary to use flexible leads.
Here, again, we create a demand
for some kind of insulated sup-
port, or separator, which could
be clipped between leads, or
mounted on slender pillars which
could be conveniently attached to
the interior of a cabinet, to ob-
viate any trouble through the un-
desirable contact of sagging
leads. .

Odds and Ends
One often wonders whether a

telephone condenser improves the
tone of the signals or not. In
most cases this component is
quite unnecessary. Examine the
internal construction of a pair of
modern telephone cords, and you
will see that you already have
sufficient capacity across the
phones. The cords act as the
condenser, and anyone who culti-
vates the habit of noticing things
could carry this idea much
further.

As an example, a 200,000 ohm
non - inductive resistance con-

nected across the secondary wind-
ing of an L.F. transformer may
eventually, become common prac-
tice. Think of one of the square
section ebonite bars on the side of
the transformer, cut a groove in
it between the secondary ter-
minals, insert the resistance ele-
ment, and seal it up.

There is very little romance at-
tached to a mere coil of black
adhesive tape, but, nevertheless,
if we could buy this in a slightly -
improved form, so that we could
unwind a portion without en-
tangling ourselves in the yards of
'stringy mess which frays off at
the edges, I am sure we should
all be much happier.

There are many " situations
vacant " for the modern inventor
who is interested in wireless ap-
paratus. It is a good plan to
make out a list of the most ob-
vious requirements, peruse it from
time to time, and carefully study
each subject in turn. Such a list
might be arranged in the follow-
ing order :-(1) A perfect inter-
ference eliminator, (2) a uni-con-
trol receiver, (3) a substitute for

outdoor aerials, (4) a reliable
variable grid -leak with an accu-
rately graduated scale, (5) a more
efficient and compact variable
condenser, (6) a dry battery which -
will deliver a steady current, (7)
a good cheap substitute for ebon-
ite, (8) a really cheap general-
purpose valve, (9) a loud -speaker
on an entirely new principle, (to)
a means of making the frame
aerial more sensitive, (II) a sim-
ple form of liquid valve, and (I2)
a simple substitute for crystals.

The best advice I can give to
any inventor is " don't dabble."
Keep to one thing at a time and
stick to it until you have really
done your best. Nowadays, with
the expenses of modern sales
campaigns, the production costs
of an article must be cut down to
a minimum, and, as previously
pointed out, this should be one of
the first considerations. The real
art of the business lies in embody-
ing novel features with simplicity
and cheapness, and the greatest
difficulty of all is encountered
when it comes to the final
cheapening of the article.

A loud speaker measuring 36 inches in diameter and hornless, invented by Dr. C. W. Hewlett of the
General Electric Company, on a new principle, has been installed in an American public park. Audiences
rivalling those which listened to the town band in the old days, assemble nightly to hear the programme
The loud speaker seen above 18 believed to be the only one in regular operation in a public park.
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A Drilling Jig for Valve Legs

AGREAT many constructors
find it very difficult to lay
out and to drill correctly

the holes required for valve legs.
There can be no question that it
is much better to employ separate
legs than to use a holder in which
they are embodied in insulating
composition. With separate legs
the capacity is comparatively
small, especially if they are
shortened and if those with
shanks threaded 6 B.A. are used,
but with a moulded holder
capacity must always be higher
than is desirable, owing to the
large amount of ebonite, an
excellent dielectric, which lies
between them. If each set of
valve legs is separately made up,
even the most careful workman
will find that he occasionally
makes a bad shot and produces a
holder into which valves have to
be inserted by sheer brute force,
which is far from being good for
them. Here is a method of
making a handy little jig which
will be found useful by all con-
structors. If this jig is used it
is impossible to make a mistake
in drilling the holes for the valve
legs.

Obtain a small piece of either
brass or mild steel and square it
up so that each of its sides is

T

Fig. 1.-The position of valve legs
is determined by measurement.

II- in. With the scriber make
two well -marked lines at right
angles to one another passing
through the middle point of the
square. At the point where they
cross (A in Fig. i) make a punch
mark. Now take a pair of com-
passes and set them so that they
will make a circle exactly 1.7
centimetres in diameter. The

a
circle should be made on paper
first of all and measured care-
fully, the compasses being ad-
justed until it is exactly of the
right size. Place the point of
the compasses in the punch mark
and draw a circle on the metal.
At the points B and C where it
crosses one of the scribed lines
make further punch marks. These
will denote the positions of the
grid and plate legs. The
positions of the filament legs are
found by setting the compasses
to scribe a circle exactly 2 centi-
metres in diameter and making
this circle upon the metal with
the point placed in the punch

11E6' INSERTED
DRILL

PANEL-'

Fig. 2.-The jig in use.

mark C. Where the two circles
cut one another, make punch
marks D and E. To be quite
sure that you have made no error
in your marking out, take a valve
whose pins are known not to
have been strained and see
whether their points rest upon
the punch .marks. If they do
not, you have made some error
in marking out and must try
again until you get the positions
exactly right. Be careful, though,
that the valve is one whose pins
are all that they should be. Now
mount a No. 41 Morse drill in
the chuck of your hand or bench
drill and make a hole with it at
each of the punch marks. Tap
the central hole for 6 B.A. and
insert into it a short screw, driv-
ing it in until the point protrudes
a little on the far side. Cut off
the head of the screw and lay the
jig across the jaws of a vice
which are open just sufficiently
to allow the shank of the screw
to pass between them. With the
round end of a light hammer
rivet over the protruding point
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of the screw so as to make it
immovable.

Now make a little peg which
will just fit tightly into the holes
in the jig. The peg, which
should be about in. in length,
can be made from a piece of
stout bicycle spoke or from a bit
of. brass or steel rod. It can be

A 3-4

Fig. 3.-Dimensions for a jig for
inductance coil sockets.

run down to the right size by
placing it in the chuck of the
drill and using either a small file
or a piece of emery cloth to rub
it down with. It is recommended
that the holes B, C, D and E
should be made with a No. 41
drill, since this is the size for
6 B.A. tapping. Should the con-
structor use 6 B.A. legs and
make a practice of inserting them
into clearance holes, B, C, D
and E may be made with a
No. 34 drill. Or, if his standard
size for valve legs is 4 B.A., he
can make the holes with a No. 34
drill, supposing that he uses
taps, but with a No. 26 if he
does not..

Fig. 2 shows the way in which
the jig is used. Make a punch
mark upon the panel at the point
where you desire to have the
centre of your valve holder. Drill
here a 6 B.A. clearance hole
(No. 34 drill) and insert the
central screw of the jig into it.
Square up the jig by means of
the scribed cross lines, place your
drill in the hole corresponding to
the grid leg and drill right
through the panel. Remove the
drill and insert the little peg into
the hole which: has been made.
The jig is now firmly fixed so
that it cannot shift and you can
run the other holes through with-
out the slightest trouble. The
central hole, drilled to take the
Jscrew of the jig, does not show
if it is left as it, is. But the best
course is to enlarge it by putting
'a 5/32 or a fin. drill through
it and then to make saw cuts
between the legs in the way
which has already been described
in order to reduce capacity to a
minimum. A similar jig can be
made for drilling the holes for
the plug and socket of coil
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mounts; the dimensions of this
are shown in Fig. 3. The central
hole A will again be 6 B.A. and
a screw should be inserted as
before. The other holes are f in.
in diameter. For this jig there
is no need to make a peg, since
the plug or socket can be used

for the purpose when the first
hole has been made. Like the
valve legs jig it will save a great
deal of trouble, and as it can be
turned out in a few minutes it is
well worth the constructor's
while to make it up.

R. W. H.

Faulty Rheostats

ARHEOSTAT may play
some scurvy tricks and
cause- all kinds of trouble

without exciting any suspicion
that it is the culprit. A case of
this kind occurred only the other
day to the writer. The set in
use was a five-valver with two
stages of high -frequency amplifi-
cation, a valve rectifier and two
note -magnifying stages. The
valves were of a make which re-
quire a voltage of nearly four,
and the 4 -volt accumulator in use
was quite up to the mark. This
set is fitted with a " master "
rheostat as well as a rheostat for
each valve. The master is used
to ensure on
and off ; when the set is working
it is always in the full on posi-
tion, and it is not employed for
regulating the voltage.

All had gone well on previous
evenings, but one night, when
2L0 was tuned in, the set
promptly began to oscillate
wildly. Nothing would calm it
down, and it was hastily switched
off in order to avoid causing in-
terference with the reception of
other people. During the follow-
ing morning it was tested upon
wavelengths that are not devoted
to broadcasting, and the results
were frankly horrible. Every
possible remedy that suggested
itself was tried without any
result at all.

The cause of this fit of unruli-
ness was eventually discovered
by the chance use of a voltmeter.
The instrument showed that
though the voltage at the low-
tension battery terminals of the
set was rather more than four,
the maximum obtainable between
any pair of filament valve legs
was only about 3.4. Since each
of the " individual " rheostats
was turned full on for the test,
and since the voltage 'shown at
each valve holder was practically
the same, it was obvious that the

master rheostat was to blame.
A careful examination showed
that the spindle was very wobbly
in its bush, thus causing a bad
contact and a voltage drop of
about .6 volt., The filament
potential of H.F. valves is
usually rather critical on a large
set capable of being finely tuned ;
the valves will oscillate if it is
either too high or too low. In
this case, owing to the drop in
the main rheostat, the voltage
was too small. The same effect
may be produced in any set if
one of the H.F. rheostats cannot
be turned fully an.

With a 4 -volt accumulator it
is essential that there should be
no, resistance in series when the
knob is in the " on " position.
It is equally important that this
should be so when dull emitter
valves are worked from dry cells,
for if resistance is there, cells
may be discarded long before
they are really " dead." It is
quite a common fault in rheo-
stats. One often finds that when
the contact arm is resting against

August 20, 1924

the stop pin, several turns of
wire are still in circuit. In this
case the best remedy is to short-
circuit these turns by running a
little solder over them with a hot
iron.

R. W. H.

Three Simple Questions

W hat is meant when it is said that
a low -frequency transformer has
a ratio of 1 to 5?
Intervalve transformers have a

definite voltage step-up ratio just
like the' ratio of stepping up or
down of a power transformer, and
the figures i to 5 mentioned
indicate this.
Is there a right and wrong way of

connecting high -frequency trans..
formers in circuit?
Yes, most decidedly, since to

produce satisfactory intervalve
coupling it is necessary to ensure
that the magnetic effects between
the windings shall act in the same
direction as the induction that
takes place as a result of the
capacity between them. In prac-
tice it is customary to ascertain
the 'correct connections by experi-
ment.
What practical signal amplification

per valve can be expected ?
A good deal depends upon the

valve itself, also upon the asso-
ciated circuit, transformer, etc.,
but as a rule the actual signals in
the telephone receiver should be
increased from four to seven
times by the addition of a valve,
for instance, following a crystal
detector.

A WEMBLEY EXHIBIT

A new seven valve amplifier, Type AG2, by Marconi's Wireless
Telegraph Co., Ltd., which may be seen among their exhibits at

the British Empire Exhibition
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. .A Useful Three -Coil Tuner.

. By F. D. CROSS.
siil

PrHE writer recently had
occasion to construct a
three -coil tuner. It was to

be simple in construction and
to embody no complicated parts,
the tools available being of the
usual household variety. At the
same time it was to be easy of
adjustment, and capable of being
finely tuned. After some experi-
menting with various methods of
coupling, the present tuner was
decided upon and constructed.
Although it is simple in construc-
tion, it gives very good results,
and, in the writer's opinion, is
quite equal to many far more
complicated tuners.

The drawings will show the
working of the tuner quite

/0"

5"

Fig. 1.-The panel layout.

clearly. The coil sockets are of
the standard size, and may be
purchased ready mounted on a
strip of ebonite, and with a ter-
minal at each end, as shown in
Fig. 2: Three of these sockets
or holders will be required.

The base of the tuner consists
of a piece of ebonite to ins.
by 8 ins. As will be seen, the
fixed portion of the tuner is in
the centre, and consists of one
of the coil sockets mounted on an
additional piece of ebonite (the
same :size - as its base), and
secured to the ebonite panel by
means of two countersunk
Screws.

The construction of the moving
arnis may be gathered from
Fig. 3. They consist of a strip
of ebonite -I in. wide and 6 ins.
long, and the ends are neatly
rounded off with a file. The

fAoN/TE
PANEL

sockets are secured to these
moving arms in the position
shown, by countersunk screws.
If the base of the purchased coil
sockets is more than 4 in. wide
it must be filed down so that it
is the same width as the moving

3"

Fig. 2.-Details of coil -socket
mounting.

arm. Small ebonite knobs are
fitted at the extreme end of each
moving arm. It will be seen
from the drawings that these two
arms radiate on either side of the

6"

Fig. 3.-One of the moving arms.

fixed coil socket, with " A " as
the pivot. This pivot is clearly
shown in Fig. 4, and consists of
a 1 in. length of 2BA screwed
rod passing through a hole in the
moving arm and then through a
similar hole in the ebonite panel.
Two locking nuts secure at the
top and bottom, and a large -
sized brass washer separates the

eel
111111111111111111111111111

' if

sus
See

MOWN° AAA;

Fig. 4.-The pivot shown at A in
Fig. I.

moving arm from the panel. The
tension at these pivots is so ad-
justed as to allow free movement
to the moving arm.

When these moving arms are
mounted in position, the next

thing is to make the connections
from the three coil sockets to
the three pairs of terminals
situated at the back of the panel.
The two connections from the
fixed socket are taken under the
panel to the centre pair of
terminals.

The two moving sockets are
connected to their respective ter-
minals, externally, by means of
twin flexible wire, as shown. If
desired, a scale may be marked
on the panel along the arcs in
which the moving arms move.
This scale is always an advan-
tage when making adjustments
in the coupling.

In the writer's case, as may
be seen, the tuner is mounted on
a shallow box, of which it forms
the top. However, the method
of mounting is best left to the
individual's own requirements.

Any type of compact coil may
be used with this tuner, provided
it is fitted with the standard size
plug.

Fig. 5.-The tuner in its complete
form with coils in position.

A Question on L.F.
Transformer Ratio

Why cannot the step-up ratio of
low -frequency transformers be
increased above the conventional
value of 3 to 1 or 5 to 1 ?
If the amount of wire upon the

secondary winding is increased
beyond a certain point, then the
natural frequency of this winding
approaches an audible note, and
therefore the transformer tends
to resonate upon certain notes,
introducing serious distortion.
Moreover, the natural tendency to
oscillate is very much increased.
If, on the other hand, the increase
of the step-up ratio is brought
about by reducing the number of
turns on the primary, the trans-
former loses efficiency and
nothing is gained.
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Technicalities
By PERCY W. HARRIS, Assistant Editor.

Some notes of interest to the home -constructor and
broadcast listener.

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

WHY is it so few receiving
valves are issued with
curves to show their

general characteristics? That
such a scheme is practicable
is shown by the fact that
makers of dull emitters supply
curves in the box. In the
case of power valves it is essen-
tial that the user should have a
curve before him when determin-
ing how best to use the valve,
and the statements on the carton
to the effect that the plate voltage
can be so many volts to so many
more volts is of very little
practical use.

Many experimenters who began
work about a year ago and have
now reached the stage where
they use four or rive valves quite
frequentl.y, are beginning to
realise the difficulties of obtaining
a satisfactory high - tension
supply. The ordinary type of
high-tension battery obtainable
in say 6o volts units at from los.
to i 5s. a unit is perfectly satis-
factory for small sets using up
to, say, three valves. When we
go above this number the drain
on the high-tension battery is
quite considerable, and certainly
more than the small cells used in
these units will stand. Power
valves in particular are quite
extravagant in their consumption
of current from the high-tension
battery, and some such valves,
such as the LS5 and its equiva-
lent, may take as much as 12 or
15 milliamperes-a consumption
which is ten times as great as an
ordinary general -purposes valve
may take when used in a similar
circuit.

Nov power amplifying valves
have many virtues, and the
experimenters in increasing num-
bers are adopting them for the
last stages of their note magni-
fiers. When signals are very
strong the length of the curve of

the ordinary " general -purposes "
valve is not great enough to give
pure undistorted reproduction,
and if the best results are to be
obtained some kind of power
valve is necessary. Power
valves, however, must be used
intelligently, and it is quite futile
to buy an expensive valve of this
type and substitute it for a
"general -purposes" valve expect-
ing at once to get greatly
improved results.

It may be of interest fo con-
sider for a few minutes the
possible sources of high-tension
current for a multi -valve set.
First of all we can use high-ten-
sion batteries made from dry

A useful dull emitter power
valve-the B4.

cells of a much larger size than
usual, so as to give ample output.
Both Siemens and Ever -Ready
will supply giant high-tension
batteries suitable for the purpose.
A 120 volt unit of this type
weighs 27 to 3o lbs., and is cer-
tainly a large item. Secondly,
if we have direct current, we may
use the house supply, after it has
passed through a suitable filter-
ing device to smooth out the
slight .ripples which are present

even with direct current. The
Sterling people sell such a
smoothing unit although its price
is higher than the average man
would care to pay. Thirdly, we
can have recourse to a motor
generator complete with smooth-
ing unit, specially designed for
the purpose, such as the " M -L
converter. This consists of a
small motor driven from an
accumulator and a d.c. dynamo
giving a suitable voltage for the
high-tension. To the output side
of this dynamo is attached a
special filter circuit so that the
direct current provided at the
output terminals is suitable for
direct application to the set, The
speed of the motor and therefore
the voltage of the dynamo on
the output side is varied by a
resistance similar to those used
for controlling the heat of a valve
filament. These devices although
very satisfactory in operation are
still rather expensive.

Finally there is the high-
tension accumulator which, I
gather, is selling in increasing
numbers. The accumulator is
simply a series of miniature cells
of very low capacity-say two or
three ampere hours at the most-
joined up in series to give the
voltage required. Such a bat-
tery will work satisfactorily for
several weeks with heavy use,
and is simply recharged at the
end of the time like a filament
accumulator. High-tension accu-
mulators are cheaper than
dynamos or converter units, but
are somewhat messy devices and
require careful attention when
charging, if they are to be kept
at their best.

By the way, there is a preva-
lent illusion that the addition of
grid bias cells increases magnifi-
cation considerably. Except in
the case of dull emitter valves,
if you are using much less than
Too volts, you will find very little
improvement in quality or
strength by adding grid cells.
At voltages above this you will
find the introduction of grid bias
gives an improved quality by
eliminating some forms of distor-
tion ; in very few cases will you
find any actual increase in
strength.
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A New Type of Crystal Receiver
By H. BRAMFORD.

This article describes the various methods of operating the set, constructional details
of which were given in the previous issue of this journal.

(Concluded from page 486)

Containing Box
The containing box is made as

shown in Fig. 7. Any wood is
suitable as the whole is finished
in black enamel. The thickness
of the wood is in. throughout.
Full dimensions and method of
construction are shown in the
diagram. All that now remains
is to assemble the parts made in
the box. First adjust the sliding
inductance, as shown in the
photograph, and next the panel,
which may be secured by means
of two small screws if desired,
although this is not necessary.
The final connections are now
made by securing an insulated
wire from socket S2 to screw A,
and another insulated wire from
socket S3 to terminal B. The
aerial and earth connections are
provided with insulated Clix plugs
in two different colours, and like-
wise the 'phone leads.

The Circuit
Although this receiver can be

utilised as a simple crystal set,
there are a number of ways in
which it may be connected up,
by employing a variable con-
denser as an extra unit. The
theoretical circuit is shown in

8 It will be seen from this
diagram.L_.the aerial may be
plugged into either sor;;Zt_ S
or S2, and in each case constant
aerial tuning may be used by em-
ploying a fixed condenser of
o.000i kiF capacity externally.
The earth in all cases is plugged
into socket S3 and the 'phone
leads into sockets S4 and S5.
The detector, which is provided
with a short flexible lead on one
side, may be plugged into either
socket S6 or S7. Where a load-
ing coil is brought into use, the
detector lead Xc is plugged into
socket S6, and where the sliding
inductance only is used, the
lead X5 is plugged into socket
S7. Sockets Si, S2, S3 and S8

are also available for the extra
variable condenser unit leads,
the variable condenser leads in

3/8"W000ThROUGNOOT
INTERNAL DIMENSIONS OF BOX 73/4X4; MIDEM

" LID X !".i'

Fig. 7.-Constructional details of
the containing box.

this case being provided with
Clix insulated plugs.

For the reception of broadcast-
ing from 5XX, a 15o loading

\
wklom

54

Fig. 8.-Theoretical circuit arrange-
ment of the receiver.

coil is recommended, or a 200

coil with a fair indoor aerial.
For cutting out interference it is

advisable to employ the use of
some form of wave -trap. A
wave -trap used in conjunction
with the circuit described herein
in Example E, will be found to
give satisfactory results.

Operation

Several examples of different
types of circuits which may be
used are shown in Fig. g.
EXAMPLE A shows the sliding

inductance in use only with the
detector, which is the simplest
form of crystal circuit. All that
is necessary is to plug the aerial
into socket S2, and the earth
into S3. Lead X5 is plugged
into socket S7, the loading coil
being out. The slider is then
moved from left to right until the
most favourable results are
obtained.
EXAMPLE B shows a similar

arrangement to Example A, with
the addition of a variable con-
denser of, say, o.0005 ktF, which
is placed in parallel with the in-
ductance by plugging the leads
into sockets S2 and S3, this
arrangement providing finer tun-
ing. A fixed condenser of o.000i
ktF has also been interposed in
series with the aerial for con-
stant aerial tuning.
EXAMPLE C shows the loading

coil and the sliding inductance
in series for further range of
wavelength. The aerial is
plugged into socket St and the
earth into S3. Lead X5 is
plug -d into socket S6.
EXAMPLE D 5,,.)ws a similar

arrangement to Example but
with the variable condenser in
this case placed in parallel with
both the loading coil and the
sliding inductance. For this
purpose the condenser leads are
plugged into sockets St and S3.
EXAMPLE E shows a similar

arrangement to Example B, with
the addition of a wave -trap,
which is formed by the use of the
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Fig. 9.-Examples of var'ous types of circuits which may be obtained.

loading coil in parallel with the
variable condenser. In this case
the aerial is plugged into socket
St and lead X5 into socket S-7.
The variable condenser leads are
plugged into sockets Si and S8.

Test Report
On a good and high aerial

eight miles from 2L0 the set
gave excellent signals on the
local station with the slider coil
alone in use, and, on plugging in
a 15o Burndept coil with the aid
of an adaptor, 5XX came in at
good strength, with severe inter-
ference from 2LO. Upon trans-
ferring the crystal and phones to

RURAL WIRELESS

a position across part of the
total inductance (circuit E with-
out condenser), 5XX was re-
ceived without interference but
with some loss of strength. On
2LO, with one stage of note
magnification, adequate loud-
speaker strength for the average
room was obtained.

The combined Golders Green, Hendon, Hounslow, Hampstead and St. Pancras Radio Societies recently
held a Field Day in the districts surrounding Mill Hill and Hounslow Heath. The stations were erected
at these places for sending and receiving, and in addition a mobile station, illustrated on page 501, also

took active part. Our photograph shows a group at the Mill Hill Station.
516
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82
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Fig. 1.-The circuit arrangement of the note magnifier.
THIS amplifier gives power-
ful signals for loud -speaker
work.

Special valves, called power
vNI , es, may be used instead of
the ordinary receiving valves,
when high plate voltages may be
used without fear of distortion.

Br and B2 are the intervalve
transformers, the condensers C x
and C2 being connected across
their respective primary wind-
ings. A suitable capacity for
these condensers is o.00t /IF.
These condensers need not neces-
sarily be used. Their inclusion
will depend on the particular
make of low -frequency
formers purchased.

D is a telephone transformer,
across the primary winding of
which is connected the condenser
C3 of o.ot pF capacity. F is a
Mansbridge condenser of 2 p.F
capacity placed across the high-
tension battery.

The amplifier is connected to
the receiver by joining the
terminals Al and A2 to the tele-

trans-

phone terminals of the receiver.
The high-tension battery -should
in the, -case of power valves have
a voltage of 200-500 ' volts,

Practical
Back- of - Panel
Wiring Charts
A Two -Valve Note Magnifier

Circuit.

By OSWALD J. RANKIN

may be 6o -too. The grid biasing
battery may be an ordinary flash -
lamp battery of about to volts,
tapped in stages of 3 volts, and

Fig. 2.-The layout of the panel.
according to the valves chosen
for loudest signals. In the case
of ordinary valves this voltage

Fig. 3.-Practical back -of -panel wiring diagram.

is connected to the terminals E.
Generally speaking, an increase
in the voltage of the H.T. battery
necessitates an increase in the
voltage of the grid battery.
It should be noted that the object
of the grid biasing battery is not
to increase signal strength, but
to eliminate distortion as far as
possible. The correct voltage
must be found by experiment:

In the wiring chart it will be
noticed that the O.S. terminal of
each transformer is connected to
the grid of the valve above it,
while I.S. goes to filament via
the grid battery, and this
arrangement is generally quite
satisfactory. It is possible, how-
ever, that a reversal of the leads
to the secondary windings of the
transformers will result in louder
signals, and this may be tried if
desired.
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C2

E

C3
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Fig. 1.-A circuit incorporating detector and two low -frequency stages.

THE circuit depicted above
consists of a detector valve
followed by two note -magni-

fiers, but differs from the more
usual arrangeMent in that_ the
coupling between the two last
valves is of the kind knoWn. as
" resistance capacity " coupling.

Constant aerial tuning is used,
the condenser C2 of .000i iuF
being included for this purpose.
Li is the aerial tuning induct-
ance, in parallel with which is the
variable condenser CI of .0005
µF capacity. The high -frequency
oscillations are applied to the grid
of VI through the grid condenser
C3, across which is placed the
gridleak R4 of variable resist-
ance. In the anode circuit of Vi
we have the coil L2, and the
primary winding Ti of the inter -
valve transformer Tx T2. The
induced voltages in the secondary
winding T2 are applied to the
grid of V2, and result in amplified
currents in the plate circuit of
this valve. These currents set up
potential differences across the
anode resistance R6, which are
communicated to the grid of the
last valve through the condenser
C4 of .002 ,uF capacity. The
object of this condenser is to
prevent the voltage of the anode
battery being applied to the grid.
The gridleak R5 is included, as
is usual with this type of coup-
ling. The telephones are placed
in the plate circuit of the last
valve.

It should be noted that some -
w hat louder signals are obtained
with transformer coupling- for the
last valve, but the slightly im-
proved quality resulting from the
use of resistance capacity coup-
ling will probably find preference
with most readers:

Connections
The following is the list of

connections necessary for the
..

adaption of the
Omni receiver :-

51-II
3-17

25-52
17-18
18-19
27--12
19-35
43-27
25-26
25-40
4- 9
1-21

21-37

circuit to the

 2 2-24
30-14
29-48
6-36

36-45
- 44-24

46-16
5

13-48
8-23

3124
32-40
38-22

Coils
Since constant aerial tuning is

used in this circuit, it may be
stated definitely that a No. 5o or
No. 75 coil will be suitable for
the aerial coil for broadcast
wavelengths, the smaller coil
being used when the wavelength
required is below 420 metres, and
the larger coil for wavelengths
above 42o metres.

The reaction coil L2 may be a
No. 5o or No. 75 coil.

Operating the Set
The aerial coil is plugged into

*5

17

*25

33
0

4I

2
O

10
O

18
0

26

0
34

3
O

TII

35

42 43

42 -IT- 50

520

51 1/

0

12

36
0

150000

O
44

a

Another Circuit

on the

Omni Receiver

A further experiment which
readers may try with this

popular receiver

the centre socket of the three -coil
holder, and the reaction coil into
the rear moving socket, and to
commence with, they are kept
well apart.

The knob of the ioo,000-ohm
resistance should be screwed
down to make sure that there is
some resistance in circuit, and
the same process may be carried
out with the two gridleaks. Tun-
ing is carried out by adjustment
of the middle variable condenser,
and having tuned a signal to its
greatest strength by this means,
re -adjustment of the resistance
knobs should be carried out.

The reaction coil should now
be brought round towards the
aerial coil, retuning on the vari-
able condenser at the same time
to retain the correct wavelength.
Unless the connections to the re-
action coil are incorrect, signals
should increase in volume up to
a point where they become dis-
torted, and care should be taken
to avoid this point after noting
the relative positions of the coils,
since interference with other
listeners may be easily caused.
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If no reaction is obtained the
connections to the reaction coil
must be reversed, and this is
carried out by disconnecting 4-9
and 1-21, and joining 21-9 and
4-1 ; the above procedure is then
again carried out.

By experimenting a little with
the circuit it is quite possible that
improvements will be effected as
regards both volume and quality.

Experiments to Try with the
Circuit

The present form of tuning
may be compared with series
aerial tuning, by disconnecting
25-26 and 51-i1, and joining
51-26.

The reversal of the connections
to the secondary winding of the
transformer may lead to increased
signal strength, and may be
carried out by disconnecting
30-14 and 29-48, and joining
29--14 and 30-48. If signals

Controlling H.F.
Amplifiers

RECEIVING sets containing
more than one stage of
high - frequency amplifica-

tion are not infrequently rather
difficult to handle owing to their
tendency to fall into self -oscilla-
tion at the slightest provocation.
Increased stability can be ob-
tained by careful adjustment of
plate and filament potentials.
The plate voltage for high -
frequency amplifiers should
not be too high. Should
the set ' be unstable, try flit
effect of the folic wing :-First
lower tie plate potential of
the H.F. valves to about two-
thirds of what was being used.
Then tune to a strong signal and
move the rheostat of the first
valve gradually. It will be found
usually, if the rheostat is turned
slowly from the off position, that
the valve gets nearer and nearer
to the oscillating point until at
length a howl is set up. Con-
tinue to turn the knob. A little
further on the howl will die out
and oscillation will decrease until
finally there are no traces of it.
If you turn on beyond this point
the valve will oscillate once more.
If the filament potential is either
too great or too small the valve
will tend to oscillate, but it will
become quite stable if the adjust-
ment which gives the golden
mean can be found. R. W. H.

are weaker than previously, the
connections should be reversed to
their former positions.

It will be seen that the coupling
condenser in the resistance
capathy coupled amplifier has a
value of .002 /1F. A higher
capacity than this is preferable

 for low -frequency coupling, and
an increase in the capacity of the
condenser in use may prove
advantageous. The desired effect
may be obtained by connecting
in parallel with the .002 iuF con-
denser another condenser of the
same capacity, the following
connections being necessary :-
45-39 and 46-47. The result-
ant capacity is merely the sum of
the two capacities, viz., .004 iuF.

The introduction of negative
grid bias to improve the quality
of the received signals is accom-
plished by disconnecting 29-48
and 13-48, and joining 29-13,

13 to the negative terminal of an
external battery, and the positive
terminal of this battery to ter-
minal 48. The grid battery may
be an ordinary variable high-
tension battery, or, since a high
voltage is not required, a flash -
lamp battery, or two in series,
will be suitable.

The detector valve may be
given an anode voltage separate
to that of the amplifying valves.
This is a decided advantage,
because the detector valve re-
quires a much smaller voltage
than that required for low -fre-
quency amplifying valves, and
this is especially the case where
resistance capacity coupling is
used. Disconnect 22-24, and
take a flexible lead from terminal
22 to a point on the high-tension
battery of lower voltage than
that used for the amplifying
valves.

Our photograph shows a Marconi I kw. Cabinet telegraph
and telephone transmitter and receiver which may be seen

at the Palace of Engineering. Wembley.
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Fig. 1.-A single valve reaction receiver made up in a compact
form for easy construction.

N preceding articles of this
series, readers have been
shown how to construct

simple but, effective apparatus to
enable a valve to be employed in
conjunction with an existing
crystal receiver, either as a low -
frequency or a high -frequency
amplifier.

In the present article, the
writer purposes describing the
construction of a complete single -
valve receiver capable of receiv-
ing spark or continuous wave
Morse signals or radio telephony
on any of the usual wavelengths
and, by careful use of the re-
action coil provided, from quite
considerable distances.

General Description
The general appearance of the

receiver, complete with plug-in
inductance coils and valve, is
shown in the photograph, Fig. I.

Fig. 3 shows a plan view of
the receiver with coils, valve,
etc., removed, and indicates

fairly clearly the disposition of
the various components upon the
ebonite -panel.

The left-hand- socket (the mov-
able one) of the two -coil holder
carries the plug-in coil which
forms the aerial tuning induct-
ance. The size of this coil (i.e.,
the number of turns) depends, of
course, upon the wavelength to
be received. 35- and 50 -turn
coils are required for reception
of British broadcasting; a loo -
turn coil for the Hague; 150 -turn
coil for Chelmsford and Radiola,
and a 250 -turn coil for Eiffel
Tower, Paris.

The fixed socket of the coil -
holder carries the reaction coil,
the size of which also depends
upon the wavelength to be
received. Usually a reaction coil
one size smaller than the aerial
tuning inductance will be found
quite satisfactory and avoids the
duplication of coils in a set.

By the arrangement of ter-
minals on the left-hand side of
the receiver, the variable con -

How every
Crystal User
may become a
Valve Expert

By E. REDPATH,
Assistant Editor.

The practical application of
the theory explained in the
preceding article, together
with constructional details of
an effective single valve
receiver employing reaction.

denser immediately in front of
the two -coil holder can be con-
nected in series with the aerial
tuning inductance (for short
waves) or in parallel with it (for
long waves).

A standard four -pin valve -
holder is shown to the right of
the two -coil holder, with the
filament rheostat (of the Burn -
dept dual type, so that a dull
emitter valve may be used if
desired) immediately in front of
it. The three terminals behind
the valve -holder are for the
batteries, the left-hand terminal
being the L.T. negative, the
right-hand side one the H.T.
positive, and the centre terminal
the common L.T. positive and
H.T.negative connection. The
two terminals upon the right of
the set are for the telephone
rtczivers or loud -speaker, as re-
quired, it being quite possible to
obtain medium loud spm'aker
results at distances up to about
fire miles from a main broadcast-
ing station.

The Circuit Arrangement
The complete circuit arrange-

ment is shown in the theoretical
diagram, Fig. 2. Its extreme
simplicity will no doubt be
noticed, and on account of this,
together with low initial cost,
comparative ease of operation
and the undoubted excellence of
results obtainable, the construc-
tion of the set now under
description is confidently recom-
mended to all who are desirous
of changing over from crystal
reception, or who, taking up
wireless for the first time, desire
to commence with a single -valve
set. -
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Referring to the diagram,

Fig. 2, the three terminals
already mentioned are shown at
A, Ai and E. With the aerial
lead connected to the terminal
Ai, the aerial circuit 'comprises
the aerial, the series condenser C
(o.00t ,LiF), the aerial tuning
inductance coil L, earth terminal
E and earth connection.

With the aerial connected to
terminal A, terminals Ai and E
being connected together by
means of the short-circuiting link
indicated, the variable condenser
C is connected in parallel across
the aerial tuning inductance L
and thus, with the same coil, a
different and longer range of
wavelengths is covered.

The aerial end of the coil L is
connected via the grid condenser
CI (capacity 0.0003 juF) and grid-
lcak RI (resistance two meg-
ohms) to the grid of the valve,
whilst the lower end of the coil is
connected to the positive side of
the filament lighting battery Bi.

The Reaction Coil
Included in the anode circuit

of the valve, between the anode
itself and the telephone receivers,
is another inductance coil Li,
which is variably coupled to the
aerial tuning inductance L. In
this connection it is immaterial
which of the two coils is movable,
as long as their relative position

Fig. 2.-The theoretical circuit.

can be altered, thus varying the
electro-magnetic coupling be-
tween them.

The telephone receivers TEL,
shunted by a fixed condenser C2
(capacity o.00i µF), and the
anode battery B2 with its nega-
tive terminal connected to the
positive terminal of the filament
lighting battery, completes the
anode circuit.

The Action of the Set
The variable condenser C

being adjusted so as to bring the
aerial circuit into resonance with
the desired transmitting station,
oscillatory potentials are set up
across the inductance coil L, and
are applied, via the condenser CI,
to the grid and filament of the
valve.

Owing to the action of the
grid condenser and gridleak, as
fully explained in last week's
issue, the effect of the incoming
signals (Morse, speech, etc.) is
to cause a reduction of grid
potential and, consequently, a
reduction in anode current. It
will no doubt be remembered
that, although only the low fre-
quency or average variation in
current is indicated in the tele-
phone receivers, there are high -
frequency pulses of current flow-
ing in the anode circuit. To
facilitate the passage of these
high - frequency pulses, the
highly -inductive windings of the
telephone receivers are shunted
by a condenser.

These high -frequency pulsat-
ing currents traversing the re-
action coil Li induce currents of
similar frequency in the aerial
tuning inductance L, and, ac-
cording to the direction of wind-
ings or connections of the coils
Li and L, so will the induced cur-
rents either assist and strengthen
or oppose and reduce the oscil-
latory currents in the aerial
circuit due to the incoming
signals.

-Fig. 3.-A plan view of the panel, the coils and valve being removed
for clearness.

The transfer of energy from
the reaction coil to the aerial
circuit, if the coupling between
the coils is correct, has the effect
of reducing the apparent resist-
ance of the aerial circuit. With
the correct degree of coupling,
the aerial resistance is reduced
almost to zero, thus increasing
considerably the sensitivity and
selectivity of the receiver, which,
however, remains quite stable, so
that, upon cessation of incoming
signals, grid potential and anode
current return to normal values
and all action ceases.

Further increase of reaction
coupling reduces the resistance
of the aerial circuit below zero,
or, in other words, causes it to
have negative resistance, under
which condition continuous oscil-
lations will be generated in the
receiver itself quite independent
of any incoming signals.

Causing Interference
If the receiving set is allowed

to oscillate, continuous waves are
certain to be radiated from the
aerial, and, being received upon
the aerial of adjacent receiving
stations, even at distances up to
two or three miles, will interfere
with and, in some cases, may
quite prevent pleasurable recep-
tion of broadcast transmissions.

Upon this one point therefore
-namely, the adjustment of the
reaction coupling-this otherwise
easily operated and efficient
receiver requires care, and, espe-
cially when first using the set, it
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should be made an unfailing rule
to loosen the reaction coupling
immediately if :-

(I) The received speech, etc.,
becomes at all harsh or un-
natural.

(2) The " carrier wave " of the
transmitting station is heard
either as a low musical note or
as a kind of drumming accom-
paniment to the speech or music.

t grid condenser (o.0003 /IF)
and grid leak (2 megohms),

I fixed condenser (o.om µF).
Condensers and grid leak are by
the Dubilier Co.

Mounting the Components
Unless specially prepared

ebonite is obtained, it is desir-
able to remove the original sur-
face polish from both front and

Fig. 4.-The layout of the panel showing dimensions and
served by the terminals.

(3) In the absence of (i) or (2),
as, for instance, when searching
for a station, touching the aerial
terminal of the receiver with the
moistened finger tip produces a
characteristic " cluck " in the
telephones.

Constructional Details
The components required in

the construction of the receiver
are as follows :-

1 ebonite panel, 9 in. by 5a in.
by in. thick.

. 8 terminals.
two -coil holder, preferably

with extension handle.
4 valve sockets.

filament rheostat.
i variable condenser (capacity

o.00i ,uF). That illustrated in
Fig. 5 is a Formodenser with
single -plate vernier' for fine ad-
justment.

purposes

back of the panel by the use of
the finest emery or carborundum
cloth, subsequently polishing
with metal polish- - and soft
flannel.

If cloth of a suitable degree of
fineness cannot be obtained,
carborundum grinding paste, as
used for grinding in the valves
of internal combustion engines,
may be used with good effect. In
order to avoid any . accidental
marking of the panel, it is desir-
able to remove the original sur-
face polish or, at all events,
to complete the operation, after
the panel has been marked out
and drilled in accordance with
Fig. 4.

Reference to the photograph,
Fig. 5, in conjunction with Fig.
4, will show how the various
components are to be fitted to
the ebonite panel, and, although
the general arrangement should
be followed as far as possible,
any slight modification due to
the use of components other than
those shown will not affect the
final results.

NEXT WEEK. - The wiring
instructions, together with a
practical wiring diagram. Test-
ing and operating the set.

Fig 5.-Photograph of underside of panel showing disposition of
components and wiring.

ONE OF THE LATEST BOOKS FOR THE SET -BUILDER
WIRELESS SETS FOR HOME CONSTRUCTORS.

The author of this hook has been designing sets for home construction for a considerable period-even long before broad-
casting was started. Naturally he understands the limitations of home constructional work, and therefore in his designs
he makes allowance for the fact that workshop facilities are not always available. Every set in this book has worked
well and many novel features are provhled. If constructional work appeals to you, you certainly should read this book.

RADIO PRESS, SERIES NO. 17. PRICE 2 POST FREE 2/
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TRUTH IN ADVERTISING
SIR,-With reference to your edi-

torial notice in your issue of the
6th inst., on the subject of con-
denser values, we regard the testing
of condensers for capacity as one of
the essential operations in manufac-
ture. To sell a variable condenser
as .00i capacity value, when in fact
it has only .0007 or approximately
25 per cent. less capacity, is the
same as giving the public short
weight, and should be made illegal
by Act of Parliament. We believe,
in many cases, the makers of vari-
able condensers have neither the
knowledge nor apparatus for
measuring the capacity, but invari-
ably the loss is on the side of the
purchaser, as the condensers are
below the figure, and never above
the stated values.

We would recommend the public
when purchasing condensers of an
unknown make to insist on some
guarantee as to their capacity, and
to write to the Press .when the
articles have been found to be be-
low the stated value.

incidentally, we may mention
that all our .00i variable conden-
sers have an actual value of .0012,
and are therefore 20 per cent. in
excess of their nominal value. For
ordinary tuning purposes in wireless
apparatus the advantage of this
will be readily realised. In the case
of the smaller variable condenser,
such as .000r or .0002, the correct
value is more important, and these
are within limits essential for their
efficient use, viz., 2.5 per cent. A
limit of 2.5 per cent. in capacity or
inductance is all that is necessary,
and manufacturers should certainly
guarantee this standard of accuracy.
-Yours faithfully,

RADIO INSTRUMENTS, LTD.,
J. JOSEPH,

Managing Director.

A REFLEX RECEIVER
SIR,-It is my misfortune to live

in rooms. Because of this I have
what must, I am sure, be the
" world's worst aerial." It is a
single wire of about eighty feet in
length (including the lead-in). It
takes the form of an inverted " L "
-twenty feet high at the further
end, and about thirty-five feet
at the lead-in. The actual span of
the aerial is only thirty or thirty-five

feet, the slack being taken up by the
wire being attached by sixteen loops
to a supporting strand of " Elec-
tron " wire (the aerial wire is insu-
lated electric -lighting wire !). Fur-
ther, for half its length, the aerial
lies within two feet of an out-
standing wing of the house, and at
one point comes within one foot of
the telephone -wires, where they are
attached to a corner wall -bracket !

C,

to three valves), and all those I
came across in the wireless perio-
dicals. None gave me the distance
I sought; I could not get beyond
2ZY! I admit that I tested most
of them unfairly, for I try all my
circuits on a wonderful, experimental
board of my own contriving. On it
I can rig up any and every circuit
up to three valves, using standard
components; the connections, I re -

CZ

0 0005/1,

475 .1.
7:3

Ts

R

6

03

Millilltrif4111110110
6B

Y3

Fig. I.-The reflex circuit referred to by "Medico."

I am not proud of this aerial (except
as a curiosity), but the local condi-
tions forbid any real improvement.

Although I made my first receiver
as long ago as 1912, I felt little
attracted towards " wireless " as a
hobby until some four months ago.
With 2ZY within a mile of me, I
found crystal -reception simple with
any sort of aerial and earth-or
none at all. However, it was dis-
tance that I wanted. In the last
four months, therefore, I have
eagerly experimented with all types
of crystal -circuits; all types of
valve -circuits; with all types of
valve -crystal circuits. I worked
systematically through all the cir-
cuits given in Mr. Scott-Taggart's
excellent books on the subject (up

+ roov
=lc

gret to say, are often lengthy, and
there is full scope for interaction
in the leads! I justify this method
of testing by saying that any cir-
cuit that gives good results under
such bad conditions is likely to
give extremely good results under
the conditions normally obtaining in
a properly constructed set. Now at
last, after all this attempting, I
have designed my ideal circuit ! I

do not claim that my circuit is
novel ; it is certainly unusual, and I
haye not yet seen any other quite
like it. I enclose a diagram of the
circuit, with the hope that it may
be of interest to your readers and-
who knows?-to yourself.

I am using D.E. .o6 valves
throughout. The first H.F. valve
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is an Ediswan A.R., the reflexing
valve is a B.T.H. B5, the L.F.
valve is a Marconi-Osram D.E.3. I

am using 45 volts H.T. on the first
valve, and Too volts (with 7 volts
grid -bias) on the second and third
valves. The reflex L.F. transformer
is a " Eureka Concert Grand "; the
second stage transformer is a
" K.G.". the H.F. transformers
are McMichael's, and the crystal
cat's -whisker combination is syn-
thetic Galena and stout silver wire.
Placing a condenser across the
primary of the second -stage L.F.
transformer does-in my experience
-make no difference whatever. The
small fixed condenser across the
secondary of the reflex L.F. trans-
former abolishes an otherwise in-
curable " tinniness " in the vocal
and instrumental output.

I should like to put it on record
that so far as my own reception is
concerned, 5XX comes in very
poorly up here. Some nights he
comes in loudly, but is horribly

microphonic," other nights he is
good in quality but little more than
a whisper compared to Radio -Paris.
It is interesting to note that in in-
tervals in the programme of Radio -
Paris, 5XX comes in over nearly 8o
degrees of the T.A. condenser, the
A.T. condenser and the condenser of
the tuned circuit of the H.F. trans-
former, but when Radio -Paris comes
back, he swamps 5XX and his tun-
ing is really critical. Transmissions
from Le Petit Parisien come in
moderately well, but are with diffi-
culty freed from B.B.C. pro-
grammes and, later, from a most
obnoxious Morse interference.

-7=.7

Fig. 2.-The series -parallel arrange-
ment suggested by Mr. Kiffin.

In conclusion, I should like to
thank you for producing the two
best wireless periodicals Great
Britain (or the U.S.A.) can show-
Modern Wireless and Wireless
Weekly; there is, in my opinion, no
other papers with which they may
be compared.-Believe me, I am,
yours faithfully,

"-MEDICO."
Manchester.

VALVE HOLDERS
SIR,-I have just finished Mr.

Harris's Transatlantic V, and

shall be testing when I get the
transformers and valves for same.
I send herewith a sample of the
method adopted to reduce the capa-
city as much as possible in the
valve sockets which I think will in-
terest you. With, straight sockets

Fig. 3. --Method of mounting valve
legs as advocated by Mr. Hood.

(without the shoulders) this makes
an excellent holder. The nuts were
made from odd bits of ebonite, and
it is really surprising how they
grip and make quite a firm job. I
might mention that I had never
done any tapping until I read an
article on this subject in one of your
papers. Now II tap everything I
possibly can. The condensers,
grid -leaks, and resistances are all
tapped into the back of the panel.
If you screw up the two filament
nuts first it is quite an easy matter
to mount the other two. Thanking
you for publishing two excellent
papers that give me hours of
pleasure.-Yours faithfully,

JOHN HOOD.
Portsmouth.

A USEFUL TWO -VALVE SET
SIR,-I have made up in formal

fashion Mr. Stanley G. Rattee's
" Useful Two -Valve Set " as des-
cribed in your journal of July 16.
For some months I have been on the
look -out -for a circuit involving H.F.
+ Det. with air -core transformer
coupling. This one looked highly
practical, and I may say that the
results have exceeded my antici-
pations.

For strength, extraordinary clarity
and ease of handling it seems to
be all that one could desire. am
seven miles from 2L0, but with
5o ft. in the horizontal of " Magni-
plex " aerial + 5o ft. single, 22
S.W.G. down -lead, that station is
satisfactorily received on a Brown
loud -speaker; 6BM, 5IT and 5WA
come in at good 'phone strength,
and I have received 5SC after
rr o'clock at night when Glen-
eagles' Hotel Band was being broad-
cast. I am looking forward to
receiving some of the longer wave-
lengths of the Continental stations
when I obtain the necessary trans-
formers. At present I am limited
to 300-60o metres. I am glad to
congratulate Mr. Rattee upon the
production of so interesting a re-

ceiver. It is well named " Use-
ful." May I also wish every suc-
cess to Wireless Weekly, which
seems to grow more interesting and
useful with each succeeding
number.-Yours faithfully.

J. W. TIERNEY.
London.

SERIES -PARALLEL DEVICE
SIR,-A simple series -parallel

switch can be made with two valve
legs and three sockets. If the bottom
pin is placed in B, Fig. 2, the con-
denser is in series, and if the top
pin is placed in A and the bottom in
C the condenser is in parallel.-
Yours faithfully,

J. N. KYFFIN.
Hornchurch.

A CIRCUIT TO TRY
SIR,-I write on behalf of several

friends arid myself to ask you to
give publicity to a type of receiving
set which involves a circuit already
published in most wireless journals
some months back, but which does
not seem to have the popularity
which its excellence and simplicity
warrant.

The circuit for one -valve is as
given in Fig. 4.

It will be seen that this is a
" one -valve and reaction " circuit,
involving the use of a rejector cir-
cuit, C2 L2 across aerial and earth
terminals of the series tuned cir-

IC2
10.000.5pF

itE

l0R0-0003pF

I\
I

14.

I

tw

L

Fig. 4.-The circuit referred to by
Mr. Sticking s.

cult CI Li, ordinary reaction being
secured by the coupling of coils Li
and L3. The rest of the set is
perfectly normal with the possible
exception of the condenser C3, to
which reference will be made later.
Low frequency amplifiers can be
added in any of the normal ways.

Advantages.-For broadcast recep-
tion the advantage of this set is not
confined to the mere elimination of
a near station and reception of dis-
tant stations ; its great advantage is
that it gives the most satisfactory
and simple method of vernier tailing
I have ever experimented with for
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any wavelength, using, of course,
suitable coils. The arrangement
cuts out all body capacity effects,
and fine tuning is accomplished over
comparatively wide movements of
the condenser C2, resulting in ease
of manipulation, and above all,
maximum selectivity and signal
strength.

Method of Working.-For best
reception of a near broadcasting
station, condenser C2 is set near
zero. Condenser CI is then ad-
justed to give loud signals. Con-
denser C2 is now moved, and it will
be found that a smooth fine tuning
to a marked maximum is readily
achieved. On removing the hand
from the condenser knob there is no
alteration in signal strength.

For best reception of distant sta-
tions the near station is first tuned
in on condenser CI, and C2 is then
moved round until signals are com-
pletely cut out. The reaction coil
L3 is brought up and condenser CI
moved to " search " in the usual
way. When the desired station is
heard (the valve being kept just be-
low oscillation point by means of
reaction coil L3) a little movement
of condenser C2 will be found again
to give a very smooth fine tuning
without spoiling selectivity, and, on
withdrawing the hand, body capa-
city effects will be found to be negli-
gible. The great point I wish to
stress is that from the exactness of

the tuning maximum signal strength
and clarity are obtained.

Results.-My friends and I have
used this type of receiver for up -
yards of a year now with consis-
tently good results. Personally, I
use one -note magnifier on London
and get very strong loud -speaker re-
sults at ten miles-almost too
strong, in fact ; one valve alone
gives quite pleasant though rather
weak signals on a small Brown's
loud -speaker, and is almost too
strong for headphones with reaction
coil at go deg. to the A.T.I. With
two note magnifiers I get all other
British broadcasting stations on the
loud -speaker, hundreds of amateurs,
aeroplane conversations, many
French amateurs and Continental
stations. Radiola on three valves
is equivalent to London on two
valves.

In experimenting on zoo metres I
usually dispense with the standard
London rejector as there is no in-
terference, and in order to secure
oscillation I place a .006 ILF con-
denser in the dotted line position
shown on the diagram. On these
wavelengths, last winter, I was able
to pick up WGY and- KDKA regu.
larly using home-made basket coils
of 15 turns in the A.T.I. and twenty-
five turns in reaction-these stations
being quite audible on the loud-
speaker, though rather weak and
subject to fading.

We have tried out many circuits,
but in our opinion none equal this
simple arrangement, and it is be-
cause we think your readers ought
to try it out that I am prompted to
offer you these details. We have
tried to add high frequency ampli-
fication to this set without success.
Perhaps some of your readers may
be able to do better in this connec-
tion.-Yours faithfully,

R. W. E. STICKINGS,
B.Sc., 0.B. E.

Mitcham.

RECEIVING 5XX
S1R,-Judging from- the letter pub.

lished under the above heading in
your issue of the 6th inst., it would
appear that the writer and his other
disappointed friends have not appre-
ciated the effect of distance on
reception. In the Clapham Com-
mon district, which is only about
four miles from 2LO, and always
supposing that the receiver was
equally efficient on both the longer
and shorter wavelengths, the
strength of signals from 5XX can
only be about one -quarter of the
strength of those from 2LO.

I fear, however that we less for-
tunately situated people cannot
seriously sympathise with the dis-
appointment of the writer of the
letter and his friends, seeing . that
they are already efficiently served

IEM tN I iiiiiii ii ii 11111 I II III 111111111111111111111 [IIIIIIIIIIIIR

BATTERIES WHERE THEY ARE MADE

7

View of one of the dry battery shops at our Woolwich works.

-17SIEMENS BROTHERS & CO., LTD., Wqr/LWICH, LONDON, S.E.18
Es:
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by their local broadcasting station
with exactly the same programme,
only more of it, and that, therefore,
5XX was not intended for their
benefit.

The matter is regarded very
differently by any distant listeners
with whom I have discussed it, who
express unqualified approval of the
results received from 5XX.

In my own case, situated as I am,
some 315 miles from 2L0 and 35o
miles from 5XX, the improvement
is extraordinary. Whilst it has
hitherto been possible to receive all
the low -power B.B.C. stations with
the exception of 5IT using three
valves--H.F., Det. and L.F.-at
good headphone strength, and at
fair loud -speaker strength with five
valves -2 H.F., Det. and 2 L.F.-
(or under particularly favourable
conditions after dark with only one
L.F.), with critical reaction in all
cases, t can receive 5XX in day-
light at comfortable headphone
strength on one valve with moderate
reaction, strongly on three pairs of
headphones with H.F. and Det.
without reaction, at fair indoor loud-
speaker strength with Det. and L.E.
with moderate reaction, and at
really strong outdoor strength on a
Brown Hi loud -speaker, every word
being audible at 6o yards distance
without difficulty, using either H.F.,
Det. and L.F. with moderate reac-
tion or the same valves without

reaction, but in conjunction with a
Brown microphone amplifier.

The improvement in the quality of
the loud -speaker signals, due to the
fact that it is no longer necessary
to force the valves in any way or to
use more than very moderate reac-
tion under any circumstances, is
very marked. Indeed, the quality
both in headphones and loud-
speaker reception is as nearly as
possible perfect, which could hardly
be said of even the best loud -speaker
reception here of the low -power
stations. Further, there is an
almost complete freedom from spark
interference which not infrequently
renders reception from the -low-
power stations impossible, and
except for atmospherics the back-
ground is almost completely silent.
When 5XX was transmitting direct
from Chelmsford freedom from ship
interference was of course complete,
but since they have been relaying
the 2L0 programmes I have heard
both ship and land spark stations
on their 1,600m. wavelength,
although they have never been
seriously annoying. As these did
not seem to be harmonics, I can
only account for their reception by
supposing that transmission be-
tween 2L0 and 5XX was by wire-
less and that the latter station re-
ceived these spark signals at the
same time as those of 2L0 and
relayed them both together. If my

supposition is correct, the use of
land cable communication between
the two stations will avoid such
little interference from these spark
stations as has occurred.

Finally, I should like to emphasise
the fact that 5XX brings to distant
listeners for the first time the same
perfection of reception which others
more fortunately situated as regards
local stations have enjoyed from
the inception of broadcasting.-
Yours faithfully,

MEADE J. C. DENNIS, COI.
(Late 2HY).

Baltinglass.

SIR,-It is difficult to understand
the complaints of inability to re-
ceive 5XX Chelmsford. My experi-
ence is all in the contrary direction.
Modulation is inferior to 2LO, but
in all other respects reception is
very satisfactory. Crystal sets,
whether variometer, loose -coupler,
solenoid -sliders, aperiodic tuned,
give equally good results. On valve
sets-ST oo, Reinartz, Unit -
panels, " Omni " principle, etc.-
the results arc uniformly good, with
but a slight advantage to London.
Aerial and earth system is first class.
-Yours faithfully,

London.
E. J. BRAY.

SIR,-Regarding C. P. Brown's
letter headed " Receiving 5XX " in

oimiitti
COIL HOLDERS &

RADIO COMPONENTS

CAM VERNIER

2 coil holder with
reaction reverse
switch ... 12/6
without switch 9/.

3 coil holder with
switch 15:`6
without switch 1 2/

postage 4d.

BASKET COIL HOLDER SET CLEANER
1 6 postage 2d. 90- postage 2d.

If your dealer has not got them u'e send post free if you
Thenrto,; his name end address. LIST POST FREE.

GOSWELL ENGINEERING CO., LTD.,
12a, PENTONVILLE ROAD, LO;;!DON, N.1.
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-

WATMEL
VARIABLE GRID LEAK

5 to '5 Megohms,
2/6.

50,000 to zoo,cmo
Ohms, 3/8.

Other Resistances
to suit any circuit.

ARE THE BEST
FOR THE
FOLLOWING
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Continuously
Variable.

SEE THE TRADE MARK
ON EVERY GRID LEAK.

Silent in operation.
Constant in any
temperature. Dust
and Damp proof.
Each tested and
guaranteed. Neat
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Patent Send P.C. for des -
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IMITATIONS.

I Coil Former for Winding Inductance Coils 4/61
For full details see "A pparalus Tested, June 1855,
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Wireless Weekly of August 6, as
an experimenter and a regular lis-
tener, I cannot let his remarks pass
without comment.

For him to say that he is express-
ing the sentiment of a vast majority
is, to say the least, absurd.

On an inferior aerial (not 15 ft.
high at the highest point) and with
a -one-valve set using reaction, in
broad daylight I could get 5XX
better than Aberdeen, which is 4o
miles away.

I would ask Mr. C. P. Brown
to have another look at his two
sets and see what size of coils he is
using. In the crystal set with a
zoo -plug in coil, and a .0005 p.F
variable condenser in parallel on a
too ft. aerial, he should get 5XX
excellently.

If Mr. C. P. Brown continues to
be dissatisfied, let him leave 5XX
to those for whom it is intended;
that is, listeners outside the crystal -
receiving range of 2L0, and those
out of reach of regular valve recep-
tion of 2L0.-Yours faithfully,

" EXPERIMENTER."
Forfar, N.B.

SIR,-With reference to Mr. C. P.
Brown's letter in August 6 issue
perhaps my own experiences in re-
ceiving 5XX may be of interest.

At Hampstead, using an ordinary
condenser -tuned crystal set, Chelms-
ford is received only slightly under

2L0's strength. Using STsoo on an
Omni, Chelmsford is every bit as
loud as London-filling a large room
with undistorted music from a Baby
Sterling. In fact, I find that with
any set using a stage of high fre-
quency, Chelmsford compares
favourably with 2L0.

At Newbury, in Berkshire, we
have to use three valves (H.F., D.,
L.F.) to receive London without
forcing reaction, and four -valves for
clear loud -speaker reception. Lon-
don on two -valves without reaction
(D._ and L.F.) is not audible.
Chelmsford, however, is easily
obtained on a crystal set, and at
comfortable strength when a favour-
able spot has been located on the
crystal. With two stages of L.F.
added to this, quite good loud-
speaker results obtain-fully equal
to London on four -valves, but with
far greater purity. I think Capt.
Eckersley has stated that 5XX is
for those whose districts are not
served by other stations, and I do
not imagine any Newbury listener is
disappointed.-Yours faithfully,

LINTOTT MITCHELL.
Hampstead.

SIR,-May I reply to Mr. Brown
upon the subject of 5XX?

I venture to suggest that he has
not read (or considered) P.P.E.'s re-
marks upon probable results from
Chelmsford. This station is situated

.some fifteen times as far away from
our receivers as 2L0. Conse-
quently for purely arithmetical cal-
culation the power should be
fifteen times as great for pro rata
reception. At present 5XX's power
is but ten times as much as 2L0! !!

I am situated here favourably as
regards height, but the lead-in runs
from back to front of the house!
On a crystal set 5XX has about 75
per cent. of 2L0 value, whilst de-
tector and L.F., using reaction, fills
the room strongly on an amplion
A.R.r9; the quality being not quite
so good (using reaction accounts for
some loss of quality naturally).

I have found the addition of load-
ing coils to be not absolutely suc-
cessful for reception of the high
power station. By this I wish to
infer that reception is decidedly
better upon a tuner capable of tak-
ing the required wavelength by
reason of its construction.

In conclusion, we are judging
results at the least favourable time
of the year, and from personal ex-
perience I am led to believe we
shall get some extraordinary results
during the coming winter.-Yours
faithfully,

H. SHEARMAN DYER.
Denmark Hill, S.E.5.
[Although we cannot strictly

agree with the arithmetical reason-
ing of this letter we publish it as
a matter of interest. -ED.]

Pondering feminine problems one fine
day, a clever man hit upon the idea that
has made the modern hair -pin a miracle
of efficiency (both as a hair -pin and as a
pipe-cleaner)-the kink that keeps it in.
Millions of women,bless the idea, relieved
of the fear of looking " frights."
Pondering wiring problems many years
later, a radio genius hit upon the simple
device that has entirely superseded all
switches, plugs and terminals-the
inexpensive universal contact, CLIX.
And now it is the turn of radio enthusiasts
to bless.

Retail Prices
CLIX

with Lock -nut
3d.

INSULATORS
(Six colours)

ld. each
BUSHES

(Six colours)
ld pair

CLIX is patented
all over the world.

The Electra.
Link

with
159 uses

The introduction of this ingenious combination
plugsocket marks the advent of a standardised
system of instantaneous wiring.
Obtainable from all good Wireless Dealers or
direct from the Patentees and Manufacturers:

AUTOVEYORS LTD
Radio Engineers and Contractors

84 Victoria Street, London, S.W.z

(Remarkable results
in every type of Receiver
Wireless workers everywhere find
that by installing Bowi,ei-Lowe
Square Law Condensers they in-
crease the selectivity, wavelength
range and all-round efficiency of
their sets. The remarkable thing
is that they find also without
exception that with these unique
Condensers the tonal purity and
richness of their signals is im-
proved beyond anything they
had imagined. Letters from all
Parts of the country bear striking
testimony to this fact.
On figures alone it is clear that
no Condenser on the market can
equal the Bowyer -Lowe Square
Law type for sheer quality. Its
capacity ratio is 150 to 1. It
weighs less than the ordinary
Condensers, and is NO larger,
so that replacement can easily be
effected.
Insist on having it in all your sets
this Autumn.

BOWYER - LOWE

STANDARD TYPE
with Vernier

PRICES FROM 171 -

Square Law Condensers
Write at once for brochure describing fully these unique
Components. A postcard brings prices and full particulars.

NIO'NYER-LOWE
CO., LTD. LETCHWORTH.
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The Post Office and the Amateur Transmitter
IN the September Double Number of Modern

Wireless there will be found a list, running to
no less than ten pages of small type, of amateur

and experimental transmitting stations in this
country. To many newcomers to wireless the
size of this list will be a great surprise; for it is
not generally realised that an important section
of the amateur community have been licensed to
transmit wireless signals as well as to receive
them.

Since the Post Office has thought fit to grant
transmitting licences to these hundreds of experi-
menters it might well be imagined that they
fully realise the position of the transmitting
amateur. Yet what do we find? The application
form for permission to use transmitting apparatus
is full of absurdities; any intelligent observer who
listens in will rapidly form the opinion that
licences have been granted to many people who
are unfit to hold them, evidence is available that
many thoroughly competent experimenters have
been refused permission to transmit, and, finally,
we have the ridiculous and cramping regulation
that experimental communications must not take
place with stations outside this country without
express permission of the Post Office.

The form itself could be criticised from many
points of view, but we will content ourselves here
with pointing out a few of the absurdities.
Seeing that the object of obtaining a transmitting
licence is to experiment in wireless telephony,
-what is the object of requiring the applicant to
state in detail the circuit he proposes to use?
Surely the use of one particular circuit, day in
and day out, and probably for the transmission
of gramophone records to friends, is the last
thing to be desired. The true experimenter will
perhaps change his apparatus and his arrange-
ment every night, aiming to get greater distance
with lower power, and better modulation with
simpler apparatus. Again, as the power limita-
tions (with which we have no quarrel) are
expressly stated in the licence, why should the
applicant need to state (if he can so state when
applying for the licence) whether his high-tension
supply will be obtained from accumulators, dry
batteries, the mains, or what -not? It is to be
assumed that the honest and intelligent experi-
menter will not procure and instal his apparatus
before receiving his licence, and until he has done
some work it is unlikely that he will be able to
decide which will best suit his means.

The form is full of such absurd questions as
these. Even on receiving aerials, the applicant
is required to state the exact dimensions and form

of his aerial. What genuine experimenter can
say beforehand exactly what he proposes doing
in the way of his equipment in this direction?
Who,, but a prophet, can explain in detail the
exact purpose of the experiments he proposes to
conduct, and exactly what they are? If this
question had been put to Senator Marconi himself
in his early days, would he have been able to
give detailed answers which would have satisfied
the Post Office? The finest wireless inventions
have often come from following lines of work
suggested at the last moment by some erratic
phenomenon.

Finally, we have the crowning absurdity
referred to, which is making our transmitting
regulations the laughing stock of the amateur
fraternity in the United States. Although it
should be noted that the power granted to the
transmitter is stated specifically in this licence,
he must not transmit to a station outside this
country, without permission of the Post Office!
John Jones, we will say, situated in a southern
sea -port town with his to -watt apparatus, calls
a friend in the North of Scotland and succeeds
in effecting good communication. A French
amateur across the Channel, hearing his signal,
calls him. According to our regulations, unless
he is specially licensed to do so, our friend must
not reply ! A communication with a friend in
Belfast is quite in order, but he will commit an
offence against the regulations if he exchanges
signals with Dublin, for Dublin is not within the
area " Northern Ireland!" If, on a particularly
good- night he should succeed in raising an
amateur in the United States (not exceeding, it
should be noted, his licensed power of to watts)
he is liable to have his licence withdrawn for
breaking regulations.

We certainly think it is high time the Post
Office made some statement on their attitude
towards the transmitting experimenter ; there is
every evidence that the form and regulations have
been drawn up by officials who are not really
acquainted with the art, and are simply following
out Civil Service traditions of red tape and
obstruction. So long as it is possible to hear
amateur transmitters asking one another, by
radio, " what is an artificial aerial? " and so long
as the genuine experimenters are refused trans-
mitting licences when they are quite prepared,
if necessary, to pass an examination and demon-
strate their competence, the profound dissatisfac-
tion in the amateur fraternity regarding the Post
Office and its methods will continue.
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The Buzzerdyne is compact, even for a wavemeter.

FdVERY listener who looks
upon wireless as something
more than a means of

receiving music from the nearest
broadcasting station desires,
sooner or later, to possess him-
self of a wavemeter. For some
reason or other beginners look
upon wavemeters as elaborate
and complex instruments, the
principles of which are difficult
o understand. Briefly, however,

a wireless wavemeter is nothing
more than a simple wireless
circuit consisting of an induct-
ance coil and a condenser in
series with some kind of device
to give either an indication of
the current flowing in the circuit,
if current should be set up by
outside signals, or, what is more
usually the case, some form of
exciter to set up oscillations in

:this circuit so that it can radiate
them to a near -by receiver. The
frequency at which the radio
circuit will oscillate is determined
by the value of the inductance
and condenser, and if we plot
out on a chart the wavelength
readings for various settings of
the condenser for given induct-
ance coils we shall have a

standard to which we can always
refer. For example, if with a
given coil a setting of 15 degrees
of the condenser sets up oscilla-
tions of a wavelength corre-
sponding. with London, then,
whenever we want to try out a
new receiver and to find quickly
which is the correct setting of
our new instrument for London,
we can set the wavemeter going

Fig.1.-A simple buzzer wavemeter
circuit.

and tune our receiver to the note
from the wavemeter ; when the
note is loudest we shall be
accurately tuned to London
wavelength, and on stopping the
wavemeter, if London should be
operating at this time, we shall
hear the station clearly.

Not only can a wavemeter be

Wireless Weekly

The Buzzerdyne-

IA New Wavemeter
By PERCY W. HARRIS,

Assistant Editor

An instrument combining the
advantages of a buzzer wave -
meter with the silence and
simplicity of a

oscillator.
separate

0

used for measuring wavelengths,
but it is also most useful in
comparing inductances, capaci-
ties, in determining resonance
curves and making many other
calculations. The wavemeter is,
in fact, the most useful of all
wireless measuring instruments.

Classification of Wavemeters
In general, wavemeters may

be divided into two classes:
buzzer wavemeters and hetero-
dyne wavemeters. The former
consist of an oscillating circuit
with inductance and capacity,
oscillations being set up in the
circuit by means of sudden
pulses of current due to the
interruption of a buzzer circuit.
Each interruption of the buzzer
will give a short train of waves,
and as a buzzer vibrates at a
more or less musical frequency,
we shall get a reproduction of
this note in our telephones.
Heterodyne wavemeters, on the
other hand, have continuous and
not intermittent oscillations set
up in a resonant cirouit by means
of a valve, the plate circuit of
which is coupled tightly to the
grid circuit so as to maintain
continuous oscillations.

Accuracy of Wavemeters
Heterodyne wavemeters are

far more accurate in their read-
ing than buzzer wavemeters,
owing to the fact that any con-
tinuous wave generator, when
setting up oscillations which
interact with those in a receiver,
will cause a heterodyne note in
which very slight differences of
frequency are easily noticeable.
Buzzer wavemeters, on the other
hand, are quite broad in their
tuning, although, if they are well
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designed with low loss coils, the
tuning is reasonably sharp for
all ordinary purposes.

Wavemeter Circuit
Fig. i shows a simple buzzer

wavemeter circuit, and Fig. 2 a
simple heterodyne wavemeter
circuit. Of course, there are
many varieties of each kind, but
the two are representative.

In Fig. i current from dry
cells, or an accumulator, flows
through the inductance, through
the windings of the buzzer
magnet, across the contact and
back to the battery. As soon as
this current flows, the armature
of the electromagnet is attracted
towards the pole pieces, thus
breaking the circuit. Just prior
to the moment of interruption,
current is, of course, flowing
through the coil Li, setting up
a magnetic field, and, owing to
the inductance of this, the
current will tend to be main-
tained. After interruption, the
current field collapses, setting up
a sudden current which will
charge the condenser, which, in
turn, will discharge through the
inductance, the circuit thus oscil-
lating at its natural frequency.
The train of oscillations will
rapidly die down, and, of course,
as the circuit was interrupted
when the armature was drawn
down and the current thereupon
ceased to flow in the magnet
coils, the armature is released
and the cycle of operations is
repeated. We thus see that we
can get a series of trains of
waves in the oscillating circuit
Li Cr, the frequency of the oscil-

Fig. 2.-A simple heterodyne wave -
meter circuit.

lations depending upon the
wavelength of this circuit, the
interval between the separate
trains of waves depending upon
the frequency of the buzzer inter-
ruption.

In Fig. 2 we have an ordinary
reaction circuit, and if we assume

that oscillations are occurring in
the circuit Li Cr (any slight
irregularity in the flow of current
will start them), they will be
repeated in the plate circuit and
handed back to the grid circuit
once more in an intensified form.
The grid circuit will now oscil-
late more strongly, the feed -back
will pass still more energy to the
grid circuit, and soon the circuit
is maintaining continuous oscil-
lations.

Calibration of Wavemeters
Both buzzer and heterodyne

wavemeters are obtainable corn -

simple if we use a square law
condenser, for the calibration
chart in most cases will show a
straight line practically from
beginning to end. I described a
short-wave heterodyne wave -
meter in Wireless Weekly for
January 23, 1924, and for this a
calibration chart was given. As
a square law condenser was used
in this particular instrument, a
straight line effect was obtained.
If ordinary condensers are used,
the calibration line will have a
curved form, although on its
upper portion it will be fairly
straight.
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Fig. 3.-An experimental buzzer wavemeter circuit described.

mercially, and also can be simply
built by the home constructor.
Commercial instruments are sold
with " calibration charts," that
is to say, charts on which the
relation of condenser degrees to
wavelength is plotted out as a
curve. The home constructor
who builds his own wavemeter
must naturally calibrate it in
some way, and he usually does
this by borrowing a calibrated
wavemeter and comparing it
with his own. It is not abso-
lutely necessary to borrow a
calibrated wavemeter in order to
make out a chart for our own
instrument, for if we tune in a
receiver to each of the broad-
casting stations in turn, and on
each tuning adjustment alter our
wavemeter until it gives the
loudest note, we can make a
fairly accurate chart by plotting
out the figures obtained, as the
wavelengths of the British
Broadcasting Company's stations
are known and do not vary
greatly from time to time. Cali-
bration in this way is extremely

Disadvantages of Wavemeters
There are two main troubles

with buzzer wavemeters ; the
first is that it is almost impossible
to obtain a first-class buzzer
which will maintain its note
and adjustment constant, and
secondly, it is very difficult to
muffle the buzzer in such a way
that we only hear its note as a
true wireless note in our receiver.
Heterodyne wavemeters, on the
other hand, are not audible on
ordinary receivers, except when
these latter are oscillating-a
most undesirable state of affairs.
The only exception to this state-
ment is when we are receiving,
continuous wave signals with
which the oscillations of the
heterodyne wavemeter can com-
bine to give a musical note. A
heterodyne wavemeter will pick
up the carrier wave of a broad-
casting station, and we shall then
get in the 'phones exactly the
same effect as if our own receiver
were oscillating. Such a wave -
meter is of no use in those cases
where we are desirous of setting
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our receiver to a broadcast
station adjustment before the
carrier wave starts.

transformer by-passing these
quite easily ; we also have a low -
frequency circuit capable of oscil-

- 0/FE

L1 C/
aaao25fir

Atvvvvo-
R2- 200, 000 !a' C3

492

Fig. 4.-The Buzzerdyne circuit. The coils LI and L2 are those of a
plug-in transformer.

Combining the Virtues of Both lating owing to the tight
coupling between the primary andInstruments

I have been experimenting
lately to see whether it is possible
practically to combine the advan-
tages of both heterodyne and
buzzer wavemeters, at the same
time getting rid of the chief dis-
advantages of each.

The circuit connected to an
oscillating valve can be kept very
constant and is silent in opera-
tion so far as mechanical noises
are concerned. If the current in
a heterodyne circuit could be
broken up or modulated at audio -
frequency, so as to give the
effect of a buzzer in the 'phones
without the use of this mechanical
device, we should get what we
require.

Fig. 3 shows an interesting
arrangement which I have used
lately, but which, at the moment,
is not sufficiently reliable to be
recommended for general use,
although it has a number of
possibilities.

It consists of a closed oscillat-
ing circuit Li Cr connected to
a valve, in the plate circuit of
which is the inductance L2
tightly coupled to Li so as to
set up continuous oscillations.
Between the lower side of the
condenser Cr and the filament is
interposed the secondary of an
ordinary audio -frequency trans-
former shunted by a fixed con-
denser which may have a value
of .0003 ,uF or more. In series
with the, reaction coil is placed
the primary of this transformer,
also shunted by a condenser of
about the value named. We thus
have two effects in the same
circuit ; high -frequency oscilla-
tions are set up in the circuit
Li Cr, the shunting condenser
across the secondary of the
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the secondary of the intervalve
transformer, the result being that
the high -frequency currents are
modulated at audio -frequency by
these low -frequency oscillations.,

In order to get the best from
this arrangement the audio -fre-
quency circuit should be tuned to
the note we want, but in practice
I have found that the circuit
given operates fairly well with-
out any special tuning. The note,
however, varies with different
transformers, battery voltages,
etc., and at present the circuit
is only in an experimental form.

The Fig. 4 circuit shows
another method of obtaining
audio -frequency modulations of
the high -frequency current. We
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Fig. 5.-Drilling plan of the panel.
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here have an oscillating circuit
as before, with a grid condenser
and leak of values quite different
from those used in ordinary
receivers. The circuit is not new
and was already known when
Mr. Scott -Taggart published his
book, " Thermionic Tubes in
Radio Telegraphy and Tele-
phony " in 1921. In this circuit,
when the valve starts to oscillate,
a negative charge builds up on
the grid until the valve ceases to
oscillate. The charge will then
leak off the grid through the
leak, and the valve will start to
oscillate once more. If the
values of gridleak and condenser
are correctly chosen (in the in-
strument about to be described

I have used 200,000 ohms as the
leak, and .oi microfarad as the
condenser) a musical note is
obtained which is of remarkable
constancy a n d considerable
strength.

Practical Form
The wavemeter on this princi-

ple, which I shall describe and
to which I have given the name
" Buzzerdyne," has one or two
novelties of construction which
will appeal to the experimenter.

First of all, it is possible to
cover a very wide range of wave-
length without winding special
coils, as for the inductances Li
and L2 I have used the primary.
and secondary of the popular

O 0

0 00025HF

0

+ L.T

O

O

O

Fig. 6.-Practical wiring diagram.

plug-in transformers which, as
readers know, can be obtained to
cover a wide band of wave.
lengths. A square law condenser
is used, and every part of the
apparatus is readily obtainable
by any experimenter.

Components Required

The instrument can be made
up on any panel convenient to
the constructor. My own instru-
ment is made up on a panel
measuring 9 in. x 54 in. x 1 in.,
this being the size that has fre-
quently been used in Modern
Wireless and Wireless Weekly.
The following are the compo-
nents needed :-

Panel, of dimensions above
given.

Suitable box.
One variable condenser .00025

/AF (Sterling square law); a
.0003 would do equally well here.

One Mansbridge condenser,
.5 or it microfarad.

Two roo,000-ohm resistances
(any of the standard mo,000-ohm
resistances will do here).

One fixed condenser, .oi micro -
farad. (I have used a Dubilier,
but a Mansbridge would do.)

Four terminals.
Two valve sockets.
Square section wire for joining

up.
Plug-in transformers for the

wavelength ranges required.
(That shown is a Peto-Scott. I
have actually used in this instru-
ment McMichael s', Bowyer-
Lowe's, Gent's and Peto-
Scott's.)

Suitable Valves

It will .be noticed that no fila-
ment resistance is used. The
reason for this is that in any
wavemeter using a valve, a
variation of filament resistance
will upset the calibration. If a
.o6 ampere valve is used, then
two dry cells connected across
the L.T. terminal will suffice. If
a bright emitter is used of the
4 -volt type, then we need only
connect a 4 -volt accumulator
across the terminals. It will thus
be seen that in neither case is
the filament resistance necessary
here.

The high-tension battery need
not be of large voltage. The
actual voltage used will depend
upon the valves you have; the
instrument shown, using any of
the well - known .o6 ampere
valves, oscillates readily with
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about zo volts on the plate. In- appreciably upset the calibration
creasing the voltage does not of broadcast wavelengths, but

The underside of panel is very simply laid out.,

A Midget Variable Condenser
By R. W. HALLOWS, M.A., Staff Editor.

0000 0000 o 00 0 o 000

WHEN one is making up a
large set containing three
or four tuned circuits, one

has plenty to do to find room for
ordinary variable condensers, and
if at any later time it is desired
to add vernier condensers in
parallel with any of theme the
problem becomes rather difficult.
Here is a handy little condenser
very easily made up, which has
an overall depth below the panel
of if in., a width of if in. and
a length of zi in. If it is care-
fully constructed it will have a
maximum capacity that is
adequate for all ordinary work
when wired in parallel with the
main condenser, whilst its mini-
mum capacity is so small that it
is practically negligible.

The materials required are two
pieces of f -in. ebonite, 2* in. long
by i in. wide, one flush fitting
coil plug, two 4 B.A. screws 11
in. in length, seven 4 B.A. nuts,
a short piece of 4 B.A. studding,
a small piece of thin ruby mica,
an insulating knob, such as is
used for wander plugs, and two
metal discs ti in. in diameter.
Flush -mounting coil plugs and
sockets are obtainable from ad-
vertisers in Wireless Weekly at
eightpence per pair, though only
the plug portion is required for
making this condenser. It may
be noticed that the metal discs
are just the diameter of pennies,

and these coins would be most
handy for the purpose if it were
not against the law of
to deface them. One can, how-
ever, always obtain foreign
copper coins of about the same
size, and these will answer excel-
lently.

The first process is to grind
one surface of each coin quite
smooth and flat, care being taken
to choose coins which have not
been bent in any way. The
rubbing down can be done sur-
prisingly quickly with the help of
a sheet of medium emery cloth.
This is laid fiat on the table and
the coin is moved to and fro on it
with the fingers. The final polish
is given with a sheet of very fine
emery cloth. We next have to
drill and tap a 4 B.A. hole in the
centre of each disc. If the con-
structor is the fortunate possessor
of a lathe he will have no diffi-
culty in finding the centres, but
the job can be done quite well
without the help of a lathe. Lav
one of the discs on the table and
pass a footrule over its surface
until the point at which it is
widest is found. Scribe a line
here and then measure carefully
to see that you actually have
found the widest part, which will
give you the diameter. Having
made sure of this, bisect the
scribed line and the point marked
wild be the centre. Mark the
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considerably increases the in-
tensity of the sound heard.

Construction
The construction is so simple

that an examination of the photo-
graphs and diagrams is all that
is necessary. It will be noticed
that the two too,000-ohm resist-
ances are in series to give the
200,000 ohms, and that the Mans -
bridge condenser is shunted
across both H.T. and L.T.
batteries.

Calibration
Calibration of the instrument

can be carried out by one of the
methods already described, and
will depend on the size of a plug-
in transformer and the value of
the variable condenser used.

D
centre with a punch and drill with
a No. 34 drill, afterwards tapping
carefully. Treat both discs in the
same way.

Into the hole in one disc insert
a piece of 4 B.A. studding, 4 in:
long. Screw this in until it pro-
jects very slightly beyond the
rubbed down surface. Lock the
studding in place by turning the

A photograph of the condenser made
up as described.

nut hard down against the un-
ground surface of the disc, and
rivet over the projecting point of
the studding with a small round -
ended hammer. Then rub down
the surface again so that the
riveted portion of the studding
does not project beyond it. The
disc in which the f -in. length of
studding is fastened will form the
fixed plate of the condenser. Into
the other disc, which will form
the moving plate, a piece of stud-
ding, if in. in length, is fixed in
the same way. Take care to see
that both pieces of studding are
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perfectly straight. We complete
the fixed plate by shellacing to
its polished surface a piece of
thin ruby mica, which should be
allowed to project over its edge
for about 1/16 in. all round. Use
very thin shellac for the purpose,
and when the mica has been

LINE MARNE.° Amass
W/ozsr PART

8/5efrilvelk)..51hve
&YES CENTRE

Px
Fig. 1.-Indicating method of finding

the centre.

applied, let it dry for several
hours under pressure.

Fig. 3 shows the lay -out of the
ebonite top and bottom pieces.
These should be drilled together,
great care being taken to see that
the holes are vertical. All three
holes should be made 4 B.A.
clearance (No. 26 drill) in the
first instance. We now put a
No. r drill through the middle
hole in the top piece and counter-
sink it a little on the under side.
It will be found that a coil plug
lubricated with turpentine can be
screwed into this hole quite
firmly, without any tapping being
done. The other two holes in
the top piece should be counter-
sunk on the upper side so that
the heads of the 4 B.A. screws
inserted into them lie flush with
the ebonite.

We must now adapt the coil
plug for our purpose by making
it into a threaded bush. This is

4aASrutwene

Fig. 2.-How the riveting is done.

a job which requires a little care,
though it is by no means so
difficult as' might appear at first
sight. Place the plug in a vice
with the prongs downwards and
find the centre of its base. This
can be done with considerable
accuracy by anyone who has any-

thing like a true eye. Make a
punch mark here. If a self -
centring -bell punch is available,
there will be no difficulty about
finding the centre. Another way
of doing so, if the eye cannot be
trusted, is to place the prongs of
the coil plug in the chuck of a
bench drill or breast drill, and to
spin it, when it will be fairly easy
to mark the centre with the point
of a pencil. Now drill a No. 34
hole right through the body of
the plug and tap this carefully.
The bush so made should be
screwed into the top piece from
below. A short piece of bare
wire is soldered to it in order to
make the contact for the moving
plate. The spindle of the disc,
which is to be the moving plate,
is now screwed through the bush,
and a knob is placed upon its
end, being locked in position with
a nut. We next turn to the other
end piece upon which the fixed
plate will be mounted. We
remove the nut from the piece of
4 B.A. studding fixed to the

2Veit"

76'

Fig. 3.-The layout of the top and
bottom ebonite pieces.

second disc, pass the studding
through the middle hole .of the
lower plate, and then fix firmly
with a nut.

We are now ready to assemble
the condenser in the way shown
in Fig. 5. The long screws are
inserted into the top plate and
secured by nuts below it. Another
nut is run on to each, and the
ends are inserted through the
holes in the bottom plate. The
moving disc is turned right down
and the bottom plate is adjusted
by means of the nuts above and
below it until the surfaces of the
two discs are parallel with one
another. The wire soldered to
the screwed bush is fixed to one
of the long screws either by
soldering it or by placing it under
the nut below the top plate. The
end of this screw, and that of the
piece of 4 B.A. studding which
is secured to the fixed disc, form
the contacts of the condenser.
The necessary connections may
be soldered to them, or each may

'
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be provided with a milled nut
from a 4 B.A. terminal. The
large nut which comes with the
coil plug may be used, if desired,
to make a one -hole fixing for the
condenser. If this is done, the
instrument can be mounted
simply by making a 1 -in. hole in
the panel of the set.

Gm Pzuc

Fig. 4.-Details of the back.
These little condensers are very

handy indeed for " vernier "
work, since the capacity can be
adjusted to a nicety, owing to the
fine pitch of the 4 B.A. screw
which turns down the moving
plate. Even with ordinary
care a condenser can be
made which will suffice, not
only for vernier adjustments,.
but also for providing the neces-
sary capacity in the Cowper
variation of the tuned anode
circuit. The writer uses two of
these small condensers for the

4 R A ...5e-Rew
(fmr,,eri

Fig. 5.-The assembly of the
condenser:

purpose and finds them very
satisfactory. The mica cover
on the fixed plate serves
a double purpose. It in-
creases the maximum capacity
when the plates are close to-
g -ether, since mica has a dielectric
co -efficient about eight times
greater than that of air. It also
acts as an efficient insulator,
making it impossible for a short
circuit to take place through the
touching of the plates. This is
especially important i n the
Cowper circuit, where the small
variable condenser is placed
across the combined high- and
low-tension batteries.

W. H.
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JOTTINGS

BY
THE WAY

And the next, please ?
WE come now to one of
the most vital of the
components of our receiv-

ing set, the

The word rheostat (said he,
showing his intimate knowledge
of the classics) is derived from
two Greek verbs, one meaning
" I flow " and the other " I
place." The full significance of
the word -thus becomes at once
apparent, even to the meanest
intelligence. How happy science
always is in fitting appropriate
names to its bits and pieces !
The purpose of this neat little
instrument is to enable you to
close down quickly whenever the
more boring type of lecturer gets
to work at the broadcasting
station. " I propose," says he,
" to tell you something 9f my
researches into the great problem
of the stalagmite. . . ." Not
knowing the difference between
a stalagmite and a cheese mite,
and not desiring further informa-
tion upon the subject, one merely
seizes the knob of the rheostat,
and, with a deft flick of the
wrist, silences the speaker. It
is, of course, also used for regu-
lating the potential of the fila-
ment, but this is merely what we
may call a secondary duty ; its
main function is to act as a bore -
extinguisher.

All about it
As I am feeling in a highly

original mood whilst I write this,
I cannot refrain from remarking
brightly that there are rheostats
and rheostats. Other people
have said that before? Possibly,
possibly; but I am sure they did

not say it half as well as I do or
with nearly so much feeling.
Having on many occasions been
driven to the verge of insanity
by and rheostats, I can claim to
be quite an authority on the
subject. My collection was at
one time unique, containing, as it
did, rheostats that would not
turn on the current, rheostats
that turned it on in jumps and
jerks; rheostats with resistances
that did not resist, rheostats with
loose arms, rheostats whose
knobs went round whilst the
arms stayed still, and, in fact,
every form of wireless frightful-
ness that can be compressed into
the narrow compass of the fila-
ment resistance. I no longer
possess these since I have found
them most useful for unmaking
friends. There are times when
one realises that one has too
many friends.

The Little Visitors
They come in, they take

up your time, they smoke
your cigarettes, they scatter
the ash upon the carpet
(and you catch it from the missis
next morning), they drink your
whisky, they use your spare
wireless components as if they
were their own ; they are, in a
word, little better than a swarm
of locusts, for they descend upon
you and clean you out. It is as
well every now and then to go
through your list of friends, and
to decide which of them are
superfluous. You can then rid
yourself of them easily by pre-
senting each of the unwanted
ones with and rheostats of various
types, having previously assured
the recipients that they are the
very last word in efficiency.
Thanks to my unique collection
of and rheostats, I have been
able to weed out some of the
worst of friends who clung more
closely than a brother.

Making the Rheostat
If you are one of those peculiar

people who like to give them-
selves a lot of trouble-and there
are such-you may, of course,
make the rheostat for yourselt.
The ingredients required are a
chunk of ebonite, a knob, a strip
of brass, a length of No. 3o
S.W.G. Eureka, a lot of
patience, and a good vocabulary.
Provided with these, you will be
able to turn out quite a decent
selection of and rheostats if you
really knuckle down to your
work. Never make more of
these than you have undesirable
friends, for they take up a great
deal of space even in the scrap -
box. When you have quite
satisfied yourself that the making
of rheostats is a simple job, and
if you are quite sure that you
cannot borrow a real one from
any unsuspecting friend, the best
tip is to reduce the weekly house-
keeping cheque by five shillings
and to go out and buy one with
the profit on the transaction.
Don't be put off with inferior
goods. Mention my name and
tell the fellow behind the counter
that you don't want one like the
last one he worked off on me.

Clher Components

Ve come next to the

@ @ @ @ @ @ @ @
which, in case you fail to recog-
nise them, are the terminals. The
greatest care should be taken
not to order terminals from an
American firm, or dreadful
results may ensue. Over there
they call them binding posts, and
the word terminal has quite a
different signification. I know a
man who once ordered a dozen
terminals from a Chicago firm,
and received an invoice running
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into millions of dollars for twelve
complete railway stations. As I
have never yet found use for a
railway station in the wireless
set, I cannot advise you to follow
in this foolish fellow's footsteps.
There are terminals and . . . . I
beg your pardon, I do not think
that I will use that again. What
I mean is that some terminals
are far better than others. The
essential idea of a terminal is
that it should enable you to make
or unmake connections quickly.
Professor Goop has produced
appalling figures showing the
quarts -of midnight oil burned by
inventors in their attempts to
design convenient terminals
which enable you to make con-
nections so quickly and so easily
that you hardly realise that you
are doing it. I suppose that I
am conservative, but I must say
that my own preference is for
something that just screws down
after you have got the wire in
place. I don't like those thing s
like miniature rat -traps whi-..11
grab the wire in a close embrace
before you have had time to
realise that in a moment cf
muddy - mindedness you have
been so unfortunate as to connect
H.T. plus to L.T. minus. In
wireless all kinds of things can
happen in a fraction of a second,
which I, personally, cannot
afford, though, being a journa-
list, my income is, of course, a
princely one.

Acquiring Terminals
My advice to those who wish

to provide themselves with ter-
minals is that they should betake
themselves to a nearby wireless
shop, where the salesman should
be treated as a man and a
brother. Open your heart to
him ; ask him to befriend you.
Tell him that though your first
order is small you are about to
become one of his biggest cus-
tomers. Then request him to
supply you with six really good
terminals, and choose the sim-
plest that he produces for your
inspection. Place these in your
waistcoat pocket and go home..
On your return you can get the
missus to help you to extract
five of them from the lining of
the waistcoat into which they
have strayed through a hole
whose presence you had not sus-
pected. The remaining one has,
of course, disappeared alto-

_

gether, and this you write off as
loss. You must, however,
remember that if it had not been
for the erring and straying of
the terminals you would never
have discovered the hole in your
waistcoat pocket, which might
have cost you a small fortune
had  you been in the habit of
using this pocket as a receptacle
for coins.

The Great Ebonite Question
The next component required

is a piece of

ERON/TE

measuring 6 inches by 9 inches.
There is, of course, ebonite and
. . . . Aha! I think I had you
that time. You thought I was
going to say ebonite and ebonite.
Well, I was not. What I was
(and am) going to write is
ebonite and mud. Mud is still
obtainable in a great number of
wireless shops. It can be distin-
guished by its beautiful glossy
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surface, and by the fact that
quite a small piece weighs
pounds and pounds and pounds.
You see, ebonite is sold by
weight, and there are all kinds
of cheap things which may be
mixed in to help to tip the scales
a bit. Mud contains a variety of
substances which are most use-
ful, no doubt, in their own way,
but are hardly worth 4s. 6d. per
pound. This material is also
very much appreciated by the
elusive electron, which is like
you and me (or me anyhow) in
that it is never so happy as when
it is avoiding work. Mud pro-
vides all kinds of little short cuts
for the electron, which is thus
preserved from the indignity of
having to pass through various
gadgets where it would be com-
pelled to work. There is an old
proverb that says it is a bad
thing to throw mud, but I have
always found that it pays well
to throw it, and throw very hard
at the fellow who tries to push
it on to you. Next week we will
see the full circuit of the Goop-
Wayfarer No. 761 as a two-
valver.

WIRELESS WAYFARER.

How to use the " Wireless Weekly" Key
Chart of Continental Broadcasting

The key chart on pages
518 and 519 of last week's issue
forms not only a rapid means of
ascertaining What broadcasting
stations are working at any par-
ticular hour, but also acts as a
guide to which station it is
advisable to listen to first. The
time line is . divided into
quarter - hour intervals. The
spaces between vertical lines indi-
cate the time occupied by the
particular transmissions. Dif-
ferent stations are indicated by
different heights, as shown by the
names on the left. Thus at 5.o
p.m. (bottom line) Brussels and
Geneva are working, and finish
together at 6.o p.m. At 5.3o
p.m. Eiffel Tower and Berlin will
commence, Eiffel Tower finishing
first, Berlin closing down at
7.o p.m.

WAVELENGTHS.
Eiffel Tower, FL ... 2 ,600m
Munich ... 486m
Voxhaus { 4 30m

5oom

540

Lyons, YN
Frankfurt ...
Radio -Paris, SFR
Breslau
Nauen, POZ
Ha ren, BAY
Lcipzic
Stuttgart ...
Radio -Belgique, SBR
Geneva, HBI
Ecole, Sup. des P. et T., PTT
Lauzanne, 1/B2
Madrid
Konigswusterhausen , LP ...
Ned. Radio Industries,PCGG
Ned. Seintoestellen Fabr,NSF
Heussen Laboratory, PCUU
Smith and Hooghoudt, PA5
Ned. Vereenigen van Rad.

Tel., PCGG
Middleraad, PCMM
Petit Parisien
Le Matin, SFR ...

1,447867007mmm

2 ,48a1 o5rnm

437m

1, mom

83o8o5mm

4o8m800m

1,050M
,050111

I,05om
1,050M

1,050111
1,050m

340m
1,780M

SERVICE DEPT. NOTICE.
Will readers kindly note that under the
present congested conditions it is not
possible to undertake the testing of sets
during the owner's visit except in very
unusual circumstances.
Readers are requested to label their sets
with their own names and addresses,
and to leave them with us for the normal
period of about seven days, required for
their testing in rotation.
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Valve Notes
By

JOHN SCOTT.TAGGART,
F.Inst.P., A.M.I.E.E.

An Inverted ST100 Circuit
IN the STioo circuit the order

of operation is :-
I. The incoming oscillations

are amplified.
2. The amplified oscillations

are rectified by a crystal detector,
the low -frequency currents being
fed back into the grid circuit of
the high -frequency amplifying
valve.

3. The first valve proceeds to
amplify the low -frequency cur-
rents.

4. The second valve acts
simply as a low -frequency ampli-
fier.

This order of the processes is
intentional, but an alternative
circuit similar to that in the
accompanying figure may be
arranged so as to get a variation
of the order of the processes.

The new order is :-
I. The first valve acts as a

high -frequency amplifier.
2. The amplified oscillations

are applied to a crystal detector
and the low -frequency currents
applied to the grid circuit of the
second valve.

3. The second valve acts as
the first stage in the low -fre-
quency amplification process.

4. The first valve acts as the
second stage of low -frequency
amplification, the amplified low -
frequency currents appearing in
the anode circuit of this valve.

From this it will be seen that
the first valve now acts as the
second stage of low -frequency
amplification, and the second
valve acts as the first stage,
whereas in the STioo the first
valve acts as the first stage and
the second valve as the second
stage.

When using Small Valves
In general, to obtain the maxi-

mum output from small valves it
is desirable to keep the potential

variations on the grid within
reasonable limit. In the case of
the ST' oo we have applied to the
grid high -frequency potentials
and also low -frequency poten-
tials. These will add together
at times and will result in a large
portion of the anode current
characteristic curve being
covered.

A

R3

C4
D
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high -frequency potentials due to
the incoming signals, will result
in the grid potential variations
covering a wide range, and
unless an adequately sized valve
is employed in the first stage,
distortion may result, with the
alternative of keeping the sig-
nals weaker and getting purer
results.

1.7.--71-

5

C5

82

Fig. 1.-A form of circuit which compares favourably with
the well-known ST100.

If the valve is unsuitable
for the purpose, or the fila-
ment and anode voltages are
not high enough, the com-
bined potentials on the grid
will be sufficiently great to
cause distortion through the
representative point travelling
round the bends.

The Action of the Circuit
In the circuit given here it

will be seen that the low -fre-
quency currents applied to the
grid of the first valve are
larger than ever, having under-
gone amplification by the second
valve. These low -frequency po-
tentials, combining with the

Assuming that adequately
sized valves are used there
should be no real difference
in signal strength between this
circuit and the ST too, but
on the whole I think that
the latter circuit will find great
favour. At the same time I
have known cases where the pre-
sent circuit has given better re-
sults. Grid bias, it will be
noticed, is given to both grids by
means of the battery B3.

OUR NEXT ISSUE
How to Build a Three -Valve
Receiver with Resistance -
Coupled L.F. Amplification.
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Fig. 1.-A simple and efficient receiver using one valve and a
crystal detector.

THOUGH the straight cir-
cuit arrangement of a high -
frequency valve and crystal

detector has been incorporated
in other receivers described in
these pages, the method whereby
the combination is arrived at in
the present case is unusual, in
that, unlike most receivers pre-
viously described, reaction is
obtained.

On account of the sensitive-
ness of the circuit and its
economy in the number of valves
employed, this receiver will be
found very useful to those who
do not desire to go to the
expense of a two- or three -valve
set, or who, on account of local
conditions preventing the erec-
tion of an outside aerial, are dis-
satisfied with the results obtained
upon an indoor arrangement
with a crystal set.

Tested on an indoor aerial in
S.E. London the receiver, as
illustrated, gave excellent results
on London, Birmingham, Bourne-
mouth and Chelmsford ; a record
which justifies the work entailed
in the construction of such a set.

A glance at the circuit diagram
will show that the arrangement
is perfectly straightforward, the
only difference from the more
usual practice being that the
anode coil is coupled to the
aerial coil in order to obtain a
reaction effect.

The simplicity of the receiver
will be seen from the first photo-
graph, which shows the set ready
for use, the terminal arrange-
ments being, on the top left and,
reading downwards, aerial, earth
and two reaction terminals; on
the right, reading from the top,

the two telephone terminals, H.T.
positive, H.T. negative, L.T.
positive, L.T. negative.

A photograph of the underside
of the panel will demonstrate as
no words can, the simple wiring
the constructor is called upon to
perform.

The make-up of the receiver
is compact, yet leaving sufficient
room for the easy access to com-
ponents with the soldering iron;
a point which the beginner in
constructional work will find
particularly valuable.

The Circuit
The circuit arrangement of the

receiver is, as shown in the
circuit diagram, made up with
one valve and a crystal detector,

7.= E

Fig. 2.-The theoretical circuit
arrangement.

no dual amplification being em-
ployed. The coils LI and L2 are
ordinary plug-in coils, which may
be any of the well-known makes.
The coil Li is shunted by a vari-
able condenser of o.0005 yF,
whilst the coil L2 is shunted by
a similar condenser, but of
o.0003 µF value. D is the crystal

August 27, 1924

AN H.F. CRYSTAL
: RECEIVER WITH

REACTION
By STANLEY C. RATTEE,
Member I.R.E., Staff Editor

detector and VI the valve which
acts as a high, - frequency
amplifier.

The coils LI and L2 are
mounted in an ordinary two -coil
holder, and by varying the
amount of -coupling between
these two coils reaction can be
obtained if desired.

Components and Materials
Those readers whose intention

it is to construct this receiver
will find below a complete list of
components, together with the
names of their manufacturers.

This latter information is given
not as a condition which must
be complied with, but merely to
be of assistance to those who
may desire the information. In
actual fact, any components may
be used, subject to the correct
values being employed, though
it is recommended that compo-
nent parts of good manufacture
be chosen. Cheap condensers of
unknown make, for instance, aremore

often than not well below
their stated value, and one of
these used in a receiver of this,
or any other kind, will not give
the wavelength range the receiver
is said to cover by the author,
with resultant disappointment to
the constructor.

One ebonite panel, measuring
9 in. by si in. by + in.

One Lissenstat minor.
One crystal detector (that

illustrated is a " Kupee " model).
One variable condenser of

o.0005 µF capacity (Bowyer
Lowe Co.).

One similar condenser of
0.0003 p.F capacity.

One valve holder or alterna-
tively four sockets.

One two -coil holder (Radio In-
struments).

Ten brass terminals.
One set of coils for the wave-

lengths required (see table).
Quantity of connecting wire.
One pair 2,000 or 4,000 ohms

telephones.
One containing box measuring

9 in. by 51 in. by 51 in. deep.
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.

.
In the following article is

described a useful receiver.
. which will appeal to flat .

dwellers and users of indoor
: aerials. .
.
. .
U

The Panel
This is made from the ebonite

sheet referred to in the list of
components, and is drilled in
accordance with the instructions
given in the illustration of the
panel layout. After the various
drill holes have been made for
both components and terminals
the usual precaution of removing
the surface skin should be taken.

It may interest readers to
know that there are now on the
market certain makes of ebonite
which the suppliers guarantee to
be free from surface leakage, and
which have also the additional
attraction of being finished with
a glazed surface. These ebonites,
though perhaps given a little to
showing scratches, add con-
siderably to the appearance of
the receiver, and, further, dis-
pense with the tedious necessity
of treating the panel with a

Fig. 4.-A plan
photograph showing the under-
side of the panel and the layout
showing drilling dimensions.

The two -coil holder, it will be
seen, is mounted on the side of
the box, the connections from
this to the panel being made on
the outside. It may suggest it-
self to readers that these connec-
tions may be carried through the
side of the box, and in cases
where this is done the holes
through which the connections
are to be taken should be well
spaced and should also be bushed
with ebonite, as any leakage
from these connections to the
wood of the box will have a very

Fig. 3.-The layout of the panel, indicating positions of components
and purposes served by the terminals. Blue print No. 60a.

vigorous rubbing of emery paper
before that element of safety is
reached with the non -guaranteed
material.

Mounting the Components
The positions of the various

component parts and terminals
may be gathered from both the

detrimental effect upon the effici-
ency of the high -frequency valve.

Wiring the Receiver
The connecting -up of the com-

ponents is carried out in compli-
ance with the practical wiring
diagram illustrated, and is best
done with stiff wire used with -

view of the panel.

out insulating sleeving. The
reason for this is that the
capacity afforded by systollex
may play a very important part
in affecting the efficiency of the
high -frequency valve. For the
best results all leads should be
well spaced and kept as short as
circumstances will permit, all
connections Iieing made by solder
instead of between nuts.'

The connections to the two -
coil holder should be kept reason-
ably long before finally complet-
ing the construction of this re-
ceiver, for it may be found neces-
sary to change these about before
finding the correct way round of
those leads which go to the fixed
coil.

Operating the Receiver
With the receiver completed

insert suitable coils from the list
given with the smaller coil in
the moving coil socket ; connect
the L.T. terminals to an accumu-
lator suitable for the valves
chosen, first turning the filament
resistance to the off position.
Place a valve in the socket pro-
vided and turn on the filament re-
sistance very slowly ; if the valve
lights with a brilliance consistent
with the position of the filament
resistance then the current
should be turned off and the H.T.
battery connected, using about
50-6o volts.

If in this test the valve does
not light, or if the resistance
does not give control, then the
wiring is wrong,. and should be
checked with the wiring diagram.

Assuming everything to be cor-
rect so far, and the H.T. battery
connected, turn the two coils in
the coil -holder at right angles,
turn on the filament current and
adjust the crystal for the most
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sensitive spot. At this stage the
tuning of the set is effected by
turning the two condensers
simultaneously until the best
results are obtained; if no signals
are heard at all the two connec-
tions to the bottom left-hand
terminals marked " reaction " in
the panel layout should be re-
versed and the operation of
tuning again gone through, still
keeping the two coils at right
angles to each other.

Obtaining Reaction
With signals tuned to their

loudest volume the moving coil
may now be brought, very
slowly, nearer to the fixed coil,
at the same time slightly retun-
ing with the two condensers.
With the best results obtained
in this way, the moving coil may
again be brought nearer to the
fixed, again retuning with the
condensers, taking care mean-
while that the set does not oscil-
late ; in the event of oscillation
the best remedy is to move the
moving coil a little away from
the fixed coil and make con-
denser -tuning once more.

In connection with the adjust-
ment of reaction, it must be
borne in mind that any alteration
in the positions of the two coils

in relation to one another will
affect the tuning of the set and
must be remedied by further
adjustments of the two conden-
sers ; these same remarks also
apply to the adjustment of the
crystal detector, tuning again
being made upon the condensers.

Valves
In testing this receiver valves

of various makes were tried with
equal success. The receiver is
fitted with a suitable filament re-
sistance for both bright and dull
emitters, thus permitting, where
required, the use of dry cells with
a low filament consumption
valve, making, therefore, a truly
economical receiver. So far as
H.T. voltage is concerned, this
must, of course, vary with the
type of valve chosen, but in most
cases the usual 6o -volt tapped
battery will be found to fulfil all
requirements.

Reception of B.B.C. Stations
For the reception of the B.B.C.

stations the following table of coil
sizes will be found useful, though
in the case of indoor aerials the
actual sizes, for the best results
may vary somewhat, there being
too many unknown quantities to
give a correct prediction.

OUTSIDE AERIAL
Aerial Anode

Wavelength Coil Socket Coil Socket
300-400m. 35 or 50 50 or 75
400-5oom. 5o or 75 75

1,600rn. 15o 200 or 25o

INDOOR AERIAL
Aerial Anode

Wavelength Coil Socket Coil Socket
300-.400 m. 5o or 75 5o or 75
400-500 m.

1,600 m. 150 or 200 zoo or 250
75 75

Continental Broadcasting
In cases where this little set

is connected to a good outside
aerial and conditions are favour-
able the reception of Radio -
Paris is quite possible using the
same coils as in the case of
Chelmsford.

The tuning of this station will,
of course, be somewhat critical
in the adjustment of reaction;
but with patience little difficulty
will be experienced. For the
reception of the Eiffel Tower
Time Signals, coil No. 25o
should be used in the aerial or
moving socket with No. 300 in
the fixed socket. For the recep-
tion of these same signals upon
an indoor aerial, the aerial coil
will be one size larger than in
the case of outdoor aerials, say
No. 300.

Fig. 5.-Practical back -of -panel wiring diagram. Blueprint No. 60b.
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Test Report

On completion and undergoing
test, the receiver as illustrated
gave good loud signals from 2 LO
upon an indoor aerial situated in
S.E. London ; Chelmsford was

Fig. 6.-A plan

When connected to an outdoor
aerial in S.W. London, fair
signals from Radio -Paris were
also received, tuning being sharp
and the adjustment of reaction
particularly fine and sensitive.

view of the underside of the panel showing the wiring

loud and as easily tuned as the
local station. Birmingham and
Bournemouth were also received
at good telephone strength, the

_tuning of these stations being a
little more critical.

In the hands of another mem-
ber of the Radio Press staff this
receiver also received Madrid.

With the ordinary connections,
as when using both H.F. valve
and crystal, quite good signals

Some Readers' Letters

APPRECIATION

SIR,-I have read with great
interest your readers' accounts of
the STioo circuit and the " Omni
Circuit " receiver, but so far I have
not seen any concerning this circuit
with the addition of the extra H.F.
I, al\ e in use, as given by you in a
recent number. I am hoping the
following will prove of interest to
your readers and your good selves.
I have wired this circuit on the
Omni receiver built from your
instructions. The set is installed
about three miles south of Reigate,
and has I think ideal conditions for
working. The aerial is 40 ft. high
(actual) and a little over too ft.
long, situated. in an open meadow.
The receiver is standard with the
exception of an extra valve wired
permanently as an L.F. amplifier, and
can be switched on to any circuit
as required. The three condensers
are Lissen .00t with a small vernier
condenser mounted on the cabinet,
and there is potentiometer control
on the first two valves, or all valves
at will. This circuit will in day -time
and every day bring in Bourne-
mouth and Cardiff, Radio -Paris, at

full L.S. strength, i.e., too yds.
away in the open (an amplion is
used), Eiffel Tower, Hilvarsum
and similar Dutch stations on
1050/70 metres come in at good
strength, about 40 yds. range. At
night all the main B.B.C. stations
can be brought in from full to good
L.S. strength, except Aberdeen and
Manchester, which are always good
'phone or faint L.S. strength. We
have frequently danced to music
from Glasgow. Continental sta-
tions are too numerous to mention
with regard to your valuable
space. I can generally rely on
hearing at fair L.S. strength
Berlin, Vienna and another
Austrian station about 5to metres,
as well as Radio Iberica, Madrid.
There are of course many evenings
and sometimes days when atmos-
pherics make things impossible
from a musical point of view and
reduce it to a scientific wonder. I
have not mentioned London and
5XX. The result is somewhat like
Wayfarer's friend's experience in
a recent issue.' On a frame aerial
with 4o -in. sides wound with seven
turns of 22 d.c.c. London and
Bournemouth and Petit Parisien

may be received from the local
station by merely turning out the
filament of the H.F. valve,
using the crystal alone, though,
of course, signals are very much
weaker.

Using the set in this manner,
the operation of varying the posi-
tions of the coils in relation to
one another should be tried, and
final tuning made with the two
condensers.

By disconnecting the aerial
and earth from their respective
terminals, and connecting the
_aerial to the top terminal of the
two reaction terminals and the

_earth to the lower one, the set
becomes an ordinary crystal
receiver. When using the set in
this fashion the coil in the mov-
ing socket should be removed
and the filament resistance
turned to the off position.

The coils for this a:-rangement
should be found by experiment,
Tuning with these connections is
made by means of the condenser
C2, the aerial coil being used in
the fixed coil socket.

(when playing) may be brought in
at good L.S. strength, free of atmos-
pherics. The frame is always used
on bad nights. May I take this
opportunity of congratulating you
on your Service DePartment in
Devereux Court, Strand? The
other day I took the opportunity of
calling with regard to a difficulty
with the frame aerial, and was very
much gratified with the way I was
received and the " sympathetic "
advice and interest given by your
staff.

Wishing you and your sister
journal continued success,-Yours
truly,

R. H. S. BEVINGTON.
London, E.C.

THE PROOF OF THE PUDDING

SIR,-In No. 3 of the Radio
Press Book Series I saw how to
make broadcast receiver No. 3, but
instead of using a 21 -in. diameter
former, I used a 4 -in. former,
with the result that in twenty
minutes I was hearing music
very clearly from London relayed
by 5XX, this station being about
zo miles from Leigh -on -Sea. ---Yours
faithfully,

Leigh -on -Sea.
H. S. MACLEAN.
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A Handy Compound Condenser

AVERY useful instrument
for the experimenter's
bench is a variable con-

denser whose maximum capacity
can be increased or decreased at
will. For average use in the
aerial circuit a condenser of about
.00i µF is required ; in the closed
circuit about half this capacity is
desirable, whilst something
smaller again is best in tuned -
anode or tuned transformer high -
frequency circuits.

The device to be described con-
sists of two condensers, one vari-
able and one fixed each with a
capacity of .0005 µF mounted
together. By means of a two -arm
selector switch and five stud con-
tacts quite a number of different
combinations can be obtained.
The wiring diagram is seen in
Fig. T. When the switch arms
rest upon studs i and 2 the two
condensers are in series ; hence
the maximum capacity will be
c

. or .00025 µF. Studs 2 and
3 place the two condensers in
parallel and provide a maximum
capacity of CI+C2 or .001 µF.
When the arms are upon studs
3 and 4 both condensers are cut
out. Contact with studs 4 and 5
cuts out the fixed condenser, but
leaves the variable condenser in
circuit ; hence the maximum
capacity is .0005 µF. Actually
the capacities obtained will not
be quite the same as those that
should be theoretically possible
with the device, owing to the
parasitic capacities which are
bound to occur in the wire and in
the switch ; but it does provide
in one and the same small cabinet
small, medium and large capa-
cities suitable for use as A.T.C.,
C.C.C. or anode -tuning conden-
ser, and it is therefore useful as a
bench instrument.

0.0405
fiF

Fig. 1.-The connections.

Details of the switch are given
in Figs. 2 and 3. An ebonite
knob should be obtained which

has a boss of rather large dia-
meter. In this are cut two
shallow grooves to take the
laminated arms. The arms are
made from two of three thick-
nesses of springy sheet metal. It
will be noticed that one of them
is long and the other short. The
short arm is connected electri-
cally to the spindle by means of
a small strip of brass. The other
makes contact at one end with
the studs and at the other with
a brass segment fixed by means
of countersunk screws to the top
of the panel. As the length of
the arms will depend upon the
space available upon the ebonite
top of the cabinet (which again
will depend upon the size of con-
densers used) actual dimensions
are not given in the drawings.

BRASS 316M(%!
 --- --II 1 . , =--,:::,,,,,,,,..
i- ----- - - ...-.,.-..

4, .......,.....,,,. ,,,,-
....,_

s, ,...

Fig.

LONG ARM

SHORT
AIM

EBONITE DISC

2.-Details of the switch.

If the constructor lays the parts
available out on a sheet of paper
he will be able to see in a few
moments how to arrange them
most compactly, and he will know
how much room is available for
his switch. He is then recom-
mended to lay out the drilling
diagram full size upon a sheet of
paper, which can afterwards be
pasted on to the ebonite and used
as a jig for the centre punch.

The arms are secured by means
of a disc of 1 -inch ebonite with a
2B.A. clearance hole in it, which
is clamped against the boss of
the knob by means of a 2B.A.
nut, and so holds them
firmly together. An alternative
method is to fix the arms directly
to the boss by means of a couple
of 6B.A. screws passing through
each into the ebonite. To make
the disc it is not necessary to
have a lathe. A square piece of
ebonite can be cut out first of all
and drilled. It is then trimmed
down roughly with a hacksaw to
something like roundness. After-
wards it is clamped against the
boss in a vice and filed into

shape. Even this process may be
omitted if desired, for there is no
reason why the ebonite should
not be left square. The 2B.A.
spindle is passed through a bush
in the panel and fitted in the
ordinary way with spring washers
and lock nuts.

Fig. 3.-Showing how the two arms
of the switch are connected.

To make the action of the
switch smooth dead studs should
be placed between those which
are actually required for the con-
tacts. The live studs should be
indicated by figures from I to 5,
which may be put on to the panel
with white enamel, or, better
still, made with a figure punch.

The best way of making the
brass contact segment is as fol-
lows-Mount the switch arms
and the studs, then place a piece
of stamp -edging on the panel so
that the far end of the long arm
passes over it during its travel.
Hold a pencil against the end of
this arm, and turn the knob from
position I to position 4. The
pencil will thus trace out the re-
quired curve, and if other curves
are drawn inch on either side of
it a pattern will become automa-
tically available for cutting out
the segment from a piece of sheet
brass. One contact of the vari-
able condenser is made to the
spindle of the switch, the other
to the brass segment. The fixed
condenser is connected to studs
2 and 3. Of the two terminals of
the apparatus one is connected to
the brass segment, whilst the
other is wired to both studs 3
and 5.

R. W. H.

The Autumn Presidential Address
will be delivered at the Institute of
Electrical Engineers on September
24th, at 6.0 p.m. The Transmitter
and Relay Section will commence
their new session on September 12th,
at 6.30 p.m., when Mr. Marcuse
will lecture upon his experiences in
America and Canada. The meeting
will be held at the Institute of Elec-
trical Engineers.
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The French Broadcasting Service
By Capt. L. F. PLUGGE, B.Sc., F.R.A.E.S., F.R.Met.S.

This well-known authority on Continental broadcasting describes
the work and service of the French broadcasting stations.

THE Eiffel Tower was one
of the first stations to broad-
cast, as it sent out daily

time signals and weather reports
in Morse on spark for general
use. For some considerable time
market prices on telephony have
also been transmitted. A con-
cert in the afternoon has also been
sent out, but this was regarded
by them merely as a test trans-
mission. They were constantly
experimenting; if transmission
broke down they did not bother
to warn people. At that time this
station was run by the military
authorities, and was merely a
military experimental station.
In fact, at one time, when they
received a letter of complaint
from a listener, they replied that
the concerts were not meant to be
listened to, but were merely for
their own purposes, and therefore
the public should be satisfied with
whatever it got. However,
within the last three or four
months this station has been
taken over by the Post Office,
and the usual sentence which
used to be given out, 4` Ie.) Poste
Militaire de la Tour Eiffel," has
been replaced by " lei Poste
Radiotelephonique de la Tour
Eiffel." An endeavour has been
made to please the public, and
for that purpose a society has
been formed, " Les Amis de la
Tour Eiffel." The members
contribute a small amount of
money, which is spent in improv-
ing the gear of this station. A
concert is now also given on
Sunday and Wednesday even-
ings in addition to the usual
afternoon musical transmission.

Radiola
This station, second in impor-

tance in regard to date of instal-
lation, has now become by far
the most important broadcasting
station in France. It is run by a
private company, " Compagnie
F'rancaise Radioelectrique,"
which company derives its in-
come from the sale and installa-

tion of receiving or transmitting
apparatus. The actual broad-
casting at the start was only a
small side -line of this company's
activities. They hold in France
a certain number of patents
which they incorporate in their

.instruments, among others resis-
tance coupling between high -
frequency valves. Such a coup-
ling may not be sold ready-made
in France without licence of the
C.F. R. The fact that
long wavelength was
(r 780 metres) for this

such a
chosen
station

Wireless WeeKly
may be connected to the fact,
well known to amateurs, that this
kind of high -frequency coupling
becomes inefficient below r,000
metres wavelength.

Never in any transmission are
any names mentioned, save the
artists'. The announcer is given
an impersonal name, " Radiolo,"
derived from the original name of
the station " Radiola." During
children's and women's hour, if
the announcer is a woman, she is
called " Radiolette," and no
announcer is ever referred to in
any other name.

Broadcasting Sporting Events
Recently a certain amount of

interesting outside sport broad-
casting has been relayed by this
station, one of the most interest-
ing being the broadcasting of the
Rugby match between France
and Scotland some time ago.

The old aerial at 5IT being removed from the building of the General
Electric Co. at Witton. The aerial in use is, of course, at the Summer

Lane Station.
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Radio -Paris had placed a man on
the field, and beginning about a
quarter of an hour before the
match, and during it, he spoke
constantly into his microphone,
describing the contest in its
smallest details. I happened to
be fortunate enough to be listen-
ing to this transmission at my
place in London, and was struck
by the Wonderful possibilities of
this kind of transmission. We
have been for a long time fami-
liar with boxing matches and
other such contests being filmed
and the films shown in various
theatres, and although contests
such as Rugby or boxing appear
to be entirely a matter to do
with sight, I could not help feel-
ing that the interest was very
much greater by hearing the
event described as it was occur-
ring than seeing it on the film
after it had occurred. A ready
explanation which occurred to me
was that the wireless method
thrills one because of the inde-
cision of the result. In the gm
it is possible to see great detail
of action; still, the result is
known from the start, whereas
by radio, although nothing is
visible, all the smallest interesting
events are conveyed to one as
they are occurring, and during
all this time there is no idea of
what the ultimate result will be.
You are constantly furnished with
the thrills you would have had
were you actually on the field.

" Le Parleur Inconnu "
An important point, of course,

is to have a man who is capable
of talking the whole time, and, as
we all know, the French are very
quick talkers, and in particular
the man whom Radio -Paris has
chosen was very good. As a
consequence of the principles of
Radio -Paris not to give out
names of their officials, this man
is known all over France as
" Le Parleur Inconnu." Several
newspapers published photos of
him seated on the ground, his
microphone on a tripod, his
assistant beside him with head-
phones on, checking the outgoing
transmissions, and the only name
written under the photo was
" Le Parleur Inconnu." It
caused such a sensation that the
attention of the daily papers was
drawn to the impersonal charac-
ter of Radio -Paris officials, and
naturally made an effort to get to
know the name of " Le Parleur

Inconnu." His name is M.
Lehorter, and his name is now
frequently mentioned in the
Press.

The Grand Prix Motor Race
As another example of this, I

was listening to the " Parleur
Inconnu " giving out news of the
Grand Prix Motor Race, Circuit
de la Sarthe. Speaking of the
chief engineer, he said : " Mr.

no, I won't tell you his
name. I am sure he would blush
even at this distance of 300 kilo-
metres," which vas the length of
the land line.

At this same race, while he was
transmitting incidents in one
part of the Grand Stand, in
another part there was a loud-
speaker picking up from Paris by
wireless what he was saying.
The loud -speaker was turned in
such a direction that it was in-
convenient to him, because he
could hear his own words being
sent back to him. In order to
ask the man in charge of the
loud -speaker to change its direc-
tion he simply spoke into his
microphone, saying, " The loud-
speaker which is in the stand is
disturbing me," and asked the
man to move it, and then, " The
man had no doubt turned the
instrument in another direction,
because it no longer disturbs
me. Isn't it extraordinary
that to say something to a man
who is only some hundred yards
away from me it is easier to send
my voice over 300 kilometres and
then all the way back again? "-

Our Own Methods.
This method contrasts with

ours, in which the personality of
the announcers of the various
stations doubtless has had a bene-
ficial effect on the broadcasting
in general. Knowing the
announcers by name and follow-
ing them by references in the
Press develop a kind of bond
between the listeners and the
station, and although the rigid
principle of the Radio -Paris has
its advantages, the method
adopted in this country has its
good side also, so long as exag-
geration does not occur in either
practice.

There is no doubt that British
radio listeners will become fami-
liar with this station, as the
wavelength of 1,78o metres
makes listening possible on most
instruments which are designed
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to receive Chelmsford. The
number of British listeners to
Radio -Paris is already so great
that the number of the item which
has just been played is given out
in English at all transmissions,
as well as in French. A num-
bered programme will be mailed
on request by this station to
listeners who are interested.

Radio -Paris is a very regular
station, and to those who tune -in
to their 1,780 metres at the time
indicated for their transmission
will invariably get their pro-
gramme, which is sent under very
high power-I o/ 15 kw.. --and the
modulation is excellent.

There is one disappointment
about Radio -Paris, and that is
that it ends its transmission so
early in the evening. It is very
rare that anything is done after
10.45, but usually transmission
ends at io o'clock. The reason
for this is that Eiffel Tower starts
sending out time signals and
corrections from io o'clock
Greenwich mean time, and for
people living in Paris or the
vicinity these time signals sent
out on spark and on such high
power must necessarily cause
unpleasant interference with the
long -wave transmissions.

Ecole Superieure des Postes et
Telegraphes

Another station is that of the
P.T.T. This station does not
transmit on such heavy power as
Radio -Paris, its equipment being
approximately 1 kw. Modula-
tion, if anything, is better, and it
has been familiar to a great many
British listeners because of its
wavelength, which is in the range
of B.B.C. stations. It is conse-
quently suitable on sets which are
designed for 300/500 metres
wavelength.

Possibly due to its low power a
great deal of fading is noticeable
when listening to this station.
Programmes, as a rule, consist of
outside broadcasting from vari-
ous concert halls in Paris, usually
Salle Gareau and Salle Pleyel.
This station being run by the
staff college of the French post
offices, has naturally facilities for
using the telephone wires, and in
this way is able to give outside
broadcasting with less trouble.
Owing to this outside broadcast-
ing announcing is not always
satisfactory from this station.
Long intervals are sometimes ex-
perienced between items. Trans -
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mission, for the same reason, is
somewhat irregular in regard to
its starting time, which, however,
always occurs between 8 and 9,
and sometimes goes on until a
very late hour. Afternoon trans-
missions occur quite frequently,
but are not at all regular, either
in regard to day of the week or
the hour of transmission, but
occurring, as a rule, between
2 and 5.

The Tzigane Orchestra
A very interesting concert to

listen to is the daily mid -day
Tzigane Orchestra of Radio -
Paris. It is conducted by Mon-
sieur Mario Caze, who, in addi-
tion to being a brilliant violinist
and conductor, is also a very
prolific composer. It is quite
usual to find half of the items
comprising the concert of his
own composition. This concert
is especially soothing to listen to,
as the music chosen is all of a
light kind, of great variety, and
at the same time of delightful
character.

Very little news is given at
this mid -day transmission, but
those interested in the latest
events are advised to listen in at
5.40 p.m., approximately, when
a short, but interesting, news
bulletin is given out. I remem-
ber on one occasion an interest-
ing'news item about Mr. Ramsay
MacDonald in his dealings with
the French Ambassador in
London. It was to the effect
that a letter had been handed to
Mr. Ramsay MacDonald by
Comte de St. Aulaire, French
Ambassador in London, in the
afternoon. At seven o'clock the
London News Bulletin only gave
out that a letter was on its way.

Le Petit Parisien
Another station that has been

heard a great deal in England is
the Petit Parisien. Le Petit
Parisien is one of the leading
French papers, and naturally
seizes the opportunity of wireless
to provide a small amount of
advertisement. They built a
small station and have been
sending on Sundays and Thurs-
days a fairly good programme,
but in no way comparable in
quality and variety to the pro-
gramme of Radio -Paris.

Their wavelength is fairly low ;
and here again items are given
out both in English and French,
together with any announce-
ments connected with t he
station's activities.

listeners' Co-operation Invited

French stations a r e very
pleased if people write to them,
and the announcers have often
given out that any letter from
England, with an international
stamp enclosed, which may be
bought at any Post Office in the
U.K. for 3d., would receive a
reply. We all appreciate that it
is difficult for stations to know
what is going on unless their
listeners co-operate to some
extent.

Realising the possibilities of
wireless in general as a means
of diffusing information, the
French Government have tried
to foster its use, and have
endeavoured to eliminate, as far
as possible, hampering rules and
regulations. For instance, there
is no license fee for installing a

Wireless Weekly
wireless_ apparatus; the only
thing that is required is a
declaration to the effect that a
receiving station has been set
up. There is no limitation to
the length or height of aerial or
the make or origin of the instru-
ment, etc. Comparing this to
the restrictions in this country,
it is strange to note that wireless
telephony, in spite of these
facilities, has not made such
rapid strides as it has over here.
Doubtless, the method adopted
in this country has had a greater
stimulus, as apparently people
have attached greater importance
to something they have had to
pay for, and at the same time,
of course, this method has
provided a means of getting in
funds for better concerts and
better service.

The receiving apparatus of the s.s. "Cyrus Field," which left the
Thames this month for duty as a cable repair ship. The vessel is

carrying 170 miles of cable.
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Archipelago, she is to be in touch
with the outside world from that
date until she returns next
October, assuming, of course,
that no serious accident prevents
her. This stout little vessel, built
in 1900, has been tripping up to
the Arctic Seas these twenty
years. This year the " Arctic "

             

An Amateur in the Arctic
By FREDERICK JAMES.

WHEN the Canadian
Government ship"Arctic"
left her berth in the River

St. Lawrence at Quebec, on
July 7, en route to the Arctic

has her two regular radio equip-
ments, consisting of a standard
600 -metre 2 -kw. spark equipment
and a continuous wave trans-
mitter working on 2,10o metres,

The 2,100 -metre long -wave transmitter on board the "Arctic."

with which communication is
maintained with the long -wave
ship station at Louisburg, Nova
Scotia, and in addition a short-
wave I.C.W. transmitter, which
will transmit on wavelengths
between too and 15o metres. The
installation of this short-wave
equipment is for the purpose of

            
55o

                          

The Canadian Government ship "Arctic " off the coast of Greenland.

carrying on tests with Canadian
and United States amateurs, with
a view to ascertaining the
efficiency of short-wave signals
from the far north during the all -
daylight period in the land of the
Midnight Sun.

The operator on the " Arctic "
is Mr. W. Choate, of Toronto,
Ontario, owner and operator of
the amateur station 3CO.

The call -sign  of the " Arctic
is VDM and her wavelength 120
metres. The hours of trans-
missions given in - Eastern
Standard Time are:-

Daily, except. Wednesday,
r p.m. to midnight.

Saturday only, 1 i p.m. to
3 a.m.

NOTE.-G.M.T. is five hours
ahead of Eastern Standard Time.

The Radio Branch of the
Canadian Government, Depart-
ment of Marine, has authorised
all amateur stations to use the
wavelength of 120 metres during

4

the foregoing hours for the
purpose of communicating with
VDM.

The test transmitter comprises
two Admiralty T4A valves,
operating on 8,000 volts on the
plates with an output rating of
approximately 500 watts per
valve, using a standard Meissner
circuit. No filter system is being
used and the characteristic 480
cycle note will enable amateurs
to place VDM immediately they
hear the note, even if they do not
get the call -sign.

The " Arctic " is going into
the Arctic Archipelago - the
islands of which, measuring over
Soo square miles, have an area of
over 520,800 square miles-to
relieve outposts of the Royal
Canadian Mounted Police and
other Canadian Government
officials who have spent one or
two years in the Arctic circle, to
establish new police posts,
customs houses, post offices, and

The vessel passing an iceberg in the Arctic Seas.       

             
In the following article the Author explains how the Canadian
amateur 3CO, now on his way to the Arctic, will maintain

communication with the civilised world.

poop

to complete numerous surveys
and comparisons of previous
observations.

or anywhere else, and law and
order will prevail. The Canadian
Government also has some corn -

The 120 -metre transmitter for short-wave work.

There is a desire on the part
of the Government of Canada to
establish and maintain the
majesty of the law, even in its
most remote outposts. Establish
a police post at the North Pole     

               

a

                  

mercial interests in the Arctic
that need protection. There are
reindeer and musk ox by the
millions, that may some day play
a part in the world's food
supply. Trading companies under
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order will prevail. The Canadian
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mercial interests in the Arctic
that need protection. There are
reindeer and musk ox by the
millions, that may some day play
a part in the world's food
supply. Trading companies under
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different flags are opening, and
they need both protection and
watching.

The expedition this year is in
charge of Mr. F. D. Henderson,
of the Northwest Territories
Branch of the Canadian Depart-
ment of the Interior. He will go
as far north as Ellesmere Island,
8.23 miles from the North Pole,
the farthest point reached last
year by the Craig expedition in
the " Arctic." The master of
the "Arctic," Captain J. E.
Bernier, is now making his 258th
voyage.

Earthing Arrangements
The working of the radio set

in a ship fitted with sail is not
as satisfactory as in a steamship
6n this account. In addition,
the " Arctic " being built of
wood, the operator will be cast-
ing an anxious eye over the side
as soon as they run into Arctic
floe ice, and his chief concern
will be the welfare of the 200
square feet of copper plate which
constitutes his main earth con-
nection.

In addition to the regular
tests with Canadian and Ameri-
can amateurs, special tests have
been arranged, through the
courtesy of Mr. George Wendt,
of the Westinghouse Electric
and Manufacturing Company,
with the station KDKA every
Monday night on their short-
y ave set. KDKA will use
its experimental call sign 8XS
when working with VDM.
The results obtained from the
short - wave set while the

Arctic " was proceeding down
the Gulf of St. Lawrence have
been very satisfactory, American
amateurs as far west as Okla-
hama having been worked.

In addition to the telegraph
apparatus aboard the "Arctic,"
the 'Westinghouse Electric Com-
pany have provided her with
special short-wave receiving
equipment for receiving concerts
transmitted by KDKA's short
wave. Recent tests indicate that
Captain Bernier and his crew
will be able to enjoy the short-
wave concerts long after the
regular broadcast transmissions
on the higher wavelengths have
faded away.

Police Wireless
The Northwest Mounted Police

Posts 'in the far north at Craig

Harbour and Pond's Inlet were
equipped with radio receiving
apparatus last year, but until the
" Arctic " returns this winter,
no data is available as to what
concerts, if any, they were able
to receive up there last winter.

The battery problem is a
serious one in the case of these
sets, in that supplies are only
taken in once a year. The re-
ceiving sets at the Posts are
equipped with -Northern Electric
peanut valves and use special
batteries prepared by the Ever -
Ready Battery Company for
filament lighting. In addition,
they are provided with 300 -
ampere - hour Edison - Lalande
primary batteries with ample
refills to see them through. For
L.T. batteries they are provided
with both Burgess and Ever -
Ready Standard units, and in
addition an adequate supply of,
what are termed, " inert cells,"
which are made up specially for

the Department by Siemens
Brothers, London.

It will be interesting to hear
how these different batteries
have withstood the severe cli-
matic conditions prevailing in
those latitudes.

The Police Station is also
supplied with the portable long -
wave receivers, specially built by
the Radio Branch, Department
of Marine and Fisheries, Ottawa,
for surveyors. Strong long -
wave signals are received up
north from the high - power
stations in the United States and
Europe on this receiver, and with
the numerous Press transmis-
sions in effect, the Police Posts
frequently receive news items
which otherwise they would only
hear at intervals of several
weeks. Last year, for instance,
the report of the death of
President Harding was received
by the " ArctiC. " within a few
moments of its occurrence.

Typical inhabitants of Greenland. -
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How every Crystal User may
become a Valve Expert

By E. REDPATH, Assistant Editor
Further constructional details of the single -valve receiver described in last week's issue

and some alternative methods of obtaining reaction effects.

Connecting Up
With all the components fitted

in place, carefully clean with a
piece of emery cloth the ends of
all terminal shanks, condenser
lugs, etc., and affix to each a
small bead of solder, employing
a thoroughly hot iron and a mini-
mum amount of fluxite. Then,
using No. 16 S.W.G. tinned
copper wire, either round or
square section, as preferred, wire
up carefully in accordance with
the wiring diagram (Fig. 6),
taking care that each soldered
joint is properly made. By keep-
ing the soldering bit clean and up
to its proper temperature, the
work will be facilitated and the
lengthy application of the bit to
metal parts attached to ebonite
can be avoided.

Testing and Operating
If possible, make the prelimi-

nary tests upon the aerial when
broadcasting is not in progress.
Plug in a 50 -turn coil in the
aerial circuit and a No. 5o or
75 -turn coil in the reaction
socket, and, with the aerial
tuning condenser in parallel, and
the reaction coil at about 45
degrees to the aerial coil, search
for Morse signals from shipping
or coast stations. When signals
are heard, slowly tighten the re-
action coupling, which should
result in a steady increase in
signal strength until oscillation
point is reached, when spark
signals become extremely loud,
but lose their characteristic note.
Should the action not occur as
described, look over all connec-

tions again, external battery con-
nections as well as those beneath
the ebonite panel, and, if all are
in order, reverse the connections
to either reaction coil or aerial
coil.

After a very little practice with
the set, it will be found possible
to tune in the desired station and
adjust the reaction coupling so as
to obtain the loudest clear speech
or music quite easily and quickly
and without causing the set to
oscillate. Should oscillation in-
advertently be permitted to occur,
the reaction coil should immedi-
ately be moved further away
from the aerial coil, and, pro-
vided the same thing is not
allowed to occur again, no great
harm will have been done. It is
forcing the set right up to oscil-

Fig. 6.-Back-of-panel wiring diagram of the single -valve receiver.
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lation point, making very fine
adjustments in tuning so as to
avoid the loud note of the carrier
wave, and leaving the set in that
condition, which causes the most
serious interference.

Other Single Valve Circuits
In connection with the use of

a valve as a detector, mention
must be made of alternative
methods of obtaining reaction
effects.

The method already described,
in which an inductance coil in the
anode circuit is coupled back to
an inductance coil in the aerial
circuit, is known as the electro-
magnetic method, but in addition
to this, reaction effects can be
obtained electrostatically.

This involves the use of a
coupling capacity, which may be
either the natural condenser
formed by the electrodes of the
valve and known as the self -
capacity of the valve, or an
external variable condenser con-
nected so as to afford an electro-
static coupling between the
anode and grid circuits.

Two arrangements wthich de-
pend entirely upon the self -capa-
city of the valve are illustrated in
the theoretical diagrams, Figs. 7
and 8, whilst the use of an
external variable condenser, con-
nected so as to supplement the
existing self -capacity of the valve,
is shown in Fig. 9.

Referring to Fig. 7, it will be
seen that the aerial circuit com-
prises the aerial, series condenser
C, a variometer L, and earth
connection E. When this circuit
is tuned to resonance with the
distant transmitting station,
oscillatory potentials are set up
across the variometer windings,
and applied to the grid and fila-
ment of the valve.

Due to the presence of the grid
condenser CI and grid leak Ri,
cumulative rectification occurs, as
described in previous articles,
and by tuning the anode circuit
to the same frequency as the
aerial circuit by means of the
second variometer Li, oscilla-
tions of considerable amplitude
are set up in the oscillatory cir-
cuit formed by the windings
of Li and its self -capacity.
For the best results, the self -
capacity of the variometer should
be kept as low as possible.

High frequency variations in
potential are thus set up across

the variometer windings, and, one
end being connected directly to
the anode of the valve, the grid

Fig. 7.-The tuned -anode method of
obtaining reaction effect.

potential is varied electrostatic-
ally, due to the coupling existing
between the anode and grid, in

Fig. 8.-The same principle applied
to a receiver for short waves.

correct phase so as to supplement
the effect of incoming signals.

For general reception on the

Fig. 9.-Electrostatic reaction
obtained by means of variable con-

denser and choke coil.

British broadcasting wavelengths,
this method gives excellent re-

sults, one particular advantage
being that the reaction effect can
be varied by altering the tuning
of the anode variometer, without
varying the tuning of the aerial
circuit.

It will probably be found that,
when the anode circuit is brought
exactly into tune with the aerial
circuit,self-oscillation commences.
If desired, this difficulty can
usually be overcome either by con-
necting a variable high resistance
(5o,000 to ioo,000 ohms) across
the anode variometer or by intro-
ducing a resistance of about 8o
to ioo ohms at the point marked
X in Fig. 7. It is usually help-
ful in such circuits to shunt the
H.T. battery with a fixed con-
denser.

Short -Wave Reception

For the reception of very short
waves, say, from 8o to about 15o
metres, the arrangement illus-
trated in the circuit diagram,
Fig. 8, may be used. This
arrangement makes use of the
self -capacity of the valve in two
ways.

Firstly, oscillatory currents due
to incoming signals pass to earth
through the capacity between the
grid and filament of the.valve, the
purpose of the resistance RI con-
nected between grid and filament,
and which may have a value as
low as io,000 ohms, being merely
to prevent the complete isolation
of the grid.

Secondly, the capacity existing
between the anode and grid of the
valve is used to obtain electro-
static reaction, the anode vario-
meter Li being suitably adjusted.

A Further Alternative

In the arrangement illustrated
in Fig. 9, the anode circuit is not
tuned to resonance with the
aerial circuit, but includes an air
core choke coil, Li, which may
conveniently consist of a plug-in
coil, whilst an external variable
condenser C3 is connected be-
tween the aerial end of the aerial
tuning inductance L and the
anode, thus supplementing in a
controllable manner the electro-
static coupling between anode
and grid circuits.

NEXT WEEK.-The Theory and
Construction of a Single -Valve
Reflex Receiver.
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A Low -Capacity Coil

ERY effective and simpleV coils may be wound, with-
out the trouble of making

the complicated former incidental
to the construction of honeycomb
coils, by the following method.
A circle of 3 in. diameter is
drawn on a piece of hard wood
and the circumference divided
into 12 parts by fixing the com-
passes at ii in. and marking
round the circumference and then
bisecting one of the resultant arcs
and marking again, as shown in
Fig. 1.

-.4

\

Fig 1.-Showing how the positions
for the nails are found.

Twelve "2 -in. wire nails are
then driven into the twelve points
thus obtained, and the former is
complete. The nails and former
should then be very lightly
smeared with vaseline to prevent
the coil adhering when varnished,
and the end of a bobbin of wire
secured by twisting to nail No. I.
The wire is then passed in suc-
cession round nails 3, 6, 8, i 1, 1,
4, 6, and so on, i.e., alternately
missing one nail and then two.
Fig. 2 will make the method of
winding quite clear.

9

Fig. 2.-With nails in position the
wire is wound in the manner shown.

The total number of turns may
be calculated by multiplying the
number of turns passing outside
nail No. I by 2.5, or inversely to
wind a coil of 8o turns the num-
ber of turns passing outside nail

8oNo. I will be --- 32. The
2. 5

number of turns required for a
given wavelength can be esti-
mated by adding 25 per cent. to
the number of turns given for
ordinary honeycomb coils in the
various lists and graphs pub-
lished. After winding, the coil
should be coated with shellac or
celluloid varnish, and baked if
shellac is used. The nails are
then removed, and the coil is
ready for mounting in the manner
most suitable for the coilholder
used. The appearance of the

Wireless Weekly
windings is shown in Fig. 3.
Owing to ,the very liberal
air spaces and resultant tow
capacity of this coil it will
be found extremely useful in
the tuned anode part of a multi -

Fig.--\. -

3.-The appearance of the
wound coil should be somewhat
similar to this illustration.
valve set. Careful, adjustment
of the number of turns on the
coil, allowing as little variable
capacity as possible, will result
in a very gratifying increase in
signal strength.

A Double -Purpose Panel Switch

THE useful switch shown is
the accompanying diagram
(Fig. r) may be used for

adjusting a variable condenser,

Fig. 1.-The double -purpose switch.

also as a tuning adjustment for
a tapped inductance. The two
functions are at the same time
quite independent of each other.

The construction is clearly
shown in the diagram, but
care must be taken to assemble
the nuts and spring washers as
shown, by reason of the fact that
the pointer is actuated by the
spindle carrying the moving
vanes of the variable condenser,
and the switch arm is actuated
by the extension handle. .The
adjustment of the nuts in rela-
tion to the spring washers should
be of just sufficient tension to
allow the switch arm to be moved
round without disturbing the

pointer adjustment and vice
versa.

In Fig. 2 the theoretical con-
nections are shown. It will be
seen that the switch arm, and
also the pointer, are connected at
one point, namely, the spindle of
the variable condenser. Con-
nection is made from this point
to a terminal, as shown in both
the diagrams, by means of a
springy brass strip. The fixed
vanes of the condenser are then
connected at the beginning of the
winding of the tapped inductance
and the tappings are taken off to
the studs, as shown, the number
of studs being in accordance with
the tappings desired.

H. B.

Fig. 2-The connections are made
in accordance with this illustration.
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E Fig. 1.-The Theoretical Circuit Arrangement.

THIS receiver consists of a
high -frequency amplifying
valve followed by a crystal

detector and a note magnifier.
Aerial tuning is carried out by

means of the variometer B.
Another variometer D is con-
nected in the plate circuit of the
first valve, and is shunted by the
fixed condenser H of o.0003 p.F
capacity. These variometers
cover the broadcast wavelengths,
and if it is desired to tune to
higher wavelengths, each vario-
meter should be replaced by a
coil socket and a o.0005 ,uF vari-
able condenser connected in
parallel with the contacts of the
coil socket. Plug-in coils of the
desired sizes may be inserted in
the sockets, tuning being effected
by means of the variable con-
densers.

Across the anode variometer
are connected the crystal detector
C and the primary winding of
the intervalve transformer F.
The fixed condenser G, which has
a capacity of o.00i piF, is placed
across the primary winding, as
shown in the wiring chart, and
is secured to the panel by means

of small screws, which, however,
do not project on the other side
of the panel. The condensers H

Practical
Back- of - Panel
Wiring Charts

An H.F. Crystal and Note
Magnifier Circuit.

By OSWALD J. RANKIN

the grid and negative filament of
the low - frequency amplifying
valve. It will be noted that the

Fig. 2.-Panel Layout, Showing Position of Components.

and I are fixed in a similar
manner, their exact positions
being unimportant.

The secondary winding of the
transformer is connected across

Fig. 3.-Practical Back of Panel Wiring Diagram.
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terminal OS is connected to the
grid of the valve, and this is
found best as a general rule. If
desired, however, IS may be
taken to grid, and OS to filament,
and note taken of the results
obtained thus, and compared with
the former method. The arrange-
ment giving the better results,
should, of course, be made
permanent.

The telephones are connected
in the anode circuit of the note -
magnifying valve, and are
shunted by a fixed condenser I
of 0.002 i(LF capacity.

The circuit is quite straight-
forward, and when the set is
completed no difficulty should
be experienced in operating it.
Having adjusted the crystal
and obtained maximum signal
strength by tuning the vario-
meters B and D, the crystal
should be re -adjusted, when a
final touch to the variometers B
and D completes the tuning.
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ST76
SIR,-I read with interest Mr.

Scott Taggart's " Valve Notes "
in May 7 issue regarding the
stabilisation of the ST76 circuit. I
had previously tried the old form of
the circuit, and had met with the
difficulties he describes. After read=
ing the article regarding the Simp-
son connection, I immediately set to
work and re -made my set, embody-
ing this connection.

I experienced a distinct improve-
ment, but I cannot say that I was
really satisfied with the result.
Whilst working out the causes and
possible cures of the defects (Yes,
I'm afraid my transformers were
rather cheap!), I thought of the
circuit given below, which I set to
work to construct.

perfectly equal to a four -valve
" straight," this whilst using the
two doubtful transformers referred
to above. The main difference "be-
tween this circuit and ST76 is in
the fact that the H.F. valve acts in
its dual capacity as the second L.F.
valve, and not as the first L.F.
valve, as is usual in dual circuits.

I have a switch between the de-
tector and first L.F. valves,_ so that
the set becomes the ST75 on switch-
ing off the first L.F.; the 'ST75 is a
circuit I have had very goOd results
from, and it seems easier in this
case to switch on ST75 than if the
full circuit were ST76.

I hope that this may be of interest
to you, and I should like at the same
time to express my thanks' for the
many excellent circuits and ideas I

dd.
Ma.

40/I

.. T

6
aa

The reflex circuit which is referred to in Mr. Blackmore's letter.

The circuit is in all probability
as old as the hills, but I have never
seen it published anywhere; as a
matter of fact, this rather deterred
me from starting to build it, since
if the idea was any good, I thought
that it would have been given pub-
licity long before. There must also
be numerous technical reasons
against the circuit, but I was not
technical enough to see them.

On trying the set, however, I was
surprised not only to get results,
but to get very good results also,

have found in both Wireless Weekly
and Modern Wireless.-I remain,
yours faithfully,

R. H. BLACKMORE.
Hyde, Cheshire.
[This idea is perfectly sound and

is probably better than the ST76, as
it avoids the awkward position of
the transformer next to the first
anode. In general, however, it is
not desirable to combine too strong
L.F. circuits with weak H.F. in the
same valve. We greatly welcome
letters of this nature.-ED.]

AN AMERICAN SHORT-WAVE
RECEIVER

SIR,-We notice in an article on
" An American Short-wave Re-
ceiver," by Mr. Gerald R. Garratt,
appearing in the Wireless Weekly
of August 13, that reference is made
to the fact that damping resistances
for use in the circuits described are
not obtainable in this country.

We would point out that the
Igranic Electric Co. are manufac-
turing a stable variable resistance
which has proved excellent for this
purpose, and, in fact, in many
reflex circuits where damping
resistances are introduced.-Yours
faithfully,

I GRAN IC ELECTRIC CO. LTD.,
A. H. CURTIS, General Manager.
Bedford.

THE GOOP-WAYFARER
CIRCUIT

SIR,-The Goop-Wayfarer Circuit
has had constructional articles and
a test report, but no Wireless
Weekly. circuit is complete without
a description of a reader's results.
I constructed the set in accordance
with your instructions, making a
fetv alterations to suit my own ideas,
as is the custom of amateur con-
structors. I have added five valves
of the ordinary frequency and
various other gadgets which need
not be specified. I have had the
most extraordinary success from the
very beginning. I have not as yet
got any of the broadcasting stations,
but I have logged 97 amateurs.
They were all howling, but that was
really fortunate, as I was easily
able to distinguish them by the note
of their howl without having to
wait for their call sign.

The selectivity of the set is mar-
vellous; each degree on any of the
condensers brings in a fresh station
with a different note.

This is the first set I have con-
structed, and I think you will agree
that the results I have obtained
are astonishing. I showed the set
to a friend who seemed much
struck by it, but he said I ought to
have a transmitting licence.

Owing to the doubt about the
licence, I will not sign my name,
but remain, Yours faithfully,

GOOPERATOR.
Swansea.
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THE PARADISE OF THE
ETHER HUNTER

SIR, --The article by Mr. Barnard
in the August 13 issue cannot be
allowed to pass unchallenged. He
very much over -rates his own
powers in supposing that he can
" spoil our contentment "-mine, at
any rate. He speaks of a " hand-
ful " of stations; there are to date
eight main stations-seven low -
power ones and Chelmsford, with
an immediate prospect of another
main station and relays at the rate
of one per month-a fair handful
indeed. Would he, even with an
'American set, soon get ennui
through the ease with which he
could run through all these on one
evening.

Does he really hold it up as an
advantage to have as many stations
in a decent -sized city as we have
thraughout the country. Heaven
forbid that we should ever be forced
to put up with such a state of
affairs. That alone is sufficient
reward for paying for the privilege
of listening (id. per day !). Per-
sonally I am glad to pay to-
wards the upkeep of an organisation
which is able to give the whole
country simultaneous broadcasting
of any event of special interest and
gives first-class programmes with-
out resorting to the broadcasting of
advertisements to obtain revenue.

We are also saved from the neces-
sity of studying long lists in the
radio press of :-

Broadcasting Stations opened and
Broadcasting Stations closed

down.
I* take the liberty of expressing

entire disagreement with the views
contained in the article.-Yours
faithfully, E. M. W.

Timperley, Cheshire.

SIR,-I read with some surprise
the article by Mr. George Barnard.
Evidently the author is under the
impression that the wireless fans in
this country look with envy on the
American listeners, which, I think,
is not the case. The author forgets
also that the station hunter here
can, in addition to B.B.C. stations,
also receive PTT, SFR, FL and
many others.

I am quite confident also that
our programmes here beat the
American programmes easily, and
what more does a listener want than
a good programme every night
from every B.B.C. station?
Further, I do not think any decent -
minded listener begrudges paying
the paltry sum of tips. every year.
I should feel sorry for Great
Britain if such a state of chaos
came about here as that existing in
America.

Wishing your paper every success,
-Yours faithfully,

C. LAW.
Chadderton, Nr. Oldham.

RECEIVING 5XX.
SIR,-Mr. C. P. Brown and his

" vast majority of London lis-
teners " should realise that it is
not the fault of 5XX if they do not
get it.

I hear that a crystal set in
Algiers has received it, and that a
really high aerial here (to miles
from 5XX) enables a crystal to work
a loud -speaker.

I have satisfied myself that 5XX
comes in here on almost anything
that provides enough impedance,
e.g. :-
Experi-
ment.

x.

Apparatus. Result.
Crystal alone in aerial Faint.

2. No. 6 Peto Coil across Quite
this crystal.. .. good.

3. Nos. 6 and 7 .. Still
louder.

4. These two and a 200
turn coil of x ft. dia-
meter all in series Not so
across crystal .. loud.

5. A copper cat whisker
on steel, neither of
which were ever Detects
near a crystal .. quite veil

6. Anode resistance only
in aerial .. .. Faint.

7. Earth wire direct on
grid of valve .. Faint.

8. Earth wire direct on A little
grid condenser .. louder.

g. Aerial alone direct on Quite
distinct.

xo. Aerial alone on grid Quite
condenser .. good.

I x. The same plus earth Still
on L.T. - .. better.

22. Same as 9 plus earth
on L.T. - .. Similar.

13. L.F. Circuit as shown
in diagram.. Faint.

14. A No. 7 Peto Coil
across A D and no Quite
earth anywhere .. audible.

The No. 13 experiment tried by Mr.
Philpots for the reception of 5XX.

These results are valuable if only
because they point to the undesir-
ability of testing a circuit on a near
station.

Again, with a circuit properly
tuned to 5XX, the 5XX carrier wave
enables one to receive transmissions
faintly from other stations working
on their own wavelength. This was
proved beyond doubt with 2L0 as
the other station. But when Dame
Clara Butt was S.B. to all stations
I distinctly heard in the intervals
what seemed to be a turn of the
music -hall type given by a woman.

In conclusion, 5XX's quality

seems excellent. The only thing
that might improve it is to silence
what is presumably a generator hum
which is quite obtrusive in quiet
passages on loud signals.-Yours
faithfully,

E. A. PHILPOTS.
Felstead, Essex.

SIR,-In reply to Mr. C. P.
Brown's letter in Wireless Weekly,
August 6, re 5XX.

Here in Bournemouth, iso miles
from Chelmsford, 5XX comes in
quite well on a crystal set in broad
daylight, every word being under-
standable, the aerial being on the
roof but only 4 ft. above it.

With i H.F. detector and 1 L.F.
5XX is as loud as 6BM, i.e.,

good L.S. strength. It may interest
you to know that 5XX in no wise
interferes with SFR in this dis-
trict, no loose -coupler or wave -
trap being used.

Thanking you for two such fine
papers as Wireless Weekly and
Modern Wireless, both of which I
have taken from No. 1 and still
cherish.-Yours faithfully,

Bournemouth. M. SAINSBURY.

SIR,-ReferTing to the letters
published in Wireless Weekly
relating to readers' experiences on
the reception of 5XX, I should like
to relate my experiences with this
station using a one -valve set
(Plewelling Circuit).

With this set (on an aerial .1.0 ft.
high, 90 ft. long, and carefully
insulated) at Streatham, I found
that 5XX was no stronger than
2LO.

When making arrangements for
my holiday, which I intended to
spend at Bognor, I decided to take
my set with me in the hope that on
wet nights I might at least be able
to receive 5XX, and perhaps
Radiola.

I had to erect an aerial, con-
sisting of so ft. of electron wire,
supported one end on a small tree
(the only thing available) to ft.
high and running through a small
window 7 ft. high directly to the
set. The earth wire consisted of
about 4 ft. 6 in. of the same wire
fastened at one end to an iron peg
which was driven into the ground
for "2 in.

Using a 150 -turn coil for the
primary with a .00i variable con-
denser in parallel, and a Soo -turn
coil for reaction, I was absolutely
astounded with the results.

5XX came in much too strong for
telephones to be used, so had to
detune.

The following evening I borrowed
a small Sterling loudspeaker from
a local dealer. After careful
tuning, using the telephones, I con-
nected up the loudspeaker. The
volume of signal was sufficient to
comfortably fill a fairly large sitting
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room. I disconnected the aerial
and connected the earth wire to the
aerial terminal. By placing one's
ear into the horn music could be
clearly heard at about crystal
strength at four or five miles from
2L0.

On the same evening dance
music from Radiola could be heard
6 to 7 ft. away from the loud-
speaker, and using four pairs of
telephones reception was all that
could be desired.

Reverting to the signals from
5XX, atmospherics were most con-
spicuous by their absence, whilst
Morse could be faintly heard.

The reaction coil was always at
right -angles to the aerial coil, and
using a Cossor P.I valve I had the
greatest difficulty in preventing the
set from bursting into oscillations.

Wishing your two journals further
success, -Yours faithfully,

A. K. KIRK.
S.W. i6.

STRANGE MODESTY"
SIR, -One of my first acts on

returning from holiday on August 14
was to open Wireless Weekly, and I
was naturally very interested in your
Editorial, entitled " Strange
Modesty." If you had been pre-
sent at the meeting of the General
Committee I do not think you would

have found it necessary to devote
your valuable editorial space to my
broadcast talk, as it is obvious that
you have quite misunderstood my
attitude.

In the first place, why was the
General Committee ever brought
into existence? Because there was
dissatisfaction amongst the affiliated
societies with regard to the inac-
tivity of the old Wireless Society of
London. Why disguise the fact?
The Council of the R.S.G.B. is
aware of it; the affiliated societies
are aware of it. But we, the wire-
less amateurs in general, are now
trying to push things on, and while
it is no good crying over spilt milk,
it is all to the good to show the
contrast between the old and the
new states of affairs.

If in my broadcast talk I said
anything contrary to the real present
position I should be only too glad to
hear from any delegates who were
actually present at the meeting of
the General Committee. You say
that in many quarters the meeting
was a grievous disappointment to
the delegates. I have heard no
such opinions expressed, but if such
an opinion does exist, then I should
be most glad to hear it in detail.

Nearly every line of your article
calls for reply either from myself or
from the R.S.G.B. For my part,
however, I will content myself by

saying that, in fairness to the
R.S.G.B. and to all affiliated
societies, I should be very glad if
you would make it known that I
was not making admissions in my
broadcast talk. I was merely ex-
pressing my own views, not as a
member of the R.S.G.B., but as
a member of an affiliated society.

I know it is easy to criticise; I
have been known to be guilty of
criticism myself. (See my letter in
the Wireless World, September 26,
1923. My, ultimate aim remains the
same to -day as it was at that time,
although my intermediate views
have necessarily been modified.)
But in spite of all criticism, I am
convinced that the salvation of the
amateur movement in this country
lies, for the immediate present, in
the whole -hearted support of the
General Committee by all concerned.
That the Radio Society of Great
Britain should give me the oppor-
tunity of expressing my views is, I
think, a very promising sign.
Whether the R.S.G.B. approves of
what I say or not is neither here
nor there at the moment, but I
think that the prestige of the Society
is proof against my " admissions."
-I remain, dear Sir, yours faith-
fully,

J. F. STANLEY.
Hon. Sec., General Committee

of Affiliated Societies.

THE NEW
44 DEXTRAUDION "

DULL
EMITTER

PRICE

21/-

'Ta' MAXIMUM
CONSUMPTION

'1 AMP. AT I VOLT.

o WATT !
THE QUALITY OF THE

RECEPTION ENTIRELY SUR-
PASSES ANYTHING HITHERTO

OBTAINED WITH ANY OTHER VALVE.
Full particulars, with charactcri,tic curves, together

with 40 PAGE RADIO LIST, sent post free on receipt
of 4d. in stamps and mention of this advertisement.

ECONOMIC Head Office: 10, FITZROY I Showrooms:
ELECTRIC LTD' I SQUARE, LONDON, W.I. I 303,EUSTON R D. N.W.1

-Radio Inquiries-
WILL HELP YOU.

We can supply you with information or advice on any
wireless subject. Write us fully, enclosing P.O. for
2/6 with each question and your letter will receive
immediate and individual attention. Should you
require complicated diagrams or calculations, please
send 4/6 to cover cost of extra work involved.
We send out all replies by return of post.

RADIO INQUIRIES,
Imperial Buildings, Oxford Road, Manchester.

Cut this out for reference.

ALL POST FREE AT CALLERS' PRI( ES
-Ebonite Pane a. COM LETS TRAD Oar. Condensers.

Matt. 1" 3/16 P E .001 panel type 7/-
9" x 6" 2/2 1/10 R N .00076 Vernier 6/.

12- x 9" 4/6 8/9 I .0005 Blade 6/-
12" x 12" 5/9 5/- C MARK OF Q .0003 1/6 4/8
15"x 9" 5/6 4/

II
E 10 .0002 Extra 8/6tex 12" 7/8 5/8

I
L E Knobbed dial 1.; ex.

4"x 4" Sol. 84.rx 5" 1/8 1/

R
I t

, 1
Stock - Fallon A
'J. B." usual prices -

8" x 6" x}' 101. T
Ap E Vernier, no dial 2/8

Any. slse cut. B S 5 vane 3/3, 7 3/6
Sq. In. 4 id., 4" Id. FREE I INVITED.

L Polar types .. 10/11

Terminals. Condensers i
Leaks, New Lines.MITI-Pol. Bram 24. Dubin.. T -ymeg. 3/- Eureka Transformers

4 B.A. Standard 14.
Lacquered 24.
Spade type, dos. 3d.

Mallard Usual \
Ed ison-Belll( prices/
Mansbridge 1 mi. 1/6.

V
wF.ItIlmr:ni 00.5

LissenRetay.t.penc.... 22/9
No. 2 .. 22/8

RCOIncej' Grand 80/-13001/'

Telephone type 2d
Multiphone 4w. 9d.

2mt. 1/6, 1/3 6mf. lild Shaw's Hertsite 1/Ebonite Dials.
Headphones. Jacks 4 -Contact.&goy 1/- Engraved 3" .. 8d

Betty spring 3d. B.B.C. 4,000 ohms. Knobbed type 1/ Bank of 2 . 1/
2 B.A. Small 44. Brown's  F  B.T.H. 21" Fil. A. lid. Single Jacks .. IA
Contact Studs id.
Bring Washer, 44.

Siemens, Brandeis,
Sterling, all 25/-

nsiormere
Radio Inst. 25/

Standard Plugs 1/8
Potentiometer 300

General Radio 20/-
..

Silyertown .. 21/ oh.° ex-a"t 4/6Aerial Wire 7/22'3
Enamid. Bright  .n1846i416,7° Igranle 21/- & 20/ er6 8/6,

100' 3/9 2/9
, Electron 1/8
Lead-in 6d. yd.

20 de. Bell Wire 6d

Sal m ; "--o.-.van s .. 5/6
Burndept 25/- 227/
Reliability 10/-A 12/627/
Ferranti .. 17/

Micro hones  2/,
Tapping Keys 2/-
IVdphone Cords 1/-
...M.m. Irdbnds. 2/8

' " "L
H. T. Batteries.

With Wander Plugs.
60o. 9/. 38, 4/10
30v. 4/- 15v. 2/.
4v. F.L. Btry 6d.

66, Ever-Rdy 18/6
35, 5/- 16v. 8/6

Xtrsordinary 8/-
Tangent 12/ 8 219/

- 20/royal 20/
A Modulation,F "Telephone & 10/IR

"

.Sx, !Wank
tsa... " Burndep
Edison -Bell," a

- Goode.

Insu Mors.
Shell, 2rx 2f" 5d.
Reel 14., Egg 24.
Crystor type lid.

Lead-in 4/- Coil Holders.
4"A 6" do. 98. Siemens same price. - Unidyne all 8/ Ashley fixed .. 2/6

2* 1/, 12" `k 16* 1/3
H.P. Tangent . 5/
Weidichsers 7/

moving 8/
lip:ante 3 Set .. 8/British Wires.

Valve Holders. swg. dec. sew. dam Oojah 900 .. 5/ Ebonite 3 Coll 8/
Type A 74., Polar 1/3 18 1/11 2/11 8/5 , 300 m. 41 2 Coil 8/
Screwed 8 nuts 8d 20 2/2 8/4 4!2 Formers onl .. 1/ single moving 2/
Ebonite 104. 22 2/8 8/9 4/7 misnomer. ., Fixed type 8d.
Do. Open Type 64. 24 2/11 8/10 IV- Good quality 1/ Reeemed do. .. ed

Coil Plugs. 26 8/4 4/2 5/9

451/94

Igranic .. 4/ switches, Ebonite
IA

Superior
g I/40 '71/11

Vernier type .. 7/
Ormond 2/- Ajax 4/ Tumbler li US,D '6 0

231/r
= ir
Moulded type Sd

32 0/6 6/.36 8/. 8/8 1827-
40 17/- 14/8 20/-

T.C.B. 65/1--

MIcrostAt .. 2,, De*w'a; D.C.O.
S.C.0. .. 1/8

81

D.P.S.T 2/
Coll Formers 20 Mica Dos. Filostat 2/

,

Utility 2 -way
. . 4/

Basket type lid
.002

3"r2", 1/-2"x 15", 44. Sic -Met -Detector 6/.3w IV- 4w 8/. 6. 8/
Coil Mounts 9d
' Athol' Ebonite 1/3

Orders 5/ vane, carriage paid.
Under 5/8, 3d. per 1/- packing. etc.

Lever Type Stocked
Miniature Turn Oil

Do. Porcelain 1/- Lissen 2 -way.. 2/9

J. H. TAYLOR 6
5, Radio House, Telephone 

Basket Coll Sets,
6-1/9, 4-11-.

par. -CO... series P.. 3/9
Double arm do. 2/

Iron Core Chokes. NY. Swatch Sets.Mgoaulay St., Huddersfield. 341
1,000 ohms .. 94. nlegrarne : " Thorough." Huddersfield. D.C.O., 1/- SiC.O.:, IN,
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RADIO -PARIS AND 5XX
SIR,-I was very interested in the

article, " Radio -Paris and Chelms-
ford Interference," in Wireless
Weekly of August 13. Mr. Kendall
expresses the feelings of many,
including myself, when he says that
the high -power station at Chelms-
ford is not quite such an unmixed
blessing as we had hoped, for even
at this distance there is a decided
interference with SFR. Whilst we
are glad to get 2L0 without any
interference from our local station,
2ZY, we very much regret not
being able to listen to the excellent
concerts from " Radiola " with the
clearness as we did before the
coming of 5XX.

Wave -traps are very good so far
as they go, but would it be possible
to induce the B.B.C. to lower the
wavelength of 5XX to, say, 1,400
or even i,5oo metres? If this could
be done, there would be little or no
interference.-Yours faithfully,

(Rini.) H. BRIERLY.
Heywood.

" JOTTINGS BY THE WAY "
SIR, --I1 is a far 'cry from South

Africa to London, yet from a
wireless point of view it is merely a
matter of moments.

Now we have commenced broad-
casting in earnest, possibly a few
remarks about our progress would
interest our friends in the Home-
land. We haven't forgotten dear
old " Blighty," though we elect to
stay in sunny South Africa.

From the veriest schoolboy to the
white-haired old pioneer, each and
all have got it-the " wireless "
fever. It is worse than enteric, be-
cause once you catch it you can't
throw it off.

One of our local papers quotes a
humorous story about a youngster
of fourteen going into a wireless
store and asking the price of a
" four -Naive set." He expatiates
most profoundly thereon. Valves,
amplifiers, variometers, reactance,
etc.-he waltzes through the whole
gamut, then calmly asks if there are
any cat's -whiskers in stock, and
being supplied with one, scampers
off to try and get 2L0, or America
relayed, in preference.

On a " home-made " crystal set
I get JB (Johannesburg) perfectly.
We are distant 25-28 miles. Of
course in the winter time the condi-
tions are ideal, but woe betide those
who are not properly " earthed " in
the summer.

Our atmospheric or electrical
storms are so sudden. Practically
without warning they appear. A

thunderous report overhead is
usually the first warning.

A gentleman listening -in from
Rhodesia reported getting JB on a
crystal set, though  reception was
very faint.

Broadcasting is a great boon to
the dwellers in the wide spaces of
the " achterveldt " (backveldt).
The town is brought to the country
in very truth.

As the pioneer in wireless in my
district, I'm busy interesting my
neighbours. " Wireless for all " is
my slogan. I'm holding meetings
and giving demonstrations to the
uninitiated.

I have no doubt JB will be a
huge success, as it is being run by
the Associated Scientific and Techni-
cal Societies of South Africa. We
pay JB La per year, plus 5s. to
the Government-licence fees.

There is a controversy over the
question of broadcasting advertise-
ments. The company reckon they
are committed at present to big
contracts, so I'm afraid advertising
has come to stay in South Africa
per the media of wireless.

Hoping you consider my effort
worthy of publication in your paper,
and wishing you every success,-
Yours faithfully,

S. W. WRIGHT.
Benoni, Transvaal, S.A.

Z-the Queen of

LOUDSPEAKERS
The following are from recent

unsolicited letters received:-
" I have received your Loud-

speaker quite safely, together with
receipt for cheque. I em very
pleased with same. The reproduc-
tion of speech and music Is very
fine, and I do not find the gramo-
phone tinniness that I have heard
so much talk of with Loudspeakers.
The set I use is S.T. xoo Circuit.
I shall certainly let my friends
hear this, who are interested in
Loudspeakers."
And another letter says,-

' The Loudspeaker received is
the nearest to perfection I have
ever heard. On Tuesday I did
my best to make it distort the
speaker's voice and also the music,
but found this impossible. I have
used various other makes, but can
assure you that your% is the nearest
to perfection yet placed before the
public.

Now compare these prices-
and insist on Stella.
BIG STELLA. Guaranteed,

and British made 70/ -
LITTLE STELLA. A smaller

model, equally perfect ..35/-
" WEMBLEY " LOUD-

SPEAKER. Portable Minia-
ture, giving perfect results,
and guaranteed at .. 22/6

All carriage paid.
From all dealers; or at Wembley
Palace of Engineering; or direct:

STELLA WORKS
31-37, Wybert Street, v LONDON, N.W.1.

Telephone : Museum 839o.

Attediti
16.4. RADIO

CAM VERNIER
2 coil holder with
reaction reverse
switch ... 12/6
without switch

9/ -
PROV. PROT'D.

FOR PANEL
WIRING

COIL HOLDERS &
COMPONENTS

FOR 8111/FACII
WIRING

BASKET COIL HOLDER
1/6 postage 2d.

LEGLESS

VALVE

HOLDERS

Is fixed by a single screw in
centre, the holder itself acts as
a jig for drilling the holes for
panel wiring. For surface
wiring clamp the wires under
the heads of screws. Has
safety insulated plate socket.
(Prov. Protd.) PRICE 1/6 each,

postage 2d.

If your dealer has not got them we send ton free if you
mention his name and address. LIST POST FREE.

GOSWELL ENGINEERING CO., LTD.,
12a, PENTONVILLE ROAD, LONDON, N.1.

LIBERAL TRADE TERMS. 'Phone: North 3051.
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Apparatus
we have kited

Conducted by A. D. COWPER, M.Sc., Staff Editor.
" Fynetune " Micro Adjuster
Messrs. Sparks Radio Supplies

have submitted an improved
model of their fine -adjustment
mechanism for tuning -devices
which have bevel scales in front
of the panel, a geared friction -
ring engaging with the rim of
the bevel scale so that rotation of
the small control knob gives a
slow motion to the latter. As
already reported, this device is
mounted on the panel -top by a
small bolt.

In this new pattern, a substan-
tial moulded rubber ring is used
on the friction -wheel, giving
securer operation and longer life.

Flush Panel -Mounting Fittings
Messrs. Sparks Radio Supplies

have sent us samples of their
flush -mounting fittings, which do
not require the use of tapped
holes in the panel, that bugbear
of many constructors.

The valve -socket fittings form
short brass tubes with a flange
al: one end, which rests on the
panel -surface, and with a back -
nut screwing on the rear end to
hold the socket securely in a
plain hole in the panel, and (if
desired) to clamp the connecting -
wire. Four of these set at the
appropriate distances in the panel
will carry the valve in a very neat
and compact manner, the over-all
height required above  the panel
being substantially reduced as
compared with the conventional
moulded valve -socket fitting. If

good ebonite is used for the panel
both insulation and capacity
features may also be improved by
adopting this form of valve -
socket.

The coil -plug fittings have for
the socket an enlarged version of
the valve -socket fitting; and for
the plug a split brass pillar with
flange and lock -nut behind of
uniform dimensions. This should
he particularly useful for intro-
ducing plug-in loading -coils for
reaching 1,600 metres with
ordinary broadcast sets, as the
fitting occupies but little space
on the panel, the connections are
readily made behind the panel,
and the height of the coil above
the panel is also reduced.

Your New Coils for
THE NEW HIGH POWER B.B.C. STATION
must be Robust and Efficient-let them be

"Tangent" Tuning Coils
They possess these qualities :-
On strong cylindrical frames with coils air -spaced,
you can handle with impunity, and there is nothing
more efficient for either crystal or valve sets.

Note

Reduced

Prices

With
Aerial Circuit

'001 Condenser
in parallel use
COIL No. 100

With
Secondary Circuit
0005 Condenser
in parallel use
COIL No. 200

With
Anode Circuit

'0003Condenser
in parallel us
COIL No. 200

With
Reaction on
Aerial use

COIL No.100

PRICE 6/- PRICE 7/- PR ICE 7/- PRICE 5/ -

Also for H.F. Amplification use The "Discol "H.F. Transformer,
or New High Power Station use No. 250-Price 5/6 each.

GENT & CO., LTD.
" Faraday Works,"
LEICESTER.

FALLONFIXED
CONDENSERS

FIX FALLON CONDENSERS
AND IMPROVE YOUR SET

Made of highest quality mica and copper
foil, each one tested and guaranteed.
Fitted with soldering tags and nuts for
making clean connections.
Capacities up to '001 - 1/3 each.

'0015 and '002 - 2/0
11 your dealer cannot supply: we will.

WRITE DIRECT FOR TRADE TERMS:

FALLONT CONDENSER CO., LTD.
The Condenser People. Tottenham 1932

WHITE RIBBON WORKS, BROAD LANE, TOTTENHAM, N.I5
All Correspondence and Post Orders to above address.

New City Depot Manchester Depot : Scottish Depot :
113, Farnegdon Road, E.C.1. 19, Bridge Street, Reanimate. 120, Wellington Street, Glasgow.
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New Pattern R.I. Low -Frequency
Transformer

We have received from Messrs.
Radio Instruments a sample of
the new pattern R.I. intervalve
transformer, for audio - fre-
quencies.

While resembling superficially
the older pattern, and showing
the same good workmanship,
insulation, and finish, this new
pattern has a different type of
winding, both primary and
secondary coils being divided into
six sections, and the former being
now wound outside the latter. A
larger gauge of wire is also used.
The turns ratio is given as 4 : I.

The makers claim a more
uniform degree of amplification
over a large range of audio -fre-
quencies as a result of this im-
proved design, and the resulting
diminished distributed capacity ;
this is borne out by the National
Physical Laboratory tests, which
show a very uniform character-
istic down to I,5oo or 2,000
cycles audio -frequency, and a
drop to about 5o per cent. at 500
cycles, without any noticeable
resonance peaks. Careful com-
parative tests in actual reception,
both of speech and musk, and

single notes of different fre-
quencies, showed confirmation of
this feature : except for a slight
rise in (so-called) " pitch," i.e.,
preferential amplification of the
higher ranges to the loss of some
lower frequency energy, ,the tone 
was exceptionally good, and com-
pared well with the average
L.F. transformer performance.
The degree of amplification
was quite satisfactory.

A Compact Two -Coil Holder

A two -coil holder with micro-
meter adjustment, which occu-
pies very much less space on the
panel than the majority of such
devices, and which has actually
the single -hole -mounting feature
so popular with amateur con-
structors, is that submitted by J.
Telford.

In this instrument the coil -
holders are both mounted on a
substantial spindle, which is fixed
in the panel by a heavy back -nut.
The fixed coil stands then clear
of the panel, but parallel to it ;
the moving coil is free to rotate
around the spindle at a distance
of about an inch in front of the
former and parallel with it, being

controlled by an insulated handle
and an adjustable friction -spring
at the further end. The latter
can be tightened up sufficiently
to hold the larger sizes of coils in
any position. When the moving
coil is rotated to a position at
I8o degrees from the fixed coil,
the coupling is, of course, mini-
mised.

The fine adjustment of coupling
is given by a rocking motion of
the moving coil in the direction of
the length of the main spindle,
controlled by a micrometer screw
with a large ebonite knob
arranged conveniently at the
inner end of the main handle.
This enables the moving coil to
be slowly swung out to an angle
of approximately 45 degrees with
the panel, or in until the coils
actually touch, giving the desir-
able fine control of coupling in
any position.

The instrument is well and sub-
stantially made and nicely
finished. The usual small ter-
minal -screws are provided on the
coil plugs for flex connections.
For use on the front of the panel
in sets where space is limited this
neat device offers obvious
advantages.

TRIX NOVELTIESkRetail
I. Telephone Terminal, engraved " PHONES," V. each
2. Large Pillar Terminal, "AERIAL," 20. 
3. ,, 10, /.1 "EARTH," 21d.
4. Quick -Grip Spring Terminal ... 4d.

The most perfect terminal yet made.
FACTORS, TRADE & SHIPPERS ONLY SUPPLIED.

Ask year dealer to show you-
TRIX Anode Inductance.
TRIX H.F. Transformer.

TRIX Anode .Inducance with reaction.

ERIC J. LEVER. LONDON.LERICENWELL
GREEN

E.C.1 clerkewell 526;

RADIAX Duplex Basket COILS
Far more efficient than honeycomb or any other type of coilExceedingly strong .and rigid, mounted on standard ebonite plugs

Wave- Wave -
No. Price. length. No. Price length
25 2/- 55o too 2/6 5350
35 2/- 450 15o 2/8 2000
5o 2/- 65o Zoo 3/3 2600
75 2/6 900 250 4/- 3200

300 5/ -
Complete set of 9 for 25f -

YOUR DEALER CAN SUPPLY
RADIAN COMPONENTS.

NOW more than ever owners of valve sets
are on the look -out for the best apparatus
to enable them to improve the power and
selectivity of their sets. While Transformers
give best results on certain wave lengths,
it is often found that Tuned Anode Coils,
which offer a most efficient and convenient
form of intervalve coupling, give better
results on others. Experimenters and Reactance Coil, Half Plugged
enthusiasts therefore should possess both into Anode Coil.
RADIAX H.F. TRANSFORMERS OR TUNED ANODE INDUCTANCES.
280-350 metres .. 5/6 soo-x,soo metres .. 6/6
330-550 5/6 x,600-2,600 7/-
500 goo 6/- 2,600-4,000 . 7/6
Any of the above are supplied  matched " if required at an extra cost of 6d

10C-Ther.

TAPPED ANODE INDUC-
TANCE. x80-3,000 metres.
This new Radiax Registered
Intervalve Coupling for the
Tuned Anode System, with
its neat, self-contained
Switch, gives all wave-
lengths from 180 to 3,000
metres. It gives powerful

regenerative Reactance, and will not oscillate
aerial. Full instructions with each, 25/- , with
Variable Reactance Coil, 35/-. Highest finish and
accuracy. Get our Catalogue of all Components
and Sets for Constructors. Stamps 3d.

RADIAX LIMITED

4000

REACTANCE.
Attaches by a pin
plug to any of our
H.F. Transformers or
T.A. Inductances.
This system provides
most effective react-
ance on the anode. It
issuitable for all wave-
lengths. Instructions
with each. 10/-.

10, RADIO HOUSE, PERCY STREET, TOTTENHAM
COURT ROAD, LONDON, W.1. Museum 490.

8 Mantes from Tottenham et. M. or Tootles St. Tube Station. OPIRIarYOU
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Information Depaftment

SUPPLIED BY RADIO PRESS SERVICE DEPT., LTD.

R. A. (WATERFORD) has been informed
that it is not safe to use the testing instru-
ment known as a Megger for measuring the
resistance of anode resistances, and inquires
as to alternatives, since he is carrying out
some experiments which require the use
of resistances calibrated with fair accuracy.
It is certainly not advisable to use a Megger upon
the resistances, since even the most dependable
makes are only tested on a load of 200 volts, and
the Megger, of course, applies a considerably
higher voltage than this to the object under test.
Since you do not require very great accuracy, in
your calibration, we would suggest that you should
use a milliameter, a too -volt high-tension battery,
and a good voltmeter to read the actual pressure
applied to the resistance. Ohm's law will
you the desired information.

S. T. A. (DROITWICH) states that he
has seen very conflicting statements as to
the average range of high power stations,
such as Carnarvon or Leafield, and asks our
opinion.
The answer to such a question as this must assume
a certain standard of sensitivity in the receiver.
For commercial purposes this may be taken as
being just so much amplification as is possible
without bringing in an excessive amount of
atmospheric or other interference, and with such
a receiver maintaining a reliable service at greater
distances than about 5,000 miles is extremely
difficult. These ranges are being rapidly ex-
tended, however, and a regular direct service
between England and Australia is by no means an
impossibility in the near future.

"Perfect Reception"
GUARANTEED

WITH OUR

REPAIRED VALVES
Whenever your valves burn out or
filaments are damaged in any way

Send them to us
We repair them equal to new.

DON'T DELAY
The actual valve you send us is repaired
:: and returned to you within 7 days. ::

PRICE POSTAGE PRICE

6/6 3d. 6/6
(Bright Emitter Valves).

WE ARE ALWAYS AT YOUR SERVICE.

Price list for D.E. and Power Valves
:: on Application. ::

The North London Valve Repairing Co.,
221, Cazenove Road, Stoke Newington, N.16.

The Wonderful OMNI
as described by Mr. J. Scott -Taggart.

As iklstrated, including coils, 18 Guineas.
RFa"-EIVES EVERYTHING FROM EVERYWHERE.

T1,7011STRUCTORS.-All Components supplied separately it desired.
Sends v:en for Illustrated List and set of leaflets dealing with
"Tested Sets," also the OMNI, S.T.100, 4 -Valve Family
Receiver, Transatlantic V, All Concert -de -Luxe, Simplicity,
and all circuits described in "Wireless Weekly," " Modern
Wireless" and Radio Press Envelopes.
Connecting Links, per set of 50, 8/- Carr. paid on Retail Orders value e`2 an over.

ALWAYS SPECIFY "MAGNUM."
MAGNUM TAPPED COILS-REDUCED PRICES.
No.'. 150-1050 metres (replaces Nos. 25,35,50,75 coils) 12/6
No.2. 450-3560 metres (replaces Nos. 100,150,200,250, plug-in coils
Please Note NEW ADDRESS:- 15/ -

BlU ItNE-J0 NES & Co. Ltd.
Manufacturing Radio Engineers." Magnum House," 288, Borough High St., London, &E.1

Experimental Stations: -2 P.P. New Cross. 2 P.B. Kennington
2 C.T. Lambeth. 6 C.W. Streatham.
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J. R. W. (MANCHESTER) asks whether
it makes any difference to the results obtained
with a receiving set,_ whether the variable
condenser is arranged with the moving
plates to the aerial and the fixed plates to
earth, or with the reverse arrangement.
As far as the actual functioning of the receiver
is concerned, it is quite immaterial which connec-
tion is adopted, but in actual practice it will be
found that one of the two possible arrangements
has decided advantages. With moist types of
condensers hand -capacity effects are very much
reduced by connecting the moving plates to earth,
and the fixed plates to aerial. Similarly, with a
tuned anode circuit, the -moving plates should be
connected upon the high-tension battery side of
the circuit, and the fixed ones to the anode.

H. C. (GLASGOW) asks whether resistance -
coupled amplifiers have as great a tendency
to self-oscillation as those employing tuned
intervalve coupling.
Resistance capacity intervalve coupling in high -
frequency amplifiers is decidedly more stable than
any of the tuned methods; and it has only a
slight tendency "to self -Oscillation. It may fre-
quently be found that an amplifier possessing as
many as .-:three stages -of resist:wide-capacity-
Coupled amplification will be perfectly stable and
relluire added reaction before it will oscillate.
When more than three stages are used the
inherent tendency to oscillate is generally suffi-
cient to enable a reaction coil to be dispensed

with, and a very delicate control of reaction is then
obtained by means of the usual- potentiometer.

K. C. (HAMPSTEAD) says that he has
seen the terms " radiate " and " re -
radiate " used in referring to a receiver,
in a somewhat confusing manner, and he
asks us to explain.
These two terms are often very loosely employed
at the present time, since they seem to be
regarded as equivalent by some listeners, whereas
there is a distinct difference in meaning involved
in their correct use. " Re -radiate " means that
energy is received by an aerial system, and that
some fraction of that energy is re -radiated into
space without any serious change being made in its
frequency, modulation (in the case of telephony},
etc. This, of course, always occurs when any
kind of signal is being received, since when the
receiving aerial is tuned to the transmitting wave-
length, it is thrown into oscillation in sympathy
with the signals, and whenever oscillations flow in
an aerial system a certain amount of energy must
be radiated. No interference is caused by this
phenomenon as a rule.- " Radiation," on the
other hand, means that energy is flowing in the
receiving aerial other than that supplied by the
received signals, and that energy is radiated
which is not simply a faithful copy of the received
signals. Such radiation, since it differs from the
passing signal, will interfere with other signals
when picked up by a neighbouring receiver, and
this is the cause of the only too well know.n
squeals and -howls.

Purchase Burndept
by its name-

Other sets are not
the same.

THERE is a mellow, deep tone, rich and clear, in
music and speech reproduced by the Ethovox Loud
Speaker. Not a detail is lost either when it is

giving quiel reproduction or when it is giving a great volume of
sound. It is indeed a perfected loud speaker and its fidelity of
reproduction and purity of tone are truly remarkable. If reception
is good, you will be astonished at the splendid results obtained with
the Ethovox. This popular and world-renownad Loud Speaker is
graceful in shape, and by virtue of its warm mahogany colour
reminiscent of the shades of antique furniture, it is pleasing to the
eye. Ask your nearest Burndept Agent for a demonstration of
the Ethovox.

- .

Ethovox Loud Speaker-" Sound " Value.
No. 203. r20 ohms resistance, £ 5
No. 204. 2,000 ohms resistance f

LE3URNDEPTJTrrry
."" \ r klidr

 BURNDEPT Ltd., Aldine House, Bedford St. Strand,W.C.2
Visit our Stand at the British Empire Exhibition, in the Palace of Engineering, Avenue 13, Bay 13
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